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Abstract 

!
 The objective of this thesis is to enhance the archaeological visibility of mobile 

pastoralists in the southern Levant, accomplished through an ethnoarchaeological study of 

Bedouin mortuary practices in Jordan. Qualitative data, collected via 136 ethnographic 

interviews, and quantitative data, collected from 20 Bedouin cemeteries, are analyzed to 

distinguish the material residues of Bedouin funerary practices. Patterns in these data are 

investigated using a multi-scalar spatial model, to improve archaeological interpretations and 

produce a predictive model for locating the material signatures of mobile pastoralist mortuary 

practices in the southern Levant. This research yields results of high archaeological visibility, 

demonstrating that Bedouin mortuary practices leave behind a detectable material signature on 

the landscape. 

!
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It appears that archaeological research on mobile pastoralists is perceived to generate less 

academic currency than fieldwork carried out at ancient urban centers. 

!
– Benjamin Saidel 2008b:475 

!
Chapter 1: Introduction 

!
1.1 Introduction 

!
Nomadism has been an important subsistence strategy throughout much of the history of 

humanity. However, from an archaeological standpoint, people who practice a highly mobile 

lifestyle tend to accumulate fewer material residues resulting from their activities across a 

landscape (Rosen 1992). The combination of an itinerant way of life and a reliance on organic 

materials affects the types of deposits generated (Grillo 2012; Sahlins 1972), and the rapidity at 

which these residues decay. As such, the material consequences of a nomadic existence are 

presumed to obscure their archaeological visibility (Finkelstein and Perevolotsky 1990:68). 

Nonetheless, mobile peoples, much like their sedentary counterparts, “produce, use and discard a 

distinct material culture that includes functional objects, art and architecture” (Wendrich and 

Barnard 2008:1). But how do we, from an archaeological perspective, locate their material 

signatures and work towards reconciling the ‘ephemeral’ nature of nomadic peoples? 

In an attempt to resolve the issue above, I will focus on the material residues of 

behaviours that utilize fixed places on the landscape, specifically funerary practices, which tend 
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to yield results of high archaeological visibility. Regrettably, few ethnoarchaeological studies 

have been undertaken to explore the relationship between mortuary behaviours and their 

associated material culture (Bartel 1982:52; David and Kramer 2001:378). For this reason, I 

chose an ethnoarchaeological investigation of the funerary customs of present-day Jordanian 

Bedouin, because giving “meaning to…contemporary patterns is dependent upon an 

understanding of the processes which operated to bring such patterning into existence” (Binford 

1980:4). 

!
1.2 Purpose of the Study 

!
This research sought to address one broad question: What are the material signatures of 

Jordanian Bedouin mortuary practices? To answer this question, middle-range research methods 

were employed to make inferences about human behaviours and the empirical observations made 

of their archaeologically preserved residues. Particularly sensitive reconnaissance methods were 

required (Cribb 1991:68; Rosen 1992:75; Wendrich and Barnard 2008:1), and a deep 

understanding of the linkages amongst cultural attitudes, values, beliefs, technological choices, 

and how these are materialized on a landscape.  

In total, 136 semi-structured personal interviews were conducted with Bedouin 

informants throughout Jordan to document their funerary practices. To cross-validate the 

information gathered from these informants, data were collected from 1065 graves in 20 

Jordanian Bedouin cemeteries. Patterns in these data were investigated using a multi-scalar 

spatial model (Dobres 1995; Kantner 2008; Lock and Molyneaux 2006; Marquardt 1992), to 
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produce a predictive model for locating the material signatures of the mortuary practices of 

mobile peoples in the southern Levant. 

!
1.3 Thesis Structure 

!
 In the following thesis, I will outline how ethnoarchaeological research, conducted within 

contemporary Jordanian Bedouin society, may provide insight into the social and symbolic 

dimensions of Bedouin mortuary practices, and, more broadly, how it may improve 

archaeological interpretations of the funerary residues of earlier nomadic pastoralists in the 

southern Levant.   

 In Chapter 2, the definition of, and major developments in ethnoarchaeology, southern 

Levantine mobile pastoralism and mortuary archaeology will be discussed. The chapter’s 

objective is to provide the background information necessary to assess the present study and 

mortuary ethnoarchaeology’s potential value in enhancing the archaeological visibility of mobile 

pastoralists.  

In Chapter 3, an introduction to the study area will discuss the natural environment, and 

provide an ethnography of the Bedouin to address such topics as economy, geographic 

distribution, population, language, religion, tribal and family structure, housing, clothing and 

diet. A detailed account of the methods utilized to collect and analyze both qualitative and 

quantitative data for this study follows. 

Chapter 4 derives from informant interviews, describing, primarily in aggregate, the 

procession of Bedouin mortuary rites from death to commemoration. Chapter 5, on the other 
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hand, highlights the materialization of these Bedouin funerary customs by presenting site-

specific data collected from each cemetery surveyed, followed by a discussion of patterns and 

variation observed at Bedouin cemeteries. 

Chapter 6 employs a supra-regional (Jordan) perspective to interpret Bedouin mortuary 

data, by examining the distribution of funerary customs, including their associated material 

culture and material outcomes, in addition to how these manifest on the landscape. In this 

chapter, I argue that nomadic pastoralists are visible in the archaeological record, and discuss 

how analyses of Bedouin graves and cemeteries, utilized to generate a predictive model of 

mobile pastoralist landscape usage, may be applicable in detecting and interpreting the residues 

of mobile peoples in the southern Levant.  

The concluding chapter restates the rationale and research objectives of this study. It 

briefly revisits the ethnographic and cemetery data that form the basis of this study, and 

summarizes the conclusions that can be drawn from these combined data. Finally, the 

contributions of this study are discussed and the prospects for future research are considered to 

continue improving the visibility of mobile peoples in the archaeological record. 

!
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

!
2.1 Introduction 

!
 In the following chapter, I will provide a discussion of ethnoarchaeology: its definition; 

its development and theoretical underpinnings; debates about the use of analogy; and 

ethnoarchaeology’s role within archaeology. This will be succeeded by a synthesis of mobile 

pastoralism: how it is defined; the archaeological visibility and detection of mobile peoples; its 

origin and history in the southern Levant; and the current state of ethnoarchaeological research 

focusing on mobile pastoralism in the region. The chapter will conclude with a review of the 

important developments in the anthropology and sociology of death, mortuary archaeology, and 

mortuary ethnoarchaeology. It is hoped that this chapter will provide the background information 

necessary to evaluate the present study, which aims to increase the archaeological visibility of 

southern Levantine mobile pastoralists by providing an ethnoarchaeological perspective on the 

mortuary practices of Jordanian Bedouin. 

!
2.2 Ethnoarchaeology 

!
2.2.1 Ethnoarchaeology 

!
 Ethnoarchaeology was born out of a growing dissatisfaction of the emphasis 

ethnographers placed on documenting the impalpable aspects of a culture, while neglecting the 
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behaviours that produced and modified its material culture (Cunningham 2003:389; Hodder 

1982c:38-39; Stiles 1977:91). This frustration impelled archaeologists to begin undertaking their 

own ethnographic studies emphasizing the tangible aspects of living societies (Cunningham 

2003:389; Kleindienst and Watson 1956:76-77; London 2000:2; Stiles 1977:91; Watson 

1980:55). 

 A number of scholars have highlighted the fact that there is no general consensus about 

the definition of ethnoarchaeology (e.g. Agorsah 1990; David and Kramer 2001; Kuznar 1995; 

Longacre 1978; Marciniak and Yalman 2013; Oestigaard 2004:23; Watson 1980:55). In fact, it is 

even interpreted differently based on the geographic origin of the researcher (Marciniak and 

Yalman 2013), and the social milieu and archaeological tradition from which he or she emerged 

(e.g. see Cunningham 2003; David 1992a; David and Kramer 2001; Fewster 2013; Stark 1993; 

Van Reybrouck 2013 for discussions of processual and post-processual ethnoarchaeologies). 

With such ambiguity giving rise to numerous definitions (e.g. David and Kramer 2001:6-14; 

Gould 1980:3-4; Hodder 1982c:28; O’Connell 1995:205-206; Oswalt 1974:3; Schiffer 1978:230; 

Stanislawski 1974:18; Stiles 1977:87; Watson 1980:55), Marciniak and Yalman (2013:4) noted 

that some scholars have understood ethnoarchaeology as a method (e.g. van der Kooij 2002:23), 

and others as a research strategy (e.g. David and Kramer 2001; Kent 1987:38; London 2000:7; 

Skibo 1992:27-29; Stark 1993:94), or theory (e.g. Gould 1980; Kalentzidou 2000:165). This 

incongruity prompted van der Kooij (2002:23) to argue that ethnoarchaeology “is a method, it 

has a research strategy and it should [also] have a theory”. Personally, I subscribe to David and 

Kramer’s (2001:2) view that ethnoarchaeology is a research strategy for “the ethnographic study 

of living cultures from archaeological perspectives” to gain insight into “the relationships of 
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material culture to culture as a whole, both in the living context and as it enters the 

archaeological record,” and “exploiting such understandings in order to inform archaeological 

concepts and to improve interpretation”. 

 During its formative years, ethnoarchaeology was often accused of lacking a developed 

body of theory and methodology (e.g. Stiles 1977:88; Talalay 1984:181; see also Roux 

2007:154). It initially developed in the logical positivist climate of processual archaeology, with 

its concern for identifying law-like generalizations, which “required models of human behavior 

from which to generate hypotheses that could be tested against the archaeological record” (David 

and Kramer 2001:18). For this, Binford (1978, 1981) drew upon the work of sociologist Robert 

Merton (1949), advocating the use of middle-range theory to build bridging arguments between 

observed archaeological patterning and high-level social theories (Atici 2006; Cunningham 

2003:391; Darvill 2003:260; see also Raab and Goodyear 1984 for a discussion of how the 

archaeological conceptualization of middle-range theory deviates from its sociological 

foundations).  

 Post-processual oriented ethnoarchaeologists, on the other hand, were more 

particularistic, operating under a hermeneutic (David 1992a; Stark 1993:93), post-structuralist 

approach (Van Reybrouck 2013:177). They disagreed with the scientific, dehumanizing nature of 

processualism (e.g. Hodder 1986:102; Shanks and Tilley 1987b), instead recognizing that 

material culture is imbued with meaning (Shanks and Tilley 1987a; Stark 1993:96). With this in 

mind, post-processualists undertook “contextual” studies of topics such as symbolism and 

ideology (e.g. Hodder 1982a, 1986). Post-processualists moved ethnoarchaeology “from the 

outside to the inside, from an etic to an emic perspective, from observing to participating, from 
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explaining site formation to interpreting material culture” and from a largely methodological to a 

theoretical basis (Van Reybrouck 2013:171). Subsequently, David (1992a:330) suggested that 

ethnoarchaeology might benefit from a blending of the two approaches (scientific and 

hermeneutic).  

 Some scholars attempted to “unite” ethnoarchaeology under a single general theory to 

combat its perceived “eclecticism” (Cunningham 2003:390). For example, Simms (1992) and 

O’Connell (1995) proposed behavioural ecology as the solution, while Hodder (1986) suggested 

material culture studies. This sentiment was echoed by Oestigaard (2004:22), who suggested that 

ethnoarchaeology should be substituted with material culture studies as a means to bridge the 

divide between processual and post-processual archaeology. However, Cunningham (2003) 

questioned why it is even necessary to embody ethnoarchaeology under a single theoretical 

perspective. He argued for a more pluralistic approach because “the diversity in 

ethnoarchaeology’s methodological programs is a response to the epistemological requirements 

of analogical reasoning” (Cunningham 2003:390; see also David 1992a). 

!
2.2.2 Debates about Analogy in Ethnoarchaeology 

!
 Ethnoarchaeology certainly has not been without its critics (Agorsah 1990; Arthur and 

Weedman 2005; Cunningham 2003; David and Kramer 2001; Gould 1980, 1989; Van Reybrouck 

2013). The point of contention has often been the temporal distance between the dynamic 

processes of the ethnographic present and the static archaeological record (Alexianu 2013:215; 

Binford 1980:4-5; Gould 1989:8; Hodder 1982c:12; Watson 1980:55). In fact, Gosden (1999:9) 
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even vilified ethnoarchaeology for being “immoral” on the grounds that one society’s present 

cannot be used to interpret another’s past (see also Ucko 1969:262-263). Sentiments such as this 

derive from the longstanding critique of the use of analogy in making archaeological inferences 

(Agorsah 1990; Arthur and Weedman 2005; Ascher 1961; Binford 1967, 1972, 2001; Gould 

1978, 1980, 1989; Gould and Watson 1982; Hodder 1982c; Kent 1987:39-43; Peregrine 

2001:2-3; Ravn 2011; Salmon 1982; Shelley 1999, 2003: 65-87; Stahl 1993; Van Reybrouck 

2013; Watson 1980; Wylie 1982, 1985, 1988). Understandably, the general distrust of analogical 

reasoning came as a reaction to the indiscriminate use of ethnographic analogues (e.g. Sollas 

1911), particularly in the application of evolutionary schemes (Wylie 1985:66, 1988:141). Thus, 

Wylie (1985:101) has emphasized the use of relational, rather than formal analogies, to establish 

relevance criteria to strengthen both the source (ethnographic) and subject (archaeological) side 

of the analogical equation  (see also Wylie 1988:146-147). 

 As Wylie (1985:64) contends, the use of analogy in ethnoarchaeology is inescapable 

because any proposed alternatives, such as Gould’s (Gould and Watson 1982:371) 

uniformitarianism, “are, themselves, unavoidably analogical in form and foundation, thus, most 

archaeological inference remains analogical” (see also Watson 1980:57). Cunningham 

(2003:389) even argues that ethnoarchaeology is “theoretically unified by a general concern with 

analogy”. Although analogical inference has a built in clause of uncertainty because we “can 

never know the past directly” (Watson 1980:55; see also Stark 1993:94; Wylie 1985:68), many 

archaeologists have accepted that they must rely on it to some extent to aid in their 

interpretations of the past (Agorsah 1990:200; Ascher 1961:317; Chang 1967a:229-230, 1967b:
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109; Gould and Watson 1982:359; Hodder 1982c:11-12; Kent 1987:39; Oestigaard 2004:25; 

Shelley 1999:579; Stahl 1993:235). 

!
2.2.3 The Role of Ethnoarchaeology 

!
 Within the larger anthropological sub-discipline of archaeology, Cunningham (2003:391) 

has delineated four important purposes that ethnoarchaeology fulfils, including “(1) …

identifying law-like ‘translations’ of the archaeological record; (2) …test[ing] archaeologically 

derived propositions; (3) …‘interpretive discovery’; and (4) …‘raising analogical 

consciousness’.” Wendrich (2013:206) has also added that broad-based ethnoarchaeological 

studies should be undertaken “as a matter of preservation” (see also Hodder 1982c:39; Stark 

1993:95; Watson 1980:59-60).  

 Although “ethnoarchaeology [often] poses more questions than it answers…exposing 

weaknesses in archaeological explanations is a healthy practice…[because] [o]nly when a 

problem has been exposed can serious thought be given to remedying it” (Ochsenschlager 

1998:138). Indeed, the propagation of so-called “cautionary tales”, produced by 

ethnoarchaeological research, serves to remind archaeologists that they must remain cognizant of 

the different causal factors that may produce the same material outcomes, also known as 

equifinality (Arthur and Weedman 2005:228; Cunningham 2003, 2013; O’Connell 1995:208; 

Wendrich 2013:206). Bonnichsen’s (1973) study of a recently deserted Native American 

campsite at Grande Cache, Alberta is one such example of a cautionary tale. Here, data were 

collected using archaeological techniques to test “the validity of archaeological inferential 
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methodology” (Bonnichsen 1973:277). These data were then interpreted from the etic 

perspective of an archaeologist and the emic perspective of a former occupant (Bonnichsen 

1973). Inferential errors were noted when the two interpretations were compared, and it was 

shown that the material evidence belied the true nature of the behaviours that produced the 

deposits (Bonnichsen 1973). 

 Ethnoarchaeological research, conducted amongst mobile peoples, offers a strategy to 

identify and interpret the material signatures produced by these peoples. Such studies should be 

undertaken to preserve our knowledge of a lifestyle that, amongst many mobile peoples, is in a 

state of flux. 

!
2.3 Mobile Pastoralists in the Southern Levant 

  

2.3.1 Mobile Pastoralism 

!
 Mobile (nomadic) pastoralism is a broad term utilized to define a strategy of spatial 

mobility motivated by the needs of livestock, which form the primary basis of the group’s 

economy. As Browman (2008:169) notes, “Animals are the vehicles by which…nomadic 

trajectories are seen as being operationalized”. These livestock provide a storage mechanism by 

which vegetation that are inedible to humans are converted into usable products, such as meat 

and milk, which can be consumed as required (Dando 2012:24; Majok and Schwabe 1996:10; 

Sutton and Anderson 2014:246). Since pastoral production is so intimately linked to livestock 

consumption patterns (Cribb 1991:22), inter-site movements allow livestock to exploit fresh 
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pastures and avoid local overgrazing (Gilbert 2014:5). Therefore, mobility affords the flexibility 

required to optimize conditions and minimize risks for herds and flocks (Cribb 1991:22; Kuznar 

1991:93). 

 Mobile pastoralism is considered to be an adaptation to semi-arid to arid environments 

(e.g. Bar-Yosef and Khazanov 1992:1; Moghadam 1996:15). While semi-arid regions typically 

receive enough rainfall to support “short-season crops”, arid regions lack the precipitation 

necessary to sustain crop production (Mays 2009:17). Under this rubric, mobile pastoralists are 

not only limited to the dryland environments of Africa, the Middle East, Southwest and Central 

Asia, but consideration must also be given to those that expanded into other marginal lands, such 

as northern latitudes (see Paine 1994 for Saami reindeer pastoralists in Norway; see Habeck 2005 

for Komi reindeer pastoralists in Northern Russia), and high-altitude environments (see Ekvall 

1968 and Goldstein and Beall 2002 for the mixed species pastoralists of the Tibetan Plateau; see 

Browman 2008 and Dransart 2002 for Andean camelid pastoralists). 

 Different approaches have been utilized to measure the degree to which certain groups 

practice mobile pastoralism (Cribb 1991:15). For example, one approach gives more credence to 

the ratio of pastoralism to agriculture (Khazanov 1984:9), while another approach focuses on the 

extent of mobility (Cribb 1991:15). Useful distinctions have been made between tied (tethered) 

and untied nomadism, with the former referring to a pattern of movement that follows a set 

migration route (Ingold 1987:184), and the latter to frequent “shifts into new migration 

tracks” (Cribb 1991:18). However, a number of strategies occupy the positions between full-

fledged nomadic pastoralism and sedentism on the spectrum of mobility. 
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 Mobile pastoralism, in its “pure” form, seems to be a somewhat idealized concept (Betts 

and Russell 2000:24; Moghadam 1996:14; Rosen 1992:81). Its primary focus is animal 

husbandry, which is not generally practiced alongside agriculture (Bar-Yosef and Khazanov 

1992:2; Khazanov 1984:19; Sutton and Anderson 2014:220), although certain ethnographic 

examples do not preclude opportunistic cultivation (Köhler-Rollefson 1992; Marx 1967:20). One 

key feature of pure mobile pastoralism is that it lacks the permanence of a settlement (Bonsall et 

al. 2013:153; Gilbert 2014:4). Consequently, the entire community, in addition to its “productive 

base” and infrastructure, must be regularly moved to available resources, such as pasture, within 

a single ecological niche (Cribb 1991:20). Semi-nomadic pastoralism, on the other hand, implies 

a mid-way state between nomadism and sedentism, and pastoralism and agriculture. Khazanov 

(1984:19) describes it as “extensive pastoralism and the periodic changing of pastures during the 

entire, or the greater part of the year”. The economy may be mixed, and agriculture may be 

performed in a supplementary capacity (Khazanov 1984:19). 

 Semi-nomadic pastoralism is not to be confused with transhumance. Cribb (1991:19) 

rightly states that the “use and abuse” of the term ‘transhumance’ is at the heart of 

misunderstandings of nomadism. Transhumance, infers a central place, from which shepherds 

and their livestock seasonally deploy to exploit the resources of different ecological zones 

(Bonsall et al. 2013:153; Ingold 1987:182; Wendrich and Barnard 2008:7-8). It is further 

subdivided into horizontal transhumance and vertical transhumance. Horizontal transhumance, as 

the name suggests, is the seasonal movement of people and their livestock across relatively 

uniform elevations (Wendrich and Barnard 2008:8). Conversely, vertical transhumance involves 
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the seasonal movement of people and their livestock from lower to higher elevations (Wendrich 

and Barnard 2008:7). 

 It has been argued that pastoralism, in itself, is a volatile endeavour which is influenced 

by fluctuating environmental variables (Anfinset 2010:83-84; Cribb 1991:27-34), more so than 

agriculture. By comparison, the agricultural mode of production is considered more stable 

because cereals have a greater storage potential than perishable pastoral products, allowing for 

the accumulation of surpluses (Anfinset 2010:83-84). Therefore, throughout history there has 

been some degree of symbiosis between mobile pastoralists and their sedentary neighbours (Bar-

Yosef and Khazanov 1992:5; Haiman 1995; Khazanov 1984:35, 2001:1; Köhler-Rollefson 

1992:11; Moghadam 1996:14; Porter 2012:13-14; see also Makarewicz 2013:163-167 for a 

critical review of the “stereotypes” surrounding pastoralist-sedentary relations). 

!
2.3.2 The Archaeological Visibility of Mobile Pastoralists 

!
 Finkelstein and Perevolotsky (1990:68) once commented that “groups that practice [a] 

subsistence economy based on…animal husbandry—and migrate in search of food, water, and 

good pasture—do not leave traceable remains”. While this may have been the prevailing attitude 

of earlier times (e.g. Childe 1936:81), Finkelstein and Perevolotsky’s presumption of 

ephemerality triggered an important dialogue about the archaeological detection of nomadic 

pastoralists.  

 It has been strongly refuted that mobile pastoralist sites, presumably with low artifact 

densities, are archaeologically unrecoverable (e.g. Banning 1993; Banning and Köhler-Rollefson 
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1992; Chang and Koster 1986; Cribb 1991; Rosen 1988, 1992, 1993, 2007, 2009; Rosen and 

Saidel 2010; Rosen et al. 2005:326-327; Saidel and Erickson-Gini 2014; Wendrich and Barnard 

2008:1; Zarins 1992). Rosen (1992:75) asserts that it is not only feasible to “find the remains of 

such nomads, but also to reconstruct their lifeways and to place them in historical context”. In 

fact, archaeology is equipped to overcome the ephemeral nature of these peoples. Quite simply, it 

is a matter of looking for the remnants they have left behind (Rosen 1988:47). Tangible evidence 

may include gravesites, hearths, stone tent linings, post holes, animal enclosures and other 

fixtures, dung deposits, and faunal and microbotanical remains. Unfortunately, however, the 

archaeological study of nomadic pastoralists has often taken a backseat to research carried out at 

more conspicuous sites, such as urban centres (Gilead and Goren 1986:83; Homan 2002:4; 

Rosen 1988:51; Saidel 2008b:475). 

 Admittedly, it takes a greater effort to detect the sites of mobile peoples. Nomadic 

archaeology has obvious limitations, as outlined by Frendo (1996). Frendo (1996:22) notes that 

“certainly less can be known than in other types of archaeology”. Residential mobility has 

traditionally been associated with an impoverished material culture, composed of perishable 

items that may not preserve archaeologically (Porter 2012:10). It “can, in fact, affect numerous 

aspects of a society’s technological choices, from production to use, transport and 

discard” (Grillo 2012:17). For example, a limited repertoire of ceramic vessel types and sizes in 

an assemblage (Cribb 1991:76; Rosen and Avni 1997:62-63), with high percentages of cooking 

vessels and low percentages of storage vessels, are believed to demonstrate a positive correlation 

with a mobile pastoralist lifeway (Rosen 2007:359; Saidel 2002:175-176, 191, 2004:444). The 

absence of ceramic storage vessels is believed to indicate that the transport of perishable goods 
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was facilitated via biodegradable containers (Saidel 2002:191). Data recovered from Byzantine 

and Early Islamic sites in Israel, such as Rekhes Nafha 396 in the Negev Highlands (Saidel 

2004), Nahal ‘Oded and Har ‘Oded in the Ramon Crater (Rosen and Avni 1997), and intra-site 

comparisons of the Early Bronze Age Negev and Sinai (Saidel 2002), seem to support this 

hypothesis. 

 Briefly occupied sites tend to accumulate only negligible amounts of debris (e.g. Rosen 

1987:34-35), and small sites may be situated in challenging environments, or concealed by 

vegetation (Hopkins 1993:210; Rosen 1992:76). However, if a robust corpus of archaeological 

data can be accumulated for mobile hunter-gatherers, then it is certainly possible to do the same 

for mobile pastoralists (Banning and Köhler-Rollefson 1992:181; Cribb 1991:66; Rosen 

1992:80). Methodological refinements are the key to bringing nomadic pastoralists into sharper 

focus, and employing particularly sensitive archaeological reconnaissance techniques borrowed 

from prehistoric archaeology can yield results of high archaeological visibility (e.g. Cribb 1991; 

Rosen 1992, 1993; Rosen and Avni 1993:189; Saidel 2002; Wendrich and Barnard 2008:1). For 

example, pedestrian surveys, conducted over large areas, allow the researcher to document the 

spatio-temporal dimensions of mobile pastoralism, which may expose seasonally exploited sites 

and those situated in different microenvironmental zones and topographies (Rosen 1988:50-51, 

1992:75-76). In addition, careful excavation methods, such as fine sieving and flotation, allow 

archaeologists to amplify the data retrieved from sites occupied by nomadic pastoralists (Bar-

Yosef and Khazanov 1992:6; Rosen 1992:75-76). 

!
!
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2.3.3 Mobile Pastoralism in the Southern Levant 

!
 In the southern Levant, pastoralism is a production strategy with considerable antiquity. 

In its incipient form, pastoralism emerged together with its most conspicuous entities, namely 

domesticated sheep (Ovis aries) and goats (Capra hircus), sometime during the mid-late Pre-

Pottery Neolithic B (Horwitz et al. 1999; Makarewicz 2013; Wasse 2002). Nomadic pastoralism, 

on the other hand, is a much later development, likely dating to the Bronze Age, or potentially 

earlier (Makarewicz 2013). The following is a diachronic review of mobile pastoralism in the 

southern Levant. 

!
The Advent of the Domestic Camel 

!
 One of the major advancements in Middle Eastern nomadic pastoralism was the 

domestication of the dromedary camel (Camelus dromedarius). Although the centre of 

domestication has not yet been identified, some believe that domestic dromedaries originated in 

southeastern Arabia (e.g. Brauer 1993:112), possibly during the late second millennium B.C.E. 

(Bar-Yosef and Khazanov 1992:5; Peters 1997; Rosen and Saidel 2010:63). Faunal evidence 

collected from the site of Tell Jemmeh, Israel, suggests the presence of camels as early as 

1400-1300 B.C.E. (Wapnish 1981). Nevertheless, determining whether camel remains are wild 

or domesticated is notoriously complicated because “many of the typical characteristics of 

domestic animals are not developed in camels” (Uerpmann and Uerpmann 2002:251). For this 

reason, the arrival of domestic dromedaries into the southern Levant is more securely dated to 
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the early first millennium B.C.E. (Heide 2011:368; Horwitz and Rosen 2005; Sapir-Hen and 

Ben-Yosef 2013). At this time, archaeological (e.g. Grigson 2012), iconographic (Wapnish 

1981:116), textual (Heide 2011; Rosen and Saidel 2010:75), technological and linguistic 

evidence (Bulliet 1973, 1975) come together to provide a more comprehensive picture of the 

human-camel relationship.  

 The reasons for the camel’s domestication are still up for debate, but it has been surmised 

that the motivating factor was initially meat and/or milk (Bulliet:1975; Rosen and Saidel 

2010:76; Spassov and Stoytchev 2004:156). In the southern Levant, however, mortality profiles, 

in addition to bone lesions on the distal articular surfaces of the foot and long bones, seem to 

indicate that the earliest known domesticated camels in the region were utilized as pack animals 

in association with copper mining operations (Grigson 2012; Sapir-Hen and Ben-Yosef 2013; see 

also Barker 2012:91; Ben-Yosef et al. 2010:743; Levy 2009b; Martin et al. 2013; Rosen 2009:63; 

Segal and Rosen 2005 for the mobile pastoralist involvement with the copper trade). Dubbed 

“the ship of the desert”, the camel conferred advantages for pastoral people to expand further 

into arid environments, and facilitated the transport of heavy goods. Amongst these mobile 

societies, the camel displaced the wheel (Bulliet 1973, 1975), becoming important as a mount by 

the mid-first millennium B.C.E. (Rosen and Saidel 2010:76). This, paired with the near 

synchronous adoption of the tent, became the “defining characteristics of pastoral nomadic 

societies in the Near East” (Rosen and Saidel 2010:63). 

!
!
!
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Shasu 

!
 At approximately the same time as the adoption of domestic dromedaries in the Levant, 

mobile pastoralists begin to appear in documentary sources. However, they are only referenced 

in a few ancient literary sources, and these sources must be treated with caution as they present a 

biased view. Recorded during the eighth year of Egyptian pharaoh Merenptah’s reign (ca. 1206 

B.C.E.), the Papyrus Anastasi VI (lines 51-61) provides an early account of nomadic pastoralists 

in the Transjordan, whom the author refers to as the “Shasu” (Hoffmeier 2005:62; Hopkins 

1993:200-201; Levy 2009a:251; Whiting 2002:108). The Shasu were pastoral nomads that “seem 

to represent a social class of nomads who reflect an ancient equivalent of the term Bedouin, 

which crosscuts different ethnic groups” (Levy, Adams and Muniz 2004:66; see also Ward 

1972:54). In the aforementioned document, the author reports that a group of Shasu from Edom 

crossed over the Egypt-Canaan border with their livestock to seek salvation for their herd 

(Hopkins 1993:200-201; Pritchard 1969:259). The Shasu are once again mentioned in the 

Papyrus Harris I (76, lines 9-11). This narrative refers to an Egyptian incursion during the reign 

of Ramses III (ca. 1184-1153 B.C.E), in which Shasu livestock were plundered and their tents 

destroyed (Hoffmeier 2005:197; Hopkins 1993:200; Levy 2009b:157; Whiting 2002:108). On a 

relief commissioned at the Egyptian temple of Medinet Habu, Ramses III's military campaign is 

depicted, featuring Shasu men as captives (Giveon 1970:51). An earlier, thirteenth century 

B.C.E., relief at Karnak portrays a similar motif from a military campaign against the Shasu 

headed by Seti I (Hoffmeier 2005:91; Hopkins 1993:200-201). 
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 Archaeologically, it is assumed that the Early Iron Age II cemetery of Wadi Fidan 40 (ca. 

10th century B.C.E.), southern Jordan, supports a mobile pastoralist presence in the region (Levy 

2009a; Levy 2009b; Levy, Adams and Muniz 2004; Levy, Adams and Shafiq 1999; Levy et al. 

2005). The cemetery, which has been analyzed and described in great detail by Beherec (2011), 

is interpreted as the burial place of a group of nomadic pastoralists that were roughly 

contemporaneous to the “Shasu”. Such inferences are based on the paucity of ceramic grave 

goods, in favour of more durable and portable wooden bowls; and the location of the cemetery, 

outside of the settled zone (Levy, Adams and Muniz 2004; Levy, Adams and Shafiq 1999). 

Furthermore, the site is found in close proximity to Wadi Faynan, where it is believed that Late 

Bronze-Early Iron Age mobile pastoralists were affiliated with copper mining and smelting 

operations (Barker 2012:91; Ben-Yosef et al. 2010:743; Levy 2009b; Martin et al. 2013; Rosen 

2009:63; see also Segal and Rosen 2005 for the Early Bronze Age Camel Site in the central 

Negev).  

!
Nabataeans 

!
 A first century B.C.E. passage from Diodorus Siculus (XIX.94), cited from the fourth 

century B.C.E. account of Alexander the Great’s general, Hieronymus of Cardia, documents a 

group of desert pastoralists in Arabia, known as the Nabataeans. The Nabataeans were said to 

raise sheep and camels, but they allegedly avoided agricultural activities. Instead of residing in 

permanent habitations, they preferred to occupy open air environments. It is clear, however, that 

the Nabataeans were a people in transition, gradually abandoning their nomadic way of life in 
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favour of a more sedentary existence (Taylor 2002; Twaissi 2007). By the time of Strabo’s 

Geographica (16.4.21-26), in the late first century B.C.E./early first century C.E., the wealthy 

Nabataeans were organized under a central authority, and the process of sedentarization was well 

underway (Twaissi 2007:143). In fact, the Nabataeans were the group responsible for the great 

monuments of Petra. However, “despite strident contemporary efforts, archaeologists have not 

yet succeeded in identifying any evidence of Nabataean material culture dating to before the end 

of the 2nd century BCE” (Pearson 2011:9; see also Rosen 2007:367, 369; Schmid 2008:361). 

This is attributed to the mobile nature of early Nabataeans, who primarily employed a perishable 

material culture that lacked substantial amounts of pottery (Schmid 2008:362). 

 One of the most common features of Nabataean era mobile pastoral encampments is the 

presence of modest curvilinear architecture, which differs markedly from the more substantial 

rectilinear constructions adopted by agriculturalists (Rosen 2007:351). This type of curvilinear 

stone arrangement, likely positioned to hold down the tent flaps, saw continued use from 

Nabataean times through to the subsequent Roman, Byzantine and Early Islamic periods (Rosen 

1987:36, 40, 2007:354, 2009:65-66; Rosen and Avni 1993; Rosen and Saidel 2010:69). Giv’ot 

Reved, in the Ramon Crater of the Negev, Israel, is one such site, featuring curvilinear tent 

remains and other installations from the Nabataean-Roman era (Rosen 1993, 2007; Rosen and 

Saidel 2010:69; see also Haiman 1989). 

!
!
!
!
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Safaitic/Hismaic 

!
 The deserts of southern Syria, western Iraq, eastern Jordan, and northern Saudi Arabia are 

littered with script and pictographic graffiti, referred to as Safaitic (MacDonald 1993:304, 

2000:45). The most common subject matters include “herding and pasturing, raiding and 

hunting, prayers and sacrifices…genealogies and tribal affiliations, [and] summer and winter 

migrations” (Myers 2010:141). The people that inscribed these graffiti have been labeled the 

Safaites, although incorrectly, as there is no evidence of such an ethnic group (MacDonald 

1993:307; Myers 2010:141). Instead, it is believed that these graffiti, which allude to a nomadic 

lifestyle, were inscribed by mobile pastoralists (Holyland 2001:65, 206; MacDonald 1993). 

 Another type of graffiti, known as Hismaic (formerly Thamudic E), also features both 

script and pictographs, much like Safaitic. Hismaic graffiti are primarily found in the desert 

regions of north and central Arabia, including southern Jordan, and have also been attributed to 

mobile pastoralists (Corbett 2012a, 2012b; Jennings et al. 2013:680-681; MacDonald 2010). 

However, they seldom attest to a nomadic way of life, with the exception of camels (often 

depicted with riders), which constitute one of the most common motifs (Corbett 2012a:175, 

2012b:213; Jennings et al. 2013:680). MacDonald (1993, 2010) suggests that both Safaitic and 

Hismaic graffiti were simply a byproduct of boredom, etched in stone by nomadic shepherds in 

order to pass the time while grazing their herds. If correct, these scripts are somewhat 

anomalous, as mobile societies tend to be non-literate, focusing primarily on oral, rather than 

literary traditions for communication (MacDonald 1993:382-383, 2010:15). 
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 Although difficult to date, Safaitic and Hismaic scripts, which are linguistically defined 

under the umbrella of Ancient North Arabian (MacDonald 2000), seem to have been roughly 

contemporaneous with the Nabataeans, being utilized during the centuries that bracketed the turn 

of the era (Corbett 2012b:213; Holyland 2001:65). Corbett (2012b:217), however, suggests that 

the Nabataeans and those utilizing Hismaic script were separate entities. Given that Diodorus 

Siculus (XIX.94) mentions other less prosperous nomadic pastoralists inhabiting the region at 

that time, his proposition may be valid. 

!
Roman-Byzantine Periods 

!
 In 106 C.E., at the behest of Trajan, the Nabataean kingdom was annexed by Rome, 

becoming part of the frontier province of Arabia Petraea (Salmon 2004:278). It was subsequently 

renamed Palaestina Salutaris (Tertia) during the fourth century C.E. (Ward 2008:69). In this 

province, ancient sources portray a constant nomadic threat (e.g. Eusebius 6.42.2-4; Mayerson 

1989:75; Procopius DA 2.9.3-4, 2.11:10-12; Procopius HA 18, 23, 24; Rufinus 11.6), whereby 

settled populations were subjected to periodic raids and/or tribute payments along the “desert 

fringe” (Clark, Kouky and Parker 2006:48-49). In Ammianus Marcellinus’ (14.4.1, 14.4.6) 

chronicles of 353 C.E., for example, he describes these marauding “Saracens” as tribes of mobile 

peoples “whom it is never desirable to have either for friends or enemies”. They owned horses 

and camels, and upon marriage, men received a dowry of a spear and a tent from their wives 

(Ammianus Marcellinus 14.4.3-4). Allegedly, Saracens never “take plough in hand or cultivate a 
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tree, or seek food by the tillage of the land; but they are perpetually wandering over various and 

extensive districts, having no home, no fixed abode or laws” (Ammianus Marcellinus 14.4.3). 

 Considering that the ancient literature is replete with tales of hostile engagements with 

these Saracens (Kennedy and Riley 1990:38; Mayerson 1986:39-40, 1989:72-73), it has been 

speculated that the Roman and Byzantine fortifications along the limes of Arabia were 

constructed to defend local urban populations and repel the incursions of desert nomads (Graf 

1978; Mayerson 1986:35). However, the limes were not borders, per se, and were not designed to 

inhibit the passage of smaller nomadic entities (Mayerson 1986:36, 1989:72; Parker 1987:48). 

Rather, the fortifications along the limes seem to have been employed as a means to boast 

military communication (Graf 1978), and monitor and control the nomadic sector along the 

eastern frontier (Mayerson 1986:43; Moralee 2011:238; Parker 1987:48; Scharrer 2010:268). No 

doubt, the Saracens must have caused some degree of disruption to the Empire, although it is 

likely to have been embellished by ancient historians (Kennedy and Riley 1990:37). One such 

campaign involved the emperor Diocletian, who is said to have defeated the Saracens in Syria in 

the year 290 C.E. (Parker 2006b:573; Shahîd 1984:25).  

 The Saracens, when pacified, were a valuable asset to the Roman and Byzantine Empires. 

As allies, they provided important services, as messengers and guides (Mayerson 1989:73), body 

guards (Kennedy and Riley 1990:38), and desert patrol units (Graf 1978:16-17, 20; Shahîd 

1984:27). These services were often negotiated through treaties with Saracen phylarchs, enticed 

by the promise of tribute payments (Mayerson 1986:35, 43). Additionally, they were conscripted 

as foederati, alongside Roman troops, to defend against enemies, both regional and foreign (Graf 
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1978:18, 20; Mayerson 1986:43, 1989:76-77; Moralee 2011:238; Power 2012:334; Shahîd 

1984:27, 31). 

 At Wadi Madayfa’at and Wadi Abu Khasharif, in southern Jordan, al-Salameen and 

Farahat (2009) believe they have found evidence of second to fourth century C.E. mobile 

pastoralists, possibly Saracens. During salvage excavations, five unmarked ovoid graves, sealed 

with leather covered capstones, were uncovered (al-Salameen and Farahat 2009). Capstones, 

covered with a leather pisé sealant, were similarly a feature of the aforementioned Early Iron Age 

II cemetery, Wadi Fidan 40 (Levy, Adams and Muniz 2004:77). At Wadi Madayfa’at and Wadi 

Abu Khasharif, several bodies were laid on their right side, and the graves were oriented east-

west (al-Salameen and Farahat 2009:90). Inside the graves, fragments of textiles, leather burial 

shrouds, personal adornments and long black dyed hair were retrieved (al-Salameen and Farahat 

2009).  

 The mobile status of those buried at Wadi Madayfa’at and Wadi Abu Khasharif has been 

inferred by the remote location of the graves, which were not found in close proximity to any 

settlements, in addition to the absence of archaeological materials (al-Salameen and Farahat 

2009:89). Furthermore, a mobile pastoralist lifestyle has been assumed because of the discovery 

of a horse burial, found next to the grave of a man aged 50+, which is believed to provide a 

possible link to the horse-rearing descendants of the Nabataeans (al-Salameen and Farahat 

2009:92-93).  

 Perry (2007), provides another rare example of a second to third century C.E. cemetery 

attributed to nomadic pastoralists, situated in the area of the Queen Alia International Airport, 

outside of Amman, Jordan. These 128 graves, belonging to mobile pastoralists, served as a 
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comparative base against which 96 graves of a mid-fifth to early seventh century C.E. agrarian 

community at Rehovot, Israel were examined (Perry 2007). Her aim was to conduct a “Critical 

examination of the relevant textual evidence in addition to bioarchaeological analysis…[to 

provide]…a multifaceted assessment” of both populations (Perry 2007:509). Although unable to 

find indisputable evidence of the “QAIA” nomads’ involvement with the Roman military 

(inferred from textual evidence), she did find that the health and disease status between the two 

groups was relatively similar, although the “QAIA” peoples experienced a higher rate of trauma 

than those of Rehovot (Perry 2007:504-505, 507). Perry (2007:509) suggests that these data 

“may indicate their integration into the Roman Empire…[which]…enabled access to similar 

resources as sedentary communities”. 

!
The Islamic Period 

!
 Shahack-Gross and Finkelstein (2008:966) note that there are few known traces of 

nomadic pastoralism in the Middle Ages of the southern Levant (Early Islamic [ca. 630 C.E.] 

through to the Ottoman period [1516 C.E.]). Finkelstein and Perevolotsky's (1990) position on 

empty periods such as this is that they were a consequence of increased nomadism, although 

others attribute this phenomenon to demographic decline (e.g. Rosen 1992:75, 80, 82, 1993:450, 

2011:300; Schaefer 1989:33, 52; Wickham 2005:457-459). However, failing to identify the 

archaeological remains of nomadic populations is not proof of their absence (Childe 1936:81; 

Frendo 1996:23). It is clear from sporadic references in ancient sources that mobile peoples were 

still present in the region. Examples include Quranic verses (e.g 9.97-101, 9.120, 33.20, 48.11, 
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48.16, 49.14); al-Tabarī’s (in Williams 1985:136) mention of an eighth century C.E. encounter 

along the Euphrates, between Qaḥṭabah and a man of the Ṭayy clan of Banu Nabhān; and al-

Jāḥiẓ’s ninth century C.E. discussion of Bedouin life in Kitāb al-Bukhalāʼ (in Malti-Douglas 

1985:44). 

 Fast forward to the fourteenth century C.E. work known as The Muqaddimah, and Ibn 

Khaldūn (2.24-2.25) provides another early characterization of the Bedouin, emphasizing their 

plunderous ways. Under the Ottoman rule of the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries C.E., attacks 

on pilgrimage caravans became more prevalent, culminating in an increased level of military 

construction (Clark, Kouky and Parker 2006:52; Petersen 1989:116). Raiding continued to be a 

common theme in later accounts of the Bedouin, such as those of the Aeneze (e.g. Burckhardt 

1831:71-72, 157-160), Beni Sakkar (Crichton 1833:181), ’Ababda (Murray 1935), Āl Murrah 

(Cole 1975) and Ma’aza (Hobbs 1989). This attests to the fact that raiding (ghazu) was 

interwoven into the fabric of Bedouin society, even into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 

C.E. Raiding was also a significant ecological adaptation, allowing for the redistribution of 

livestock (particularly slow-reproducing camels) in difficult ecological circumstances (Brauer 

1993:114; Hobbs 1989:13; Sweet 1965). Moreover, camel raiding served to undermine enemies 

(Brauer 1993:114), and reinforce inter-tribal relationships by allowing certain individuals to gain 

prestige (Sweet 1965:1146).  

 Returning to the Middle Ages of the southern Levant, one only needs to scour 

archaeological site reports to populate the Levant with examples of Islamic era nomadic sites: the 

Umayyad, Abbasid and Fatimid campsites of Risha, NE Jordan [MEGA No. 8394]; the Ayyubid 

and Mamluk encampments of Jamus, NW Jordan [MEGA No. 7162]; Islamic era stone rings, 
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hearths, campsites, rock shelters and cemeteries along the Roman limes, at el-Lejjūn, central 

Jordan (e.g. Clark, Kouky, and Parker 2006:25; de Vries, Godwin, and Lain 2006:207, 209; 

Parker 2006a:115); and the dung deposits found in Ramon Crater rock shelters of the Negev (e.g. 

Nekarot, Ashkarim, Azmaut and Loz), which have yielded dates ranging from Early Islamic (ca. 

658-771 C.E.) to recent (ca. 1662-1948 C.E.) (Rosen et al. 2005); not to mention the numerous 

other animal pens and sherd scatters belonging to this time span (e.g. MEGA Jordan Database, 

Israel Antiquities Authority).  

 The Middle Ages saw new developments in the tensile architecture of mobile pastoralists, 

known from stone tent outlines, with the earlier curvilinear plan eventually supplanted by a 

rectilinear design, somewhat akin to those utilized by the Bedouin today (Rosen and Saidel 

2010:69). Within the contemporary Bedouin tent, the interior configuration allows for the 

demarcation of the public sphere of men and the private sphere of women (Lancaster 1997:61; 

Na’amneh, Shunnaq and Tasbasi 2008; Rosen and Saidel 2010:67; Saidel 2009b:180, 182-183). 

It has been suggested that this gendered division of space may in fact be of considerable 

antiquity, reflecting the gender ideals set forth by Islam when it expanded into the Levant during 

the mid-7th century C.E. (Insoll 1999:62-65, 72-73, 90-91; Saidel 2009b). 

 With the rise of Islam, in the seventh to eighth centuries C.E., the first open air mosques 

(“desert mosques”) make an appearance in close proximity to nomadic sites in the southern 

Levant (e.g. Avni 1994). Although these mobile peoples seem to have adopted Islam at an early 

date, standing stones utilized in the construction of, or in place of the mihrab (niche to conduct 

prayer), suggest that Nabataean and Byzantine pagan rituals associated with the stele cult 
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continued to persist (Avni 1994:94-95). In fact, standing stones erected by Early Islamic nomadic 

peoples throughout the Negev attest to the cultic practices of these peoples (Haiman 2012:45). 

!
Ottoman to Recent Periods 

!
 In the Ottoman and subsequent periods there are numerous references to mobile 

pastoralists in literary, cartographic, administrative and legal records (e.g. Avci 2009; Bailey 

1985; Bell 1907; Burckhardt 1831; Cole 1975; Doughty 1888a, 1888b; Hobbs 1989; Kark and 

Frantzman 2013; Lawrence 1935; Murray 1935; Musil 1928; Raswan 1930; van der Steen 2006; 

Weir 1976). The amount of mobile pastoralist archaeological remains found is also more 

substantial for this period. Saidel and Erickson-Gini (2014), for example, have identified an 

Ottoman period Bedouin campsite at Nahal Be’erotayim West in the Negev, which was occupied 

periodically from the fifteenth to the mid-twentieth century C.E. Here, rectangular stone tent 

footings and cleared living floors make Bedouin campsites clearly distinguishable from the 

circular tent remains associated with Ottoman and WW1 British Commonwealth encampments 

(Saidel and Erickson-Gini 2014:143). 

 According to Saidel and Erickson-Gini (2014:141-143), the artifact assemblage of Nahal 

Be’erotayim West is comprised of Gaza Ware pottery sherds, a sardine tin and other metal items, 

in addition to gender-specific articles, such as a blue bead typical of those employed by Bedouin 

women for their apotropaic qualities (e.g. Eakins 1993:69; Popper-Giveon, Abu-Rabia, and 

Ventura 2014; Weir 1976:68); a rotary grinding stone piece, comparable to those 

ethnographically linked to the domestic duties of women (e.g. Dalman 1902; Peters 1990:203; 
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Thompson 1874:119); and sherds of a porcelain coffee or tea cup attributed to the hospitable 

activities of men (e.g. Musil 1928:100; Na’amneh, Shunnaq, and Tasbasi 2008; Shryock 2004).  

 As van der Steen (2014:187) points out, “material culture as an ethnic statement seems to 

have been largely limited to personal adornment…and possibly the decoration and furniture of 

the house”. The Bedouin were integrated into the exchange system, so their durable goods were 

primarily acquired from settled peoples in urban centres (e.g. Frendo 1996:7-8; Toombs 

1985:111; Walker 2001:47, 59-62; see also Rosen 2007:366, 368-369, 2008:128; Rosen and Avni 

1993:197). Thus, material culture commonly associated with Ottoman period Bedouin sites, such 

as porcelain coffee cups, were typically imports from China (Baram 1999:144; van der Steen 

2014:187). Other examples include milled colonial Spanish coins, which were utilized as 

medicinal talismans (Saidel and Barakat 2007), and Gaza Ware pottery, produced in Gaza City, 

Khan Yunis and Fallujah (Salem 2009). 

 Ceramics found in association with Ottoman period nomadic pastoralist sites are 

generally not considered reliable chronological indicators (Saidel 2008b:472). This is evidenced 

by the Tur Imdai Rockshelter site which is ethnohistorically linked to the Bedul Bedouin in Wadi 

Araba, Jordan, and reveals a sequence of pastoral occupation radiometrically dated to the mid-

seventeenth century C.E. through to modern times (Simms and Russell 1997b). Here, crude 

coarseware ceramics situated within seventeenth and eighteenth century C.E. deposits were 

found to be comparable to those Jobling (1983) interpreted as belonging to the Neolithic or Iron 

Age at the nearby Tell al Kharaza rockshelter (Simms and Russell 1997b:468, 470). In fact, 

similar ceramics have also been found in association with other mobile pastoralist sites in the 

region, with dates ranging from the Bronze Age to the Islamic period (Saidel 2002). 
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Furthermore, the recovery of a hammerstone, flint strikers, gunflints and debitage suggests that a 

stone tool industry was alive and well amongst mobile pastoralists until relatively recently (Kujit 

and Russell 1993; Simms and Russell 1997b:466, 470). One of the important implications of 

these findings is that “assemblages that are presumed to be old because they contain lithics or 

crude ceramics, may in fact represent the weak archaeological pattern of pastoralists recent or 

ancient” (Simms and Russell 1997b:470).  

 Indeed, the absence of diagnostic artifacts and well-defined chronological indices at 

Ottoman period Bedouin sites is one of the problematic aspects of dating with greater precision 

(Saidel 2000b). Oftentimes, weaponry and other property (e.g. coins [Saidel 2000b:194; Walker 

2001:49]), considered antiquated by others, remained in use for extended periods of time. 

Matchlock muskets provide one such example (Burckhardt 1831:237), having been employed 

continuously by some Bedouin tribes from the fifteenth through to the early twentieth centuries 

C.E., despite known technological advancements (Saidel 2000b). 

 Currently, one of the more promising avenues for dating Ottoman period Bedouin sites is 

through the frequently encountered clay and stone tobacco pipes (Baram 1999:142-143; Saidel 

2000b:197, 2008a, 2008b:472, 2014). In the Middle East, tobacco smoking, much like coffee 

drinking, was an important social custom that post-dates the arrival of these commodities around 

the sixteenth century C.E. (Baram 1999:139, 143; Saidel 2008b:472, 2009b:183; Taxel 2008:43). 

Diachronically, the adoption of different stylistic traditions in tobacco pipes provides a more 

reliable chronological indicator than other ceramic evidence (Baram 1996:138). 

 One of the most conspicuous site types belonging to Ottoman and post-Ottoman period 

Bedouin is the cemetery. Examples include those of Tell el-Hesi, Israel (Eakins 1993; Toombs 
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1985), Tell Jemmeh, Israel (Schaefer 1989:54-55), Tell Hisban, Jordan (Walker 2001), and Wadi 

el Ḥasā, Jordan (MacDonald 1988:135, 161, 168, 230, 231, 259, 280). Of these, the best 

documented cemetery site is Tell el-Hesi (n=862 graves), which Eakins (1993:75-76) believes 

was in use from around 1550-1800 C.E., and may have belonged to the Wuḥaydāt Bedouin. 

Toombs (1985:1, 116), on the other hand, dates the site slightly earlier, asserting that it was 

utilized continuously from about 1400-1800 C.E.  

 Such protracted use of a burial ground was not uncommon amongst the Bedouin, as 

evidenced by other cemeteries, such as Tell Jemmeh and Tell Hisban. At Tell Jemmeh, Bedouin 

cemeteries established during the Ayyubid and Mamluk periods experienced continuous use 

throughout the Ottoman and British Mandate periods, and may still be in use today (Schaefer 

1989:54-55). Based on the discovery of a copper Ottoman fils at Tell Hisban, the terminus post 

quem was determined to be 1876 C.E., and seasonal (summertime) use of the cemetery likely 

continued for about 50 years (Walker 2001:49, 52, 55-56, 58). Over time, approximately 100 

members of the Adwan tribe were interred within the Mamluk governor’s residence situated at 

Tell Hisban (Walker 2001). Schaefer (1989:55) suggests that if “such cemeteries retain tribal or 

lineage associations over long periods, cemeteries that continue in use after associated medieval 

villages go into ruin, or where there are no associated permanent structures, may represent a 

physical link between modern bedouin and medieval occupants of the area.” In the case of Tell 

el-Hesi, the location of the cemetery seems to have been tied to a saint’s shrine (Toombs 

1985:32), while at Tell Hisban the cemetery location may have simply been selected to take 

advantage pre-existing architecture. 

!
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2.3.4 Ethnoarchaeological Research amongst Southern Levantine Mobile Pastoralists 

!
 In more recent times, ethnoarchaeological studies have been undertaken to test the 

assumption that southern Levantine mobile pastoralists leave behind only fleeting evidence of 

their activities in the archaeological record. Fortunately, such studies have shown consistently 

that nomadic pastoralists do indeed leave behind a discernible archaeological signature. 

 One of the enduring themes in southern Levantine ethnoarchaeological research has been 

the study of Bedouin tents and encampments (e.g. Avni 1992; Banning 1993; Banning and 

Köhler-Rollefson 1986, 1992; Eldar, Nir, and Nahlieli 1992; Goldberg and Whitebread 1993; 

Homan 2002:38-40; Na’amneh, Shunnaq and Tasbasi 2008; Palmer and Daly 2006; Palmer, 

Smith, and Daly 2007; Saidel 2000a, 2001, 2008b, 2009a, 2009b; Simms 1988). Many of these 

investigations have been undertaken with a number of overlapping objectives, such as the 

documentation of household material culture and refuse; determining site selection criteria; site 

structure analysis and mapping at inhabited and abandoned sites; distinguishing between mobile 

pastoralists and non-pastoralists at temporary and multi-period reused sites; conducting test 

excavations; soil sample analysis of living floors and tent surroundings; and understanding how 

formation processes have acted upon the material culture of Bedouin peoples. Such studies have 

generated a wealth of information about the activities carried out inside and outside of the tent, 

and the material correlates of these behaviours. They have demonstrated that not all evidence of 

Bedouin activities is subject to rapid decay. Installations such as stone tent footings, hearths and 

graves, for example, may remain visible over the long term, as attested by the growing number 

of nomadic pastoralist sites documented in the southern Levant (e.g. Ben-Yosef et al. 2010:731; 
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Gilead 1992:33, 37 Fig. 6; Gilead and Goren 1986:85; Lancaster and Lancaster 1993; Roller 

1983:176, 181; Saidel 2001). 

 While the aforementioned studies directed their attention to the architecture and refuse of 

the more mobile sector of Bedouin society, others have contemplated how the semi-sedentary 

Bedul Bedouin reused and modified pre-existing Nabataean caves (Bienkowski 1985; 

Bienkowski and Chlebik 1991). It was observed that some caves were metamorphosed into 

permanent residences, whilst others were utilized as occasional work sites, or in conjunction with 

the seasonal occupation of tents in and around Petra, Jordan. Additional research carried out with 

the Bedul in this region has focused on the costs and benefits of the practice of harvesting wheat 

and barley by hand (Russell 1995; Simms and Russell 1997a). Palmer (2002) also endeavoured 

to study the foodways of the Bedouin, with hopes to differentiate between the Bedouin, semi-

nomadic farmers and sedentary farmers in northern (Irbid and Ajlun area) and southern Jordan 

(Tafila and Shawbak area). Although similar ingredients were utilized by all three groups, there 

were peculiarities in the types and ways foods were prepared and consumed by each (Palmer 

2002). Furthermore, in northern Jordan, the shift from a subsistence based economy to a market 

economy influenced the prevalent pattern of converging urban and rural dietary practices, 

whereas traditional meal preparation experienced greater persistence in the south (Palmer 2002). 

 Underlying all of these studies is the desire to increase the archaeological visibility of 

nomadic pastoralists in the region. However, the ethnoarchaeological literature has been 

relatively silent on the mortuary practices of mobile pastoralists in the southern Levant, save for 

Lancaster and Lancaster’s (1993) ethnoarchaeological investigation of Ahl al-Ğabal Bedouin 

funerary procedures, graves and funerary monuments in the Burqu’ area of Jordan. 
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2.4 Mortuary Studies 

!
2.4.1 The Anthropology and Sociology of Death 

!
 Death is an inevitability that we all must face. Yet, despite its universality, how 

humankind chooses to deal with mortality and the afterlife is subject to a great deal of diversity. 

Indeed, the many permutations of mortuary practice are influenced by a variety factors, including 

culture, religion, cosmology and ideology (Bloch 1988; Bloch and Parry 1982; Kearl 1989; 

Metcalf and Huntington 1991; Parkes, Laungani, and Young 1997; Prioreschi 1990; Robben 

2004; van Gennep 1909); in addition to practical concerns (e.g. migrations, territory), economics 

and identity (e.g. Carr 1995). In the following section, I will present an overview of some of the 

major contributions to the anthropological and sociological study of death (see also Bartel 1982; 

Goody 1962:13-30; Kiong and Schiller 1993; Palgi and Abramovitch 1984; Venbrux 2007). 

 Radcliffe-Brown (1922:285), speaking of the Andaman Islanders, once remarked that 

“death constitutes a partial destruction of the social cohesion” which requires “the society…to 

organize itself anew and reach a new condition of equilibrium” (see also Malinowski 

1948:34-35). In fact, it presents a significant opportunity for participants to assemble to recreate 

social order, forming new alliances and renegotiating the social relationships that dissolved upon 

the death of the decedent (Bloch 1982:218-219; Bloch and Parry 1982:4; Gluckman 

1937:118-119; Oestigaard and Goldhahn 2006). 

 In many cultures, death does not represent an evanescent and terminal event in the life 

course of an individual (e.g. Bloch 1988; Hertz 1960:77, 81; Malinowski 1948:2). Rather, 
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physiological death marks the beginning of a transitional period, wherein the deceased moves 

from one social status to another (Bloch and Parry 1982; Hertz 1960; Turner 1967; van Gennep 

1909). In the seminal work, Les Rites de Passage, van Gennep (1909) conceptualizes a series of 

three stages through which the deceased and bereaved must proceed: 1) the pre-liminal (rites of 

separation), which segregate the dead from the living, and the mourners from their community; 

2) the liminal (rites of transition), which constitute an intermediate stage between two statuses - 

where the crossing of the threshold is the actual rite of passage (see also Turner 1967 for a 

discussion on liminality); and 3) the post-liminal (rites of incorporation), in which the decedent 

is initiated into the world of the dead, and mourners reintegrate into their community following 

the conclusion of mourning rites (see also Šterk 2010 for an alternative schema). At each point 

along this continuum, “special duties are imposed upon” the living (Hertz 1960:27), to aid the 

deceased’s soul in attaining spiritual continuity (Kiong and Schiller 1993:6; Malinowski 1948). 

In this regard, death can be viewed as a process (Bloch 1988; Hertz 1960), with a culturally 

determined sequence of steps and stages along the “chaîne opératoire funéraire” (Thevenet et al. 

2014). Of the final stage of this process, van Gennep (1909:235; my translation) states: 

!
“As aggregation rites.. .consecutive funeral meals and commemorative 

celebrations...reconnect all of the surviving members of a group, and sometimes with the 

deceased, the chain which found itself broken by the disappearance of one of the links.”  

!
!
!
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2.4.2 Mortuary Archaeology 

!
 I now turn my attention to one of the most active areas of archaeological research: the 

study of death and burial. Since the major historical and theoretical developments in mortuary 

archaeology and its critiques have been covered extensively elsewhere (e.g. Arnold and Jeske 

2014; Bartel 1982; Braun 1981; Brown 1995; Carr 1995; Chapman 2003, 2004, 2013; Chapman 

and Randsborg 1981; Gillespie 2001; Goldstein 1981; LaMotta 2001; McHugh 1999; Morris 

1991; O’Shea 1984; Parker Pearson 1982, 1999; Rakita and Buikstra 2005; Schulting 1995; 

Tainter 1978; Trinkaus 1984), the following section is intended only as an overview. 

 Archaeologists can learn much from the dead. In fact, as Fahlander and Oestigaard 

(2008:1) acknowledge, “burial archaeology…is…nearly synonymous with archaeology itself. 

Indeed, much of our data and material come from funerary contexts, and perhaps in reality we 

know more about death than of life in prehistory”. The body itself can provide a wide array of 

information, providing an estimation of the individual’s age at death, sex, ancestry and stature 

(e.g. Bass 1995; Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994; Schwartz 2007; White, Black, and Folkens 2012); 

in addition to allowing for the study of demography (Chamberlain 2006); health, disease, and 

injury (e.g. Aufderheide and Rodríguez-Martín 1998; Dittmar, Araújo, and Reinhard 2012; 

Larsen 1997; Martin, Harrod, and Pérez 2013; Roberts and Manchester 2005; Waldron 2009); 

diet (e.g. Burton 2008; Katzenberg 2008; Schwarcz and Schoeninger 1991); kinship (Howell and 

Kintigh 1996); genetics (e.g. Bramanti 2013; Brown and Brown 2011); and taphonomy (e.g. 

Bell, Skinner, and Jones 1996; Pokines 2014; Roksandic 2002; see also Duday 2009; Nilsson 

1998; Nilsson Stutz 2010 for archaeothanatology). Furthermore, some have advocated the study 
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of the body from a material perspective, to integrate osteological analyses and social theoretical 

models, and also gain an understanding of the living body from skeletal remains (Fahlander and 

Oestigaard 2008:4; Nilsson Stutz 2008; Sofaer 2006; see also Joyce 2005 and Meskell 1996 for 

embodiment). 

 Funerary practices also provide an invaluable source of information to aid reconstructions 

of the social context in which the deceased and the bereaved once lived. In the early 1970s, two 

highly influential publications, belonging to Saxe (1970) and Binford (1971), formed the 

foundation on which many subsequent archaeological studies of mortuary practices were based 

(e.g. Brown 1981; Goldstein 1976, 1981; Morris 1987:110-139; O’Shea 1981, 1984; Saxe 1971; 

Schulting 1995; Tainter 1975, 1978). Drawing upon a number of theories, but most notably 

reframing Goodenough's (1965) role theory (including the concept of social persona), Saxe 

(1970:i) believed that one could “use the archaeological record to reconstruct total sociocultural 

systems and test ethnological hypotheses concerning cultural processes”. Indeed, he did test the 

validity of eight interrelated hypotheses pertaining to the social dimensions of mortuary 

practices, by utilizing ethnographic data collected from the Ashanti (West Africa), Kapauku 

Papuans (New Guinea), and Bontoc Igorot (Philippines). Based on his exploratory research, Saxe 

(1970:7) saw a correlation between the social persona and status of the living individual and their 

differential treatment in death - the material correlates of which would give insight into “the 

organizing principles of the larger social structure”. 

 Goodenough’s (1965) role theory was once again channeled, this time by Binford (1971), 

who examined mortuary variability in a sample of 40 non-state societies selected from the 

Human Relations Area Files. It was argued that few “attempts…[have been made]…to explain 
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variable burial data as observed at a given location, between locations, or as documented in the 

general literature,” and that the “majority of both comparative and theoretical efforts…[were]…

made by ethnologists working with data from living groups” (Binford 1971:6). In particular, 

Binford (1971) was highly critical of Kroeber's (1927) article, Disposal of the Dead. Kroeber 

(1927:308, 314), once likening the disposal of the dead to fashion, had argued that based on 

ethnographic data collected from aboriginal groups in California, the geographic distribution of 

mortuary practices did not coincide with “the approximately definable limits of culture areas or 

sub-areas”. This lack of “stability”, materialized as intra and inter-cultural mortuary variability, 

he suggested, had “little connection with that part of behavior which relates to the biological or 

primary social necessities” (Kroeber 1927:314). Binford (1971), on the other hand, concluded 

that mortuary variability is influenced by a society’s organizational and structural complexity 

(gauged by subsistence strategy). He also noted that the aspects of social persona given symbolic 

recognition by the living “vary directly with the following characteristics of the deceased: (1) 

age, (2) sex, (3) relative social status within the social unit, and (4) social affiliation in 

membership units within a society or in the society itself” (Binford 1971:15; see also Goldstein 

1981:59 for an expanded list of variables). Given the extent of inter and intra-cultural variation, 

however, Ucko (1969:262) had earlier cautioned archaeologists that ethnographic research 

should be undertaken with the objective of understanding the range of variation to “widen the 

horizon of the interpreter,” rather than making social inferences. 

 Some scholars have suggested that the level of energy and wealth expended on funerary 

rites and monuments may be useful as a proxy measure of social rank (e.g. Brown 1981:28; 

O’Shea 1981:50; Tainter 1973:6, 1975:2, 1977:71-72, 1978:125; see also Peebles and Kus 
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1977:431 for the “superordinate” and “subordinate” dimensions of the social persona), although 

not always the case (e.g Parker Pearson 1982). On the other hand, Tainter (1978:121; see also 

Carr 1995:180) found that grave goods were only indicative of social rank in 5% of the 93 

ethnographic cases he studied, contra Binford (1971:23). However, one of the Achilles’ heels of 

Tainter’s (1975, 1977, 1978) energy expenditure model was its subjectivity, leaving it open to 

criticism for its “faulty analytical procedures and questionable theoretical assumptions” (Braun 

1981:398; see also Brown 1981; McHugh 1999:9-11; O’Shea 1984:17-20).  

 O’Shea (1984:9) commented that mortuary studies, such as those of Binford (1971), and 

presumably Tainter (1978), often used “ethnographic data without consideration of the special 

character of the archaeological context”. Renewing the call for a formalized and unified body of 

theory for interpreting mortuary variability, he formulated a series of four principles that act as 

minimum constraints structuring mortuary variability, and the “channels” through which 

variation may be expressed in the archaeological record (O’Shea 1984:38-39). His aim was to 

“provide an archaeologically valid basis for funerary investigations that is applicable to a wide 

range of methodologies…and provide a procedure by which ethnographic observations can be 

modeled as archaeological phenomena, and vice versa” (O’Shea 1984:32). 

 While mortuary variability has been the focus of many archaeological studies, far less 

emphasis has been placed on mortuary uniformity (Baker 2012:12). Baker (2012), however, 

believes that such commonalities have the potential to provide insight into ritual and ceremonial 

behaviours (“repetition of action”), in addition to socioeconomic status or social persona. To 

develop a predictive model with wider applicability in other regional and chronological contexts, 

Baker (2012:12) focused on the Bronze Age Canaanite “funeral kit”, which she defines as “a 
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relatively predictable set of grave goods…repeatedly deposited with most contemporaneous 

burials”. 

 With the shift from a processual to post-processual paradigm during the 1980s, criticism 

of what became known as the Saxe-Binford approach was levelled by the likes of Hodder 

(1982a, 1982c) and Parker Pearson (1982). Instead of the cross-cultural generalizations sought 

by processual archaeologists, a more contextual approach to interpreting the archaeological 

record was advocated (e.g. Hodder 1986, 1987, 1990, 1991). With less emphasis placed on 

positivist objectivity, Hodder (1982c:141) challenged the processualist reluctance to recognize 

the ideational dimension of funerary practices (e.g. Binford 1971:23-25), by stating that “burial 

ritual is not a passive reflection of other aspects of life. It is meaningfully constructed and our 

cross-cultural generalisations must take the ideational and ideological into account”. In fact, 

ethnographic accounts demonstrate that the treatment of the dead is an active arena of 

manipulation by the living (Parker Pearson 1982:101, 1999:32), involving practices rife with 

ritual and symbolic representation (Carr 1995). Amongst the Mesakin Nuba of Sudan, for 

example, Hodder (1982a) found that beliefs about purity and fertility helped to shape attitudes 

towards death. These attitudes could influence the symbolic representation of the decedent’s 

social identity, which may reinforce ideals that deviate from the living reality, thereby distorting 

and inverting “practical social relations” (Hodder 1982a:200-201; see also Härke 1994:32; 

McGuire 1988; Parker Pearson 1982; Trinkaus 1984:675). In other words, “in death people often 

become what they have not been in life” (Hodder 1982a:201). 

 The post-processual critique of New Archaeology gave rise to a diverse array of research 

foci and methods, contributing to the increasingly cross-disciplinary efforts of mortuary 
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archaeology. Under this paradigm, funerary studies began to move beyond simply defining social 

systems in antiquity. For example, Hodder’s (1982b:5) critique of the functionalist perspective, 

which neglects individuals and intentionality, put the spotlight on the individual and human 

agency (see also Arnold 2001; Cannon 2005; Chapman 2000; Hodder 2000:28-30; Meskell 1996, 

1998; Shanks and Tilley 1987a; Voutsaki 2010). Moreover, post-mortem agency has also recently 

become the subject of several publications (e.g. Arnold 2014; Crandall and Martin 2014; Tung 

2014; Velasco 2014). To supplement the concept of the “agent”— an individual acting in their 

own self-interest— Gillespie (2001:74) proposed the concept of “personhood”, which refers to 

the socially constructed “person” (see also Fowler 2004:44-55 and Voutsaki 2010). Personhood 

takes into account how “individuals’ lives are shaped through their interactions with others and 

their environment” (Gillespie 2001:100). She hoped that its application would allow the 

archaeologist to unite agency with structure and “bridge the theoretical divide between 

‘individualism’ and ‘holism’” (Gillespie 2001:98). 

 Other post-processual interests have included phenomenologically derived approaches, 

such as place and social memory (e.g. Chesson 2001; Daróczi 2012; Joyce 2001; Torres-Rouff, 

Pestle, and Daverman 2012); beliefs, ideology and symbolic communication (e.g. Barrett 1990; 

Carr 1995; Gamble, Walker, and Russell 2001; Hodder 1984; McGuire 1988; Pader 1982; Parker 

Pearson 1982; Scarre 1994; Shanks and Tilley 1982; Voutsaki 1998); and identity. Some 

scholars, for example, moved towards transcending the androcentric bias through an engendered 

mortuary archaeology (e.g. Arnold 2002, 2006; Arnold and Wicker 2001; Cannon 2005; Conkey 

and Spector 1984:11; Joyce 2001; Sofaer and Stig Sørensen 2013; see also Fuglestvedt 2012 for 

an archaeology of “sexe”; and Geller 2005 for a discussion of how queer theory can inform 
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traditional concepts of sex and gender in bioarchaeology); while others focused on developing an 

archaeology of children and childhood (e.g. Baxter 2005:93-108, 2008:164-165; Crawford 2000; 

Gardeła and Duma 2013; Houby-Nielson 2000; Kamp 2001; McKillop 1995; Mizoguchi 2000; 

Perry 2006); ethnicity (e.g. Blom 2005; Carroll 2013; Emerson and Hargrave 2000; Parker and 

McVeigh 2013); and the “deviant” (e.g. Betsinger and Scott 2014; Murphy 2008; Reynolds 

2009). 

 Methodologically, great strides have been made in mortuary archaeology with the 

development of GIS-based geospatial tools and statistical analyses, such as viewshed, kernel 

density, and Ripley’s K-function analysis (e.g. Bongers, Arkush, and Harrower 2012; Risbøl, 

Petersen, and Jerpåsen 2013; Sayer and Wienhold 2012; Winter-Livneh, Svoray, and Gilead 

2012). Furthermore, geospatial data have been employed to produce predictive models of 

cemetery sites (Balla et al. 2013); and McHugh (1999) has applied multivariate analyses to the 

study of modelled artificial cemeteries. Inconsistencies in coding burial data, however, continue 

to plague funerary archaeology (McHugh 1999:63). In an attempt to rectify this situation, 

Sprague (2005) has devised a standardized classificatory system and nomenclature for mortuary 

analysts to record, describe and analyze the disposal of the dead. At this point, it is difficult to 

determine how widely his classificatory system has been adopted. 

!
2.4.3 Mortuary Ethnoarchaeology 

!
 Regrettably, very few ethnoarchaeological studies have explored the relationship between 

mortuary behaviours and their associated material culture (David 1992b:181, 1995:76; David and 
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Kramer 2001:378; McHugh 1999:17). It is the very nature of death, which is often considered a 

sensitive topic in western perception, that may act as a deterrent to the ethnographic study of 

funerary practices amongst living peoples (David and Kramer 2001:381). Moreover, the short 

time researchers typically spend in the field renders it difficult to observe mortuary behaviours 

(David and Kramer 2001:381; LaMotta 2001:54), which is why Ochsenschlager (1998:103, 105, 

137) is an advocate of long-term ethnoarchaeological studies. 

 One of the more influential studies on mortuary practices, undertaken from an 

ethnoarchaeological perspective, was conducted in Cambridge, England by Parker Pearson 

(1982). His research, which focused on Victorian funerary monuments, in addition to information 

collected from undertakers, and data from 270 individuals who died in 1977, grappled with 

changing attitudes towards social display and funerary rites. It was found that while conspicuous 

displays of wealth and status were at their peak during the Victorian age, death had become a less 

acceptable “platform for overt self-advertisement between family groups” during the twentieth 

century C.E. (Parker Pearson 1982:109). Instead, cemeteries took on a more functional role as 

“storage areas for the disposal of dead bodies” (Parker Pearson 1982:108). Social competition, 

however, continued to persist amongst certain ethnic minorities, such as gypsies, for whom 

expensive funerals were held and sizeable funerary monuments were erected (Parker Pearson 

1982:104).  

 In contrast to the pomp and ceremony of the Victorian-era funeral, post-WWII Britain 

experienced a surge in the popularity of cremation, particularly after the Catholic ban on 

cremation was lifted in 1963 (Parker Pearson 1982:105). Interestingly though, Parker Pearson 

(1982:103) found that the funeral expenditures associated with cremation were comparable to 
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those of inhumation. With the dead increasingly viewed as objects to be discarded, many turned 

to cremation because it was thought to be more hygienic, while also saving space for the living 

on what was perceived to be an overcrowded landscape (Parker Pearson 1982:110-111). He notes 

that since the status of the living individual may not match the material expression of their social 

personae in death, “Mortuary ritual can no longer be treated as a field of archaeological enquiry 

which is based on intra-cemetery variability since the treatment of the dead must be evaluated 

within the wider social context as represented by all forms of material remains” (Parker Pearson 

1982:112). 

 In a similar vein to Parker Pearson’s (1982) research, McGuire (1988) conducted a 

diachronic study of cemeteries in Broome County, New York as part of the Binghamton 

Gravestone Project. Through a combination of gravestone and cemetery analysis, historical 

records, interviews and participant observation, he explored the cultural and ideological 

dimensions of mortuary displays, which were produced and manipulated by the living in their 

continued discourse with the dead. It was observed that investments in funerary architecture were 

not necessarily direct reflections of social stratification, but embodied the dominant ideologies of 

the time; oscillating between “mystification based on naturalization to a denial of inequalities 

and power relations” (McGuire 1988:436). 

 Other noteworthy studies with a funerary focus include Hodder's (1982a) examination of 

the symbolic link between death, grain and fertility amongst the Nuba of Sudan; Gradwohl and 

Gradwohl’s (1988) analysis of Jewish cemeteries in Lincoln, Nebraska; Cannon’s (1989) 

comparative approach of Victorian to modern, historic Northeast Iroquoian and ancient Greek 

funerary practices, suggesting cyclical patterns of mortuary elaboration and restraint; Parker 
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Pearson’s (1992) diachronic investigation of the monumentalization of Tandroy funerary 

architecture and the symbolic relationship between cattle and modern tombs in southern 

Madagascar; David’s (1992b, 1995) study of the ideological and sociological dimensions of 

mortuary variability expressed by the Mafa, Sirak, Cuvok, Hide, Wula, Mabas, and Gemjek of 

the Mandara highlands, Cameroon; LaMotta’s (2001) test of the prevailing models of mortuary 

deposition and variability through an examination of modern artifact assemblages at southern 

Arizona’s Mausoleum of Rest; Garazhian and Papoli Yazdi’s (2008) investigation of Bam, Iran’s 

changing post-disaster burial practices; and Harper’s (2012) study of the grave goods included in 

contemporary British and American burials. Additionally, mortuary practices are briefly 

mentioned as part of the larger ethnoarchaeological research programs of Kramer (1982:76-80) 

in Aliabad, Iran; and Ochsenschlager (1998:125-126) at al-Hiba, southern Iraq. In the Levant, 

however, Beherec (2011:65) has noted that, “anthropological studies of burial…are relatively 

uncommon.” Similarly, Levy, Adams, and Muniz (2004:86) state that “little systematic research 

has been done on Bedouin burial practices”. 

!
2.5 Summary 

!
 In the above chapter, I have discussed how ethnoarchaeology is defined, in addition to its 

origins, theoretical developments, issues, and the role it plays within the archaeological 

discipline. Furthermore, I have introduced the reader to mobile pastoralism, with particular 

emphasis on its history in the southern Levant. It was shown that although mobile peoples are 

somewhat ephemeral relative to their sedentary counterparts, ethnoarchaeological research in the 
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region demonstrates that mobile peoples often leave behind archaeologically detectable residues. 

Since graves and cemeteries are one of the most visible types of site, a discussion of the 

anthropology and sociology of death, mortuary archaeology, and mortuary ethnoarchaeology 

followed. Unfortunately, with a dearth of mortuary ethnoarchaeological studies, little is known of 

the funerary practices of contemporary mobile pastoralists in the southern Levant. It is the aim of 

the present ethnoarchaeological study to expand our knowledge of Bedouin funerary practices in 

Jordan. It is hoped that such research will provide insights to help enhance the archaeological 

visibility of nomadic peoples, both modern and ancient, in the region. 

!
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Chapter 3: Methods 

!
3.1 Introduction 

!
To address the issue of the archaeological visibility of mobile peoples in the 

archaeological record, field research was conducted between 2008 and 2013 to collect data 

regarding Bedouin mortuary practices through ethnographic interviews and the examination of 

Bedouin cemeteries. In this chapter, descriptions are provided to outline the study area, study 

population and the research methods utilized to gather and analyze data regarding Bedouin 

funerary practices and their material correlates.  

!
3.2 Study area 

!
The borders of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, a Western Asian country situated in 

the northwestern Arabian Peninsula, define the study area. The country first attained sovereignty 

and established political boundaries in 1946, after four centuries of Ottoman rule and two 

subsequent decades of British Mandate (Robins 2004). Adjustments to these borders occurred in 

1967 and the West Bank was relinquished in 1988 (Lynch 2001), resulting in Jordan’s modern 

boundaries, encompassing a total area of 89,318 km2 (Department of Statistics, Jordan 2012:4). 

Jordan is situated in a region historically referred to as the Levant, which includes the 

neighbouring countries and territories of Turkey, Lebanon, Syria, Israel, Palestine and Egypt 

(Horwitz et al. 1999:63). To the west, Jordan is bordered by Israel and the Palestinian Territories. 
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Syria is located to the north, Iraq to the northeast and Saudi Arabia to the south and east. The 

country is divided into 12 administrative districts known as governorates (Figure 3.1), and it is 

further partitioned into 52 subdistricts, or nawahi (Figure 3.2; Figure 3.3). 

!

- -  

!
Figure 3.1 Jordan’s governorates      Figure 3.2 Nawahi included in the ethnographic interview study area 

!

-  

!
Figure 3.3 Nawahi included in the cemetery study area 
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3.2.1 Natural Environment 

!
 The topography of Jordan comprises 78.4% badia (semi-desert), 11.2% plains, 9.2% Rift 

Valley, 0.6% heights (montane), and 0.6% territorial waters, including the Dead Sea and Aqaba 

Gulf (Department of Statistics, Jordan 2012:4). The lowest elevation is found at the Dead Sea 

(-416 m.a.s.l.), whereas Jabal Umm ad Dami, along the southern border of Jordan, is 

representative of the highest elevation in the country at 1854 m.a.s.l. (Department of Statistics, 

Jordan 2012:4).  

 Geologically, Jordan is divided into six distinct provinces, which include the Western 

Highlands, Northeast Jordan Plateau Basalts, Northeast Jordan Limestone Plateau, Central 

Plateau, Wadi al ‘Arabah-Jordan Rift and Southern Mountainous Desert (Bender 1975). The 

Western Highlands slope toward the Central Plateau and are characterized by a diverse geology 

(Bender 1975:I3). Other provinces are less diverse, such as the Northeast Jordan Plateau Basalt, 

or the “Black Desert” (MacDonald 2000:23), which is comprised of basaltic stone resulting from 

numerous eruptions (Bender 1975:I6-I7). The Northeast Jordan Limestone Plateau 

predominantly features siliceous and calcareous sedimentary stone of lower Tertiary origin, 

overlaid in some areas by Upper Tertiary calcareous rock and sandstones, in addition to 

unconsolidated Quaternary stones (Bender 1975:I7). Limestone, marl and chert outcrops 

characterize the vast deserts of the Central Plateau, dating to the Upper Cretaceous and Lower 

Tertiary (Bender 1975:I5). On the other hand, the Wadi al ‘Arabah-Jordan Rift lies at the western 

perimeter of the country, forming the northern extension of the Great Rift Valley system 

(Macumber 2008:9). It is exemplified by unconsolidated sediments of Quaternary and Neogene 
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age (Miocene and Pliocene) (Bender 1975:I7). Finally, the Southern Mountainous Desert 

encompasses an area of Precambrian basement consisting of igneous stone, exposed in certain 

locations, and covered by Paleozoic and Mesozoic sandstones in others (Bender 1975:I3).  

 At present, aridic to xeric soils are prevalent throughout much of the country. However, 

paleoclimatic data confirm that the early Neolithic (ca. 8500-7000 B.C.E.) of Jordan experienced 

approximately 20% more rainfall than today (Bar-Matthews and Ayalon 2004:381). By 

approximately 5000 B.C.E., the climate of the Arabian Peninsula had deteriorated into its current 

state of semi-aridity in the summer, followed by heavy seasonal rains in the winter (Bar-

Matthews and Ayalon 2004:381).  

!
3.2.2 Population 

!
The Department of Statistics, Jordan (2012) projected that the population of Jordan 

would reach approximately 6.4 million by the end of 2012. The vast majority of these inhabitants 

reside in the urban areas of the Amman (38.7%), Irbid (17.8%), and Zarqa (14.9%) governorates 

(Department of Statistics, Jordan 2011:5). In contrast, the Bedouin of Jordan occupy a much 

greater proportion of the landscape relative to their sedentary counterparts, inhabiting over 80% 

of the country (Al-Tabini, Al-Khalidi, and Al-Shudiefat 2012). A 2007 census conducted by 

Jordan’s Department of Statistics (2009) indicated that the country’s Bedouin population 

comprised approximately 379,734 individuals, suggesting that they constitute less than one tenth 

of a percent of the population (0.06%). 

!
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3.3 The Bedouin 

!
 The following section is a generalized ethnography of the Bedouin. It should be noted 

that due to their widespread geography, different practices may occur regionally.  

 According to Bedouin narrative, their origins ultimately trace back to the biblical Adam 

(Dehau 2007:16; Keohane 1994:16). “Bedouin”, a designation based on the word Bedu, refers to 

people that are “unsettled” or “desert dwellers” (Keohane 1994:10; Murray 1935:1). According 

to Levy, Adams, and Muniz (2004:66), the term “Bedouin” refers to a “generic socioeconomic 

subsistence organization devoted to pastoral nomadism,” without ascribing ethnicity. While this 

may be accurate in a traditional sense, the present reality is that the Bedouin are in a state of flux. 

Many people have abandoned their nomadic way of life for a more sedentary existence, yet they 

continue to identify themselves as Bedouin. Keohane (1994:10) notes that being Bedouin is “a 

combination of many things: blood, pastoralism and history”. They are often viewed in 

opposition to the fellahin (settled agriculturalists) (Dehau 2007:13), with a pastoral economy that 

focuses on three main species of livestock: sheep, goats and camels. However, the herd 

composition may also include cattle, donkeys, and horses. 

 The Bedouin are found in regions throughout Arabia, including the Levant, Yemen and 

Persian Gulf states, in addition to North Africa. They are adapted to an environmental niche 

characterized by xeric conditions, often living in marginal environments such as the desert. 

 It is notoriously difficult to estimate the population of mobile peoples such as the 

Bedouin, due to inaccuracies in census data related to population movement. Shelley (2015:156), 

however, estimates their worldwide numbers to be approximately 20 million. 
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 The (Semitic) language spoken by the Bedouin is Arabic, albeit, many regional variants 

of Bedawi Arabic exist. Keohane (1994:124) describes Bedawi Arabic as “much closer to the 

style of the Quran…a difference as great as that between modern colloquial English and 

Shakespearean verse.”  

 A large segment of Bedouin society remains illiterate. Traditionally an oral culture, there 

is great focus on composing and reciting poetry. Bailey (1991:18) notes that these poems are a 

means of expressing emotions that go unmentioned in daily life. Such poems are meant to 

communicate (emotions, threats, complaints, etc.), instruct on various aspects of life, entertain 

and comment on historical events (Bailey 1991). 

 Bedouin religious life centres on the Sunni denomination of Islam, with the worship of 

Allah and the prophet Mohammad figuring prominently. In fact, it is thought that the Bedouin 

converted to Islam as early as the seventh century C.E. (Katsap and Silverman 2016:14). 

However, Bedouin Islamic practice has been considered unorthodox, suffering from “omission, 

confusion, and commission” (Bailey 1982:66), due to shortcomings in religious education 

resulting from a nomadic lifestyle. Moreover, the Bedouin have retained vestiges of pre-Islamic 

ideologies (Henninger 1959), and Islam is “but one of several belief systems practiced…

simultaneously” (Bailey 1982:66). Animism is one such example, with trees and stones amongst 

the objects worshipped by early Bedouin (Hillenbrand 2005:320). 

 The Bedouin operate under a tribal system, in which the largest scale unit is the 

confederation of tribes, known as gabīla (Bailey 2009:12). In decreasing order of scale is the 

tribe (‘ashīra), clan (hamula/fakhdh), and family (bayt) (Barakat 1993:51). Clans comprise 

everyone, within five generations, that is descended from a single paternal great-great 
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grandfather (Barakat 1993:51; Kay 1978:78). The family, on the other hand, comprises only 

members of the household. Presiding over each confederacy is the paramount leader, a man 

known as a sheikh. A minor sheikh also leads each tribe and clan. Although sheikhdom is often 

hereditary (Keohane 1994:18; Ross 1981:26), a tribal council selects the sheikh based on his 

leadership capabilities and wisdom (Kay 1978:79-80). The tribal sheikh is responsible for 

mediating complaints and hearing the opinions of the membership at gatherings known as majlis 

(Ross 1981:26). “Sheikhs rely on leadership by consensus, not by political will” (Keohane 

1994:18).  

 Bedouin families are led by a male head of household. A household typically includes a 

man, his spouse(s), and his unmarried children. Emphasis is placed on having large families, and 

sons are highly desirable in this patrilineal society. The Bedouin are endogamous, typically 

marrying members of their own tribe (Kay 1978:73). Cousins are the preferred marriage partner 

(Abu-Lughod 1999:59), particularly the son or daughter of a father’s brother (Kay 1978:28). 

Polygyny is common practice, and according to Islam a man can take up to four wives. 

 Territory, known as dirah, are held by each tribe, providing a range within which seasonal 

encampments are situated (Dickson 1949:46). In reality, many of these territories overlap and 

may be utilized by different tribes at different times of the year (Keohane 1994:33). In past 

times, conflicts would arise when enemy tribes infringed upon the territory of another (Keohane 

1994:33). Nowadays, however, the Bedouin suffer from increasing marginalization, as borders 

sever them from traditional territories, and cultivation increasingly limits their range (Keohane 

1994:33).  
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 The Bedouin reside in long rectangular goat hair tents, known as bayt sha’ar (“house of 

hair”). These tents are made up of dark-coloured woven panels, sewn together by women, and 

held up with a series of wooden poles and guy ropes. The bayt sha’ar is adaptable to changing 

climatic conditions, with sides that can be raised and lowered to adjust airflow and sun exposure. 

Each section of the tent is partitioned by woven walls, known as qata (Kay 1978:12), to allow 

for the gendered division of space. On one end, typically the right side (Suwaed 2015:226), men 

receive guests in a space known as al-shigg. Here, pillows and mattresses surround the hearth to 

provide guests a comfortable place to enjoy the hospitality of their host. In fact, the Bedouin are 

renowned for their hospitality, born out of a code of honour for survival in the desert. Guest-host 

relationships are of great importance and a host has the obligation to protect his guest for three 

days (Burckhardt 1831:191). Those seen to provide inadequate hospitality run the risk of ruining 

their reputation (Shryock 2004:36). 

 Women (and children), on the other hand, conduct many of their domestic duties in al-

maḥram; another section of the tent utilized as the family’s private space for cooking and storing 

possessions (Weir 1976:17). 

 Alternate forms of housing, existing amongst Bedouin residing in coastal regions of the 

Persian Gulf, include habitations constructed of palm fronds, known as barasti (Keohane 

1994:58); and the caves and Nabataean monuments of Petra, Jordan (see for example 

Bienkowski 1985; Bienkowski and Chlebik 1991). Nowadays, however, it is also common for 

the Bedouin to winter in permanent dwellings, and these are the full-time residences of some 

who have settled. 
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 According to Dehau (2007:18), Bedouin clothing “define[s] local identities that vary 

widely according to tribe and region.” However, the Bedouin wardrobe is designed to help them 

withstand the effects of the sun. Men wear long garments known as thōb, overtop of a pair of 

loose pants (sarwal) (Dehau 2007:17). A cloak, known as an ‘abayeh, is often worn over the 

clothing (Weir 1976:57). On their head, men wear a long keffiyeh (head covering), which is 

secured with an ’agal (looped cord). Additionally, a leather belt is worn over the thōb, to carry a 

man’s dagger.  

 Women wear long braided hair, often dyed with henna. Some exhibit facial tattoos and 

nose piercings. They wear a long sleeved dress (thōb), often decorated with floral or geometric 

motifs. A head covering known as a milfa‘ is worn (Weir 1976:56), and in some regions the face 

is covered with a veil. Married women belonging to the Awlad ‘Ali of Egypt wear a red belt to 

symbolize their fertility (Abu Lughod 1999:136), and amongst Levantine Bedouin women, a 

black headband (asabah) serves the same purpose (Westheimer and Sedan 2009:24). A woman’s 

dowry, instead of cash, is often paid out with a piece of silver jewellery (Ross 1981:28). This 

jewellery, is part of a woman’s own personal wealth, to dispose of as she wishes, and it exhibits 

her status as a married woman (Ross 1981:28). However, many of the silver accoutrements 

formerly worn by Bedouin women were sold during times of drought (Keohane 1994:139). 

 The Bedouin diet capitalizes on all available resources. The primary beverages consumed 

are tea and coffee. The milk and milk products (yogurt, butter, cheese) of the group’s livestock 

are dietary staples, as well as unleavened bread. Meat, however, is seldom consumed. It is often 

reserved for special occasions, such as religious holidays, weddings, funerals and hosting guests. 

Fruits, vegetables and grain products also play an important role in the diet (e.g. tomatoes, 
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cucumbers, dates, olives, rice, flour), typically obtained through exchange with sedentary 

peoples. Wild plants are gathered as food and medicine, and hunting, at least in a supplementary 

capacity, once held importance to the Bedouin. In fact, the hunting of smaller game was 

facilitated via falconry (Dehau 2007:8). Amongst coastal populations, fish also provides a 

significant contribution to the diet. 

!
3.4 Ethnographic Data 

!
3.4.1 Collection of Ethnographic Data 

!
Ethnographic data were acquired via 136 semi-structured personal interviews conducted 

with Bedouin informants throughout Jordan. The sampling procedure employed to select these 

participants was a combination of purposive sampling and snowball sampling. Ninety-two 

percent of the households that participated in this study were randomly approached, while the 

remaining 8% of participants were recruited using a snowball sampling method, in which trusted 

Bedouin informants assisted in mobilizing new participants.  

!
Age Range No. % of sample No. Male % Male No. Female % Female

20-29 4 3 2 50 2 50

30-39 9 7 6 67 3 33

40-49 23 17 7 30 16 70

50-59 34 25 21 62 13 38
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!
Table 3.1 Age range and gender of informants 

!
The sample was intentionally biased to represent individuals over the age of 40, as these 

informants tend to have a greater knowledge of past lifeways, in addition to mortuary practice 

transformations that have occurred during their lifetimes. Indeed, more than half the informants 

range in age from 50-69 years of age (Table 3.1). Since many informants were unable to pinpoint 

their exact age, family input, combined with questions about historically relevant events in 

Jordan, were used to estimate the ages of more than half of the informants. Commensurate 

representation was afforded to both male and female perspectives, with an equivalent number of 

men and women participating in the study (50% male and 50% female). Since interviews were 

performed throughout Jordan, a good cross-section of different tribal viewpoints were obtained, 

representing at least 12 tribes and confederacies, including Ahl’ al-Jabal (al-Athamat, al-Masaid, 

al-Shurofat tribes), al-Anayzah, al-Ghayath, al-Hajaya, al-Huwaytat, al-Essa, al-Mehmudeen, al-

Nu’aymat, Beni Attiyeh, Beni Khalid, Beni Sakhr, and Sirhan. Two additional “tribes” were 

noted, but these may indeed represent clan or family names (Abu Khiel and Hanahneh). 

!

60-69 37 27 16 43 21 57

70-79 17 12 9 53 8 47

80-89 9 7 4 44 5 56

90-94 3 2 3 100 0 0

Total 136 68 50 68 50
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!
Table 3.2 Interviews per governorate and nahia 

!
Interviews were conducted in a number of different governorates and their subdistricts, 

including Amman, Aqaba, Karak, Ma’an, Mafraq, and Zarqa (Figure 3.2; Table 3.2). The most 

northerly of these governorates is Mafraq, located in northeastern Jordan. It is divided into five 

subdistricts, for which interviews took place primarily in easterly Ar’ Ruwayshid, as well as 

Sama as-Sarhan and Bal’ama, both along the governorate’s western border. To the west, in Zarqa 

governorate, interviews were undertaken in the most southerly subdistrict, al-Azraq. Southwest 

Governorate % Total Interviews Nahia 
(Subdistrict)

% Interviews 
(Governorate)

Amman 3 al-Jiza 100

Aqaba 15 al-Quwayra 71

Wadi Araba 29

Karak 1 al-Qasr 100

Ma’an 30 al-Husanyniyya 3

Ash-Shobek 5

Ayi 20

Ma’an 50

Wadi Musa 22

Mafraq 36 Ar-Ruwayshid 90

Bal’ama 2

Sama as’ Sarhan 8

Zarqa 15 al-Azraq 100
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of Zarqa in north-central Jordan, the governorate of Amman is divided into seven subdistricts, 

although interviews were only conducted in the most southerly subdistrict, al-Jiza. Segmented 

into seven subdistricts to the southwest of Amman governorate lies the Karak governorate, where 

data were strictly collected from the eastern al-Qasr subdistrict. Southeast of Karak is the largest 

governorate, Ma’an, which is split into five subdistricts: Ma’an, Wadi Musa, Ayi, Ash-Shobek, 

and al-Husanyniyya. Interviews from all five of these subdistricts were included in this study. 

Finally, the Aqaba governorate, situated in southern Jordan to the west Ma’an governorate, is 

divided into three subdistricts. Research here was conducted in the eastern subdistrict, al-

Quwayra, and the northern subdistrict, Wadi Araba. 

The 2008 field season was largely exploratory in terms of the areas selected to conduct 

interviews. Armed with a greater knowledge of the localities preferred by the Bedouin, I targeted 

specific areas during the two subsequent field seasons. The majority of the interviews were 

administered in the governorates of Mafraq and Ma’an (66%), while 30% were performed in 

Aqaba and Zarqa, and the fewest took place in Amman and Karak (4%). Resulting from the 

substantial area encompassed by Mafraq and Ma’an relative to other administrative units, a 

greater number of interviews were undertaken in these two governorates. In addition, Mafraq and 

Ma’an are primarily rural, comprising large tracts of arid lands where the Bedouin tend to reside. 

In governorates that experience higher degrees of urbanism, such as Amman, fewer interviews 

were conducted because fewer Bedouin live there.  

Interviews were conducted within Bedouin households, usually while seated on thin 

mattresses around the hearth in the men’s guest section (raba’a/al-shigg) of the bayt sha’ar (hair 

tent). The researcher interacted with informants and members of their household through an 
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interpreter instructed to provide an unabridged translation of all communication. During the 2008 

field season, data were collected from 52 informants with the assistance of my interpreter, the 

late Rakan al-Nawafleh, over the course of six weeks. In 2009, my interpreters, Rakan al-

Nawafleh and Mohammad al-Shamaseen, helped with the compilation of data from 80 

informants during a seven-week field season. The final four interviews were completed in a 

single day, during a three-week field season in 2013, with the aid of my interpreter, Mohammad 

al-Shamaseen.  

Once invited into a household, the interpreter introduced himself, the researcher and the 

study to each potential informant. Ethics protocols were followed to ensure that prospective 

informants understood the study and the consequences of their participation, before offering 

informed consent. Due to high rates of illiteracy amongst the Bedouin, informed consent was 

primarily obtained verbally. Participants were also given the option to allow the researcher to 

record the interview for accuracy, using an audio device. It should be noted that a malfunction of 

the audio equipment disallowed the recording of interviews during the 2009 field season. Those 

who allowed the researcher to take photographs were given the option of having these remain 

private, or to permit usage of the photographs in future publications and presentations. 

Researcher-developed instruments utilized to collect data included a topic guide, 

featuring approximately 20 themes to direct semi-structured interviews (Appendix A). Each 

ethnographic interview, administered over two to three hours, commenced with the collection of 

baseline data, including the informant’s location, age, gender, marital status, tribe and clan, as 

well as their tribal emblem, known as a wasm. Specific open-ended questions were asked of each 

participant so that standardized data could be collected, although there were also opportunities to 
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pose follow-up questions based on the discourse with the informant. The purpose of these 

queries was the description of Bedouin perspectives on mortuary practices and their material 

correlates. Additional time was also spent as a participant observer to understand the context 

from which data were derived. 

The second research instrument utilized was a document presented to 84 participants 

during the 2009 and 2013 field seasons, featuring skeletal illustrations of both Camelus 

dromedarius and Capra aegagrus hircus, which was also representative of Ovis aries due to 

osteological similarities (Appendix B). Using these diagrams as a guide, informants were asked 

to illustrate how these animals were slaughtered, skinned, butchered, prepared and discarded in 

relation to mortuary banqueting. The purpose of this instrument was to collect data relating to 

disparities in regular household refuse versus the waste produced by butchering associated with 

mortuary feasting. 

!
3.4.2 Analysis of Ethnographic Data 

!
Prior to analysis, all data collected during the interview process were grouped into a 

number of categories to be coded and transcribed into a database. Baseline data were first 

evaluated to calculate the number of informants within each administrative unit, tribe/clan/

family, and age range. Narrative data and personal observations, on the other hand, were 

categorized based on distinct themes related to death and interment amongst the Bedouin, 

including pre-mortem practices, death, mourning, the funeral, grave locus, raw materials, grave 

construction (subterranean and above ground), grave goods, tribal insignia/inscriptions, mortuary 
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feasting and commemoration, taphonomic factors, heirlooms, and restrictions on mobility. These 

data were compared to discern trends in the responses of informants, which are reported in 

aggregate in Chapter 4 to present a normative view of Bedouin mortuary practices. However, 

disparities in participant responses were also of great interest. Explanations for such variation 

were sought by identifying patterns in the data resulting from factors such as tribal affiliation, 

gender, age and/or regional customs. 

!
3.5 Cemetery Data 

!
3.5.1 Collection of Cemetery Data 

!
During a three-week field season in 2013, 20 Bedouin cemeteries of varying size were 

selected for this study following a judgmental sampling strategy. These sites were primarily 

discovered in previous field seasons with the aid of Bedouin informants, and were revisited by 

the research team to conduct an extensive survey. In total, 1065 graves and one camel sacrifice 

site were sampled (Table 3.3). The majority of these graves were situated in the governorate of 

Ma’an (43%), followed by the governorates of Mafraq (28%), Aqaba (25%), and Zarqa (4%). In 

northeastern Jordan, the Mafraq governorate was home to nine sampled cemeteries, situated in 

the most easterly subdistrict of Ar-Ruwayshid. To the southwest, in the Zarqa governorate, 

studies of two cemeteries were undertaken in most southern subdistrict of al-Azraq. In central 

and southwestern Jordan, five cemeteries were investigated in the Ma’an governorate. Here, two 

cemeteries were studied in the easterly Ma’an subdistrict, and three in the western Wadi Musa 
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subdistrict. In the southwest corner of Jordan, four cemeteries were investigated in the Aqaba 

governorate, with two situated in northerly Wadi Araba subdistrict, and two in the easterly al-

Quwayra subdistrict. Furthermore, one animal sacrifice site, situated in the Ar-Ruwayshid 

subdistrict of the Mafraq, was sampled. It should be noted that due to time constraints, five 

cemeteries were not surveyed in their entirety, although the researcher took advantage of natural 

spatial divisions to sample large contiguous sections. These included three cemeteries in the 

Ma’an subdistrict of Wadi Musa (Petra, Taybeh and Wadi Sabra), one in the Aqaba subdistrict of 

Wadi Araba (Bir Madhkur), and one in the Mafraq subdistrict of Ar’ Ruwayshid (Safawi 

Cemetery #1). 

!
Governorate Nahia Cemetery # Graves

Aqaba al-Quwayra Bir Madhkur 53

Wadi Abu Sekekeen 127

Wadi Araba Disa 1 84

Disa 2 8

Subtotal 272

Ma’an Ma’an Bayir 1 191

Bayir 2 38

Wadi Musa Petra 131

Taybeh 1

Wadi Sabra 93

Subtotal 454

Mafraq Ar-Ruwayshid Abu Sweweiyneh 3

Ejlaidiyeh 1 1
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!
Table 3.3 Number of graves sampled per cemetery and administrative unit 

!
The collection of quantitative data involved a variety of measurements at each unit 

(grave) (Appendix C). A measuring tape was first used to record the length, width and height, if 

applicable, of each grave. These measurements were taken at the longest, widest and tallest 

points of the grave, respectively. In certain cases, additional measurements were required if the 

grave possessed ancillary features, such as a wall. Measurements were also taken to determine 

the distances found in between graves. Grave orientations, on the other hand, were measured by 

laying a Garmin Colorado GPS unit at the head of each unit and recording the orientation on a 16 

point compass diagram (Appendix D). Observations recorded at each unit included descriptions 

of mortuary architecture, grave markings, inscriptions, construction materials and material 

Ejlaidiyeh 2 4

Ejlaidiyeh 3 3

Khdairey 1 2

Khdairey 2 4

Safawi 1 127

Safawi 2 14

Safawi 3 135

Subtotal 293

Zarqa Al-Azraq Wadi Rajil 1 30

Wadi Rajil 2 16

Subtotal 46
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culture. Occasionally, informants were present who provided information about the deceased, 

including their identity and circumstances of death. 

At the site level, a map at the scale of 1:100 was initially produced to plot the distribution 

of graves and material culture at each cemetery. A unique number was placed on each grave to be 

mapped, ensuring that no graves were inadvertently duplicated or omitted from the study. A 

pedestrian survey of loosely spaced transects followed, in order to map the distribution of 

additional material culture within the cemetery confines. The cemetery boundary was followed 

utilizing a Garmin Colorado GPS unit to determine the total area (m2) of the site. Along the 

cemetery’s perimeter, GPS coordinates and waypoint accuracy were additionally recorded. 

Observations about the local topography and landscape were made, however, the GPS unit could 

not accurately measure the elevation of each site. Therefore, topographic maps of Jordan were 

consulted and Google Earth data were utilized to provide an estimate of metres above sea level. 

Each unit (grave, associated features, and inscriptions) was individually photographed 

from a number of angles and the photo numbers were recorded in association with their grave 

number. Moreover, photographs were taken at different vantage points to document the layout 

and topography of each cemetery. 

!
3.5.2 Analysis of Cemetery Data 

!
 The photographs and data collected at Bedouin cemeteries were coded, categorized and 

entered into a database, which was created to record and assess a number of quantitative 

variables. These data were analyzed using a multi-scalar approach, at the scale of the unit 
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(grave), site (cemetery), local area (subdistrict/governorate), and region (northeast, central and 

southwestern Jordan), to seek patterns and variation, discernible through intra and inter-site 

comparisons of different variables, the results of which are reported in Chapter 5. For example, 

once the repertoire of grave styles was ascertained, relative frequencies could be calculated for 

each grave type and ancillary feature, in addition to their geographic distribution within the study 

area. Relative frequencies were also calculated to determine the configuration of grave markers; 

material types and clast sizes utilized to construct and mark graves; grave orientation (in degrees 

and the compass direction on a 16 point compass); inscription types, inscribed materials and their 

locations, in addition to gender (based on inscriptional evidence); and material culture categories 

and their context on the landscape. 

 The raw construction materials utilized to assemble and mark mortuary structures were 

identified using the author’s own geological knowledge, with the exception of those at the Bir 

Madhkur and Wadi Abu Sekekeen cemeteries. At these two cemeteries, stone identifications were 

made in consultation with Dr. Hani Alnawafleh of Al-Hussein Bin Talal University’s Department 

of Mining Engineering, using photographs and comparisons to local geology. The identification 

of stone materials, when compared to local geology, allowed for the interpretation of the extent 

to which Bedouin peoples traveled to collect such materials for funerary purposes. 

Photographs of each inscription were initially investigated to determine which required 

translation from Arabic to English. It was determined that many of the inscriptions were wasum 

(tribal insignia), which did not require translation. However, a number of inscriptions did require 

translation, and photographs of these were provided to Essam al-Nawafleh. Once these 

inscriptions were translated into English, they were entered into a database. The content of each 
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was analyzed to gain insight into the identity of the deceased, along with any additional details 

that could be gleaned from the epitaph. Each wasm was compared to a database of known 

Bedouin tribal symbols, comprised of those documented during the ethnographic portion of this 

study. Such comparisons allowed a number of decedents to be identified to the tribal/clan level. 

The data utilized to produce the original hand drawn maps were employed to create 

digital maps in MacDraft. This program allowed for the accurate plotting of material culture and 

the input of measurements related to graves and their features, including length, width, and 

orientation. The scale of each map was selected based on the size of the cemetery to provide the 

best fit on a single page. Each map was inspected visually to seek patterns in spatial 

organization; in addition to the distribution of grave types, inscriptions, and material culture.  

GPS coordinates from each cemetery were utilized to plot the sites on a map and capture 

aerial views using Google Earth. This made it possible to analyze the surrounding topography, 

albeit from a coarse resolution. GPS coordinates were additionally utilized in conjunction with 

Qibla Locator to determine the precise alignment of each site towards Mecca (in degrees). These 

orientations were compared with the actual orientations of graves, as adherence and divergence 

from qibla is a good indicator of the extent to which Bedouin groups conformed to the tenets of 

Islam regarding mortuary practices. 

The combination of these data allowed me to build a multi-scalar spatial model of the 

mortuary residues of the Bedouin. The purpose of such a model is to aid archaeologists in 

detecting and interpreting the funerary remains of the Bedouin’s nomadic antecedents in the 

Southern Levant. 

!
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3.6 Experimental Butchering Data 

!
3.6.1 Collection of Experimental Butchering Data 

!
Reitz and Wing (2008:22) have emphasized the importance of middle-range theory, 

particularly as it relates to butchering and site-formation processes. Thus, an experiment was 

undertaken to ascertain the types of butchering marks produced by the Bedouin in preparation for 

funerary meals. Such data may assist in the interpretation of faunal remains to determine if they 

are associated with funerary activities or household refuse.  

First, fresh Ovis aries long bones were obtained from a butcher, and dry long bones were 

collected from the ground surface in Wadi Musa, Jordan. Each of the three fresh and three dry 

osteological samples were cut, scraped and punctured with a shebriyeh, or curved Bedouin 

dagger, to test the pattern of damage produced. 

!
3.6.2 Analysis of Experimental Butchering Data 

!
Since a microscope was not available at the time that this experiment was conducted, 

bone damage was viewed and photographed through a 5x-magnifying lens. Images of these cut 

marks, scrapes and punctures, on both green and dry bone, were visually analyzed to ascertain 

their distinguishing features. 

!
!
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3.7 Summary 

!
This chapter opened with a description of the study area and a Bedouin ethnography, 

followed by an outline of the methodological framework for the collection and analysis of data. 

The study involved two complimentary and equally important components: data acquired via 

ethnographic interviews and data acquired through the study of cemeteries. Combining these two 

data sets acts as a measure of cross-validation to corroborate qualitative versus quantitative 

evidence. In the following chapter, I will present the data derived from ethnographic interviews 

undertaken with the Bedouin of Jordan. 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Chapter 4: Bedouin Mortuary Practices 

!
4.1 Introduction 

!
 This chapter presents a detailed description of Bedouin mortuary practices, as recounted 

by 136 informants during ethnographic interviews (Figure 4.1). These data are first reported in 

aggregate, followed by discussions of variation related to geographic position, tribe, gender and/

or age. Topics covered include death, the funeral, the grave, grave goods, heirlooms, mourning, 

visiting the dead, commemorating the dead and changing mortuary practices. 

!

-  

!
Figure 4.1 Ethnographic interview study area. 
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4.2 Death 

!
 Bedouin people exhibit a nonchalant attitude towards death, believing that Allah gave life 

and also takes it away. In a Bedouin proverb recited by several male informants, “We are born 

from the sand, to the sand we shall return”. A generalized model of Bedouin mortuary 

proceedings can be found in Figure 4.2. 

!

-  

!
Figure 4.2 Generalized procession of Bedouin mortuary rites. 

!
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4.2.1 Dying 

!
 When the death of a family member was presumed to loom near, movements were 

immediately interrupted to set up camp and comfort the ailing individual. The group would stay 

in this location until the individual passed away and the funerary process was complete. 

 At the end of life, those tending to the dying person pray and spill droplets of water into 

the individual’s mouth. This act may be an effort to ward off Iblīs, also known as Shayṭān 

(Satan), to ease the transition between life and death. In Islamic belief, those on their deathbed 

suffer from intolerable thirst and are vulnerable to Shayṭān’s deception when he offers a cold cup 

of water (Smith and Haddad 2002:38). By accepting the Devil’s water, Shayṭān has the ability to 

lure the dying away from their Islamic faith to “die as a Jew” (Smith and Haddad 2002:38). With 

this in mind, providing water to those on the threshold of death may ensure that the dying are not 

tempted by Shayṭān, thereby ensuring their place in Paradise.  

 When the heartbeat can no longer be detected and the body begins to cool, the family 

immediately initiates funeral proceedings. In the past, there were no doctors to confirm that the 

individual was in fact deceased. For this reason, a number of informants gave accounts of people 

that were prematurely pronounced deceased. This included Informant #34, a senior male who 

stated that he once woke up as he was being lowered into the grave. 

!
4.2.2 Lamentation 

!
 Lamentations for the dead are not performed by men, because they must remain stoic to 
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prove that they have a “strong heart.” Conversely, women formerly lamented by crying, putting 

sand in their hair and tearing their clothing. Some women, belonging to the al-Shurofat tribe 

(Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy) and al-Ghayath tribe, in the Mafraq governorate, also removed soot 

from the bottom of their cookware and smeared it on their face. A senior female informant (#60) 

explained that women blackened their faces so that their tears would turn black when they cried. 

To curb such “ḥarām” (forbidden) behaviours, religious men have relatively recently taught the 

Bedouin about “the error of their ways”. As a consequence, women, who are generally 

considered to be weak of heart and incapable of controlling their emotional outbursts, have now 

become “more accepting of death” through religious instruction. It is now thought that excessive 

lamentation disrupts the departure of the dead and must be avoided (Kerrigan 2007:175). 

!
4.2.3 Death Notification 

!
 Announcing the death to others was certainly more challenging in the past. A series of 

gunshots or flares, fired in rapid succession, were used to signal to others that someone had died. 

News was also delivered to neighbouring households, after which the message radiated outward 

to other members of the tribe. If located further afield, a family messenger was sent via camel or 

horse to alert others of the impending funeral. However, it was common for tribe members to be 

absent from the funeral, as many learned of the death too late to attend. Occasionally, it was 

months before some households received the news, due to their seasonal movements. 

Contemporary Bedouin are not plagued with the same issues. With the adoption of automotive 

transport and mobile phones, information can now be communicated quickly. Moreover, if a 
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death occurs in close proximity to a mosque, it will be announced over the minaret’s megaphone, 

as the imam (religious leader) prays for the deceased. 

!
4.2.4 The Corpse 

!
 If death occurs in the hours approaching sunset, or after nightfall, the funeral is postponed 

until the first light of day because of reduced visibility. Male kin, tasked with guarding the corpse 

overnight inside the tent, typically embed shebriyeh (curved daggers) in the soil at both the head 

and foot, and occasionally on the left and right sides of the body. The hearth fire is kept burning 

all night long while men sit around the corpse reciting passages from the Quran. The purpose of 

such customs is to help men safeguard the decedent against dangers. These dangers include jinnī 

(supernatural beings), and scavenging animals attracted by the scent of death. Typically, canids 

(such as jackals), hyenas and monitor lizards pose the greatest threat to the corpse, both before 

and after burial. 

 Although a few women were uncomfortable with the thought of being in close proximity 

to a corpse, most informants indicated that the corpse is nothing to be feared. In fact, close 

relatives begin grieving by kissing and touching the face of the deceased. Those not present at 

the time of death are also given the opportunity to view the decedent’s face. Many informants 

stated that the corpse is treated with respect, often with more respect than the living individual. 

Contrasting the contemporary Islamic attitudes towards the corpse, Walker (2001:57) postulates 

that Ottoman-era Bedouin burials reflect a pattern of fear extended to physical contact with 

human remains. Walker (2001:58) suggests that the rapid disposal of corpses, wearing clothing 
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and personal adornments, was influenced by pre-Islamic Bedouin beliefs in the supernatural 

(jinnī), “rather than a concern for materially providing for the dead in the spiritual realm or the 

economically motivated decision of removing commodities from association.” 

!
4.3 The Funeral 

!
 Immediately post-mortem, family members initiate the funerary arrangements, whereby 

tasks are divided up amongst family and volunteers. Some individuals ritually prepare the body 

for interment, while others are entrusted with excavating the grave. The latter is a task only 

delegated to men, except under special circumstances, where no men are present. Unless the 

individual dies in the evening, the funeral and interment are complete within a few hours after 

death.  

!
4.3.1 Preparing the Body for Interment  

!
 The duty of preparing the deceased for interment is divided along gender lines. The 

following is a description of gender specific practices. 

 It is preferable that a male relative is tasked with preparing a man’s corpse for interment. 

If the decedent does not have any male relatives to perform these duties, an imam or a man 

beloved for his honesty is chosen. The body is first placed on a bench or bathing platform to 

commence ritual cleansing. In northeastern Jordan (Mafraq and Zarqa governorates), some men 

of the Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy and al-Ghayath tribes were laid out at the grave itself, to be 
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washed and prepared on a bed of flat stones, which was covered with vegetation or a mattress.  

 The clothing of the deceased is removed and the genitalia concealed with fabric. Using 

water, the ablutions performed on the corpse begin with the right hand, followed by the left hand, 

mouth, nose, face, right arm, left arm, ears, right leg and left leg. The facial hair is groomed, 

underarms and pubic hairs shaved with a straight razor and fingernails are clipped with manicure 

scissors. 

 Next, the entire body is washed thoroughly with soap and water. The leaves of a shrub 

known as shieh (Artemisia herba-alba) are also used with the soap and water, according to a 

middle-aged man in Ma’an governorate (#3). In the past, water was never in great supply and it 

was limited to containers transported by the group’s camels. Consequently, the corpse was often 

prepared near a water source so the family of the deceased did not exhaust its own water 

supplies.  

 A middle-aged man from the governorate of Mafraq (#24) indicated that wool is then 

placed in the decedent’s ears, nose and mouth. Once the corpse has been ritually cleansed, it is 

then ready to be perfumed. A senior male informant from Aqaba governorate (#134) discussed 

the dichotomy of the fragrances used, stating that different scents are utilized for the living and 

the dead. It is not acceptable to perfume the dead with a scent designated for the living, and vice 

versa. This informant also indicated that past Bedouin people did not use perfume, but a 

fragrance known as “Lux” is now purchased to perfume the dead. Another senior male (#49) 

from the Ma’an governorate stated that a red or white scented powder, known as al-ḏarīra, may 

be used. This may actually be camphor powder, which is known to keep insects at bay (Kreps 

2003:139). Subsequent to these procedures, supplications are recited and the body is ready to be 
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enshrouded in a kafan (burial shroud). 

 Women, throughout Jordan, were typically prepared for burial in the seclusion of the tent 

for reasons of modesty. As with men, it is preferred that a relative of the same gender prepares 

the woman’s corpse for interment. This woman must have a “tough heart” to be able to deal with 

the task at hand. Supplications are first recited for the deceased, after which her clothing is 

removed. Her genitalia should be covered with fabric in order to protect her modesty. In the past, 

her sexual organs were covered with pieces of the goat hair tent, as it was often the only material 

available.  

 The body is placed on a bench or bathing platform and using water, the ablutions 

performed on the corpse begin with the right hand, followed by the left hand, mouth, nose, face, 

right arm, left arm, ears, right leg and left leg.  What follows is a complete washing of the body 

with soap, water and shieh leaves. In the Zarqa governorate, a senior female informant (#104) 

noted that women are washed in accordance with the number of times they married. If the 

decedent married only once, she is washed once using one bar of soap. If she married twice, her 

body is rinsed twice with a different bar of soap each time.  

 The deceased is prepared as the living individual would have been on her wedding day. 

The palms of her hands, soles of her feet and her hair are dyed with henna in order to achieve an 

orange to red colour. A middle-aged female informant (#54) from the Mafraq governorate stated 

that hummus was placed in her grandmother’s underarms prior to interment “for the insects to 

eat”, although this was the only mention of such a practice. The dead woman’s hair is then 

brushed and neatly braided. A white powder is applied to her face and black kohl is used to line 

her eyes. In the past, the dead were often interred holding a handful of cloves, known as karanfil 
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(Syzygium aromaticum), or she wore an aromatic karanfil necklace. According to a senior female 

informant (#6) in the governorate of Ma’an, this is no longer practiced “because we were 

ignorant of Islam back then.” Finally, the body is perfumed and enshrouded in a kafan, after 

which she is ready for male kin to bring her to the grave. 

 According to a senior male informant (#17) from the Aqaba governorate, “Children less 

than one year old do not get washed because they are already clean and have no sins.” 

Otherwise, the vast majority of informants agreed that there are no age-related differences in the 

preparation of a child’s corpse. The procedures followed are the same as those performed on 

adults of their gender. Moreover, there are no gender-related restrictions about who can prepare a 

child’s body. Despite this fact, women commonly prepare children of both genders, while men 

transport their bodies to the grave and conduct the funerary rituals. 

 Readying the corpse for burial is an activity that is increasingly limited to designated 

facilities within hospitals, mosques and cemeteries. However, amongst the Bedouin population, 

bodies are still commonly prepared by family members near the place of death. 

!
4.3.2 The Kafan 

!
 Enshrouding the body in a woven cloth, known as a kafan, is the final step of preparing 

the corpse for burial. Nowadays, living individuals purchase their own kafan from nearby towns 

and cities. However, the Bedouin of the past were far more mobile and they were often without a 

kafan when someone passed away. In this case, the deceased was either buried in clean clothing, 

or an alternate shroud fashioned from cheese cloth, mattress fabric or a section of the bayt sha’ar 
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(goat hair tent). If the proper fabric was available, women prepared the pieces of the kafan 

themselves. 

 Two senior men (#33, #114) of the Ma’an governorate indicated that the body was sewn 

into the kafan in the past. Nowadays, the fabric is wrapped around the body and the kafan’s outer 

layer is fastened with ties made from fabric or silk, placed around the head, torso, and ankles. 

These kafan ties are particularly important for female modesty, so that the body is not 

inadvertently exposed by the wind. 

 Other than the unavailability of a kafan, the key factor influencing who is enshrouded 

depends on the nature of the decedent’s death. Those who were murdered, killed in battle, or met 

an unnatural death, were not afforded the same corporeal preparations and funerary rites as those 

who died naturally. Such individuals, considered martyrs, typically were not washed and simply 

wore the clothing in which they died. 

 A man’s kafan generally comprises a single exterior layer and may include a variable 

number of interior pieces, such as a loin cloth to cover the genitals, pants and a tunic. The kafan 

is usually white, although several informants (#49, #75, #77, #134) stated that the inner pieces 

may be black, while the outer shroud is white. 

 Using greater lengths of fabric relative to men, women are enshrouded in a way that 

protects their modesty. A number of interior kafan pieces may be used, ranging from two to 

seven. These may include a chest cover and loin cloth to conceal the genitalia, a head covering 

which allows the face to be exposed, a tunic and pants. The actual number of external kafan 

layers is variable. One to three layers may be used. The consensus amongst the majority of 

informants was that a woman’s kafan should consist of two external layers. However, a number 
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of individuals asserted that women are shrouded according to the number of times they were 

married. Thus, a woman who only married once will have one kafan. Whereas, a woman who 

married twice will have two shrouds. 

 The majority of informants stated that a woman’s kafan should be white. However, 

numerous others indicated that a light green covering should be placed over her head before the 

body is enshrouded. Informants were unsure why green fabric was utilized as part of a woman’s 

kafan. However, green is a colour strongly associated with Islam, as it was the Prophet 

Muhammad’s favourite colour (Netton 2001:134).  

 The guidelines for enshrouding children correlate with those of adults of their gender. 

They are buried in a white kafan, although underwear may be worn underneath. 

 While gender-related patterns of enshrouding the body were easily discernible, the colour 

and number of layers of the kafan were highly variable, making it difficult to distinguish any 

regional or tribal patterns. 

  

4.3.3 Preparing the Grave 

!
 The Bedouin associate the practice of pre-constructing burial plots with settled people 

(fellahin) and the Druze. Bedouin graves were never prepared before someone’s death because 

their nomadic lifeway was not conducive to the unnecessary expenditure of energy. It is thought 

that Allah gives everyone their time, and when that time comes to an end, nobody knows where 

they will be. As stated by one informant (#65), “If someone is alive then why would you make a 

grave for them?” In fact, cautionary tales seemingly warn men that pre-constructing their grave 
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is a death wish. Consequently, it is said that he will be predeceased by one of his children, who 

will then take his place inside the grave. 

 While most informants responded that, “anyone can help prepare the grave”, upon further 

questioning, it was made clear that women are not allowed to participate in this aspect of the 

funerary process. This task is only undertaken by men, except in the extraordinary circumstance 

that no men are available to help. Men with previous experience are considered particularly 

invaluable, and they are often asked to assist with constructing the grave. These builders must 

know how to construct the grave to withstand the elements for a long period of time. 

 The grave’s location is first chosen and all surface stones are cleared away. To determine 

the correct dimensions of the grave, goat hair thread from a woman’s spindle whorl was used to 

measure the body’s length and width in the past. Men brought tools that could be used to 

excavate the grave, including shovels, hoes, and pick axes. In the event that the excavation was 

complicated by subsurface stones, a new location was selected for the grave. Generally, it only 

takes one or two hours to excavate the grave, depending on the terrain. 

 While some men excavated the grave, others collected stones for the grave’s substructure, 

superstructure and markers. 

!
4.3.4 The Funeral 

!
 Islamic principles specify that the deceased should be interred promptly. Accordingly, the 

funerary proceedings commence shortly after the corpse has been prepared and the grave 

excavated.  
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 The number of funeral attendees is variable based on the decedent’s social position in 

life. A sheikh (tribal leader), for example, is thought of as a “great man” and his funeral is 

attended by many of his tribespeople. While many guests still attend the funeral of a “regular 

man”, there are fewer attendees than someone occupying a higher social position. Women and 

children, on the other hand, hold the lowest social ranks. Thus, their funerals are attended only 

by close male relatives. Women and children used to be active participants at funerals, however, 

they are no longer permitted to attend because religious men have advised the Bedouin that it is 

ḥarām (forbidden). 

 Nowadays, vehicles facilitate the transport of the dead to the mosque for prayers, as well 

as the delivery of the body to the gravesite. Everyone wishing to attend the ceremony follows 

behind in a funerary procession. However, this was not always the case. In past times, the corpse 

was transported to the grave by camel. The deceased, rolled in a rug or tent fabric, was strapped 

onto one side of the camel, and the weight was distributed evenly with bags of flour, stones or 

sand fastened to the other side. Funeral participants would walk alongside the camel, sometimes 

for hours, until they reached the grave. The camel was then forced onto its knees and the body 

was unstrapped. If a camel was not available to transport the body, a stretcher was constructed 

using rope to bind together four wooden tent poles, which were then covered with a mattress. 

 Usually two to four men were needed to carry the body or stretcher to the grave. 

Members of al-Huwaytat, in the Ma’an governorate, and Beni Sakhr, in the Zarqa governorate, 

stated that the corpse was carried for a short distance and then placed on the ground to rest. After 

a short break, the body was carried another several metres and then left to rest. The third time, 

the corpse arrived at the grave, where one or two men stood inside to receive the body. It should 
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be noted that men can be interred by any other man, although a male relative is preferred. 

Conversely, women are only interred by a male relative, such as a husband, son, father or brother. 

Children are also interred by a male relative since women are not allowed to participate in the 

funeral. 

 The funeral is simple and without pomp and circumstance. At the grave, funeral 

participants recite al-fatiha (the opening of the Quran). In the case of women, the blanket or 

mattress concealing her body is removed. Her face is uncovered from beneath the shroud and the 

three kafan bindings are cut with a shebriyeh (curved dagger). They are left inside the grave to 

“give the body freedom” (#1). The procedure is the same for men, although they do not have any 

additional coverings to remove.  

 Once the corpse is correctly positioned within the grave, it is sealed, backfilled and the 

grave markings are added. A senior male informant (#34) of the Ma’an governorate explained 

how these burial practices came to be. He said that Qabil (Cain) killed his brother Habil (Abel). 

As Qabil carried the corpse on his back through the desert, a bird in front of him pecked a hole in 

the ground. Qabil put Habil’s body inside this hole and refilled it with sand. “This was the first 

burial in history”. 

 When guests and volunteers arrive back at the tent, they are greeted at a second tent 

erected for visitors to offer condolences. This tent was usually erected for three to seven days 

before it was dismantled. Inside, male relatives formed a line to receive each guest and invite 

them to a small feast, known as the “death dinner”. 

!
!
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4.3.5 The Funerary Meal 

!
 While men are busy with the funeral proceedings, women prepare the funerary meal back 

at the tent. They are oftentimes assisted by members of neighbouring households, to allow the 

bereaved time to grieve. The purpose of this feast is to commemorate the dead and feed those 

who participated in the funeral. Depending on the anticipated number of guests, one to three 

animals are slaughtered. The meal typically consists of boiled mutton or chevon with shrak 

(flatbread) or rice. Men eat this meal together in the funerary tent, while women and children eat 

in a different tent. This feast is not overly elaborate because a larger feast to end the mourning 

period follows on the third day proceeding death. On the second day of mourning, neighbours 

provide meals to the family of the deceased to relieve them of domestic chores. 

!
4.4 The Grave 

!
 In the following section, informant data will be presented regarding the most visible 

manifestation of Bedouin mortuary practices: the grave. These data include the grave location, 

orientation, grave styles, grave markings, raw materials and inscriptions. 

!
4.4.1 Grave Locus 

!
 Whereas the dead are now interred in centralized Bedouin cemeteries, in past times a 

variety of factors influenced where the grave was situated. The following section focuses on the 
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locations selected for burial purposes and the reasons why these sites are chosen. 

!
Cemeteries 

!
 At present, Bedouin people are required to inter their dead in cemeteries exclusive to 

their tribe, clan or family. These sites are situated on flat tracts of land near towns and should be 

accessible by road. Cemeteries are generally spatially defined by a boundary wall constructed 

from stones or cinderblocks. The graves are loosely organized into rows, with each new plot 

added next to the last. Consequently, the grave’s location within the cemetery is not selected, per 

se. People are laid to rest in the order that they died and may not be buried next to their 

immediate family members.  

!
Landscape Features 

!
 In the past, individuals often expressed a wish to be buried in a certain location. In this 

case, they were interred there regardless of time and distance. However, it was normally 

impractical to haul the body over long distances because of the onset of decomposition. For this 

reason, the dead were often interred near the place of death. Graves were generally situated in a 

“high place” above the wadi system, with the purpose of avoiding damage during seasonal 

flooding. Hills had the added advantage of being out of the path of animals that may trample the 

grave, and were also less than ideal places for Bedouin campsites. 

 It was desirable to find the elevated geographic positions that were home to a small 
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number of graves and inter the dead at such locations because then the deceased would not be 

alone. Furthermore, it showed respect to bury an individual in a “high place”, by giving the 

deceased a panoramic view of the landscape. These places were named after the first person to be 

interred there, constructing a patchwork of place names that assisted the Bedouin in navigating 

the landscape and recognizing their ancestor’s burial loci. 

!
Landscape Considerations 

!
 In such locations, it was important to analyze the amount of stone cover and soil type. 

The spot selected for burial should have few stones to impede the grave’s excavation, but should 

have sufficient raw materials nearby for grave construction. It should be away from drifting 

sands that may fill the grave before the body is interred, and the soil should be sturdy enough 

that the grave’s interior does not collapse. Moreover, the spot selected should avoid areas of 

erosion that might cause the grave to slide. If possible, it is situated near a spring so that its water 

can be used to wash the body and mud can be prepared to strengthen the grave. 

!
Murder Victims 

!
 Murder victims represent a special case in which the person was left exactly where they 

died, without burial. This may stem from the belief that the victim’s ghost whispers to the living 

and can “transform into an animal and cause havoc in the night” (#67). Furthermore, once 

common acts of inter-tribal warfare posed a serious threat. Anyone who let their guard down to 
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excavate a grave was in danger of being killed or having their animals stolen.  

!
4.4.2 Grave Orientation and Burial Position 

!
 Amongst the Bedouin, and Muslims in general, the grave should be oriented towards the 

Kaaba in Mecca, Saudi Arabia. On the qibla (Mecca) side of the grave (right side), the body is 

directed along the west-east axis. At the western end of the grave, the head is directed towards al-

Quds (Dome of the Rock, Israel) and the face is pointed towards Mecca. At the eastern end of the 

grave, the feet point towards Mecca. This axis allows the decedent to be aligned with Islam’s two 

holiest places. The correct direction of qibla is either determined by the sun’s position in the sky, 

or other graves used as a guide. According to a middle-aged man in the Ma’an governorate (#2), 

this was common practice in the past because the Bedouin did not know how to orient the grave. 

 The body is configured in an extended position with hands at its side. It leans on its right 

side and soil or sand is placed along the back of the corpse to maintain this bodily position. As 

noted above, the face is also tilted towards Mecca. Informant #77 stated that if her head slumped 

so that it was no longer facing Mecca, she would be “damning God every day” from her grave. 

To prevent the head from shifting, a pillow of mud or a stone is placed beneath the head. The 

sand utilized to form this pillow is sometimes collected from the place where the person died, 

because “the person’s soul is left in that sand” (#129). While “mud pillows” were the most 

common means of holding the head’s position throughout Jordan, stones were commonly used in 

northeastern Jordan amongst the Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy, al-Ghayath and Beni Sakhr tribes.  

 Certain informants stated that the corpse is buried in an extended position, hands at its 
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side, with its “face towards the sky”. However, these informants indicated that they had never 

witnessed a funeral and were uncertain about the burial position. These were women and 

younger men of various tribes situated in northeastern Jordan (Mafraq and Zarqa governorates), 

and members of al-Huwaytat in southwestern Jordan (Aqaba and Ma’an governorates). 

!
4.4.3 Subterranean Grave Types 

!
 Three subterranean grave types (Figure 4.3), discussed below, were identified through 

informant interviews. Grave superstructures are discussed separately in section 4.4.4. 

!

-  
                            a                              b                                  c                                    d !
Figure 4.3 Subterranean grave types: a) substructure type 1; b) type 2; c) type 3 (with wall); d) 

type 3 (without wall). 

!
Substructure Type 1 

!
 The first type, known as al-lahad, has an L-shaped substructure. It features a rectangular 
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shaft, excavated to a depth of 1-1.5 m. At the base of this shaft, on the right-hand side, an 

additional 0.5 m wide cavity is undercut to house the inhumation. After the body is correctly 

positioned inside, the niche is sealed with stone slabs set at a 45° angle. To seal any gaps 

between the stones slabs, mud and gravel are utilized to eliminate spaces. The grave is then 

backfilled and only a slight mound of earth should be noticeable at the surface. Substructure type 

1 was common throughout Jordan and amongst all tribes interviewed. 

!
Substructure Type 2 

!
 The second type of substructure features a step-like construction. It has a rectangular 

shaft excavated to a depth of 1 m, with a narrower 0.5 m deep shaft at its centre to inter the 

corpse. This form of substructure has two subtypes: one with a four-sided wall inside the centre 

shaft, and one without. Both subtypes are sealed with stone slabs, metal sheets or wood planks 

laid horizontally across the centre shaft. In the past, stone slabs, zinko (metal sheet) or oakwood 

were used for this purpose. However, it is now more common to use cinderblocks to construct 

the walls and cement slabs to seal the niche. Any gaps are filled in with mud and gravel before 

the grave was backfilled, leaving only a slight mound of earth noticeable at the surface. 

Substructure type 2 was common throughout Jordan and amongst all tribes interviewed. 

!
Substructure Type 3 

!
 The third type of substructure features a rectangular shaft, approximately 1-1.5 m deep. 
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One subtype is built with a short four-sided interior wall, while the other subtype is simply the 

rectangular pit itself. In the case of the former, the body is positioned at the base of the shaft and 

slabs are placed overtop of the wall to seal the body. As for the latter, the body is positioned near 

the wall and slabs set at a 45° angle are used to seal in the corpse. Gaps are filled with a mixture 

of mud and gravel before the grave is backfilled. Only a slight mound of earth should be visible 

at the surface. Substructure type 3 was the most prevalent style of grave interior discussed by 

informants throughout Jordan and amongst all tribes interviewed. The four-sided interior wall 

being the most common. 

!
Substructure Type 4: 

!
 As part of a seasonal interment strategy, the fourth type of substructure takes advantage 

of the ancient mountainside dwellings and tombs of the Nabataeans. These caves were 

repurposed to house the dead when winter rains deterred burial in the tribal cemetery. Inside, 

each body was given its own shallow niche, approximately 0.5 m deep, carved into the sandstone 

floor. The door of the tomb was then sealed with stones and mud, making it easy to reopen and 

seal should others needed to be interred. Discussion of this substructure type was confined to 

members of the Bedul branch of al-Huwaytat, living on the outskirts of the Petra archaeological 

site, in the Wadi Musa subdistrict of the Ma’an governorate. Informants indicated that this type 

of grave can be seen along the path to Haroun Mountain, near the Petra site. 

!
!
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4.4.4 Mortuary Architecture 

!
 The following is a description of the two types of mortuary architecture utilized by the 

Jordanian Bedouin (Figure 4.4), in addition to special forms characterizing sheikh, fuqara and 

murder victims.                              

  

a) -  b) -  c) -  

!
Figure 4.4 Supersurface grave types: a) Grave type 1; b) Grave type 2 featuring mithra, nugra 

and simeel; c) Grave type 2. 

!
Type 1 

!
 The first style of grave exterior features a low mound of earth at its centre, with a ring of 

kerbstones around the perimeter. Traditionally, stones were used to form the grave’s perimeter, 

but cinderblocks have seen increasing usage because they are often readily available at tribal 

cemeteries. The raw materials and form of the grave are the same regardless of gender or age. In 

the absence of inscriptions, gender can only be determined by the number and/or placement of 
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grave markers. Age can only be determined by the grave’s size, with smaller graves being 

indicative of children.  

 Type 1 is prevalent throughout western Jordan, particularly amongst the al-Huwaytat 

tribe. It is also the primary form employed by other western tribes and clans  (Abu Khiel, al-

Anayzah, Beni Attiyeh, Beni Khaled, Beni Sakhr, al-Essa, al-Hajaya, al-Mehmudeen and 

Sirhan). Type 1 was not formerly popular in northeastern Jordan, as the ground-surface is 

covered in a desert pavement that can camouflage the grave. However, it has experienced a surge 

in popularity in the Mafraq and Zarqa governorates, with the installation of large tribal 

cemeteries that are cleared of stones. 

 Two elderly members of the al-Huwaytat tribe (#14, 114), in the Ma’an governorate, 

noted that only the low mound of earth might remain (with or without grave markers). According 

to these informants, the grave used to be revisited on the first anniversary of death to remove the 

stone ring. Informant #14 was saddened that she will never find her daughter’s grave “because 

the primitive older people removed the stones”. 

!
Type 2 

!
 The second type of grave exterior was used to inter men and women in northeastern 

Jordan (Mafraq and Zarqa governorates). When viewed at a distance, it is said to look like a 

house. The structure is ovular in shape and built from stones to a height of 1 m. The interior of 

this structure is filled with sand and topped with a “stone roof”. This was used to protect the 

grave against “grave diggers” (canids, hyenas, monitor lizards).  
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 Two subtypes are employed to differentiate male and female graves of type 2. The grave 

structure itself follows the same blueprint for both, but additional stone features disclose the 

decedent’s gender identity. Men’s graves, for example, may be found in association with 

additional features, discussed below in section 4.4.5. The absence of these features indicates a 

female grave; the exception being low circular perimeter walls which differentiate women’s 

graves from those of men. In contrast, men’s graves feature a semi-circular wall (mithra) at the 

head.   

 The use of large stone graves is on the decline in northeastern Jordan, being replaced 

instead by grave type 1. 

!
Sheikh 

!
 The pattern of a sheikh’s grave is said to follow the same blueprint as other men. 

However, it is wider, longer, taller, and may be enclosed by a perimeter wall. 

!
al-Faqir 

!
 al-Faqir’s grave is said to follow the same general pattern as other men, although larger 

and more conspicuous. Unlike other men, his grave is enclosed by a circular or square perimeter 

wall. 

!
!
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Murder Victims 

!
 Murder victims are customarily left above-ground in the place where they died. 

According to a senior male informant (#35), residing in the Ma’an governorate, stone slabs were 

simply erected overtop of the body in a somewhat tent-like configuration. 

!
4.4.5 Grave Markings and Additional Features 

!
 The following is a description of the grave markings and additional features used to 

distinguish the grave. 

!
Men 

!
 Regardless of the region or tribe, men’s graves were said to feature a marker at both the 

head and foot. The larger of the two markers should be situated at the head of the grave, and each 

should be larger than those used to mark a woman’s grave.  

 In a small area of the Ma’an governorate (Ayi and Wadi Musa subdistricts), several 

members of al-Huwaytat (#1, #4, #49) stated that men’s graves can be differentiated from 

women’s graves based on the positioning of the markers. These informants indicated that men’s 

grave markers should be parallel with the short axis of the grave, while women’s markers should 

be parallel to the long axis. Considering that this custom was not reported in other regions or 

amongst other tribes, it may be limited in its spatial distribution. 
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 Men’s (type 2) graves in northern Jordan are commonly found in association with 

additional features, such as rijam, mithra, nugra, simeel, siniyeh, bathing platforms, prayer spots 

and mosques. Throughout Jordan, Bedouin men identified as al-faqir (healer) and sheikh (tribal 

leader) are further differentiated from others through the installation of flags at the grave. A 

white liquid, known as al-sheed, is also sprayed on the stones of al-faqir’s grave to make it more 

recognizable. 

 A rijam is an approximately 1.5 m tall conical stone cairn situated at the head of a man’s 

grave. Generally, the rijam is flanked on either side by a mithra. A mithra is a 0.5-1 m tall semi-

circular stone wall constructed at the head of a man’s grave. These are stylistic attributes of the 

Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy, al-Ghayath and Beni Sakhr tribes of northern Jordan (Mafraq, Zarqa 

and Amman governorates). 

 A nugra is a square or ovular hearth with three stones at the centre, in addition to a 

standing stone marker. It is situated a short distance from the foot of a man’s grave, often 

conjointly with a simeel. The nugra is constructed on the same side of the grave as the raba’a/al-

shigg (men’s section) of the decedent’s bayt sha’ar (goat hair tent). The configuration of the tent 

is passed down through the family lineage, from father to son. Most commonly, the men’s 

section is situated on the right-hand side of the tent. Accordingly, the nugra was often placed on 

the right-hand side of the foot of the grave. 

 Although the nugra is a functional hearth for boiling coffee and tea, its purpose may also 

be symbolic. Its distribution was limited to informants in northern Jordan (Mafraq, Zarqa, 

Amman governorates), belonging to the Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy, al-Ghayath, Beni Sakhr, al-

Essa, al-Anayzah and Hanahneh tribes/clans. Nugra were also installed for men of the al-
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Udmaniyeh clan of al-Huwaytat tribe, in the eastern Ma’an governorate. 

 A circular sunken hearth may also be installed at the head of the graves of fuqara 

(healers). This variant was discussed by members of Beni Sakhr, in the Amman governorate, and 

the al-Udmaniyeh clan of al-Huwaytat, in the Ma’an governorate. 

 A simeel is a small stone cairn situated a short distance from the foot of a man’s grave. It 

is often found in conjunction with a nugra on the same side of the grave as the men’s section of 

the decedent’s goat hair tent. They are constructed in northern Jordan by members of the Ahl’ al-

Jabal confederacy, al-Ghayath, al-Essa and Hanahneh tribes/clans, in the governorates of Mafraq 

and Zarqa, in addition to the al-Udmaniyeh clan of al-Huwaytat, in the eastern Ma’an 

governorate. Siniyeh are also found near the nugra. These features are stone rings, typically with 

three cobbles at the centre to support large rounded food trays. They were observed at Khdairey 

Cemetery 2 and Safawi Cemetery 3, in the governorate of Mafraq, and were constructed by the 

al-Ghayath tribe. 

 A bathing platform comprises one layer of relatively flat stones in a rectangular 

arrangement. During the ritual preparation of the corpse, prior to interment, the body is laid out 

on the bathing platform. Bathing platforms are constructed by the Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy, al-

Ghayath and Hanahneh tribes/clans of the northern governorates of Mafraq and Zarqa. It should 

be noted that one member of al-Huwaytat (#99), residing in the Zarqa governorate, also indicated 

the use of bathing platforms. This suggests that these features may be a regional characteristic, 

rather than tribal. 

 Prayer spots and desert mosques are stone features occasionally found in close proximity 

to the graves of al-faqir. Prayer spots are said to have a pathway leading to a rounded corner, in 
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which the visitor prays for a cure for illness. Desert mosques, on the other hand, are said to be a 

stone outline, with mihrab (niche to conduct prayer), directed towards Mecca. Members of the 

Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy and al-Essa tribe of the Mafraq and Zarqa governorates mentioned the 

construction of these features. 

!
Women 

!
 Women’s graves are generally marked in one of two ways. The first features markers 

situated at both the head and foot. The second features a single marker placed only at the head of 

the grave. The former characterizes informant responses regarding women’s grave markings in 

western and southern Jordan, while the latter was more prevalent in northern and eastern Jordan. 

Although there is some overlap, these practices seem to separate regionally, even amongst 

members of the same tribe. For example, members of al-Huwaytat in western Jordan indicated 

that female graves were marked at the head and foot. Conversely, members of the al-Udmaniyeh 

clan of al-Huwaytat, in eastern-central Jordan, use only one marker at the head. A small number 

informants from the al-Udmaniyeh clan of al-Huwaytat also indicated that women’s graves are 

adorned with only a single marker at the foot. 

  

Children 

!
 Children’s graves are marked the same as the adults of their gender. Accordingly, boy’s 

graves are marked at the head and foot, while girl’s graves can be marked at either the head and 
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foot, or just the head, depending on the practices of their tribe and region. 

!
4.4.6 Inscriptions 

!
 In the past, the high illiteracy rates found amongst the Bedouin influenced how the grave 

was inscribed. If a literate townsperson was available to inscribe the headstone, the decedent’s 

name and date of death were added. Otherwise, the headstone, or the rijam, nugra or simeel in 

northeastern Jordan, were inscribed with a wasm. Wasum are emblems used by the Bedouin to 

communicate their tribal identity and clan or family affiliation (Figure 4.5). In addition to 

marking graves, wasum are inscribed in places that are considered to be property of the tribe, 

such as land and wells. It is also branded on the group’s camels and a wasm of sorts is cut into 

the ears of smaller livestock. In mortuary contexts, wasum were reserved solely for men, in order 

to differentiate men from women and children. They were etched onto the gravestone using a 

harder stone, a knife or another piece of metal. 

 Wasum are no longer inscribed on headstones or other features, in favour of the 

decedent’s name, teknonym, date of death and al-fatiha (opening verses of the Quran). 

Furthermore, grave inscriptions are no longer reserved for men alone. However, illiteracy rates 

continue to be high amongst the Bedouin. Consequently, professional stone carvers have played 

an increasingly important role in the process of inscribing the gravestone. 

!
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-  -  -  

!
Figure 4.5 Examples of wasum. 

!
4.4.7 Raw Materials 

!
 The raw materials utilized to mark and construct the grave are gathered from the 

surrounding environment. These materials tend to be determined by the dominant geology of the 

region. For example, informants in the Mafraq and Zarqa governorates indicated that “black 

stones” (basalt) were selected, whereas “white stones” (limestone) were selected in the eastern 

Ma’an governorate, and sandstone in the southern Ma’an governorate. Although these were not 

transported over long distances, camels were required to carry the larger and heavier stones to 

the gravesite. 

 Large stones were selected to construct the grave’s substructure and superstructure, in 

addition to long stone slabs utilized to seal the grave’s interior. Once transported to the grave, 

metal hammers were employed to crudely shape the stones, if necessary. 

 The stones selected to function as nasoob (grave markers) should be elongate in form so 

that they can be properly installed in the ground at the head and/or foot. Some informants 

indicated that these may be chosen for their unique shape or colour, which aids in the recognition 
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of the grave during later visits. For example, sandstones, in the Wadi Musa subdistrict of the 

Ma’an governorate, exhibit a full range of colours. Instead of the standard tan or rose coloured 

sandstones, it is more desirable to select alternate colours such as purple. Furthermore, nasoob 

should have suitable properties if they will be inscribed. The stone should have at least one 

relatively flat surface, and should be easily inscribed. For instance, sawan (flint) is avoided 

because it is hard and easily fractured. Nowadays, those who can afford to do so import 

professionally dressed limestone, marble or granite nasoob to be inscribed with the decedent’s 

name and date of death, rather than inscribing undressed local stones with wasum. 

 In the past, the Bedouin primarily used stones and mud to construct the grave. In areas 

populated with trees, such as the Wadi Musa subdistrict of the Ma’an governorate and Aqaba 

governorate, an additional layer of branches was placed overtop of the sealing stones to protect 

the grave against scavenging animals. Occasionally, the stone slabs used to seal the grave were 

replaced with alternate materials altogether. For instance, in the Wadi Musa subdistrict of the 

Ma’an governorate, planks of Quercus ithaburensis (oak) were occasionally used to seal the 

grave. 

 More recently, there has been a shift from the use of natural materials to man-made 

materials, such as cinderblocks and cement, which are thought to be stronger and more   

aesthetically pleasing. Members of al-Ghayath, residing near the small town of Ar-Ruwayshid 

(Mafraq governorate), alternately opt to seal the interior of the graves with metal sheets known a 

zinko, instead of stone or cement slabs. At some cemeteries, these materials are even kept on site 

to simplify the burial process. In much of Jordan, the shift towards man-made materials has not 

necessarily resulted in changes to the form of the grave. The exception is northeastern Jordan. 
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Here, large stone mortuary structures are increasingly being replaced with smaller ground-level 

cinderblock and cement graves. 

!
4.5 Grave Goods 

!
 Material culture studies are an important aspect of archaeology, with grave goods 

representing one of the most visible manifestations of mortuary practice. The following section is 

a discussion of the types of material culture that are discarded inside and outside of Bedouin 

graves.  

!
4.5.1 Grave Interior 

!
 According to informants, the kafan (burial shroud) and bindings should be the only 

material culture inside the grave. This, however, was not always the case, as it was formerly 

common practice for men and women to be interred wearing all of their jewelry. A senior male 

informant from the Mafraq governorate (#66) compared such practices to late Ottoman period 

Turkish women, and the ancient “Rōmän”, whom he noted both buried their dead with jewelry 

and coins. Coins were in fact tossed into Bedouin graves “to pay for the land” (#77). However, 

this past tradition seems to have been limited in its spatial distribution, practiced amongst the 

Ahl’ al-Jabal (al-Shurofat tribe) and al-Anayzah (Rwala tribe) of northeast Jordan, and the al-

Huwaytat (al-Udmaniyeh clan) of eastern-central Jordan. Other material goods, such as karanfil 

(clove) necklaces and small charms or beads, may also make their way into the grave. 
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Contemporary Bedouin people attribute these customs to a general lack of knowledge, stating 

that Islam does not condone grave goods. 

!
4.5.2 Grave Exterior 

!
 A custom that was discontinued only recently was the act of leaving the decedent’s 

clothing, shoes, and men’s keffiyeh (head covering) and/or ’agal (rope to secure the keffiyeh) at 

the grave. This was common practice throughout Jordan regardless of the tribe, gender or age 

category. Informants indicated that clothing continued to be abandoned at the grave until the 

mid-1990’s in western Jordan, and mid-2000’s in eastern Jordan. The clothing worn at the time 

of death caused a general unease amongst the living, so it was discarded at the gravesite to be 

“burned by the sun” (#12). In fact, it was thought that anyone who wore “death clothing” would 

meet the same fate shortly. Thus, the Bedul clan of al-Huwaytat, in the Wadi Musa subdistrict of 

Ma’an, protected the living by discarding the clothing inside a cave. According to a middle-aged 

man (#63) from the Mafraq governorate, even animals could succumb to such a fate if they 

removed an item from the grave.  

 In the northeastern governorates of Mafraq and Zarqa, in addition to the eastern portion 

of the Ma’an governorate, many personal effects belonging to the deceased had little value to the 

living. In the past, it was commonplace for members of the Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy, al-Ghayath 

and al-Huwaytat (al-Udmaniyeh clan) tribes of these regions to dispose of the decedent’s 

belongings at the gravesite because carrying the extra weight of nonessential goods was a 

hinderance to the group. Men’s personal effects, discarded at the grave, included bedding 
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(personal mattresses, blankets and pillows), coffee paraphernalia (coffee pots, coffee cups, coffee 

roaster, al-hawan [a brass mortar and pestle used to grind coffee beans, and also used as a 

musical instrument], and plastic water jugs), smoking paraphernalia (pipes, steel fire strikers, 

flint, kerosene lighters, and heeshee [a plant smoked by the Bedouin]), shaving kit (razors, shave 

brushes), shepherd’s cane, medication and coins. Bullets may also be found nearby, as shots were 

occasionally fired at the funeral. Besides clothing, women’s items abandoned at the gravesite 

included makeup, perfume, mirrors and the occasional spindle whorl. Evidently, the assemblage 

of material culture should be more substantial and varied at the graves of men.  

 A tradition that has persevered across regions and tribal entities is adorning the graves of 

men who held positions as al-faqir or sheikh with flags, constructed from white or green fabric 

and branches. Regional customs found amongst the al-Udmaniyeh branch of al-Huwaytat 

(eastern Ma’an governorate) include leaving incense at the grave of al-faqir, and blue beads at 

the grave of the sheikh. 

!
4.6 Heirlooms 

!
 Amongst many Bedouin, heirlooms are distributed to individuals belonging to the same 

gender as the deceased. Mementos are displayed in a place of honour within the tent and inspire 

proud discussions about heritage when others come to visit. Men tend to inherit more durable 

items, which can last for generations, while women inherit goods that are organic in nature and 

may only survive for a single generation. 

!
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4.6.1 Men 

!
 The most valuable heirlooms are passed down through the male lineage, from father to 

eldest son. If there are no surviving male offspring, heirlooms are distributed amongst any 

surviving brothers. Sons inherit weapons, such as rifles, handguns, shebriyeh (curved daggers), 

knives, swords and the leather belts used to carry these items. To provide hospitality to guests, 

men inherit teapots, coffee pots, skillets for roasting coffee beans, and al-hawan (brass mortar 

and pestle). Other items passed down include pictures, rings, watches, goat hair tents, camel 

gear, land, money, and livestock. These items typically remain in use from one generation to the 

next, but may be sold if the family is in need of money. 

!
4.6.2 Women 

!
 While Bedouin women used to wear their wealth in the form of jewelry (silver necklaces, 

bracelets, etc.), much of the older Bedouin heirloom jewelry has been sold and women now only 

wear rings. Jewelry represents the most valuable part of a woman’s estate, which primarily 

consists of handicrafts and clothing. Birth order is important, and a woman’s first-born daughter 

is given priority. Regardless, the inheritance is shared amongst daughters and sisters. Women 

inherit jewelry, although these may be sold by the decedent’s male kin in order to make a 

pilgrimage to Mecca in her honour. Her handicrafts and clothing are often donated to the 

impoverished, with very little being kept by female kin. Items that may be curated include 

spindle whorls, carpets, blankets and embroidered clothing. 
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4.7 Mourning 

!
 The duration of mourning differs based on the gender of the bereaved, the gender of the 

deceased and the relationship of the bereaved to the deceased. Furthermore, the degree to which 

someone is mourned follows a hierarchy of their social position within the household. At the top 

of this hierarchy is the male head of household, for whom members of his household mourn 

deeply. Adult sons are next in the hierarchy, followed by women, children and non-immediate 

family members. The following is a description of gender-based mourning behaviours.  

!
4.7.1 Men 

!
 For men, the prescribed period of mourning is generally three days, regardless of kinship 

ties, gender or the age of the deceased. Once these three days have passed, men return back to 

their regular routine, often moving the group elsewhere to escape the feelings of sorrow attached 

to the place of death. Subsequently, widowers tend to pursue the opportunity to find a new 

spouse and often remarry a short time later. 

 When men learn that a male relative or sheikh has died, they immediately empty the 

contents of their coffee pot into the hearth of the men’s section of the tent. The coffee pot is then 

placed upside down in an isolated area of the tent and coffee cups are left inside the hearth. For 

the duration of the mourning period, members of the household must refrain from coffee 

drinking and may only consume tea and water. This practice was noted amongst informants of 

the Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy, al-Ghayath and Beni Khaled tribes of the Mafraq governorate, and 
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the al-Huwaytat tribe of the Aqaba and Ma’an governorates. Coffee is used to display 

“hospitality and generosity to the guests…thus coffee becomes a symbol for hospitality, honour 

and respect” (Na’amneh, Shunnaq, and Tasbasi 2008:157). The act of purging coffee and 

abstaining from its consumption may thereby be imbued with meaning, perhaps signifying the 

cessation of the decedent’s guest-host relationships. 

 When men remove the ’agal (rope) from their keffiyeh (head covering), it is the most 

ubiquitous means of communicating to others that the individual is in mourning. Men also 

commonly wrap their ropeless keffiyeh tightly around their face, exposing only their eyes. These 

formalities continue until the end of the mourning period, which typically lasts for three days 

following the death of a loved one, but may extend as long as one week. Two middle-aged 

informants (#57, #74) of the Mafraq governorate also stated that when a man’s father or brother 

is murdered or killed in combat, the ’agal must not be worn until blood justice is attained. 

!
4.7.2 Women 

!
 For women, the duration of mourning is more prolonged than that of men and varies 

based on the woman’s relationship to the deceased. In the past, women mourned 40 days for their 

relatives and one year for their husband. The increasing influence of Islamic principles in the 

daily lives of the Bedouin has, however, resulted in changes to the period of mourning. Blood 

relatives are now mourned for only three days, inclusive of infants. A senior female informant 

(#120) of the Aqaba governorate noted that infants have not yet had the chance to form 

relationships, “so the way that relatives suffer is different”. Widows, on the other hand, now 
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observe a mourning period of four months and ten days for their husbands. This interval is used 

to gauge whether or not she is pregnant before being permitted to remarry (Kerrigan 2007:175). 

 During the mourning period, women are not allowed to work and thus remain secluded 

inside their tent. They are not permitted to see men from outside their household. Amongst the 

Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy (al-Shurofat tribe) and al-Ghayath tribes of the Mafraq governorate, 

this privacy is facilitated by lowering the wooden tent poles to shield grieving women from the 

view of others, while also signalling to potential visitors that the household is in mourning. 

During this time of sorrow, no Bedouin woman is permitted to attend weddings or other 

celebrations. Consequently, family members and neighbours often postpone these occasions out 

of respect. 

 While in mourning, a woman’s personal hygiene suffers. She appears unkempt and does 

not bathe, brush her hair, or wear makeup, henna or jewelry. She must wear old black clothing, 

which cannot be washed. Nevertheless, a middle-aged man living in the governorate of Aqaba 

(#118) joked that Bedouin women regularly wear black clothing, so there is no difference. In 

addition to black clothing, women also wear a band of white fabric or silk (asabah) around their 

head covering to express their grief. This is a widespread practice throughout Jordan, found 

amongst members of the Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy, al-Huwaytat, al-Hajaya and al-Mehmudeen 

tribes. Furthermore, women of the al-Udmaniyeh clan of al-Huwaytat (Ma’an governorate) may 

wear their clothing inside out.  

 The women of the northern governorates of Mafraq and Zarqa formerly observed the 

custom of cutting off their braids when a sister or father passed away. The braids were cut with a 

knife or razor and then abandoned at the gravesite. This custom was practiced by the al-Shurofat 
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tribe of Ahl’ al-Jabal, Beni Khaled and Beni Sakhr tribes. It is now considered “primitive” to 

conduct oneself in such a fashion and this practice has been discontinued. 

!
4.7.3 Animals 

!
 It is not only humans that mourn for the deceased. Many informants recounted anecdotes 

about animals mourning for their owner. For example, camels, sheep and goats initially refuse to 

eat and exhibit “angry” behaviours, such as digging. When brought to the cemetery, informants 

noted that these animals could recognize their owner’s grave. They often laid down on top of the 

grave and rubbed against the headstone. 

!
4.7.4 Wanasa/Sadaqa 

!
 Three days post-mortem, mourners gather for a feast, known alternately as wanasa or 

sadaqa, to mark the completion of the primary mourning period. The number of animals 

slaughtered for wanasa is dependent on the number of potential attendees. For the average 

individual, one or two animals are sufficient. Wanasa is attended by a larger number of people if 

the decedent was a sheikh, requiring a greater number of animals to be slaughtered. These 

animals are slaughtered by men, whereas the feast is prepared by women. The meal is served on 

large circular platters to male and female guests in separate tents. Each platter is embellished 

with the skull of a slaughtered animal at its centre to communicate to guests that it was freshly 

killed. 
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 The meal comprises mansaf, which is a dish traditionally consumed by the Bedouin 

during various rites of passage (Howell 2003). The type of mansaf cooked for wanasa comprises 

lamb, mutton or chevon boiled in laban, a strong yogurt that is dehydrated for long-term storage 

and portability. The meat is served over a bed of rice drenched in laban, although it was formerly 

served over wheat flour before the Bedouin added rice to their diet. The mansaf is scooped from 

the communal platter using pieces of unleavened wheat bread known as shrak, which had been 

cooked over a domed metal griddle. After the guests have left, refuse is thrown to the dogs or 

discarded at a distance from the tent. 

!
4.8 Visiting the Dead 

!
 When an individual dies, the location and appearance of his or her grave is memorized 

for future visitation. The following section describes when and who visits the graves of relatives 

and fuqara, in addition to other beliefs about passing by the graves of unknown individuals and 

murder victims. 

!
4.8.1 Grave Visitation 

!
 The family was seldom able to return to the grave in the past because the Bedouin 

traversed greater distances than now, primarily by camel. These visits generally only occurred by 

happenstance when the group returned to the area during their seasonal rounds. Nowadays, 

vehicles make it easier to travel to distant graves to visit on Fridays. The graves of family 
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members may also be visited on the anniversary of death, during Eid al-Adha or Eid al-Fitr. 

 Although men, women and children used to visit the graves of family members together, 

only men are now permitted to visit the grave. This change occurred gradually under the 

instruction of religious clerics, with women’s grave visits decreasing substantially after 1985. 

The only exception relates to visiting the grave of al-faqir, for which anyone can partake. 

!
4.8.2 Visiting al-Faqir 

!
 Regardless of the governorate, tribe, age or gender, informants across Jordan indicated 

that a pilgrimage was made to the grave of al-faqir when a member of the household was ill. 

During this visit, an animal must be slaughtered as an offering to al-faqir, or “he will hurt 

you” (#109). In return for this offering, it was believed that al-faqir cured the sick of that which 

ailed them. Furthermore, the ill would remove a stone from the grave, or mix some of the grave’s 

sand with olive oil or clarified butter. It was believed to have healing properties, so it was rubbed 

on the ailing part of the body. 

!
4.8.3 Passing Graves 

!
 The Bedouin do not generally fear cemeteries or graves. Some informants even indicated 

that they could sleep next to a grave without feeling discomfort. As they pass the grave, they 

should say “As-salamu alaykum” (“peace be upon you”), and recite al-fatiha so Allah will have 

mercy on that person’s soul. A number of informants, however, did express a fear of passing the 
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graves of unknown individuals, particularly if the grave was recent. This fear was also extended 

to the graves of murder victims, because their “souls are absorbed by the animals” (#107) and 

may possess the living. This anxiety is greatly magnified after dark because it is a dangerous 

time when one might encounter jinnī (supernatural beings). One senior male from the Ma’an 

governorate (#10) told a story of one such encounter. While passing a desert grave one evening, 

he saw a shadowy figure which could not be distinguished as man, woman or animal. The jinn 

followed a few metres behind the terrified informant as he recited passages from the Quran, 

before it eventually disappeared. Others informants believed that the dead return to life at night, 

often in the form of carnivorous animals. These beliefs seem to be limited to members of the 

Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy, al-Ghayath, and Beni Khaled tribes of northeastern Jordan (Mafraq, 

Zarqa governorates). However, members of the Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy, residing in the 

governorate of Ma’an, expressed the same fears, suggesting that these beliefs are tribal, rather 

than regional. 

!
4.9 Commemoration of the Dead 

!
 The dead are commemorated in two ways: through donations made to the poor in their 

memory and through feasts. 

!
4.9.1 Donations in Memoriam 

!
 In memoriam of the deceased, donations are made to the poor shortly after death and 
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during Ramadan. These donations include items that belonged to the deceased, in addition to 

newly purchased and used clothing. If the family is financially capable, monetary donations are 

also made to the poor. 

!
4.9.2 Commemorative Feasts 

!
 Across the Bedouin tribes of Jordan, feasting holds a prominent function in mortuary 

ritual. Mortuary feasts mark the end of the funeral and conclude the mourning period, while 

subsequent commemorative feasts provide additional opportunities to honour the deceased. 

These feasts may take place on anniversary dates, during grave visits, after the appearance of the 

dead in the dreams of the living and during the Ramadan and Eid al-Adha holidays. 

!
Anniversary Dates 

!
 There are a number of anniversaries in which feasts are dedicated to the dead. For 

example, commemorative feasts may coincide with the seventh and fortieth day after death, or 

the first anniversary of death. It is believed that inviting the impoverished into the tent for such 

feasts reflects well upon the deceased, resulting in benefits for both the dead and living in the 

afterlife. 

!
!
!
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Visiting the Grave 

!
 In the past, it was common to bring the group’s herd to the gravesite when visiting the 

dead. Here, members of the herd were allowed to scratch against the nasoob (grave marker) and 

rest in close proximity to the grave. When the group planned to leave, one sheep or goat was 

selected to be slaughtered for a commemorative feast. This animal was said to be the fattest of 

those resting directly on or nearby the grave. It was marked with a cut to the ear and when the 

group returned to their tent, the animal was slaughtered and a feast prepared. 

!
Appearance of the Dead in Dreams 

!
 The dead are thought to be incapable of addressing the living directly, but may appear to 

loved ones in a dream (Fortier 2010:308). These visitations serve to remind the living of the 

dead, who use these visitations to express their displeasure of being insufficiently memorialized. 

If this should occur, the next dinner prepared by the decedent’s family is dedicated to the 

deceased. 

!
Ramadan 

!
 Each year, during the holy month of Ramadan, families distribute food and other goods to 

the poor in memoriam of the deceased. Moreover, impoverished individuals are invited to break 

the fast with a feast celebrating the dead. Few informants definitively identified the timing of this 
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feast, excepting members of the al-Udmaniyeh clan of al-Huwaytat, in the Ma’an governorate. 

Informants belonging to this group indicated that commemorative feasts should be held each 

Friday for the duration of Ramadan. Elsewhere, informants reported variously that 

commemorative feasts were held on the first day, seventh day, first 10 days and all 30 days of 

Ramadan. Even within families, the timing of these feasts seems to be variable. 

!
Eid al-Adha (Festival of Sacrifice) 

!
 During Eid al-Adha, animals are sacrificed to gain Allah’s mercy for the soul of the 

deceased. The Festival of Sacrifice occurs annually, approximately 70 days after the conclusion 

of Ramadan on the Islamic lunar calendar (Brooke 1987:67). It is considered to be a time of 

sharing, particularly with individuals considered to be underprivileged (Al-Jaza'eri 1994:787). 

On this occasion, animals are butchered and meat packets are distributed. While some of the 

meat is retained by the family of the decedent, the majority is distributed to neighbours, tribe 

members and the poor. 

 Strict rules are applied to the quantity of animals sacrificed for the soul of each decedent 

during Eid al-Adha. The sacrifice of one female dromedary camel (udhiyyah) during the first Eid 

al-Adha post-mortem is considered the most valuable offering, but it is equivalent to the sacrifice 

of seven sheep or goats. This sacrificial camel, known as udhiyyah, is a female older than five 

years of age that has produced milk for her owner. Stated in other terms, the camel must have 

given birth previously, preferably more than once. She is first inspected to ensure that no 

pathologies or injuries are visible, as these would render the sacrifice less beneficial to the soul 
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of the deceased. Before sacrifice, the udhiyyah is dressed with a saddle, blankets, bags and 

decoration so she can be paraded for all to see. On her back, the family places items such as a 

keffiyeh (head covering), thōb (long garment) and shepherd’s cane. It is believed that the 

udhiyyah will bring these items to the decedent in the afterlife and provide him or her with milk 

for eternity. 

 Those without a female camel to sacrifice must select either sheep or goats. The seven 

animals selected for sacrifice must belong to the same species. The first six animals should be 

female, whereas the final sacrificial victim should be male. If the family has the means, all seven 

animals are slaughtered during the first Eid al-Adha post-mortem. However, it is more common 

to sacrifice one animal per year, over the course of seven years. A detailed account of the 

practices surrounding the slaughter, butchering and discard of Eid al-Adha sacrificial animals is 

provided in Appendix E.  

  

4.10 Changing Mortuary Practices 

!
 Bedouin mortuary practices have been somewhat transformed by Jordan’s political 

borders, the adoption of automotive transport, governmental restrictions, Islamization and 

changing preferences in the raw materials and grave styles utilized. 

!
4.10.1 Borders 

!
 When Jordan’s political borders were drawn in the 1940s and crossings came under 
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control from the 1960s to 1980s, the Bedouin way of life changed dramatically. Many became 

disenfranchised from parts of their traditional territories and were separated from tribe members. 

Mobility patterns became restricted because borders could not be crossed without identity 

documents, which many Bedouin of the older generations did not possess. Older informants and 

their predecessors once traveled frequently between what is now Jordan and the Palestinian 

Territories, Syria, Iraq and Saudi Arabia, seeking pastures for their herds and trading in sheep, 

goats and other commodities. Many have relatives and ancestors buried outside of Jordan. Most 

informants indicated that they can no longer visit the graves of family members in these 

countries.  

 The Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy and al-Ghayath tribes traveled through Syria, Iraq and 

Saudi Arabia, whereas many of the al-Huwaytat clans limited their movements to Jordan and 

Palestine. The exceptions were the al-Saydeen, al-Marayeh, al-Manajeh and al-Udmaniyeh clans 

of al-Huwaytat, who traveled to Saudi Arabia in addition to Palestine. Members of Beni Khaled 

traveled back and forth between Jordan, Palestine and Syria and al-Nu’aymat traveled to Syria 

only. Informants, belonging to Abu Khiel, Beni Sakhr, Hanahneh, al-Essa, al-Mehmudeen, 

Sirhan and the Bedul clan of al-Huwaytat, made no indications that mobility patterns brought 

them outside of the borders that now encompass Jordan. 

!
4.10.2 Automotive Transport 

!
 The adoption of automotive transport since the 1970s has resulted in the decline of camel 

pastoralism. In combination with environmental degradation and drought, Bedouin mobility 
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patterns have changed and no longer require great distances to be traversed by camel in search of 

fresh pastures. Instead, life has become increasingly concentrated in smaller areas with the aid of 

large trucks driven to herds to supply government subsidized grain and water. The ownership of 

such vehicles has meant that the dead can be transported quickly back to their tribal cemetery, 

regardless of distance. In contrast, past peoples who died while traveling by camel were buried 

near their place of death because of the slow pace of camel transport, the fast onset of 

decomposition, and the need to continue locating the resources necessary for survival. 

!
4.10.3 Governmental Restrictions 

!
 Governmental restrictions have primarily resulted in changes to the locations that a body 

can be interred. A body can no longer be buried anywhere the family chooses. Instead, a death 

certificate should first be obtained, followed by interment in the decedent’s assigned tribal 

cemetery. Some informants believed that these centralized tribal cemeteries were established to 

prevent the Bedouin from burying their dead on land that was owned by others. 

!
4.10.4 Islamization 

!
 Bedouin mortuary practices have been in a state of flux, resulting from a period of 

Islamization. Though the Bedouin were already practicing Muslims, the fellahin (settled peoples) 

viewed many of their interpretations of Islam and mortuary behaviours as “primitive”. 

Consequently, religious clerics took it upon themselves to educate the Bedouin about their 
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“ignorance” of Islam. For this reason, women no longer visit the gravesite and have changed 

their behaviours when lamenting the dead. Instead of tearing their clothing and putting sand in 

their hair and face, they now remain subdued. Other behaviours are also now deemed ḥarām 

(forbidden) on the basis of “religious instruction”, including feasting at the gravesite. 

!
4.11 Spatial Distribution of Mortuary Practices 

!
 Though Bedouin funerary practices were relatively standardized across Jordan, informant 

interviews revealed two distinct regional patterns, dividing the Bedouin of western Jordan from 

those inhabiting the northeastern part of the country. The practices of western Jordanian tribes 

can be considered the baseline, to which northeastern practices of tribes and confederacies such 

as Ahl’ al-Jabal, al-Ghayath and Beni Sakhr can be contrasted. Somewhat intermediate practices 

were also noted amongst the Udmaniyeh clan of al-Huwaytat in central Jordan. These regional 

differences are summarized in Table 4.1. 

!
Category Type of 

Practice
Western Jordan Central Jordan Northeastern 

Jordan

Lamentation Women put 
soot on their 
face to lament 
the death of a 
loved one.

No mention of 
this practice.

No mention of this 
practice.

This practice was 
noted amongst the al-
Shurofat tribe of Ahl’ 
al-Jabal and al-
Ghayath tribe.
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Lamentation Women cut 
off their braids 
upon the death 
of a father or 
sister.

No mention of 
this practice.

No mention of this 
practice.

This practiced was 
noted amongst the al-
Shurofat tribe of Ahl’ 
al-Jabal, and Beni 
Khaled and Beni 
Sakhr tribes.

Funeral Women attend 
the funeral.

Women formerly 
attended funerals. 
In the 1980’s and 
earlier, women 
were educated by 
Muslim clerics 
that such 
practices were 
“primitive”. Such 
practices were 
halted.

Women formerly 
attended funerals. 
In the 2000’s and 
earlier, women 
were educated by 
Muslim clerics that 
such practices were 
“primitive”. Such 
practices were 
halted relatively 
recently.

Women formerly 
attended funerals. In 
the 2000’s and 
earlier, women were 
educated by Muslim 
clerics that such 
practices were 
“primitive”. Such 
practices were halted 
relatively recently.

Feasting Butchering 
animals 
(sacrificed for 
mortuary and 
commemorat-
ive feasts).

While butchering, 
it is of no 
consequence if 
bones are 
damaged.

While butchering, 
it is of no 
consequence if 
bones are damaged.

While butchering, 
one must take 
precautions to leave 
bones undamaged. If 
bones are damaged, 
the sacrificial animal, 
slaughtered in honour 
of the deceased, is 
rendered less 
beneficial to their 
soul.

Category Type of 
Practice

Western Jordan Central Jordan Northeastern 
Jordan
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Feasting Marking the 
site of an 
udhiyyah 
(female 
camel) 
sacrifice.

No mention of 
this practice.

A large rijam is 
erected overtop of 
the head, lower 
limbs, hide, tail, 
stomach and blood 
of the camel. One 
of the cairn stones 
is inscribed with 
the wasm of the 
decedent to whom 
the sacrifice is 
dedicated.

A large rijam is 
erected overtop of the 
head, lower limbs, 
hide, tail, stomach 
and blood of the 
camel. One of the 
cairn stones is 
inscribed with the 
wasm of the decedent 
to whom the sacrifice 
is dedicated.

Grave Men are 
bathed on a 
stone platform 
constructed at 
the grave.

No mention of 
this practice.

No mention of this 
practice.

This is practiced 
amongst the Ahl’ al-
Jabal confederacy 
and al-Ghayath tribe.

Grave A “pillow” is 
utilized to 
hold the head 
of the 
deceased in 
place.

The pillow is 
made of mud.

The pillow is made 
of mud.

A stone is utilized by 
members of the Ahl’ 
al-Jabal confederacy, 
and al-Ghayath and 
Beni Sakhr tribes.

Grave Grave type The grave 
features a ground-
level ring of 
kerbstones.

The grave features 
a ground-level ring 
of kerbstones.

The grave features 
stones stacked up to 1 
metre above the 
ground surface in an 
ovular configuration.

Category Type of 
Practice

Western Jordan Central Jordan Northeastern 
Jordan
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!
Table 4.1 Summary of regional variations in mortuary practice. !
!

Grave Grave markers Grave markers 
are typically 
placed at the head 
and/or foot of the 
grave.

Grave markers are 
typically placed at 
the head and/or foot 
of the grave. Nugra 
are installed at 
men’s graves 
amongst the al-
Udmaniyeh clan of 
al-Huwaytat tribe.

Amongst the Ahl’ al-
Jabal confederacy 
and al-Ghayath tribe, 
men’s graves may 
include ancillary 
features such as 
rijam, mithra, nugra, 
simeel, bathing 
platforms, prayer 
spots and mosques. 
Women’s graves may 
include a circular 
wall.

Grave Selecting raw 
materials to 
construct and 
mark graves.

Materials are 
selected from the 
dominant geology 
of the region 
(sandstone).

Materials are 
selected from the 
dominant geology 
of the region 
(limestone).

Materials are selected 
from the dominant 
geology of the region 
(basalt).

Grave 
Goods

Coins are 
placed into the 
grave.

No mention of 
paying for land.

To pay for the land, 
al-Huwaytat (al-
Udmaniyeh clan) of 
eastern-central 
Jordan placed coins 
into the grave.

To pay for land, coins 
were placed into the 
graves of Ahl’ al-
Jabal (al-Shurofat 
tribe) and al-Anayzah 
(Rwala tribe) 
members.

Grave 
Goods

Discarding 
personal 
effects at the 
grave.

Only clothing is 
discarded at the 
grave.

The Udmaniyah 
clan of al-Huwaytat 
discarded clothing 
and all other non-
valuable personal 
effects at the grave.

Clothing and all other 
non-valuable 
personal effects are 
discarded at the 
grave.

Category Type of 
Practice

Western Jordan Central Jordan Northeastern 
Jordan
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4.12 Conclusion 

!
 In this chapter, Jordanian Bedouin mortuary practices were reported in aggregate and 

regional, tribal, gender, and age-related variations were discussed as they related to topics such 

as death, the funeral, the grave, grave goods, heirlooms, mourning, visiting the dead, 

commemorating the dead and changing mortuary practices. While some mortuary practices may 

not produce an archaeologically detectible signature, it is clear that certain behaviours will yield 

results of high archaeological visibility (e.g. the grave, corpse, material culture discarded at the 

grave, udhiyyah [female camel sacrifice] burials). 

 In the following chapter, data collected from 20 Bedouin cemeteries will be presented 

with the aim of understanding how the mortuary practices discussed in this chapter are 

materialized on the landscape. 

!
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Chapter 5: Cemetery Data 

!
5.1 Introduction 

!
 The following chapter presents a site analysis of 20 Jordanian Bedouin cemeteries  

(Figure 5.1), containing a total of 1065 graves (described in Appendix F). Site-level analyses are 

grouped into three geographic regions: northeastern, central and southwestern Jordan. Each 

geographic region and cemetery site is described, and decedent identities, spatial organization, 

mortuary architecture, grave markings, construction materials, inscriptional evidence and 

material culture are discussed. The chapter concludes with a discussion of patterns and variation 

in each of these categories, from a regional perspective. The aim is to determine where and how 

Bedouin mortuary practices are materialized on the landscape. 
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-  

!
Figure 5.1 Map of cemeteries surveyed 

!
5.2 Summary of Data: Northeastern Jordan 

!
 Northeastern Jordan, known as the northern Badia, is an arid to semi-arid region 

dominated by the Harrat Ash Shaam: a volcanic field extending from southern Syria to northern 

Saudi Arabia (Al-Kwatli et al. 2012:192). It comprises alkaline-olivine basalts and tuffs of 
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Palaeogene to Quaternary age (Turner and Makhlouf 2005:232). To the east of the Harrat Ash 

Shaam lies the Northeast Jordan Limestone Plateau, primarily consisting of Palaeogene 

limestones and cherts (Edgell 2006:22-23). The Azraq Basin, southwest of the Harrat Ash 

Shaam, also comprises limestone and chert, dating to the Cretaceous and Palaeogene (Jones and 

Richter 2011:364). 

 Jordan has four bioclimatic zones (Figure 5.2), for which the northeast is divided into two 

bioclimatic zones, the Irano-Turanian to the north and the Saharo-Arabian to the south. The 

Irano-Turanian zone, characterized by 100-300 mm of precipitation per annum, is a steppe-like 

environment found at an altitude of 500-700 m above sea level (Al-Bakri and Suleiman 

2004:3900). The desert-like Saharo-Arabian zone is exemplified by less than 100 mm of 

precipitation per annum, at an altitude of 600-700 m above sea level (Al-Bakri and Suleiman 

2004:3900; Al-Tabini, Al-Khalidi, and Al-Shudiefat 2012). 

!

-  

!
Figure 5.2 The bioclimatic zones of Jordan (based on Al-Bakri and Suleiman 2004:3899) 
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!
 In northeastern Jordan, 11 cemeteries were sampled, comprising 339 graves and one 

mortuary-related animal sacrifice site. This region falls within the territory of the Ahl’ al-Jabal 

confederacy (the al-Masaid, al-Shurofat, al-Athamat and al-Zbaid tribes), al-Ghayath tribe and 

the Rwala tribe of al-Anayzeh confederacy. 

!
5.2.1 Abu Sweweiyneh 

!

-  

!
Figure 5.3 Site map of Abu Sweweiyneh Cemetery 

!
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Cemetery 

!
 The area, known to locals as Abu Sweweiyneh, is home to a small cemetery containing 

three graves (Figure 5.3). The cemetery is located in the north-central region of the Ar-

Ruwayshid sub-district, in the governorate of Mafraq. The site, found at an approximate altitude 

of 650 m above sea level, encompasses 91.1 m2. It is situated on top of a basalt outcrop, 

surrounded by desert sands, at the eastern periphery of the Harrat Ash Shaam (see Appendix G, 

Figure 5.4 for an aerial view of the area). 

 Presumably, the central feature of this cemetery was intended to be grave 02, onto which 

the two other graves are appended. The graves are arranged in a row, clustering in a small area. 

!
Identity 

!
 The graves belong to one male, flanked by two females; all members of the same branch 

of the al-Ghayath tribe. The woman interred within grave 01 is situated alongside her second 

husband (grave 02). Her granddaughter (grave 03), killed by lightning at age 17, is also interred 

next to her grandmother’s spouse. The sole male inhumed here is the sibling of a man interred at 

Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 2 (grave 05). 

!
!
!
!
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Orientation 

!
 The approximate direction of qibla from this cemetery is 173°, which is consistent with 

the SSE-NNW grave orientations found here (170°-175°). 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 The ovular superstructures are composed of stacked basalt boulders and cobbles, in 

addition to undressed basalt nasoob (grave markers) at both the head and foot of each grave. An 

additional unhewn limestone marker is situated at the foot of grave 01. Grave 02 is associated 

with ancillary basaltic stone features, including a rijam (stone cairn) and mithra (semi-circular 

wall) at the head, and a nugra (symbolic hearth with standing stone marker) a short distance 

from the foot. The eastern side of the mithra seems to have been shortened in order to make 

space for grave 01, suggesting that this individual was predeceased by her spouse.  

!
Construction Materials 

!
 Two types of stone were utilized in the construction and marking of graves: unhewn 

basalt and limestone. The cemetery, situated near the divide between the Harrat Ash Shaam and 

Northeast Jordan Limestone Plateau, is close to locally available supplies of both of these 

materials. Basalts of the Harrat Ash Shaam range in age from Oligocene to Quaternary (Ilani et 

al. 2001), while limestones of the Umm Rijam Chert Limestone Formation date to the Eocene 
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(Nawasreh, Abu Qubu, and Mdanat, forthcoming). It seems likely that these raw materials were 

simply extracted from the local environment. 

!
Inscription 

!
 An inscription, located on the limestone marker at the foot of grave 01, features a 

woman’s name and wasm (tribal emblem), characterized by the symbol - . Furthermore, five 

basalt boulders inscribed with Safaitic writing were spoliated from the local area and 

incorporated into the superstructure of grave 01, and two into the superstructure of grave 02. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 The assemblage of material culture found in the vicinity of these graves includes 16 items 

(Appendix G, Table 5.1), primarily situated at the head of the grave and rijam (31%), and 

adjacent to the grave (31%), although those observed on top of the grave and foot each account 

for 19%. The assemblage comprises textile (38%), plastic (25%), metal (19%), ceramic (6%), 

glass (6%), and wood articles (6%). The male grave (grave 02) is found in association with all of 

the artifact classes listed above, except glass, whereas the female graves include all but ceramics 

and wood. Textiles, being the most prominent class of artifacts, seem to primarily represent the 

clothing worn by the individual at the time of their death. A number of artifacts are associated 

with the consumption of food and beverages (38%), implying that these activities played an 

important role during grave visitations. 
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5.2.2 Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 1 

!

-  

!
Figure 5.5 Site map of Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 1 

!
Cemetery 

!
 Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 1 contains a single grave located in the north-central region of the 

Ar-Ruwayshid sub-district, in the governorate of Mafraq (Figure 5.5). The gravesite, 

encompassing an area of 24.2 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 640 m above sea level. 

The site is situated on top of a basalt outcrop, surrounded by desert sands, at the eastern 

periphery of the Harrat Ash Shaam (see Appendix H, Figure 5.6 for an aerial view of the area). 

!
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Identity 

!
 The lone grave belongs to a woman of the al-Ghayath tribe who passed away around 

1981-1982. 

!
Orientation 

!
 From this gravesite, the direction of qibla is approximately 172°, which corresponds to 

the 170° (SSE-NNW) orientation of the sole occupant. 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 The lone grave is ovular in form, featuring a depressed centre and a wall constructed of 

stacked basalt boulders. The grave was left unmarked. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 The sole material utilized to construct and mark the grave was basalt. With the site being 

situated on top of one of the Harrat Ash Shaam’s many basalt outcrops, dated to the Oligocene to 

Quaternary (Ilani et al. 2001), it is reasonable to assume that raw materials were simply extracted 

from the local area. 

!
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Inscription 

!
 No inscriptions were documented at this cemetery. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 No material culture was observed. 

!
5.2.3 Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 2 

!

'  

!
Figure 5.7 Site map of Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 2 
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Cemetery 

!
 Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 2 contains four graves, located in the north-central region of the Ar-

Ruwayshid sub-district, in the governorate of Mafraq (Figure 5.7). The cemetery, encompassing 

an area of 165.8 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 660 m above sea level. The site is 

situated on top of a basalt outcrop, surrounded by desert sands, at the eastern periphery of the 

Harrat Ash Shaam (see Appendix I, Figure 5.8 for an aerial view of the area). 

  The cemetery’s spatial organization features three graves situated adjacent to one 

another, two of which are adjoining. A fourth grave is located to the northwest. 

!
Identity 

!
 These four graves belong to three men and one woman; all members of the same branch 

of the al-Ghayath tribe. The two adjoining graves belong to brothers (grave 06 and 07), killed in 

1983 when they were struck by a vehicle. In 1986, their father (brother to the man inhumed in 

grave 02) was interred next to his two sons in grave 05, followed by his second wife in 1988 

(grave 08). 

!
Orientation 

!
 The approximate direction of qibla relative to this cemetery is 172°. Tightly adhering to 

this orientation, the graves range between 173°-175°, with graves facing SSE-NNW. 
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Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 All four graves feature ovular superstructures constructed of stacked basalt boulders, 

although the sole woman’s grave (08) was built approximately 50 cm shorter than the others. 

Grave 05 was built with its own basalt rijam at the head, but graves 06 and 07, since they were 

constructed at the same time, share a single basalt rijam at the head. All three men share the same 

space (grave 05-07), defined by a single basalt mithra at the head of the graves. It appears as 

though the left half of the mithra was altered and extended, likely to make room for the father to 

be interred next to his sons. Conversely, the woman’s grave is found extrinsic to the androcentric 

domain of her kinfolk. Her grave is not associated with any sort of marker, but each man has 

undressed basalt nasoob at both the head and foot of their grave, in addition to a nugra built with 

basalt boulders a short distance from the foot. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 Basalt, a locally available stone native to the Harrat Ash Shaam, dating to the Oligocene 

to Quaternary (Ilani et al. 2001), was the only material utilized to construct and mark graves. As 

the site itself is situated on top of a basalt outcrop, it is likely that raw materials were extracted 

from the immediate vicinity. 

!
!
!
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Inscription 

!
 The name and wasm of each brother interred in grave 05 and 06 was inscribed on their 

respective nugra, featuring the symbol - . 

!
Material Culture 

!
 The assemblage of material culture included a total of 20 items (Appendix I, Table 5.2), 

although different ceramic and glass sherd scatters were counted as one artifact. The most 

prevalent class of material culture was metal, comprising 35% of the sample, followed by glass 

(25%), ceramic (20%) and plastic (20%). These artifacts are only found in conjunction with 

men’s graves, with the majority situated near the foot of the grave and nugra (95%). Six of the 

artifacts are coffee carafes and four are their corresponding lids, although no longer attached. 

The prevalence of beverage related items, comprising 95% of the sample, suggests that potables 

were consumed during grave visitations. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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5.2.4 Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 3 

!

'  

!
Figure 5.9 Site map of Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 3 

!
Cemetery 

!
 Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 3 contains three graves, located in the north-central region of the Ar-

Ruwayshid sub-district, in the governorate of Mafraq (Figure 5.9). The cemetery, encompassing 

an area of 635.7 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 650 m above sea level. The site is 
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situated on top of a basalt outcrop, surrounded by desert sands, at the eastern periphery of the 

Harrat Ash Shaam (see Appendix J, Figure 5.10 for an aerial view of the area). 

 The spatial organization features two graves built adjoining one another (graves 10 and 

11), while grave 09 is located a short distance away. 

!
Identity 

!
 The cemetery contains at least one male belonging to the al-Ghayath tribe (grave 09). The 

tribal membership and gender of the other two individuals could not be determined because the 

informant did not know to whom these graves belonged (graves 10 and 11). 

!
Orientation 

!
 The approximate direction of qibla from Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 3 is 172°. The three graves 

are comparable in their orientation, ranging from 170°-180°. Two are directed SSE-NNW and 

one faces S-N. 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 All three graves and their associated features are constructed from basalt boulders, 

however, they differ in their superstructure. Grave 09 is ovular in form and built with stacked 

stones, including a small rijam at the head. According to an informant, grave 09 is less elaborate 
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than other men’s graves in the area because this man was single and without children. Ostensibly, 

it is the obligation of one’s male children to build an elaborate grave and nugra for their father, 

and for this reason the nugra is absent at grave 09. While graves 10 and 11 are also ovular in 

form, they are simply covered with boulders at ground-level. These graves are found in 

association with a rijam and mithra, although these are atypically constructed southeast of the 

graves, rather than at the head. The rijam and mithra are also associated with a group of stones 

laid out in an odd pattern. Informants believed this to be either a mosque or prayer spot. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 At Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 3, the only material utilized to construct and mark graves was 

basalt. It is reasonable to assume that these raw materials were simply extracted from the local 

environment because the site itself is situated on top of a basalt outcrop within the Harrat Ash 

Shaam, dated to the Oligocene to Quaternary (Ilani et al. 2001). 

!
Inscription 

!
 No inscriptions were documented at this cemetery. 

!
!
!
!
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Material Culture 

!
 A single artifact was situated atop grave 09, a man’s grave. It was a metal bowl, typical of 

those utilized by the Bedouin to drink water. 

!
5.2.5 Ejlaidiyeh Udhiyyah 

!

-  

!
Figure 5.11 Ejlaidiyeh udhiyyah site 

!
!
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Udhiyyah Site 

!
 The Ejlaidiyeh udhiyyah site is located in the north-central region of the Ar-Ruwayshid 

sub-district, in the governorate of Mafraq (Figure 5.11). The site, encompassing an area of 3.5 

m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 650 m above sea level. It is situated at the eastern 

edge of a basalt outcrop, in the desert sands along the eastern periphery of the Harrat Ash Shaam 

(see Appendix K, Figure 5.12 for an aerial view of the area). 

!
Sacrificial Animal 

!
 An informant indicated that the site contains the partial remains of a large female camel 

(naga) slaughtered for an Eid al-Adha feast (year unknown) in honour of a man that had passed 

away earlier. 

!
Orientation 

!
 The approximate direction of qibla from the udhiyyah site is 172°, which corresponds 

relatively well with its 180°, S-N orientation. 

!
!
!
!
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Superstructure 

!
 The height of the basalt rijam built atop this animal sacrifice is currently 40 cm, although 

the informant indicated that it was formerly 100-150 cm. Many of these stones are scattered in 

the immediate vicinity of the rijam. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 The rijam at the Ejlaidiyeh udhiyyah site was constructed from basalt, likely extracted 

locally. In fact, the source of raw materials may have been the basalt outcrop of the Harrat Ash 

Shaam found adjacent to the site. Such deposits of basalt are dated to the Oligocene to 

Quaternary (Ilani et al. 2001). 

!
Inscription 

!
 No inscriptions were documented at this site. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 No material culture was observed. 

!
!
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5.2.6 Khdairey Cemetery 1 

!

-  

!
Figure 5.13 Site map of Khdairey Cemetery 1 

!
Cemetery 

!
 Khdairey Cemetery 1 contains two graves, arranged adjacent to one another, located in 

the north-central region of the Ar-Ruwayshid sub-district of the governorate of Mafraq (Figure 

5.13). The cemetery, encompassing an area of 663.1 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 

650 m above sea level. The site is situated on top of a basalt outcrop, surrounded by desert sands, 

at the eastern periphery of the Harrat Ash Shaam (see Appendix L, Figure 5.14 for an aerial view 

of the area). 

!
!
!
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Identity 

!
 These graves belong to two men of the al-Ghayath tribe. The man interred in grave 12 

passed away in 1989, while the man inhumed within grave 13 died of cancer in 1984. An 

informant indicated that the grave of the latter was constructed in only two hours by a group of 

approximately 30 men. 

!
Orientation 

!
 Both graves are directed SSE-NNW (170°-172°), conforming to the cemetery’s 172° 

qibla direction. 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 The graves feature ovular basalt superstructures constructed from stacked boulders. Each 

has its own basalt rijam and mithra at the head and nugra a short distance from the foot. 

Furthermore, both graves are marked with undressed basalt nasoob at the head and foot. A stone 

feature of unknown function, to the left of grave 12, forms an arc of basalt cobbles with a basalt 

boulder at its centre. 

!
!
!
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Construction Materials 

!
 The sole material utilized to construct and mark graves was basalt. With the site being 

situated on top of a basalt outcrop, in the Harrat Ash Shaam, it is reasonable to assume that raw 

materials were simply extracted from the local area. Basalt deposits in this region date to the 

Oligocene to Quaternary (Ilani et al. 2001). 

!
Inscription 

!
 The name of the individual interred in grave 12 is inscribed at the centre of the basalt 

stone feature to the northwest of the grave. The nugra associated with grave 12 is also inscribed, 

but with the name of another man of the al-Masaid tribe of the Ahl’ al-Jabal confederacy. An 

informant stated that this individual is not actually buried at the site. The nugra associated with 

grave 13 is inscribed with both the name of the deceased and his wasm, featuring the symbol - . 

Northwest of grave 13, two basalt stones were inscribed with graffiti: the names of two men 

belonging to the al-Ghayath tribe. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 A total of nine artifacts were documented (Appendix L, Table 5.3), including both glass 

(22%) and textiles (78%). With the exception of the white garments located on the eastern side of 

grave 13, all artifacts were found in association with grave 12. Both graves belong to men. Glass 
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items were located on top of the grave, whereas, textiles were situated to the east of the grave 

and nugra. The predominance of textiles suggests that clothing belonging to these individuals 

was abandoned at the gravesite. 

!
5.2.7 Khdairey Cemetery 2 

!

�  

!
Figure 5.15 Site map of Khdairey Cemetery 2	

!
Cemetery 

!
 Khdairey Cemetery 2 contains four graves, located in the north-central region of the Ar-

Ruwayshid sub-district, in the governorate of Mafraq (Figure 5.15). The cemetery, encompassing 
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an area of 506.5 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 650 m above sea level. The site is 

situated at a basalt outcrop, surrounded by desert sands, at the eastern periphery of the Harrat 

Ash Shaam (see Appendix M, Figure 5.16 for an aerial view of the area). 

 Graves 14 and 15 are situated adjacent to one another, while graves 16 and 17 form 

another cluster positioned to the north. 

!
Identity 

!
 According to an informant, all individuals interred at this cemetery were members of the 

al-Ghayath tribe, including two men (grave 14 and 16), one woman (grave 17), and one person 

of indeterminate gender (grave 15). The man occupying grave 14 died in 1981, and since grave 

15 shares the same space, it suggests a close familial relationship between these two individuals. 

Grave 16 belongs to a man interred in 1976, followed by his wife (grave 17), who was inhumed 

to his left when she died during Eid al-Adha, 1988. 

!
Orientation 

!
 The approximate direction of qibla from Khdairey Cemetery 2 is 172°. The four graves 

are comparable in their orientation, ranging from 172°-177°. All graves face SSE-NNW. 

!
!
!
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Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 The superstructures of the two men’s graves are composed of stacked basalt boulders 

(grave 14 and 16). On the contrary, the two other graves are built superficially, at ground-level, 

with basalt boulders covering grave 15 in an ovular arrangement, and basalt boulders encircling 

grave 17. All four graves are marked with undressed basaltic stones at both the head and foot. 

The men’s graves are adorned with subsidiary basaltic stone features, including a double rijam 

and a mithra at the head of grave 14, and a nugra and siniyeh (stone ring with three cobbles at 

the centre to support large rounded food trays) in close proximity to the foot. Grave 16 is less 

embellished, with only a rijam situated near the foot. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 With the exception of one sandstone boulder utilized to build the mithra, the only stone 

type employed in the construction and marking of graves was basalt. Basalts of the Harrat Ash 

Shaam, date to the Oligocene to Quaternary (Ilani et al. 2001), and are common throughout the 

area. Although sandstone is not common in this locality, Paleogene, Neogene and more recent 

sandstone outcrops do occur throughout the southern Badia (Turner and Makhlouf 2005:233). 

The site itself is situated within a basalt outcrop, therefore, raw materials were most likely 

extracted from the immediate vicinity of the cemetery. 

!
!
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Inscription 

!
 All inscriptions observed at Khdairey Cemetery 2 were inscribed on basaltic stones 

(Appendix M, Table 5.4). These include three wasum. One at grave 14 ( - ) and two at grave 15 

(headstone - , footstone - ). Grave 14 is found in conjunction with numerous inscriptions on 

both the western side of the mithra and the nugra. These include an ancient Safaitic inscription 

which has been incorporated into the mithra. Similar inscriptions are commonly found 

throughout the Harrat Ash Shaam, but it is unknown if the selection of this inscribed stone was 

intentional or accidental. Many of the other inscriptions of grave 14, with the exception of that 

dated 1981, may actually be graffiti, as informants state that these do not match the name of the 

deceased. It is possible, however, that some of these inscriptions were elegies for the unknown 

individual interred in grave 15. This may also be the case with the inscription at the foot of grave 

16, dated November 1, 2002, as the name does not match the decedent or his year of death. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 The assemblage of material culture includes four items (Appendix M, Table 5.5), 

characterized by metal (25%), plastic (25%) and textile objects (50%). All were deposited on top 

of the grave. At grave 14 (male), metal, plastic and textile artifacts were observed, whereas, only 

a single textile was present at grave 17 (female). The discard of textiles suggests that clothing 

belonging to these individuals was abandoned at the gravesite. A coffee skillet, situated at grave 
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14, is an item important for men to provide hospitality to their guests. It may have been left at the 

grave because it was a cherished item, or so this man could continue to be hospitable in death. 

!
5.2.8 Safawi Cemetery 1 

!

'  

!
Figure 5.17 Site map of Safawi Cemetery 1	
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Cemetery 

!
 Although the site was not surveyed in its entirety, 127 graves were included in the sample 

(Figure 5.17). The cemetery is located in the northwestern region of the Ar-Ruwayshid sub-

district, in the governorate of Mafraq. The site is situated at the western periphery of the Harrat 

Ash Shaam, on the northeastern outskirts of the town of Safawi. The surveyed area of the 

cemetery, partitioned from the unsurveyed section by a natural depression, encompasses an area 

of 3548.5 m2, and is found at an approximate elevation of 730 m above sea level. The 

topography is both hilly and flat, with large sections cleared of stones (see Appendix N, Figure 

5.18 for an aerial view of the area). 

 Two noteworthy divisions were observed in the spatial organization of this cemetery, 

characterized by a northern section, in which graves are arranged into rows, and a cluster of 

graves in southeast, with a disorganized arrangement. In this section, situated on a small hill, the 

small size of the graves seems to indicate that a portion of the cemetery is dedicated to the 

interment of infants and children. 

!
Identity 

!
 Only four graves could be definitively identified at the tribal level (3%), through 

inscriptional evidence. These include three individuals belonging to the al-Zeed clan of the al-

Ghayath tribe, and one member of the al-Athamat tribe of the Ahl’ al-Jabal confederation. Six 

were identified at the clan or familial level (5%), with two individuals from al-Hitam, in addition 
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to members of al-Ajaj, al-Hawaldi, al-Ghamath and al-Raytieh. The affiliations of the other 117 

people interred at this cemetery remain undetermined (92%). Utilizing epitaphs, 15% of the 

graves could be attributed to a particular gender; 9% being of those being male and 6% female. 

Moreover, grave 31 is thought to hold special significance because it belongs to al-faqir. 

!
Orientation 

!
 From this cemetery, the direction of qibla is approximately 166°. This falls within the 

165°-175° orientation range of the graves, with all directed SSE-NNW. 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 The mortuary architecture of this cemetery is somewhat variable, with the two most 

prevalent ground-level forms being graves encircled with kerbstones (68%), and those with a 

rectangular perimeter (10%). A combination of these two forms, graves with a rectangular 

perimeter that is encircled with kerbstones, comprise 8% of the sample. Furthermore, graves that 

are covered with stones at ground-level can be placed into several categories, including ovular 

forms (3%), rectangular forms (2%) and those that are covered as well as encircled with 

kerbstones (1%). Rectangular graves are primarily constructed of cinderblocks. Due to their 

angular shape, it is easier to build a rectangular perimeter, rather than elliptical. Graves with a 

more substantial superstructure, constructed from stacked basaltic stones, make up 8% of the 

sample. This grave form is typically found in association with other features, such as rijam and 
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nugra. In fact, eleven ancillary features were found at nine graves. Rijam, constructed from 

basalt and/or cinderblocks, constitute 64%, while the basalt nugra, mithra, stone arc and simeel 

each account for 9%. A mithra, associated with grave 67, but encompassing graves 53, 54, 55, 67 

and 68, may indicate a kin grouping. 

 Grave markers were found in numerous material and placement combinations (Appendix 

N, Table 5.6). The most ubiquitous type of grave markers were basalt nasoob, placed at both the 

head and foot (55%), followed by cinderblocks positioned at both the head and foot (11%), and 

basalt headstones (6%). All of the stone markers were undressed, with the exception of the 

limestone markers situated at graves 25, 26 and 27. These three graves were limited in their 

spatial distribution; found adjacent to one another in the same row. It is possible that these three 

individuals belonged to the same kin group, as limestone markers were not found elsewhere in 

the cemetery.  

 Only 10% of the graves were found without any sort of marker. The small size of many 

of the unmarked graves indicates that at least 39% belong to children. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 A range of material types and clasts, in different combinations, were utilized to construct 

the graves (Appendix N, Table 5.7). The most commonplace material was basalt (72%), 

primarily of boulder size (95%), followed by a combination of basalt boulders and cinderblocks 

(11%). In the area surrounding Safawi, basalt, dating to the Oligocene to Quaternary (Ilani et al.

2001), is prevalent, making it an easily attainable construction material. Cement, cinderblocks 
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and limestone are also available in the nearby town of Safawi, where they are used to build 

structures and finish housing exteriors. This suggests that raw materials were collected locally, as 

opposed to expending energy to acquire materials from afar. 

!
Inscription 

!
 Inscriptional evidence was found in association with 23 graves (18%), representing a 

total of 20 epitaphs and four wasum (Appendix N, Table 5.8). These inscriptions were confined 

to the northern part of the cemetery with the exception of one situated in the southeastern cluster 

of graves (grave 127). Utilizing information from the epitaphs and wasum, 44% of the decedents 

with inscriptions were able to be identified to the tribal and/or clan level. Although the gender of 

the decedents for whom these inscriptions were dedicated could not be identified in 22% of the 

cases, at least 43% belonged to men and 35% to women. 

 The primary material inscribed was cement (50%), followed by 21% basalt, 17% cement-

covered cinderblocks and 12% limestone. Wasum were inscribed exclusively on basalt nugra, 

rijam and headstones (grave 54, 61, 67, 69), but were not found in conjunction with epitaphs, 

possibly because basalt is not the most ideal medium for inscription. These wasum belonged to 

three individuals of the al-Ghayath tribe (two from the al-Zeed clan, including at least one male), 

in addition to one person for whom the tribe and gender were undetermined.  

 Partially illegible inscriptions were found at four graves. For example, the limestone 

headstone of grave 25 has experienced weathering and dissolution, obscuring the inscription. At 

graves 30 and 65, on the other hand, wet cement was “inscribed”, however it partially refilled 
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before hardening, thus resulting in ambiguity. Conversely, basalt registers a score of 7 to 8 on the 

Mohs scale of hardness (Mills, Jones, and Agarwal 2004:582), which may explain the difficulty 

in creating a legible epitaph for grave 127. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 At Safawi Cemetery 1, the assemblage of material culture includes 35 items documented 

at 20 graves (Appendix N, Table 5.9). These were primarily situated adjacent to (48%), or at the 

head of the grave (40%). The most prevalent were textiles (72%), followed by plastics (8%), and 

wood (8%). Additionally, glass, metal and rubber each account for 3% of the sample. A white 

piece of fabric attached to a branch was neither counted as a textile or wood artifact due to the 

combination of these two materials (3%). Interesting articles observed include two wooden 

shaving brush handles (grave 42, 78), plastic prayer beads (grave 44) and a swaddling blanket 

(grave 22). The predominance of textiles suggests that the clothing of the deceased was 

abandoned at the gravesite. While the genders of the interred found in association with material 

culture is largely unknown (75%), at least 15% were male and 10% were female. 

 The material culture was primarily confined to the northern section of the cemetery, with 

only two artifacts found in the southeastern area. In fact, a large proportion of the assemblage is 

associated with only two graves: grave 31 (14%), and grave 35 (17%). The widow of the man 

interred at grave 31 was witnessed removing numerous articles of clothing from his grave before 

it could be surveyed. She indicated that visitors left behind these garments at her husband’s 

grave, perhaps as offerings. He was al-faqir. 
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5.2.9 Safawi Cemetery 2 

!

-  

!
Figure 5.19 Site map of Safawi Cemetery 2 

!
Cemetery 

!
 Safawi Cemetery 2 contains 14 graves, located in the northwestern region of the Ar-

Ruwayshid sub-district, in the governorate of Mafraq (Figure 5.19). The cemetery, encompassing 
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an area of 3773.9 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 690 m above sea level. Surrounded 

by desert sands, the site is situated within the basalt pavement of the western Harrat Ash Shaam. 

The topography of this site is relatively flat in the southern section, while the northern portion is 

hilly (see Appendix O, Figure 5.20 for an aerial view of the area).  

 The graves are loosely organized into three rows, at different elevations. In fact, the most 

northerly graves conspicuously overlook the rest of the cemetery from their position at the 

summit of a hill. 

!
Identity 

!
 Belonging to the al-Shurofat tribe of the Ahl’ al-Jabal confederation, a faqir was the only 

individual to which tribal and clan affiliation could be established (grave 145). He is said to have 

been 24 years old when he died in 1985. Besides al-faqir, another man was found to be a 

member of the al-Quraeh branch of an indeterminate tribe (grave 151). Although the genders of 

71% of the sample are unresolved, 29% were determined to be male, primarily through 

inscriptional evidence, including al-faqir (grave 145) and a sheikh (grave 155). None of the 

cemetery’s occupants could be definitively identified as female. 

!
Orientation 

!
 The direction of qibla from Safawi Cemetery 2 is approximately 167°. The graves at this 

site range from 168°-177°, with SSE-NNW oriented graves making up the entire sample. 
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Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 Eight suprasurface grave types were documented at this cemetery, with five forms found 

at ground-level. The most prevalent were graves encircled with kerbstones (29%), followed by 

graves with a rectangular perimeter and encircled with kerbstones (21%). Other grave types, 

each accounting for 7% of the sample, include those that were rectangular in shape, ovular 

covered graves encircled with kerbstones, and those simply marked with nasoob.  

 A three-tiered grave form (grave 146, 155), constructed with cinderblocks and cement, 

comprises 14% of the sample. Additionally, grave 146 is enclosed by a square perimeter wall 

made up of cinderblocks, with an entrance situated at the foot. Graves 145 and 156, each making 

up 7%, have their own unique superstructures. Grave 156 is composed of stacked basalt boulders 

covering the grave, in addition to a basalt rijam at the head. Grave 145, belonging to al-faqir, is 

the most complex structure at Safawi Cemetery 2. The grave itself is rectangular in shape and 

comprises two tiers of cement, with two cement stairs leading up to the grave on the left-hand 

side. A square cement and cinderblock wall encloses the grave, topped with a row of 

cinderblocks set up at oblique angles. Each corner of this outer wall is painted green, and the row 

of cinderblocks that top the wall are painted with an alternating pattern of green, white and 

yellow. The footwall, entered through a wooden door attached with metal hinges, is flanked on 

both sides by five slots, functioning as windows. Ancillary features include a rectangular 

pathway defined by cinderblocks and a crushed limestone fill, situated across the width of the 

footwall; in addition to a functional hearth, nugra, and bathing platform, all constructed from 

basalt, on the east side of the grave. A desert mosque, comprising a low wall of basalt boulders, 
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is also situated to the southeast of grave 145. Another grave, found in close proximity to a prayer 

spot, belongs to an infant (grave 157), and is located next to a prominently positioned grave on 

the hilltop (grave 155). 

 A number of different material types were utilized to mark the graves, including basalt, 

cement, cement-covered cinderblocks, cinderblocks, limestone and combinations of these 

(Appendix O, Table 5.10). The most prevalent grave markers employed were basaltic stones 

placed at the head and foot (15%), followed by cinderblocks at both the head and foot (15%). All 

of the stone markers were undressed, with the exception of one hewn limestone marker situated 

at the foot of grave 145. Conversely, 14% of the graves were unmarked. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 At Safawi Cemetery 2, the material types utilized to construct graves included basalt, 

cement, cinderblocks and limestone, often in combination with one another (Appendix O, Table 

5.11). The most prevalent material utilized is basalt (46%), primarily of boulder size (83%), 

followed by a mix of basalt and cinderblocks (23%). The site is situated within an area of basalt 

pavement, dated to the Oligocene to Quaternary (Ilani et al. 2001), making it likely that basalt 

was collected locally. Moreover, cinderblocks, cement and limestone are available in the nearby 

town of Safawi, where they are the primary building construction materials utilized. 

 An informant indicated that grave materials were occasionally displaced by winter rains 

and other factors. For this reason, the families of the deceased would visit periodically to 

rejuvenate the grave before it fell into disrepair. 
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Inscription 

!
 A total of 26 inscriptions were observed at three men’s graves (grave 145, 151, 155), 

although none were wasum (Appendix O, Table 5.12). The majority of these were graffiti (88%), 

etched into the cinderblocks of grave 145’s outside wall, to memorialize pilgrimages made by 

members of the al-Shurofat tribe to the grave of al-faqir. The only inscription belonging to al-

faqir himself was found on a hewn limestone headstone at the foot of his grave. Other materials 

inscribed include cement-covered cinderblocks and cement (grave 151, 155). 

!
Material Culture 

!
 The assemblage of material culture found at four graves included 11 items (Appendix O, 

Table 5.13). These articles were primarily situated adjacent to the grave (36%), or on the grave’s 

perimeter wall (27%). The majority were located at grave 145 (55%). The most prevalent artifact 

class was textiles (55%), followed by ceramics (18%), plastic (9%), metal (9%), and combined 

textile/wood artifacts (9%). While the genders of the interred found in association with material 

culture was unknown in 50% of the cases, at least 50% were male.  

 It should be noted that during a visit to this cemetery in 2009, a long metal meat hook, set 

in a cement base, was observed near the entrance to grave 145. The ground in this area had been 

stained with blood, suggesting that sacrificial animals were offered to al-faqir. During the 2013 

survey, however, the meat hook was found to have been removed. 

!
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5.2.10 Safawi Cemetery 3 

'  

!
!
Figure 5.21 Site map of Safawi Cemetery 3 
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Cemetery 

!
 Safawi Cemetery 3 contains 135 graves, located in the northwestern region of the Ar-

Ruwayshid sub-district, in the governorate of Mafraq (Figure 5.21). The cemetery, encompassing 

an area of 8136.5 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 700 m above sea level. It is situated 

on the southern outskirts of the town of Safawi, along the western periphery of the Harrat Ash 

Shaam. The site is relatively flat and largely cleared of stones, although there are a few unused 

areas with heavy stone coverage (see Appendix P, Figure 5.22 for an aerial view of the area). 

 There are at least three grave clusters in the cemetery, comprised of those in the northern, 

central and southern areas. In the northern cluster, graves are loosely organized into rows. 

Conversely, the rest of the cemetery is relatively disorganized. 

!
Identity 

!
 Seven graves were definitively identified to the tribal level (5%), and 21 at the clan or 

familial level (16%). This includes six individuals belonging to the al-Shurofat tribe of the Ahl’ 

al-Jabal confederacy, two of whom belong to the al-Rashaid branch. The other is a member of 

the al-Abdoun branch of the al-Masaid tribe, which is part of the larger Ahl’ al-Jabal tribal 

confederacy. Those identified to the clan or familial level include eight individuals of al-Hataab 

(one further identified to al-Mashiy branch), five members of al-Shimriy, two al-Qethwan (one 

belonging to the al-Qasab branch), in addition to members of Abu Shayir, al-Aoajieh, al-Saham, 
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al-Samaran, al-Zaben and al-Zaghaleel. The tribal affiliation of the other 107 individuals could 

not be determined (79%). 

 At least two men interred at this cemetery were fuqara (graves 159 and 163). Male graves 

comprise at least 22% of the sample, while female graves make up at least 11%. Conversely, the 

majority of the graves could not be assigned to a particular gender (67%). 

!
Orientation 

!
 In relation to Safawi Cemetery 3, the direction of qibla is approximately 166°. Graves 

here range from 160°-175° in their orientation, with all positioned SSE-NNW. 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 Nine different grave forms were documented at this cemetery, with seven types found at 

ground-level. Graves that were simply encircled by a row of basalt kerbstones, or other 

materials, were the most prevalent type, comprising 53% of the sample. Graves composed of 

stacked basalt or cinderblock superstructures, typically ovular in shape, make up 21% of the 

sample. This is followed by rectangular, primarily cinderblock, graves encircled with basalt 

kerbstones (11%), those with a rectangular cinderblock perimeter (6%), and ovular graves 

covered with basaltic stones (5%). Other unique graves types, each accounting for 1% of the 

sample, include a cinderblock and cement tomb structure (grave 159), a semi-cylindrical cement 

grave (grave 238), a grave featuring a rectangular perimeter of cinderblocks with a cement centre 
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(grave 265), and a grave covered in basaltic stones and encircled with basalt kerbstones (grave 

200). 

 Grave 159 seems to be the focal point of this cemetery, being highly visible from the 

highway passing through Safawi. This is the most complex grave of the cemetery, belonging to 

al-faqir. The grave itself features a rectangular cinderblock perimeter, enclosed by a rectangular 

tomb constructed from cinderblocks and cement. The structure features low walls, two window 

openings on each side, and an entrance through the north wall. The roof is flat, except for a pillar 

with a conical top, located near the northeastern corner. A metal meat hook and metal frame 

protrude horizontally from the roof on the northeastern side of the building. A rectangular patio, 

constructed from cinderblocks and filled with crushed limestone, is situated outside of the 

entranceway. A basalt cobble pathway, filled in with crushed limestone, leads towards a prayer 

niche, enclosed by a semi-circular wall constructed from basalt boulders, near the northeastern 

corner of the tomb. 

 Accessory features were primarily situated at graves in the central section of the 

cemetery. No ancillary features were found in the northern-most cluster of graves, however a few 

features were documented in the southern cluster (grave 159, 164, 172a, 176). A total of 31 

ancillary features, primarily constructed from basalt, were observed in association with 18 

graves, with 32% of those concentrated at graves 195 and 196. The most common features were 

rijam (39%) and nugra (16%), in addition to perimeter walls (13%). Other features include 

prayer spots (10%), and bathing platforms (3%). Furthermore, mithra, siniyeh and desert 

mosques each comprised 6%. 
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 Grave markers were found in numerous material and placement combinations (Appendix 

P, Table 5.14). The most commonplace were basalt nasoob (gravestones), situated at both the 

head and foot (30%), basalt headstones (11%), cinderblocks situated at both the head and foot 

(10%), and basalt nasoob at the head and cinderblocks at the foot (3%). Conversely, ten percent 

of the graves were found without a marker. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 A range of material types, in different combinations, were utilized to construct the graves 

of Safawi Cemetery 3, including basalt, cinderblocks, cement, limestone and marble (Appendix 

P, Table 5.15). The most frequently encountered material was basalt (77%), primarily of boulder 

size (99%). Moreover, graves composed of basalt and cinderblocks constitute 9%, and those 

constructed solely of cinderblocks comprise 6%. Basalt, dating to the Oligocene to Quaternary 

(Ilani et al. 2001), is ubiquitous around the town of Safawi, suggesting that these stones were 

collected locally. Moreover, cinderblocks and cement are available in Safawi, where they are the 

primary material utilized in construction. Hewn limestone and marble nasoob may have also 

been obtained from Safawi, where these materials are occasionally used as ornamental stones in 

building finishings. Limestone is quarried throughout Jordan, however, it is unknown if the 

marble utilized was a Jordanian variety, found south of Amman between Daba’a and Qatrana, 

(Nawasreh, Abu Qubu, and Mdanat, forthcoming), or if the stone was imported. 

!
!
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Inscription 

!
 A total of 52 graves (39%) were observed to have 69 inscriptions, of which 74% featured 

epitaphs, 10% were wasum, and 16% were illegible (Appendix P, Table 5.16). Inscriptions were 

primarily situated at the head of the grave (83%). The greatest concentration was found in the 

most northerly row of graves, where 50% were inscribed. In the central row, thirty-two percent 

of the graves were inscribed, many clustering on the western side, while in the southern row, 

thirty-five percent were inscribed, with the majority clustering in the east, near graves 159 and 

172a. 

 The most prevalent material to be inscribed was unhewn and hewn basalt (46%), 

followed by hewn limestone (23%), cement-covered cinderblocks or cement-covered basalt 

(13%), cement (15%), and hewn marble (3%). Wasum were strictly inscribed on basalt, primarily 

on accessory grave features such as nugra (grave 194, 196, 233), rijam (grave 234), and a prayer 

spot (grave 163). They are, however, also inscribed on nasoob (grave 192, 208).  

 Of the 11 illegible inscriptions, ten were imprinted in cement and one was etched on 

basalt. This demonstrates that wet cement is not the most ideal medium to inscribe, as it can 

partially refill prior to setting. Additionally, four graves were “inscribed” by pushing small 

basaltic stones into the wet cement to spell out words. At grave 255, the inscription is illegible 

because wet cement partially covered some of the impressed stones. Such inscriptions, however, 

were effective at graves 208, 256, and 286, where they read “Mother”, “Mohammad”, and the 

individual’s name, respectively. With the exception of grave 256, where the inscription is at the 

foot, all other stone impressed inscriptions were situated at the head of the grave. 
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 Utilizing information from the epitaphs and wasum, 54% of the decedents with 

inscriptions were able to be identified to the tribal and/or clan level. Although the gender of the 

decedents for whom these inscriptions were dedicated could not be identified in 15% of the 

cases, at least 56% belonged to men and 29% to women. It is interesting to note that smaller 

graves, presumably belonging to children, were not generally inscribed. 

 One of the most frequently encountered types of inscription were those mentioning Allah 

and/or “al-fatiha” (48%): the first chapter of the Quran. When the word “al-fatiha” is included in 

an epitaph, it serves to remind mourners and visitors to recite this section of the Quran for the 

deceased. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 The assemblage of material culture includes 43 articles found in association with 24 

graves (Appendix P, Table 5.17). Thirty-three percent of the graves with observed material 

culture were situated in the northern section of the cemetery, whereas, those found in the central 

section comprise 46%, and those in the southern section constitute 21%. Interestingly, forty 

percent of the sample of material culture was concentrated at graves 159, 172a and 196. Objects 

were primarily distributed at the head of the grave (40%), or on top of the grave (40%), but were 

also situated adjacent to the grave (9%), at the foot of the grave (7%), and on the grave’s 

perimeter wall (4%). While the genders of the interred found in association with material culture 

were unknown in 54% of the cases, at least 42% were male, and at least 4% were female. 
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 Textiles were the most frequent category encountered (37%), followed by metal (19%), 

ceramic (12%), plastic (10%), glass (7%), and wood (7%). Less prevalent items included bone/

horn, ecofacts, rubber, and textile/wood, each comprising 2% of the sample. It should be noted 

that due to the combination of materials, the blue garment attached to a wooden stake at grave 

196 was placed into its own category (textile/wood). Common items included garments, ’agal 

(grave 159, 192, 233, 234), and ceramic coffee cups (grave 196, 212, 255, 286). In fact, artifacts 

related to the consumption of food and drink comprise 35% of the sample, suggesting that food 

and beverages were consumed at the cemetery. A number of interesting objects were 

documented, including wood and plastic shaving brush handles at graves 258 and 261, in 

addition to a metal meat hook and a wooden shepherd’s cane at grave 159, the grave of al-faqir. 

!
5.2.11 Wadi Rajil Cemetery 1 

!

-  

!
Figure 5.23 Site map of Wadi Rajil Cemetery 1 
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Cemetery 

!
 Wadi Rajil Cemetery 1 contains 30 graves, located in the eastern-central region of the al-

Azraq sub-district, in the governorate of Zarqa (Figure 5.23). It is situated near the southwestern 

periphery of the Harrat Ash Shaam, along the western escarpment of a wadi, at an approximate 

elevation of 580 m above sea level. The cemetery encompasses an area of 255.8 m2 (see 

Appendix Q, Figure 5.24 for an aerial view of the area). 

 The graves are loosely organized into rows, however, a number of smaller graves are 

found interspersed in between rows. 

!
Identity 

!
 The tribal affinity and gender of cemetery occupants could not be determined. 

!
Orientation 

!
 From Wadi Rajil Cemetery 1, qibla is directed approximately 166°. The graves, which are 

oriented between 160°-175°, correspond well to the qibla direction, with all facing SSE-NNW. 

!
!
!
!
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Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 Four grave styles were documented here, with all constructed at ground-level. The 

dominant type featured limestone and chert kerbstones encircling the grave (50%), followed by 

graves covered with limestone and chert in an ovular arrangement (34%), and ovular graves 

covered with limestone and chert and encircled with kerbstones (3%). The remainder of the 

graves were simply marked with limestone and chert nasoob (13%). 

 Grave markers were found in various material and placement combinations (Appendix Q, 

Table 5.18). The most commonplace were undressed limestone nasoob, situated at both the head 

and foot of the grave (37%). Likewise, limestone nasoob exclusively found at the head comprise 

14%, and limestone and the head and chert at the foot comprise 10%. Conversely, 30% of the 

graves were found without a marker. 

 Several graves, primarily situated along the periphery of the cemetery, were partially 

collapsed (27%). In fact, grave 316 was so severely damaged that the limestone slabs utilized to 

construct the subterranean structure were exposed. In addition, the displacement of stones, to one 

side of the grave, was observed at 20% of the graves. Possible explanations for these two 

anomalies may include rainfall, or perhaps destabilization due to the downslope movement of 

sediments into the wadi below. 

!
!
!
!
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Construction Materials 

!
 The raw materials utilized to construct the graves were primarily a combination of 

unhewn limestone boulders and chert nodules of boulder size (73%), or simply limestone 

boulders (27%). Wadi Rajil is associated with the Belqa Group of the Azraq Basin, where six 

formations, ranging from the Upper Coniacian to the Eocene, contain limestone and chert 

(Alsharhan and Nairn 2003:379-380). The availability of these materials nearby makes it likely 

that they were extracted from the local area. 

!
Inscription 

!
 A single grave, grave 297, was inscribed with a wasm on an unhewn limestone headstone, 

featuring the symbol - . The gender and tribal identity of the deceased are unknown, but the 

wasm is comparable to symbols belonging to the al-Shurofat tribe of the Ahl’ al-Jabal 

confederacy. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 No material culture was observed. 

!
!
!
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5.2.12 Wadi Rajil Cemetery 2 

!

-  

!
Figure 5.25 Site map of Wadi Rajil Cemetery 2 

!
Cemetery 

!
 Wadi Rajil Cemetery 2 contains 16 graves, loosely arranged into rows, in the eastern-

central region of the al-Azraq sub-district of the governorate of Zarqa (Figure 5.25). It is situated 

near the southwestern periphery of the Harrat Ash Shaam, along the eastern escarpment of a 

wadi, at an approximate elevation of 590 m above sea level. The cemetery encompasses a total 

area of 112.1 m2 (see Appendix R, Figure 5.26 for an aerial view of the area). 

!
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Identity 

!
 It was not possible to definitively identify the tribal affiliation or gender of any of the 

individuals interred within this cemetery. 

!
Orientation 

!
 The direction of qibla is 166°, which is consistent with the range of grave orientations 

found at this cemetery (160°-170°). All of the graves face SSE-NNW. 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 Three ground-level grave styles were observed at this cemetery, composed of limestone 

and/or chert, including those encircled with kerbstones (50%), covered with stones (44%), and 

those simply marked with nasoob (6%). 

 Graves that are marked with stones comprise 82% of the sample, while the other 18% 

were unmarked. Unhewn limestone markers were found to be the most prevalent type (77%), 

primarily situated at the head and foot of the grave (54%), or at the head alone (23%). The 

remaining 23% of grave markers were observed to be chert, situated at both the head and foot.  

 Two additional stone features were situated adjacent to grave 330 on the western side. 

Here, flat limestone and chert cobbles were employed to construct a bathing platform, and chert 
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cobbles were arranged into the shape of a triangle. The meaning of this triangular feature is 

unknown. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 At Wadi Rajil Cemetery 2, as outlined in Appendix R, Table 5.19, graves were primarily 

composed of a mixture of unhewn limestone boulders and chert nodules of boulder size (81%), 

while the remainder were solely constructed from limestone boulders (19%). Limestone and 

chert, both of which form part of the Cretaceous-Paleogene Belqa Group (Alsharhan and Nairn 

2003:378-380), are found locally, suggesting that materials were collected in close proximity to 

the site itself. 

!
Inscription 

!
 A single unhewn limestone headstone was inscribed with a wasm (grave 323). However, 

the symbol -  was not documented elsewhere during the course of this study and could not aid in 

the establishment of tribal identity. The gender of the decedent is also unknown.  

!
Material Culture 

!
 No material culture was observed. 

!
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5.3 Summary of Data: Central Jordan 

!
 The arid desert region of Central Jordan belongs to the Eastern Jordan Limestone Plateau, 

also known as the Central Desert Areas of East Jordan (MacDonald 2000:25). “It is bordered in 

the north and east by the catchment area of the Azraq-Wadi Sirhan Depression; in the southeast 

by the Tubeiq Highlands. To the south it reaches as far as the Ras an-Naqb escarpment; and in 

the west it extends as far as the eastern slopes of the highlands along the eastern side of Wadi’ 

Arabah” (MacDonald 2000:25). Exposed geological units include Palaeogene limestones 

interbedded with chert (Wagner 2011:156).  

 The sampled area of central Jordan lies within the desert-like Saharo-Arabian bioclimatic 

zone, with mean annual precipitation of 50-100 mm at altitudes of 600-700 m above sea level 

(Al-Bakri and Suleiman 2004:3899-3900; Al-Tabini, Al-Khalidi, and Al-Shudiefat 2012; Ziadat, 

Hattar, and Baqain 2006:208). 

 In central Jordan, two cemeteries were sampled, containing a total of 229 graves. The 

region is found within traditionally held al-Huwaytat and Beni Sakhr tribal territory. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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5.3.1 Bayir Cemetery 1 

!

-  

!
Figure 5.27 Site map of Bayir Cemetery 1 

!
!
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Cemetery 

!
 Bayir Cemetery 1 contains 191 graves, located in the central region of the Ma’an sub-

district, in the southeastern governorate of Ma’an (Figure 5.27). The cemetery, encompassing an 

area of 2879.6 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 870 m above sea level. It is situated 

along the eastern edge of a wadi (see Appendix S, Figure 5.28 for an aerial view of the area). 

 The cemetery is divided into a western and eastern section, featuring graves loosely 

organized into rows. The eastern section follows the shape of a small ridge on which it is 

situated. Numerous small-sized graves were observed in the eastern section of the cemetery, 

suggesting that infants and children were often buried at the periphery. However, a few such 

graves are also found interspersed between rows in the western section of the cemetery. 

!
Identity 

!
 Through inscriptional evidence and informant testimony, twelve graves were definitively 

identified to the tribal level (6%), and two at the clan or familial level (1%). The tribal identities 

of the other 177 individuals could not be determined (93%). Those identified at the clan or 

familial level of an indeterminate tribe include members of al-Etwan and al-Semehan. At the 

tribal level, ten members of al-Huwaytat tribe were identified, with one belonging to the al-

Dmaniyeh branch and another to al-Ethban. Moreover, several informants indicated that grave 

367 belongs to a Saudi Arabian Bedouin man, holding membership in the Sherari clan of the al-

Hajaya tribe. Additionally, one of the men interred at this cemetery was a Beni Sakhr sheikh 
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(grave 339). According to informants, this tomb is the source of strife between the Beni Sakhr 

and al-Huwayat tribes. Members of al-Huwaytat would like to see the tomb removed, while the 

Beni Sakhr tribe is fighting for it to remain. Although the reason remains unclear, this may be a 

territorial dispute. 

 Male graves comprise at least 3% of the sample, while female graves make up at least 

1%. Conversely, the majority of the graves could not be assigned to a particular gender (96%). 

!
Orientation 

!
 The direction of qibla from this cemetery is approximately 161°. The orientation of 

graves is consistent with qibla, ranging from 160°-170°. Graves facing SSE-NNW comprise the 

total sample. 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 The mortuary architecture of Bayir Cemetery 1 comprises five different forms, with the 

two most prevalent being graves encircled with limestone, and occasionally chert, kerbstones 

(70%), and graves covered with limestone and/or chert (15%). Of the latter type, stones are 

arranged in a linear fashion (parallel sides with semi-circular ends) in 32% of the cases, and 

ovular in 68%. The third grave type, an amalgamation of both the covered and encircled forms, 

constitutes 2% of the sample. Conversely, graves that are simply marked with nasoob comprise 

12%. 
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 The most complex structure is a tomb (grave 339), featuring a rectangular cinderblock 

and cement building with a two room layout. Each room has a separate entrance, entered from a 

porch, along the northern face, and a window on the south wall. The larger room to the east is 

empty and used to seat visitors. Whereas, the smaller room to the west houses the grave itself, 

featuring a rectangular concrete slab capped with green painted cinderblocks.  

 Missing and displaced stones were observed at 27% of the graves, primarily near the 

cemetery’s periphery. Such graves tend to be more vulnerable to trampling by passing herds. The 

presence of tire tracks overtop of graves 349 and 524 confirms that certain graves have also been 

disturbed by vehicular activity. 

 Grave markers were found in numerous material and placement combinations (Appendix 

S, Table 5.20). It should be noted that all the nasoob observed were undressed stones. The most 

commonplace were limestone nasoob, situated at both the head and foot (46%), limestone 

nasoob exclusively found at the head (15%), and limestone nasoob solely placed at the foot 

(5%). On the other hand, graves found without any markers comprise 20%. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 Although different combinations of raw materials were utilized to construct graves, as 

outlined in Appendix S, Table 5.21, the most common were unhewn limestone (61%), primarily 

of boulder size (82%), and limestone and chert (36%), of boulder size (88%). In fact, Eocene 

limestone and chert of the Umm Rijam Chert Limestone Formation are found scattered 

throughout the area (Alsharhan and Nairn 2003:433), making it likely that raw materials were 
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collected from the local environment. Cinderblocks and cement, on the other hand, may have 

been transported from the nearby towns of Bayir or Jafr. 

!
Inscription 

!
 Inscriptions were documented at 32 unique graves (17%), featuring a total of 36 inscribed 

stones, in addition to spray-painted and etched graffiti at grave 339 (Appendix S, Table 5.22). 

The majority of the graves were inscribed with wasum (94%), with the exception of the 

aforementioned grave 339, and grave 522, which featured the individuals’ name. Inscriptions 

were primarily located on the headstone (86%), followed by stones on the eastern side of the 

grave (5%). Inscriptions on the wall, footstone or stones on the western side of the grave each 

accounted for 3%. Although the inscriptions seem to be scattered throughout the cemetery, some 

small clusters were noted, including graves 468-470 and 521-523, in the eastern section. 

 The primary material type inscribed was unhewn limestone (94%), followed by unhewn 

chert (3%) and cinderblocks (3%). The only material to be inscribed with wasum was limestone, 

with the exception of a single wasm inscribed on chert situated at grave 480. 

 Utilizing information from epitaphs and wasum, 38% of the inscribed graves could be 

assigned to a particular tribe or clan. Although the gender of the decedents for whom these 

inscriptions were dedicated could not be identified in 78% of the cases, at least 16% belonged to 

men and 6% to women. 

!
!
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Material Culture 

!
 The assemblage of material culture includes 64 items found at 44 graves (Appendix S, 

Table 5.23). While the genders of the interred found in association with material culture were 

unknown in 95% of the cases, at least 5% were male. Material culture was primarily situated 

adjacent to the grave (36%), or at the head (35%), or foot of the grave (17%). Although 

sheepskin and sheep wool make up 40% of the assemblage, the prevalence of these ecofacts is 

skewed. The wool likely originated from two sheepskins, found along the eastern perimeter of 

the cemetery. A cluster of sheep wool, occurring at graves 342-344 and 354-355, was likely the 

result of wind action blowing small tufts of wool to various graves. Besides ecofacts, plastics are 

the most prevalent category of artifact (14%), followed by ceramics (9%), bone/horn (9%), metal 

(8%), textile (8%), and wood (6%). Conversely, glass, leather and rubber each comprise only 2% 

of the sample. 

 A cluster of food and beverage related items were found in the southeastern corner of the 

cemetery, at graves 339-340, 367, 370-371, 373-375, 526 and 527. Further evidence of food and 

drink consumption was found on top of the sheikh’s grave (grave 339), where there was the 

blood of many sacrificial animals. During a 2008 visit to this cemetery, sheepskins were 

observed to be situated on top of several graves in close proximity to grave 339. Three men, 

picnicking and drinking tea at grave 339 during the 2013 cemetery survey, indicated that visiting 

the sheikh’s grave to picnic on Fridays was a common practice, providing a possible explanation 

for the cluster of artifacts found in the vicinity of this grave. 

!
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5.3.2 Bayir Cemetery 2 

!

'  

!
Figure 5.29 Site map of Bayir Cemetery 2 

!
Cemetery 

!
 Bayir Cemetery 2 contains 38 graves, featuring a disorganized cemetery arrangement, 

located in the central region of the Ma’an sub-district, in the southeastern governorate of Ma’an 

(Figure 5.29). The cemetery, encompassing an area of 387.3 m2, is found at an approximate 
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elevation of 860 m above sea level. The site is situated on a slope at the junction between a wadi 

and its tributary (see Appendix T, Figure 5.30 for an aerial view of the area). 

!
Identity 

!
 Tribal and clan affiliation could not be established for any of the individuals interred at 

this cemetery, although inscriptional evidence led to the identification of four men (11%). The 

presence of women could not be verified, so the remainder of the individuals were classified as 

having an indeterminate gender (89%). 

!
Orientation 

!
 The direction towards qibla is approximately 162°, which is consistent with the range of 

orientations found at this cemetery (160°-173°). All of the graves are directed SSE-NNW. 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 Three ground-level grave types exist at this cemetery, although the forms of graves 532 

and 533 could not be determined due to collapse. The most prevalent grave type observed was a 

mound of soil, simply marked with nasoob (47%), followed by graves encircled with chert and/

or limestone kerbstones (32%), and graves covered with chert and/or limestone (16%). Of the 

latter type, it was noted that 67% of the covered graves featured stones in an ovular arrangement, 
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and 33% were more linear in shape. Displacement of stones, primarily to the west, was observed 

at 11% of the graves. Such graves were primarily located along the periphery of the cemetery, 

where they were more vulnerable to trampling.  

 Grave markers were found in numerous material and placement combinations (Appendix 

T, Table 5.24). All markers were undressed stones, the most commonplace being limestone 

nasoob situated at both the head and foot of the grave (31%), chert nodules at the head and foot 

(18%), and chert at the head, limestone at the foot (18%). Conversely, nasoob are absent at 5% 

of the graves.  

 The headstone of grave 558 stands out above the rest. It is a large fossil centrum 

(vertebra), likely selected for its distinctive round shape. Although there is little information 

about vertebrate fossils in Jordan, there are data available for nearby Saudi Arabian and Syrian 

Cretaceous vertebrate fossils (see Bardet et al. 2000; Kear et al. 2008).  

!
Construction Materials 

!
 At Bayir Cemetery 2, as outlined in Appendix T, Table 5.25, the most prevalent raw 

materials employed to construct graves were chert boulders (73%), followed by a combination of 

limestone and chert boulders (18%), and limestone boulders (9%). Indeed, deposits of the 

Eocene Umm Rijam Chert Limestone Formation are prominent throughout the region (Alsharhan 

and Nairn 2003:433), suggesting that raw materials were simply extracted from the local 

environment. Fossil bearing strata are also found in the area, deposited during transgressions of 

the Neotethyian Sea (Makhlouf 2006:372). Mid-Cambrian sandstones and limestones, for 
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example, are known to contain skeletal fossils (Bandel and Salameh 2013:25). Therefore, it is 

conceivable that the large fossil centrum selected to mark grave 558 was also collected in close 

proximity to the cemetery. 

!
Inscription 

!
 At total of four inscribed headstones were documented at four graves (11%), with 

unhewn limestone being the only material inscribed (Appendix T, Table 5.26). Interestingly, the 

headstones situated at grave 535 and 544 were inscribed with the same name and date of death. 

Human transport seems to be the most reasonable explanation for the movement of one of these 

nasoob to another grave, although the rationale behind this action is unknown. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 The sole artifact documented was a plastic water bottle, found at the head of grave 532, 

belonging to an individual for whom the gender is unknown. 

!
5.4 Summary of Data: Southwestern Jordan 

!
 Southwest Jordan encompasses the Wadi Araba, as well as the Southern Basement 

Complex and Paleozoic Sandstone Area (Al-Zoubi and Ben Avraham 2002). The Wadi Araba 

depression, found in the Rift Valley south of the Dead Sea, extends from Jordan’s border with 
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Israel in the west to the Sharah Mountains in the east, and the Gulf of Aqaba in the south. The 

Southern Basement Complex and Paleozoic Sandstone Area comprises a narrow tract of land in 

the north, commencing east of the Dead Sea, and widening eastward to encompass the whole of 

the southernmost section of Jordan. The geology is complex, comprising a Proterozoic basement 

of “calc-alkaline granitoids with microgabbroic, dioritic, metamorphic, volcanic and sedimentary 

rocks” (Jarrar 1998:286).  

 The region is divided into four bioclimatic zones, including (from left to right) the 

Sudanian Penetration, Irano-Turanian, Mediterranean and Saharo-Arabian. The Sudanian 

Penetration receives less than 50 mm of precipitation per annum and experiences a highly 

variable elevation, forming part of the Dead Sea-Rift Valley to the north (400 m below sea level), 

and the mountainous regions of the south (1200 m above sea level) (Al-Bakri and Suleiman 

2004:3900). The Irano-Turanian zone, characterized by 100-300 mm of precipitation per annum, 

is a steppe-like environment found at an altitude of 500-700 m above sea level (Al-Bakri and 

Suleiman 2004:3900). The Mediterranean zone, found only at highland altitudes of 700-1750 m 

above sea level, is productive for crops, orchards and forests, receiving 300-600 mm of 

precipitation per year (Al-Bakri and Suleiman 2004:3899). The desert-like Saharo-Arabian zone 

is exemplified by less than 100 mm of precipitation per annum, at an altitude of 600-700 m 

above sea level (Al-Bakri and Suleiman 2004:3900; Al-Tabini, Al-Khalidi, and Al-Shudiefat 

2012). 

 In southwestern Jordan, seven cemeteries were sampled, containing 497 graves. These 

cemeteries lie within the traditional territory of the al-Huwaytat tribe. 

!
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5.4.1 Bir Madhkur 

!

'  

!
Figure 5.31 Site map of Bir Madhkur Cemetery 

!
Cemetery 

!
 Although not surveyed in its entirety, data were collected from 53 graves at the Bir 

Madhkur cemetery, located in the central region of the Wadi Araba sub-district, in the 
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southwestern governorate of Aqaba (Figure 5.31). The sampled area, separated from the 

unsurveyed section by a pathway bisecting the cemetery, encompasses an area of 1317.5 m2, and 

is found at an approximate elevation of 240 m above sea level. The site is situated at the western 

edge of the Sharah Mountains, with graves on both the slope and the base of a hummock (see 

Appendix U, Figure 5.32 for an aerial view of the area). 

 A few rows can be observed in the spatial arrangement of this cemetery. However, the 

cemetery plan seems relatively disorganized, perhaps following small differences in topography. 

!
Identity 

!
 It was not possible to establish the tribal and clan affiliation of any of the decedents 

interred at this cemetery. However, the gender of 2% of the occupants is known through 

testimony provided by informants. According to them, a woman who died in 2009 (grave 577) 

was buried next to her father (grave 578), as per her wish. 

!
Orientation 

!
 From this cemetery, the direction of qibla is 154°. Nevertheless, grave orientations range 

from 64°-94°. Those directed NE-SW comprise 2% of the sample, while ENE-WSW oriented 

graves make up 77% and E-W, 21%. 

!
!
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Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 At Bir Madhkur, four ground-level grave styles were documented. The most frequently 

encountered forms were ovular graves covered with stones, generally a mixture of zeolitic tuff, 

rhyolite, dolomite, sandstone, and/or siltstone (62%), and graves encircled with kerbstones of 

those miscellaneous stones (32%). A small portion of the graves were found to be a combination 

of these two types, both covered and encircled (2%). On the other hand, simple graves, marked 

only by nasoob, comprise 4% of the sample. 

 Grave markers are found in numerous material and placement combinations (Appendix 

U, Table 5.27). All stone markers were undressed. The most common were sandstone nasoob 

situated at both the head and foot (28%), sandstone at the head (13%), dolomite at the head (9%), 

and rhyolite at the head and foot (5%). Conversely, nasoob are absent at 23% of the graves. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 Relative to the other sites surveyed during this study, the raw materials utilized to 

construct the graves of Bir Madhkur were much more diverse, as outlined in Appendix U, Table 

5.28. They included unhewn dolomite, metamorphic schist, rhyolite and sandstone (typically 

weathered), in different combinations and clast sizes. In the majority of cases, graves were 

composed of all four of these stones (60%), with a mix of boulders and cobbles being the most 

prevalent clast size (50%). The area is situated within a zone of diverse geology, including a 

Precambrian basement complex (Cordova 2007:19), metamorphic stones such as biotite schist 
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(Bender 1975:112), the Burj Dolomite-Limestone-Shale Formation (al-Bashaireh 2008:142), and 

sandstones of the Ram Group (Alsharhan and Nairn 2003:108). With these stones being 

prevalent in the region, it is likely that raw materials were collected locally. 

!
Inscription 

!
 No inscriptions were documented within the surveyed area of the cemetery. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 During the survey of this cemetery, invertebrate fossils were found scattered throughout 

the site. A total of 13 artifacts were documented at 10 graves (Appendix U, Table 5.29), although 

the genders of the deceased could not be determined. Material culture was primarily situated on 

top of the grave (62%), followed by at the foot of the grave (23%), and head of the grave (15%). 

The majority of these artifacts were clustered in the northeastern corner of the cemetery. The 

most prevalent were stone (46%), followed by metal (22%). The remainder of the assemblage, 

comprising ceramic, paper, plastic, and textile objects, each comprised 8%. Interesting objects 

included gunflints consistent with those utilized in flintlock muskets, found at graves 612-613, 

615 and 617, and a clay smoking pipe at grave 610.  

!
!
!
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5.4.2 Disa Cemetery 1 

!

-  

!
Figure 5.33 Site map of Disa Cemetery 1 
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Cemetery 

!
 Disa Cemetery 1 contains 84 graves, located in the central region of the al-Quwayra sub-

district, in the southwestern governorate of Aqaba (Figure 5.33). The cemetery, encompassing an 

area of 1360.4 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 940 m above sea level. The site is 

located near the town of Disa, situated along the northeastern edge of an inselberg, surrounded 

by sand dunes (see Appendix V, Figure 5.34 for an aerial view of the area). 

 A long north-south row of graves follows the edge of the inselberg along the western side  

of the cemetery. Several other rows are situated along a SW-NE axis, however the arrangement 

of most graves in the cemetery’s interior seems to be random. 

!
Identity 

!
 Nineteen graves were identified at the tribal level (23%), with all but one belonging to al-

Huwaytat tribe. From al-Huwaytat, one individual, whom informants indicated was al-faqir, was 

further identified as a member of al-Matalkeh clan (grave 659). Moreover, the individual interred 

within grave 674 is the only known representative of the al-Ghayath tribe. 

 Gender could not be assigned to 98% of the individuals interred here, but based on 

inscriptional evidence, at least 2% are male. 

!
!
!
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Orientation 

!
 From Disa Cemetery 1, the direction of qibla is approximately 154°. However, the graves 

vary slightly, ranging in orientation from 160°-175°. All graves are positioned SSE-NNW. 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 Three ground-level grave types were identified at this cemetery, the most prevalent being 

those simply marked with nasoob (54%). Conversely, encircled graves, primarily with sandstone 

kerbstones, constitute 24%, and sandstone covered graves comprise 21%. Of the latter, ovular 

graves constitute 23%, and linear graves, primarily composed of sandstone slabs laid out in a 

row, comprise 78%. The form of grave 669 could not be determined with certainty due to 

collapse. A number of other graves also suffered from collapse (670, 672, 682, 687), exposing 

part of their subsurface structure, and exposing a row of sandstone slabs. 

 Grave markers are found in several material and placement combinations (Appendix V, 

Table 5.30). The most commonplace were undressed sandstone nasoob situated at both the head 

and foot (56%), sandstone markers placed solely at the head (25%), and sandstone at the foot 

(3%). Conversely, twelve percent of the graves are found without nasoob. 

!
!
!
!
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Construction Materials 

!
 Unhewn sandstone, primarily of boulder size (67%), was the most commonplace material 

utilized to construct the graves of this cemetery (91%), as outlined in Appendix V, Table 5.31. 

The remainder were composed of sandstone combined with other materials, such as rhyolite 

(3%), cinderblocks (3%), and cinderblocks and cement (3%). Indeed, the Cambrian to 

Ordovician sandstones of the Ram Sandstone Group are ubiquitous throughout this region of 

southern Jordan (Migoń and Goudie 2014:125), and rhyolite is also native to the area (Jarrar et 

al. 2004). Therefore, with such an abundance of these materials in close proximity to the site 

itself, stones were likely gathered locally. Cinderblocks and cement, on the other hand, may have 

been transported from the nearby town of Disa. 

!
Inscription 

!
 A total of 30 inscribed stones were documented (Appendix V, Table 5.32), found at 26 

graves (31%). Wasum were the most frequently encountered type of inscription (87%), followed 

by epitaphs concerning the decedent’s name or tribe (10%), and one illegible inscription (3%). 

Sandstone was the only material to be inscribed, primarily on stones at the head of the grave 

(84%), but also on nasoob at the side (10%), foot (3%), and centre of the grave (3%). It is 

interesting to note that inscribed graves are primarily situated along the periphery of the 

cemetery (65%). 

!
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Material Culture 

!
 The assemblage of material culture included five items found in association with five 

graves (Appendix V, Table 5.33). These objects were primarily situated at the head of the grave 

(60%). Most clustered in the northern section of the cemetery, mainly along the northwestern 

periphery, with the exception of one artifact, situated at the southern periphery (grave 702). 

Ceramics comprise 40% of the sample, whereas glass, textiles and ecofacts each account for 

20%. While the genders of the interred found in association with material culture were unknown 

in 80% of the cases, at least 20% were male. 

!
5.4.3 Disa Cemetery 2 

!

-  

!
Figure 5.35 Site map of Disa Cemetery 2 

!
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Cemetery 

!
 Disa Cemetery 2 contains eight graves, located in the central region of the al-Quwayra 

sub-district, in the southwestern governorate of Aqaba (Figure 5.35). The cemetery, 

encompassing an area of 100.8 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 900 m above sea 

level. The site is situated near the town of Disa, on a small hill next to the eastern margin of an 

inselberg (see Appendix W, Figure 5.36 for an aerial view of the area). 

 The graves are arranged into a single row, following the topography of the hill on which 

they are situated. Two of the graves adjoin one another (706, 707), and are found adjacent to the 

nearly adjoining grave 708. 

!
Identity 

!
 It was not possible to uncover the tribal and gender identities of any of the individuals 

interred at this cemetery due to the absence inscriptional evidence. Nonetheless, this area is an 

al-Huwaytat stronghold, and based on informant information it is assumed that the graves are 

affiliated with this tribe. 

!
!
!
!
!
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Orientation 

!
 The approximate qibla direction from Disa Cemetery 2 is 154°, although the grave 

orientations deviate slightly, ranging from 165°-175°. Graves facing SSE-NNW comprise the 

entire sample. 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 Two ground-level grave forms were observed at Disa Cemetery 2; the first being those 

encircled primarily by sandstone kerbstones (87%). The second type, for which there was a 

single grave (grave 711), features sandstone boulders covering the grave in an ovular 

arrangement (13%). With the exception of one unmarked grave (grave 705), sandstone nasoob 

were placed at both the head and foot of each grave. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 The materials most commonly employed in the construction of graves were unhewn 

sandstone boulders, although rhyolite boulders were also utilized as kerbstones for grave 709. 

Sandstones, belonging to the Cambrian to Ordovician aged Ram Sandstone Group, are common 

throughout the area (Migoń and Goudie 2014:125), as are Neo-proterozoic rhyolitic dikes (Jarrar 

et al. 2004). Since these materials are plentiful in the local environment, it is likely that they were 

procured nearby.  
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Inscription 

!
 No inscriptions were documented at this cemetery. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 No material culture was observed. 

!
5.4.4 Petra 

!

'  

!
Figure 5.37 Site map of the Petra Cemetery 
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Cemetery 

!
 Although not surveyed in its entirety, 131 graves were included in the study of Petra 

Cemetery (Figure 5.37). It is located west of the Petra site, in the northwestern region of the 

Wadi Musa sub-district, in the governorate of Ma’an. The surveyed area of the cemetery, 

encompassing an area of 1910.5 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 930 m above sea 

level. The site is situated on a piedmont with a gentle incline, in close proximity to a major 

pathway utilized by the Bedouin (see Appendix X, Figure 5.38 for an aerial view of the area). 

This pathway was utilized to segment the surveyed area of the cemetery from a small unsurveyed 

section. 

 The western, northern and eastern borders of this cemetery are delimited by topographic 

features, and the southern border is defined by the pathway. The spatial arrangement of the 

cemetery was observed to be quite disorganized with graves seemingly placed at randomly. 

!
Identity 

!
 Although none of the occupants of this cemetery could be assigned to a particular tribe or 

gender, it is very likely that they belong to the Bedul tribe. According to Simms and Russell 

(1997:460), the Bedul were the group encountered by J. Burckhardt when he travelled to Petra in 

1812. Until the 1980’s, when they were relocated by the government, the Bedul inhabited the 

modified caves and monuments of Petra. In fact, some Bedul families still live at the edge of the 

Petra site, including one family residing less than 50 m from this cemetery. 
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Orientation 

!
 From Petra, qibla is directed approximately 155°, which is relatively consistent with the 

162°-172° orientation range. All of the graves are directed SSE-NNW. 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 Three ground-level grave types were found at the Petra Cemetery, the most prevalent 

being graves encircled with sandstone kerbstones (50%), and graves covered in sandstone (3%). 

Of the latter, seventy-five percent were observed to be linear in shape and 25% were ovular. 

Conversely, modest graves marked only with nasoob comprise 47% of the sample. 

 It should be noted that 22% of the graves have experienced stone displacement, primarily 

to the righthand side (38%). The majority of these graves were situated along the periphery of the 

cemetery, where they were more vulnerable to trampling by passing people and animals. 

 Undressed sandstone nasoob were found in several placement combinations (Appendix 

X, Table 5.34), most commonly situated at both the head and foot (88%), or solely at the head 

(6%). Only 2% of the graves were found without nasoob. 

 Situated on the shelves of a cliff face above this cemetery are two caves, sealed with mud 

and stones. An informant indicated that the dead were interred in such caves during the rainy 

winter months. These two particular caves are said to contain the remains of Bedouin people, 

although these interments were not included in the sample. At one of the sealed caves, it is 

inscribed “1949”, “al-Islam”. 
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Construction Materials 

!
 A single construction material was utilized at the Petra cemetery, with all graves here 

composed of sandstone boulders. Cambrio-Ordovician sandstones of the Umm Ishrin and Disi 

Sandstone Formations are common throughout the Petra area (Rababeh, El-Mashaleh, and Al-

Malabeh 2010:63-64), making them the likely source of raw materials. 

!
Inscription 

!
 No inscriptions were documented at this cemetery. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 The assemblage of material culture comprised only three items, situated at three graves 

(Appendix X, Table 5.35), located along the northern and western periphery of the cemetery. 

These items were primarily situated at the head of the grave (67%), or on top of the grave (33%). 

The objects are categorized as bone/horn (33%), and metal (67%). The genders of the interred 

found in association with material culture were unknown. 

 An informant indicated that a nearby cave, which is filled with garments, was utilized to 

protect the living from the dead. Allegedly, these garments were worn by the deceased at the time 

of their death. By placing their garments together in a cave, it was thought to provide protection 
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to the living, thereby preventing them from wearing the clothing of the dead and meeting the 

same fate. 

!
5.4.5 Taybeh Cemetery 

!

'  

!
Figure 5.39 Site map of the Taybeh cemetery 

!
Cemetery 

!
 Although not surveyed in its entirety because of safety concerns, one large grave was 

included in the study of the Taybeh cemetery (Figure 5.39). The cemetery is situated in the 

northwestern region of the Wadi Musa sub-district, in the Ma’an governorate. The surveyed area 

of the cemetery, encompassing an area of 57.0 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 1350 

m above sea level. It is situated on a relatively flat site along the highway, southwest of the town 

of Taybeh (see Appendix Y, Figure 5.40 for an aerial view of the area). 
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Identity 

!
 The sole grave surveyed at this cemetery belongs to a man, venerated as al-faqir (grave 

844). As the sign posted at the cemetery entrance indicates, he belonged to the al-Alfaqir family 

of the al-Seerah clan. Although the tribal affiliation of this clan is unknown, the surrounding area 

is an al-Huwaytat stronghold, suggesting that the al-Seerah clan might be a branch of this tribe.  

A wasm belonging to al-Huwaytat is also found outside the grave’s perimeter wall, confirming 

this identification. Informants stated that the grave is over 100 years old, and Bedouin and non-

Bedouin alike visit the grave to seek assistance from al-faqir when they are ill. 

!
Orientation 

!
 The qibla direction from the Taybeh cemetery is approximated at 154°, which is 

consistent with the SSE-NNW orientation of the sole grave surveyed (160°). 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 The grave is covered with sandstone boulders in an ovular arrangement, with two 

undressed sandstone markers at the head. A square wall erected around the grave is composed of 

sandstone boulders and spolia, possibly sourced from the nearby Petra site, including sandstone 

and limestone column drums. The grave entrance, situated at the centre of the eastern wall, is 

capped with a sandstone slab. 
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Construction Materials 

!
 The faqir’s grave (844) was primarily constructed from sandstone boulders, although 

sandstone and limestone column drums were also observed. Umm Ishrin and Disi Sandstone 

Formations of the Cambrio-Ordovician are prevalent here (Rababeh, El-Mashaleh, and Al-

Malabeh 2010:63-64), making it likely that raw materials were procured locally. The spoliated 

sandstone and limestone column drums, however, were probably sourced from the Petra 

archaeological site, some 12 km away. Although branches were utilized as makeshift flag staffs, 

the tree species exploited remains unresolved. Most likely, however, these branches were 

collected from local trees, such as Quercus calliprinos. 

!
Inscription 

!
 Four inscriptions were documented within the surveyed area, including a painted metal 

sign at the cemetery’s entrance (Appendix Y, Table 5.36). This sign features Quranic verses and 

indicates that the cemetery belongs to the al-Seerah family of al-Alfaqir. The three other 

inscriptions, all on sandstone, were located at grave 844, including illegible white spray-painted 

graffiti on the southern part of the perimeter wall, a wasm etched on a stone adjacent to the grave 

(west side), and a man’s name near the entrance on the east side of the perimeter wall. 

!
!
!
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Material Culture 

!
 The assemblage of material culture at grave 844 includes eight items (Appendix Y, Table 

5.37), comprised of two categories: textile/wood (88%), and glass/metal (12%). The most 

prevalent artifacts were white fabric flags tied to branches (88%). Half of the material culture 

was situated on the eastern wall, whereas, 38% was located on the northern wall, and 12% on the 

southern wall. During a 2009 visit to this grave, a ram skull was observed on the southeast corner 

of the perimeter wall. This skull was absent during the 2013 survey. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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5.4.6 Wadi Abu Sekekeen 

!

'  

                       -  

!
Figure 5.41 Site map of the Wadi Abu Sekekeen Cemetery 
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Cemetery 

!
 The cemetery at Wadi Abu Sekekeen contains 127 graves, located in the northeastern 

region of the Wadi Araba sub-district, in the Aqaba governorate (Figure 5.41). The cemetery, 

encompassing an area of 2112.3 m2, is found at an approximate elevation of 270 m above sea 

level. The site is situated to the east of an alluvial fan, on the eastern slope and base of a hill (see 

Appendix Z, Figure 5.42 for an aerial view of the area). 

 A cluster of graves is situated in close proximity to grave 848, and the style of this grave 

seems to indicate a person of special significance, such as a sheikh or al-faqir. The rest of the 

graves are primarily organized into rows, following the topography. 

!
Identity 

!
 The tribal identity and gender of the individuals interred at this cemetery could not be 

determined, with the exception of grave 970. Based on inscriptional evidence, the decedent was 

determined to be a member of al-Huwaytat tribe.  

 According to informants, the most prominent grave of the cemetery belongs to al-faqir 

(grave 848). However, this identification was made based on oral history and grave style. 

!
!
!
!
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Orientation 

!
 The direction of qibla is approximately 154° from this cemetery, yet grave orientations 

range from 35°-135° (Appendix Z, Table 5.38). This equates to differences of 19°-119° from 

qibla, with graves directed NNE-SSW (5%), NE-SW (17%), ENE-WSW (29%), E-W (38%), 

ESE-WSW (10%) and SW-NW (1%). 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 Graves encircled with dolerite kerbstones were the most prevalent form, comprising 43% 

of the sample, followed by those simply marked with nasoob (34%). Graves covered with 

dolerite, on the other hand, made up 21%, with 81% being linear in form and 19% being ovular. 

Those featuring a more substantial superstructure constitute only 2% (grave 848, 878), of which 

the former is constructed of stacked dolerite boulders in an ovular arrangement. In 13% of cases, 

the subsurface structure of the grave has been exposed, revealing the dolerite slabs that protect 

the body below. Moreover, graves 914 and 915 reveal that tree branches were utilized in addition 

to stone slabs to secure the subsurface structure.  

 Grave markers were found in numerous material and placement combinations (Appendix 

Z, Table 5.39). The most commonplace were undressed dolerite nasoob situated at both the head 

and foot (54%), followed by dolerite placed solely at the head (8%). Sandstone is the only other 

material used to mark the graves, with those placed at the head constituting 5% of the sample. 

Conversely, 24% of the graves were found without nasoob. 
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Construction Materials 

!
 As outlined in Appendix Z, Table 5.40, the primary material types utilized to construct 

graves were unhewn dolerite (97%), primarily of boulder size, and dolerite combined with other 

materials, such as sandstone or tree branches (3%). Dolerite dikes dating to the Neo-proterozoic 

(~545 Ma) are common in this region of southwestern Jordan (Jarrar 2001:309), as are 

sandstones, belonging to the Cambrian to Ordovician aged Ram Sandstone Group (Migoń and 

Goudie 2014:125). The prevalence of these materials in the region suggests that raw materials 

were procured locally. Although branches were utilized as part of the internal structure of graves 

914 and 915, the tree species exploited was not identified. Most likely, however, the branches 

were collected from local trees, such as Amygdalus communis. 

!
Inscription 

!
 A total of 15 inscriptions were recorded at 13 graves (10%). Wasum were the only type of 

inscription, and the sole material type inscribed was sandstone (Appendix Z, Table 5.41). These 

wasum were primarily situated on the headstone (86%), while those found on the footstone and 

nasoob located adjacent to the grave each account for 7%. 

 With the exception of one member of al-Huwaytat (grave 970), tribal affiliation could not 

be established on the basis of wasum. This is because the symbols were not documented during 

the course of this study. Furthermore, the inscriptional evidence gave no clues as to the gender 

identities of the deceased. 
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Material Culture 

!
 The assemblage of material culture included three items situated at two graves (Appendix 

Z, Table 5.42), both belonging to individuals of unknown gender. These objects were primarily 

found at the foot of the grave (67%), in addition to being on top of the grave (33%). The material 

culture comprises wood (33%), and ceramic categories (67%), although the ceramic sherds likely 

predate the cemetery. 

!
5.4.7 Wadi Sabra 

 

-  

!
Figure 5.43 Site map of the Wadi Sabra Cemetery 
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Cemetery 

!
 Although not surveyed in its entirety, 93 graves were included in the study of Wadi Sabra 

Cemetery, located in the northwestern region of the Wadi Musa sub-district, in the Ma’an 

governorate (Figure 5.43). The surveyed area of the cemetery, partitioned from the unsurveyed 

section by a natural depression, encompasses an area of 685.3 m2, and is found at an approximate 

elevation of 960 m above sea level. The site is situated in close proximity to Petra, on a sloped 

plateau between two mountains (see Appendix AA, Figure 5.44 for an aerial view of the area). 

 While the graves situated along the edge of the cemetery are loosely organized into rows, 

those situated in cemetery’s interior feature a disorganized arrangement. 

!
Identity 

!
 Although tribal identity could not be established for any of the site’s occupants, the 

cemetery may belong to either the Bedul or al-Huwaytat tribe, both of whom live in the area. 

Through inscriptional evidence, two individuals were identified to the clan or familial level 

(2%), with one belonging to al-Mosah (grave 1015), and the other to al-Tosah (grave 1019).  

 While no women’s graves were definitively identified, at least 5% are known to belong to 

men. 

!
!
!
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Orientation 

!
 From the cemetery at Wadi Sabra, the direction of qibla is approximately 163°. However, 

the graves, all directed S-N, deviate by 17-32°. They range in orientation from 180°-195°. 

!
Mortuary Architecture and Grave Markers 

!
 Four types of graves were found here, with the most prevalent being graves simply 

marked with nasoob (78%). At ground-level, graves encircled with sandstone kerbstones 

comprise 20%, while sandstone covered graves only constitute 1%. The final type, represented 

by a single grave (1%), features a rectangular superstructure of stacked sandstones with a post 

and lintel entrance near the northeast corner (grave 983). 

 Grave markers were found in different material and placement combinations (Appendix 

AA, Table 5.43). The most commonplace were sandstone nasoob, situated at both the head and 

foot (93%). The majority of these nasoob were undressed, with the exception of one hewn 

limestone headstone (grave 1015). Conversely, only 1% of the graves were unmarked (grave 

1034).  

!
Construction Materials 

!
 The only material utilized to construct graves at the Wadi Sabra cemetery was sandstone 

(Appendix AA, Table 5.44), primarily of boulder size (57%). In addition to sandstone, unhewn 
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mudstone nasoob were observed at 2% of the graves, and hewn limestone nasoob at 1%. In this 

area of southwest Jordan, one finds sandstones belonging to the Cambrian to Ordovician aged 

Ram Sandstone Group (Migoń and Goudie 2014:125), in addition to mudstone (Makhlouf, 

Amireh, and Abed 2010). The utilization of sandstone and mudstone, both commonly found in 

this region, suggests that raw materials were procured locally. Conversely, the hewn limestone 

headstone of grave 1015 may have been acquired from a city such as Wadi Musa, where 

limestone is frequently used to finish the exterior of homes and other structures. 

!
Inscription 

!
 A total of six inscribed stones were documented at five graves (Appendix AA, Table 

5.45). All of these inscriptions were epitaphs, featuring either Quranic verses or the names of the 

deceased. The inscriptions were primarily situated on the headstone (50%), although they were 

also found at the grave entrance (33%), and footstone (17%). The majority of these inscriptions 

were etched on sandstone (83%), in addition to limestone (17%). On the basis of inscriptional 

evidence, the five inscribed graves were found to belong to men, and the clan or familial 

identities of only two individuals was determined (grave 1015, 1019). 

!
Material Culture 

!
 The assemblage of material culture includes 11 items documented at six graves 

(Appendix AA, Table 5.46). These were situated in the northern section of the cemetery, 
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primarily at graves 983 and 1037 (64%). Artifacts documented at the foot of the grave (64%), or 

adjacent to the grave (18%), were the most commonplace. Textiles were the most prevalent 

category (55%), followed by glass (18%), plastic (18%), and metal (9%). The predominance of 

textiles suggests that the clothing of the deceased was deposited at the grave. While the genders 

of the interred found in association with material culture were unknown in 83% of the cases, at 

least 17% were male. 

!
5.5 Discussion !
!
 The following section provides a discussion of the data collected from Bedouin 

cemeteries, including analyses of identity, cemetery location and topography, grave orientation, 

mortuary architecture, construction materials, grave markings, inscriptions and material culture. 

!
5.5.1 Cemetery Location and Topography 

!
 In northeastern Jordan’s Ar-Ruwayshid sub-district of the Mafraq governorate, the Abu 

Sweweiyneh, Ejlaidiyeh 1-3, Khdairey 1-2 and Safawi 2 cemeteries were prominently positioned 

at basalt outcrops, overlooking the sandy desert below. Their position high on the landscape 

made these graves easily recognizable from a distance. Safawi Cemetery 1 and 3, on the other 

hand, are located at opposite ends of the Safawi township’s periphery, which may function as a 

boundary between the living and the dead. While Safawi Cemetery 1 was built on somewhat 
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hilly terrain, the topography of Safawi Cemetery 3 is quite flat. Conversely, Safawi Cemetery 2 

is located some distance from the town, with part of the cemetery positioned prominently on top 

of a hill, overlooking the faqir’s grave below. Southwest, in the al-Azraq sub-district of the 

governorate of Zarqa, although Wadi Rajil Cemetery 1 and 2 are located near a wadi system, 

their position on the escarpment above allows them to avoid being inundated with water. In the 

central Jordan’s Ma’an sub-district of the governorate of Ma’an, aerial photographs were used to 

confirm that Bayir Cemetery 1 is located within a dry streambed, next to a prominent well site. 

Nearby, Bayir Cemetery 2 sits atop a small hill, out of the reach of the wadi. In southwestern 

Jordan, nearly all of the sampled cemeteries are found in close proximity to the Sharah 

Mountains, with the exception of Disa Cemetery 1 and 2 (al-Quwayra sub-district, governorate 

of Aqaba). These two cemeteries, located near Wadi Rum, are both situated at the edge of 

inselbergs that rise high above the landscape. The topography of Disa Cemetery 1 is flat, while 

Disa Cemetery 2 is located on a ridge. Further north, the Bedouin cemeteries of Bir Madhkur  

and Wadi Abu Sekekeen (Wadi Araba sub-district, Aqaba governorate), and Petra and Wadi 

Sabra cemeteries (Wadi Musa sub-district, Ma’an governorate), are all located on hilly or sloped 

terrain. Only the Taybeh Cemetery (Wadi Musa sub-district, Ma’an governorate), located near a 

townsite, was situated on a relatively flat site, albeit in a prominent high position on the 

landscape. The pattern that emerges is one of graves, generally positioned at elevated features on 

the landscape. 

!
!
!
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5.5.2 Graves 

!
Grave Orientation 

!
 Relative to the studied cemeteries, the direction of qibla ranges from 154º-173º. Actual 

orientations, however, range from 35º-195º. With the exception of three outlier cemeteries (Bir 

Madhkur, Wadi Abu Sekekeen, Wadi Sabra), the majority of the graves sampled correspond to 

the direction of qibla, falling between 160º-175º. Graves are primarily oriented SSE-NNW 

(74%), S-N (9%), ENE-WSW (7%) and E-W (6%).  

!
Mortuary Architecture 

!
 Graves that are encircled with stones or alternate materials were the most prevalent type 

of mortuary architecture encountered (49%) (Appendix BB, Table 5.47). This grave form is 

ubiquitous throughout the country. Conversely, graves marked only with nasoob (gravestones) 

constitute 25% of the sample. This form is prevalent in southwestern Jordan, particularly at 

cemeteries near the Sharah Mountains (Petra, Wadi Abu Sekekeen, Wadi Sabra). Graves with a 

stacked stone superstructure seem to be limited in their distribution to the northeastern part of 

Jordan, in the Harrat Ash Shaam (5%). Ancillary features, such as rijam, simeel, nugra, siniyeh, 

prayer spots, desert mosques and bathing platforms are also commonly found in conjunction with 

this grave type in northeastern Jordan. Special grave forms, typically with more elaborate or 
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substantial architecture, comprise ~1% of the sample, tending to be associated with fuqara and 

sheikhs. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 When viewed in totality, the pattern that emerges is a strategy of local procurement of 

construction materials based on the dominant geology of the region. Four divisions are evident: 

1) In the Harrat Ash Shaam of northeastern Jordan, superstructures are composed of basalt; 2) To 

the west and south of the Harrat Ash Shaam, limestone and chert are utilized; 3) In southwestern 

Jordan, sandstone is the most prevalent construction material; 4) Where the Sharah Mountains of 

southwestern Jordan meet the Wadi Araba, the composition is variable. In addition to weathered 

sandstone, Bir Madhkur utilizes dolomite, rhyolite, and metamorphic schist; whereas Wadi Abu 

Sekekeen employs dolerite and sandstone. Moreover, the cement and cinderblocks utilized at 

some cemeteries are easily acquired and transported from nearby towns, where they are 

commonly utilized building materials. 

!
Grave Markers 

!
 The proportion of marked graves is 86%, compared with only 14% which are unmarked. 

Similar numbers are found regionally, with 86% marked in northeastern Jordan, 83% in central 

Jordan and 89% in southwestern Jordan. Markers are customarily placed at both the head and 

foot, comprising 69% of the sample. On the contrary, graves marked solely at the head or foot 
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constitute 15% and 2%, respectively. Higher proportions of graves marked at only the head are 

found at the Bayir 1, Disa 1 and Wadi Abu Sekekeen cemeteries, whereas, those marked solely at 

the foot were more common at the Bayir 1 and Bayir 2 cemeteries.  

 The material utilized to mark the majority of the graves is almost universally the most 

prevalent stone type found in the area. For example, basalt in northeastern Jordan, limestone and 

chert in central Jordan, and sandstone in southwestern Jordan. Generally, undressed stones were 

employed to mark graves, although the occasional hewn limestone or marble nasoob 

(gravestone) was encountered (Safawi Cemetery 1, Safawi Cemetery 3).  

 Many of the newer graves have replaced the traditional stone markings with cinderblocks 

and other man-made materials. These materials (e.g. cinderblocks and cement), were often 

utilized in combination with unhewn stone markers. They were utilized at 10% of the sampled 

graves, concentrated at cemeteries near the town of Safawi (Safawi Cemetery 1, 2, 3). 

!
5.5.3 Material Culture 

!
 The sample of material culture includes 247 artifacts and ecofacts found at 131 graves 

(12%) (Appendix BB, Table 5.48). These artifacts were primarily situated at the head of the 

grave (26%), followed by those found at the side of the grave (26%), on top of the grave (21%), 

or at the foot (15%) (Appendix BB, Table 5.49). The most prevalent class of material culture was 

textiles (30%), primarily representing the clothing worn at the time of death. Another type of 

textile observed was flags, fashioned from fabric pieces tied to branches, to announce that the 

grave belongs to a faqir or sheikh (4%). Metallic and plastic items make up another 25%. Both 
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categories include articles related to the consumption of food and drink, such as cans, coffee 

carafes and bottles. This trend also continues with both the ceramic and glass categories (16%), 

where coffee cups and tea glasses are commonplace. It is unknown whether these were placed at 

the grave during the funeral, or abandoned at the gravesite by subsequent visitors. 

!
5.5.4 Inscriptions and Identity 

!
Identity 

!
 The tribal, clan and/or familial affiliation was identified in 8% of the cases through 

informant and inscriptional data. At the tribal level, these individuals belonged to al-Huwaytat 

(32%), al-Ghayath (20%), al-Shurofat (8%), and al-Masaid (2%). Conversely, those identified 

only to their clan or family constitute 38%. Women were less likely to be identified at the tribal, 

clan or familial level because their surnames are seldom mentioned in the epitaph. 

 The overall proportion of interments classified by gender equates to 9%. A total of 6% 

were determined to belong to men and 3% to women. These numbers suggest that without 

written inscription, it is difficult to establish gender without non-invasive methods. Women’s 

graves, generally speaking, are not inscribed, further complicating gender identification. 

 Less than one percent of the individuals were identified on the basis of their social 

position in life. These decedents were all men, revered as either fuqara (healers) or sheikhs 

(tribal leaders). It is interesting to note that fuqara seem to retain their position, even in death. 

Their graves become pilgrimage sites, with visitors leaving behind traces of their activities at the 
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gravesite (refuse, blood residues from sacrificial animals, graffiti). The graves of such 

individuals were found in each region studied, although a greater number were observed in 

northeastern Jordan. 

!
Inscriptions 

!
 A total of 244 inscriptions were found in association with 169 graves (16%), at least 37% 

of which belonged to men and 15% to women. Wasum were one of the most common types of 

inscription, represented at 49% of the inscribed graves. Other frequently encountered epitaphs 

included the name of the decedent and their date of death, the words “al-fatiha” (a reminder to 

recite this section of the Quran), and other passages from the Quran. In the Ar’ Ruwayshid sub-

district of northeastern Jordan, there were several instances of Safaitic inscribed stones 

incorporated into the mortuary architecture. Although the “black desert” is littered with written 

and pictographic inscriptions, utilizing stones with Safaitic inscription to construct graves was 

likely a purposeful act. 

 The most prevalent material to be inscribed was limestone (26%), in addition to basalt 

(25%), and sandstone (22%) (Appendix BB, Table 5.50). These stones were primarily undressed, 

although a small number were hewn (9%). Limestone accounts for 90% of the hewn stones, 

whereas marble comprises 10%. These stones may have been purchased from a stonemason, or 

transported from nearby towns where they are used as decorative stones. Either way, it is highly 

probable that a specialist would have been required to inscribe the stones because of high 
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illiteracy rates amongst the Bedouin. Due to the time needed to prepare the stone versus the 

quick pace of the funerary procession, there is likely a delay in the installation of hewn stones. 

 Inscriptions were primarily situated at the head of the grave (64%), the foot (6%) the 

nugra (4%) and the side (4%) (Appendix BB, Table 5.51). Although 12% of the inscriptions 

were found along the grave wall, these numbers are skewed by the large quantity of graffiti 

found at grave 145 (Safawi Cemetery 2), the grave of al-faqir. 

!
5.6 Conclusion 

!
 In this chapter, data collected from each unit (grave) were utilized to gain insight into the 

materiality of Bedouin mortuary customs, from a multi-scalar perspective. These data, from 20 

Bedouin cemeteries, were first presented at the site level to elucidate localized patterns. At a 

larger geographic scale, the material residues of mortuary practices were viewed regionally 

(northeastern, central and southwestern Jordan), allowing patterns and variation in the data to 

emerge. It was demonstrated that graves, cemeteries and even Eid al-Adha camel sacrifice sites 

yield results of high archaeological visibility, which can be utilized to increase the archaeological 

visibility of nomadic pastoralists such as the Bedouin. In Chapter 6, both interview and cemetery 

data will be drawn upon to interpret Bedouin mortuary practices, and devise a predictive model 

for the detection of mobile pastoralist funerary residues on the landscape. 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Chapter 6: The Materiality of Bedouin Mortuary Practices 

!
6.1 Introduction 

!
 The primary objective of this research was to address one broad question: What are the 

material signatures of Jordanian Bedouin mortuary practices? To explore this question in detail, 

an ethnoarchaeological approach was employed to collect both qualitative and quantitative data. 

These data were presented and synthesized in the two previous chapters, with a focus on 

information collected via ethnographic interviews and observations made at Bedouin cemeteries. 

In the following chapter, these combined data will be utilized to evaluate the archaeological 

visibility of Bedouin mortuary practices in Jordan. Predicated on the assumption that Bedouin 

peoples do leave behind a detectable record of their mortuary activities, which are anchored to 

fixed locations on the landscape (the grave and cemetery), a predictive model and its 

archaeological applicability is presented below. 

!
6.2 Discussion 

!
 Mobile pastoralists of the southern Levant were once accused of leaving few traces of 

their activities across the landscape (Finkelstein and Perevolotsky 1990:68). Yet, a growing 

corpus of data generated through the use of sensitive reconnaissance methods has demonstrated 

that mobile pastoralists are not as ephemeral as some scholars have thought. Indeed, mortuary 

remains represent one of the most conspicuous components of mobile pastoral archaeology, 
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which may be utilized to enhance the archaeological visibility of nomadic pastoralists in the 

southern Levant. In the discussion below, the archaeological visibility of each component of the 

funerary process will be examined, beginning with dying and death, and followed by the 

funerary preparations, the funeral, mourning and commemoration. 

!
6.2.1 Dying and Death 

!
 Archaeologists must always contend with reconstructing the intangible aspects of a 

culture (e.g. belief systems). Thus, as might be expected, certain Bedouin mortuary behaviours 

are archaeologically unrecoverable. Nowhere is this more evident than in the practices which 

commence the procession of mortuary rights: those associated with dying and death itself. Such 

practices may include placing water droplets in the mouth of the dying, prayers, lamentations, 

and protecting the corpse from scavenging animals prior to burial. Indeed, the corpse itself may 

be the only physical evidence of this stage of the funerary process. 

!
6.2.2 Funerary Preparations 

!
Preparation of the Corpse 

!
 The preparation of the corpse is a stage of the funerary process that generally proceeds 

shortly after death. It gives the bereaved an opportunity to perform ablutions for the dead, 

purifying the corpse in a largely ritual act that prepares the deceased for resurrection. The ritual 
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preparation of the corpse is materially represented by the facilities utilized to prepare the corpse, 

and the kafan and ties utilized to enshroud the body. Such facilities, observed within the confines 

of three surveyed cemeteries in northeastern Jordan, include bathing platforms constructed from 

stones laid out at ground level in a rectangular arrangement. One can infer that bathing platforms 

such as these, found in public spaces, were solely utilized for the preparation of men, because 

Islamic and Bedouin conventions favour women's modesty. Unlike past times, the presence of 

living women in the cemetery is now considered ḥarām (forbidden). Thus, it is unlikely that the 

women assigned the task of preparing another woman’s body for interment will do so using 

cemetery facilities. It is more likely that deceased women will be prepared within the privacy of 

their own household, likely obscuring the archaeological residues of facilities utilized to prepare 

her corpse. Over time, however, it has become increasingly common for Bedouin peoples to die 

within a hospital setting. This has led to a rise in the use of hospital facilities to prepare the 

corpse. 

 The austerity of Islamic mortuary practice is exhibited through the use of a kafan to 

enshroud the body, conferring a sense of equality before Allah. The kafan is fashioned from linen 

or cotton cloth, but may also be supplemented with goat hair tent fabric or clothing. Organic 

remains such as these are susceptible to rapid decay, and the likelihood of long-term preservation 

in an archaeological context is low. If the kafan was to survive, clues about the gender identity of 

the deceased may be inferred from the number of layers. Fewer layers would indicate a male 

decedent, and up to seven layers would indicate a female; as would a light green shroud. During 

the cemetery survey, no evidence of the kafan was observed at damaged graves with partially 
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exposed interiors. These graves were few in number and contained only skeletal remains, 

suggesting that the kafan is highly susceptible to taphonomic processes.  

 Other corporeal preparations, such as perfuming the corpse, the application of makeup 

and henna, and adornment with a clove necklace, may not leave archaeologically preserved 

residues. It may, however, be possible to extract Syzygium aromaticum (clove) pollen from the 

soil surrounding the skull and cervical vertebrae. 

!
Preparation of the Grave 

!
 The procession of funerary rites continues with the collection of construction materials, 

selection of the burial plot, and excavation of the grave in preparation for interment. The 

resulting funerary landscape is shaped by decisions made about the placement of graves relative 

to topographic features, and relative to other graves. An important tool for documenting and 

understanding how the Bedouin experience and navigate this mortuary geography is toponymy. 

 The cemetery survey largely corroborated informant testimony, demonstrating that 

cemeteries are situated in “high places” in desert contexts, and flat tracts of land near urban 

contexts. Hypothetically, a view shed analysis would demonstrate that cemetery locations are 

highly visible to the observer from various points across the landscape. In certain instances, these 

cemetery locations were influenced by the presence of tombs belonging to “saints” or “holy 

men” (sheikhs and fuqara). These venerated graves were believed by the Bedouin to bring the 

deceased closer to Allah (Marx 2013:137). They provided the “nucleus”, around which new 
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cemeteries developed to occupy the same sacred and protective space (van der Steen 2014:95), 

even though such acts are considered idolatrous and polytheistic in Islam.  

 The preparation of the grave is a male-dominated activity, performed in a communal 

setting to increase the speed and efficiency of burial. It requires a division of tasks, with some 

men collecting construction materials, excavating the grave, or building interior walls. The 

obvious evidence of these activities is the grave itself, which will be discussed in greater detail 

below. Unfortunately, the instruments utilized to excavate the grave cavity, such as shovels, hoes, 

and pick axes, are not likely to be found in a funerary context. Rather, these multifunctional tools 

will continue to form part of the household equipment until rendered no longer functional, after 

which they will be discarded. 

!
6.2.3 The Funeral 

!
 The funeral itself involves a simple ceremony that leaves behind little of material 

consequence. The Quranic passages and prayers recited for the deceased, and the gender 

identities and kin relationships of the members of the burial party, relative to the deceased, are 

some of the intangible aspects of the funeral. From the traditional transport of the body by camel 

(and now by vehicle), to the funerary bier improvised from tent poles and fabric, no specialized 

funerary equipment is employed in transferring the corpse to its final destination. Instead, 

equipment is temporarily repurposed for the funeral, after which it is reinstated back to its 

original function.  
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 The interment of the body in its final resting place leaves behind highly tangible residues. 

The corpse itself, for example, can provide the physical anthropologist with a wealth of 

information about the life and death of the deceased, in addition to their sex, approximate age, 

and ethnicity. Religious identity, on the other hand, is evidenced by the position of the body 

inside the grave. Although the position of the body could not be observed at the graves 

themselves, informant data suggests relatively standardized procedures. Following Islamic 

tradition, the corpse is laid out in an extended position with its head turned to the right side, and 

its face directed towards Mecca (Petersen 2013:248). Furthermore, the corpse is positioned 

leaning on its right side. Such a position is maintained by the inclusion of mud or stone 

“pillows”, which, in addition to the position of the body, will be visible archaeologically. If 

preserved, the configuration of the kafan bindings may also be demonstrative of the act of 

untying these straps before the grave is sealed, backfilled and marked.  

 The funeral is a pre-liminal rite that transitions the deceased from their status amongst the 

living to their new post-funeral liminal state, as a member of the dead (van Gennep 1909). The 

ritual performance of funerary feasting plays an important role amongst the living to conclude 

these rites. The meal, prepared by women at the tent of the deceased, serves to nourish those who 

took part in the physical act of constructing the grave, and offers an opportunity for community 

members to gather to remember the deceased and offer condolences to the family. It commences 

the process of restoring social cohesion as the bereaved sever ties with old realities in order to 

accept their new actuality (van Gennep 1909). 

 A range of equipment is utilized in the preparation of the feast, including the shebriyeh 

(Bedouin dagger) used to slaughter and butcher the animals, and meat hooks used to 
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exsanguinate and hang the animals during the butchery process. Metal pots and utensils are used 

to cook the meal, and it is served on large circular metal platters for communal dining. The 

archaeological residues of this feast include faunal and other food remains. Regrettably, the 

butchering and discard patterns of the funeral feast mimic those of regular household refuse. 

!
6.2.4 The Grave 

!
Grave Architecture and Markings 

!
 Yielding results of high archaeological visibility, the most characteristic feature of 

Bedouin mortuary practice is represented by the graves themselves. From a functional 

perspective, the design of the grave is meant to provide a protective repository for the corpse. It 

expresses an Islamic belief in the afterlife (Jonker 1997:152), whereby the deceased is said to be 

judged in his or her grave with a test of faith by two frightening angels named Munkar and Nakīr 

(Halevi 2007:199). During this vulnerable transitional period, the greatest threat to the deceased 

is presented by scavenging animals, attracted by the scent of death. To mitigate this hazard, the 

grave must be constructed and reinforced to keep out “grave diggers”, such as striped hyenas 

(Hyaena hyaena), canids (e.g. Canis lupus arabs, Vulpes vulpes arabica, Vulpes cana), and 

desert monitors (Varanus griseus).  

 With their penchant for desecrating graves, hyenas were the most common threat 

referenced in Bedouin testimony. This is corroborated by reports of disturbed cemeteries and 

gnawed human remains located in hyena dens in the Negev, Israel (Horwitz and Smith 1988),   
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near Umari, Jordan (Schick et al. 2007), and Kajiado, Kenya (Sutcliffe 1970). Although these 

much maligned creatures no longer pose a great danger due to decreasing numbers, they still 

continue to influence how the grave is constructed. One measure taken to deter scavenging 

animals is reflected in the incorporation of stone slabs, sealed with mud, gravel and/or branches, 

into the grave’s substructure. In some cases, a layer of stones covering the grave’s surface also 

provides an added measure of security. 

 Above ground, Islam “conceals and misrepresents social relations” by “equating equality 

in mortuary practice with equality before God,” thereby limiting “the range of variation in 

mortuary treatment” (David and Kramer 2001:382). Indeed, Bedouin eschatology produces 

graves that exhibit a limited repertoire of styles, demonstrating that the denial of ostentation and 

competitive mortuary display on religious grounds results in graves with egalitarian qualities. 

Instead, “high rank and lavish possessions during life are expressed in death with much 

nonmaterial symbolism and lavish nonpermanent display… The emphasis is heavily shifted from 

mortuary remains to mortuary ritual” (Trinkhaus 1984:675). Little distinction can be made 

between high and low status individuals, excepting men with a special status, such as al-faqir or 

sheikh.  

 The minimal investment in mortuary architecture also reflects an expediency of burial, 

attributed to Islamic observances about the pace of mortuary procedures. Attempts should be 

made to bury Muslims within 24 hours of death (Bryant and Peck 2009:170), although it is 

desirable for interment to proceed within a few short hours. The requirements of a mobile 

pastoralist lifestyle also influence the rapidity of burial. Livestock require continuous care, and 

daily activities must be completed regardless of the disruptions caused by funerary obligations.  
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 The material consequence of expediently constructed graves that lack ostentation is a 

style, found throughout much of Jordan, featuring a simple ring of kerbstones or cinderblocks, 

marked at the head and/or foot. The minimalist approach to grave architecture observed in much 

of Jordan is contrasted by the more monumental style of northeastern Jordan. These graves 

feature an ovular superstructure with additional features and markers, although no less 

expediently constructed. The difference in style can be attributed to the basalt pavement that 

covers the ground in northeastern Jordan, obstructing the excavation of graves and making 

above-ground construction necessary. 

 The Bedouin cemetery survey corroborated both grave styles, which had been previously 

described by informants. Regardless of style, however, the symbolic function of the grave is to 

communicate to the observer that the land beneath is occupied by the dead. It is easily 

recognized as a sacred space dedicated to the ancestors, which places limitations on the range of 

activities conducted within its vicinity. Campsites, for example, are prohibited from being set up 

on land occupied by graves.  

 The supersurface structure of the grave provides few clues about the gender identity of 

the grave’s occupant. The gender binary, is, in fact, only weakly expressed in much of Jordan, 

primarily through the configuration of grave markings. In northeastern Jordan, however, gender 

inequalities are more obviously displayed in the mortuary context. Here, men’s graves are 

distinguished from women’s by the presence of both markers (nugra, simeel), and other large-

scale grave features (rijam, mithra). Unfortunately, the gendered variation of grave markings, 

recorded ethnographically, has proven difficult to correlate archaeologically without knowledge 

of the decedents interred within each grave.  
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 A cohesive style could not be elucidated from the graves of sheikhs and fuqara. In fact, it 

is perhaps their variation from the norm that makes them so distinctive, in addition to the 

installation of white and green flags. Within the semiotics of these colours in Islam, white 

conveys purity, and green is associated with the Prophet Mohammad and Paradise. The flags 

draw attention to the grave and advertise the special status of its occupant. Within Bedouin 

society, these men continue to play a vital role even after death. Their graves become places of 

pilgrimage and ritual, forming part of the narrative about founders and powerful healers. To 

accommodate visitors, the graves of sheikhs and fuqara may be fitted with features dedicated to 

prayer, and equipped with provisions for hospitality and sacrifice. 

!
Construction Materials 

!
 Traditionally, the Bedouin utilized only unaltered local materials to construct graves. 

These materials were procured only when required, so that energy was not expended 

unnecessarily. While a recent shift from natural stone materials to man-made materials (e.g. 

cinderblocks, cement) is noteworthy, it has had few repercussions for the form of the grave. 

Grave styles have generally remained the same, with only the replacement of material types. 

!
Grave Orientation 

!
 Bedouin religious identity is conveyed through the orientation of the grave. With respect 

to the grave’s orientation, informants almost universally agreed that the grave should be directed 
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towards Mecca, with the head placed in the west and the feet in the east. This means that 

variation in the grave’s compass bearing corresponds to the geographic position relative to 

Mecca. Based on qibla direction, Islamic graves in Jordan should generally be oriented SSE-

NNW, or N-S in part of northeastern Jordan. Although the graves surveyed generally aligned 

with this pattern, available data indicate that the Bedouin did not always comply with Islamic 

principles regarding the orientation of the grave. In fact, major discrepancies in grave orientation 

were observed at the Bir Madhkur and Wadi Abu Sekekeen cemeteries, situated in the al-

Quwayra subdistrict of the Aqaba governorate. There are a number of possible explanations for 

such variation. For example, it may result from alternate traditions regarding the orientation of 

the grave. Zias (2000:229-230), for example, concluded that an east-west alignment was one of 

the characteristics of Bedouin burial in Israel. Similar conclusions have been drawn by Hobbs 

(1989:65) amongst the Bedouin of Egypt. This might explain the E-W to ENE-WSW oriented 

graves of Bir Madhkur. Other potential explanations for variation may result from topography; 

confusion about the direction of Mecca; reproducing the orientation of nearby non-Islamic 

graves; misidentification of Bedouin cemeteries; and equipment malfunction. 

!
Inscriptions 

!
 The presence of wasum, inscribed on gravestones, allows the archaeologist to infer the 

gender and tribal or clan affiliation of the deceased, although this is not unproblematic in itself. 

Despite the fact that informants unanimously indicated that only men’s graves may exhibit a 
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wasm, this could not be substantiated archaeologically because the gender of decedents could not 

be verified. 

 Inferring tribal or clan affiliation is somewhat problematic for two reasons: 1) Little 

research has been done to document tribal, clan and family level wasum for comparative 

purposes, in Jordan and elsewhere (with the exception of Khan 2000); 2) The parallel utilization 

of symbols by different clans and families makes wasm identification uncertain. Relative to the 

latter point, each tribe has a primary symbol to which additional symbolic elements are added as 

emblems of their clan or family. These wasum are primarily utilized to brand camels, mark tribal 

property, and exhibit the tribal affiliation of the dead. In a hypothetical scenario, family A and 

family B of the X clan of tribe Y both utilize the symbols ★, ϟ and ♥ in their wasm. Family A 

brands ★ on the camel’s nose, ϟ on the left side of its neck, and ♥ on its right back thigh. Family 

B brands ★ on the camel’s right cheek, ϟ on its right front thigh, and ♥ on its left back thigh. The 

placement of these symbols is sufficient enough to differentiate the ownership of camels at the 

family level, as long as one knows the repertoire of wasum. In a funerary context, however, the 

wasm ★ϟ♥ is inscribed on the gravestone of both families; giving little indication as to which 

family the decedent belongs. Therefore, uncertainties in the identification arise at the clan and 

family levels, but tribal affiliation can be inferred from “★”, the symbol of tribe Y. 

 In Bedouin funerary contexts, symbolic representations of tribal affiliation (wasum) have 

been on the decline, in favour of written inscriptions. These epitaphs, which may include the 

name of the deceased, a teknonym, the date of death, and Quranic inscriptions, emphasize 

individual identity, genealogy and religion, rather than the group identity of wasum. From the 
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given name, an inference can be made about the gender of the deceased, while the surname 

provides clues about family or clan affiliation. The teknonym identifies the given name of the 

decedent’s first born son, and their title as the mother or father of that individual, allowing one to 

construct a basic genealogy. Although information about the date of death is common, epitaphs 

seldom provide details about the age at death. These data would need to be determined through 

the analysis of skeletal remains. 

!
Material Culture 

!
 Although “grave goods are…not mentioned or specifically forbidden in religious 

literature…[their] ritual inclusion…in Islamic contexts is rare” (Petersen 2013:253). However, 

during the life course of objects belonging to the Bedouin, certain goods are removed from 

circulation through a process of abandonment at or near the grave. These items are not left 

behind as offerings to the dead, but rather, as possessions considered to have little value to the 

living. The Bedouin toolkit, by nature of a mobile lifestyle, is minimalist and multi-functional. 

Therefore, carrying extra goods unnecessarily, such as those belonging to the dead, can impede 

travel. For this reason, certain personal possessions, particularly those deemed worthless, are 

discarded at the grave to avoid the inessential expenditure of energy. If a personal possession is 

deemed to be of value to the living, it is passed down to relatives as an heirloom. 

 A number of articles, typically discarded at the grave, were identified by Bedouin 

informants, including clothing, shoes, men’s keffiyeh (head covering), ’agal (rope to secure the 

keffiyeh), mattresses, blankets, pillows, coffee and smoking paraphernalia, shaving items, 
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shepherd canes, makeup, perfume bottles, mirrors, spindle whorls, medication, coins and bullets. 

The majority of these items were corroborated by the material culture assemblage observed at 

surveyed Bedouin cemeteries, save for pillows, medication, coins and spindle whorls. However, 

these may very well be present at other Bedouin cemeteries. Moreover, material culture 

associated with the consumption of food and beverage were commonly observed (bottles, cans, 

jars, bowls, plates, salt shakers, meat hooks, faunal remains), in addition to assorted metal goods, 

batteries, gunflints, and other items, such as prayer beads. Textiles, particularly garments, were 

the best represented category of material culture. Presumably, this is because the clothing worn 

by the deceased at the time of their death is believed to present a danger to the living. The 

Bedouin know to avoid clothing in a cemetery context to avert the associated hazards. The 

clothing discarded at the grave does not, however, represent the entire wardrobe of the deceased. 

The remaining garments are typically donated to the poor or passed down to relatives. 

 Gendered differences are discernible in the archaeological patterning and visibility of 

Bedouin grave goods. Although there is some overlap, qualitative and quantitative data suggest a 

dichotomy between the more durable material culture of men, and the perishable nature of 

women’s grave goods, which primarily comprise textile goods. Men’s grave assemblages, on the 

other hand, are more frequently composed of metals and plastics. Post-depositional factors 

further act upon what is preserved. Therefore, men’s grave goods are more likely to survive 

archaeologically. Furthermore, these durable goods represent a typically imported material 

culture, as opposed to the handmade goods discarded at the graves of women, which are 

representative of a Bedouin material culture. For this reason, where no material culture exists to 
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indicate a Bedouin identity, the burial context is important in determining Bedouin versus the 

graves of settled peoples (fellahin). 

!
6.2.5 Mourning  

!
 Certain Bedouin mourning behaviours are visual indicators utilized to signal one’s special 

temporary status as a “mourner”. In the case of women, particularly those who have lost their 

husband, these may even ward off potential suitors. Hygiene, for example, suffers while 

mourning women are confined to their tents, wearing the same clothing day after day, and 

refraining from applying cosmetics and brushing their hair. This period of confinement is meant 

to confirm whether or not she is pregnant, before she becomes eligible to remarry at the end of 

the mourning period. In addition to these behaviours, mourning women wear a white tie (asabah) 

around their head covering, and may cut off their braids. Men, on the other hand, signal that they 

are in mourning by wearing their keffiyeh (head cover) without an ’agal (rope), sometimes 

wrapping it around their face. Moreover, coffee is poured out and the pot is placed upside down. 

For the duration of the mourning period, a man’s duty as a host is compromised because he must 

refrain from coffee consumption. However, these mourning practices are unlikely to leave a 

detectable archaeological signature. Mourning feasts, held on the first, third and fortieth day after 

death, may be the only evidence of this stage of the funerary process. The challenge is how to 

differentiate mourning feasts from regular household refuse. 

!
!
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6.2.6 Mourning and Commemorative Feasting 

!
According to Hayden (2009:30), mortuary feasting constitutes an ostentatious display in 

which economic losses are suffered “in the name of deceased individuals who are incapable of 

repaying these efforts or expressing appreciation”. It has been suggested that funerary feasts are 

opportunities for the living to exploit the malleable emotions of guests in order to forge and 

reinforce alliances (Hayden 2009:40). Indeed, for the Bedouin of Jordan feasting holds a 

prominent function in mortuary ritual, bringing people together to mark the end of the funerary 

rites and concluding the mourning period, while also providing additional opportunities to 

commemorate the dead. Commemorative feasts, for example, are prepared for Eid al-Adha 

(Festival of Sacrifice), when the deceased appears to the living in a dream, cemetery visits and 

pilgrimages to the grave of al-faqir.   

As mentioned earlier, the residues of mortuary feasting tend to mimic those of regular 

household refuse, and only certain types of mortuary feast produce identifiable patterns at fixed 

locations on the landscape. Therefore, this discussion will focus solely on the archaeological 

signatures of Bedouin mortuary feasts that may be identified as such, including meals consumed 

at the cemetery, or at the grave of al-faqir, and those prepared for Eid al-Adha. 

Feasting at the grave was once common practice amongst the Bedouin people of the 

Levant. The establishment of Jordan’s political borders in 1949, however, severed many families 

from their traditional territories and family cemeteries in Palestine, Syria, Iraq and Saudi Arabia. 

“Religious men”, also exerted their influence on Bedouin communities by convincing them that 

behaviours, such as feasting at the grave, were unacceptable in Islam. Spatio-temporally, 
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Bedouin informants in the more easily accessible western portion of Jordan admit to having 

abandoned grave feasting by the mid-1980’s, followed by those in eastern Jordan as late as the 

mid-2000’s.  

Feasting activities at the grave are likely to be concealed if they do not conform to 

orthodox Islamic practice. Although informants referred to the consumption of food and 

beverage at the grave as being part of the “primitive” Bedouin past, contemporary evidence 

suggests that it may still occur. For example, faunal discard and numerous bottles were observed 

at Bayir Cemetery 1 in 2008, 2009 and 2013. A group of three men also drank tea and conversed 

at this cemetery in 2013. Additionally, Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 2 was equipped with hospitality-

related goods, such as coffee carafes. Debris from shattered tea and coffee cups were also found 

in the vicinity. 

On the contrary, informants were quite open about the ritual sacrifices and feasts that 

continue to take place at the generally remote graves of fuqara. Patients seeking treatment for 

maladies undertake a pilgrimage to al-faqir’s grave, because even in death he is believed to have 

the ability to cure medical ailments. Fuqara are venerated despite the fact that the Quran (Surat 

Yunis 10:107) states, “if Allah should touch you with adversity, there is no remover of it except 

Him”.  

It is considered dangerous to visit the grave of al-faqir without offering a sacrifice. Thus, 

an animal is slaughtered at the grave and a feast prepared in honour of the dead faqir. Meat is 

either barbecued at the grave, or prepared at the tent. Some healer’s graves, such as graves 145 

and 159, are even outfitted with a meat hook from which the sacrificed animal is suspended by 

the hind leg and drained of blood, or equipped with serving platters to facilitate feasting 
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activities. The blood of sacrificial animals, and a hearth utilized to cook the meal, were also 

observed at grave 145. The material signatures of grave visitation therefore include the facilities 

and equipment utilized to prepare, serve and store the meal, and discarded food waste, 

particularly faunal remains with evidence of cooking. The pilgrimage may also be 

commemorated with graffiti.  

During Eid al-Adha, the Bedouin sacrifice animals to gain Allah’s mercy for the soul of 

the deceased. The “Festival of Sacrifice” occurs annually based on the Islamic lunar calendar, 

approximately 70 days after the conclusion of Ramadan (Brooke 1987:67). This is considered an 

important holiday for the sharing of meals with individuals considered to be underprivileged (Al-

Jaza'eri 1994:787). The vestiges of Eid al-Adha feasting in northeastern Jordan are perhaps the 

most conspicuous. Animals slaughtered for these occasions include a single female camel 

(udhiyyah), or one ram or billy goat and six ewes or nannies. Part of the carcass is transported 

back to the tent for further processing and distribution, but low utility portions of the skeleton 

and offal are deposited beneath a stone cairn monument erected at the location where the animal 

was sacrificed for the dead. The rijam is marked with a wasm so that passersby can identify the 

tribe or clan who made the offering. In the rest of Jordan, the blood, offal, tail and lower limbs 

are covered with soil to mask the odour of decomposition and prevent scavenging animals and 

insects from being attracted to the area. However, no special treatment is afforded to the faunal 

remains, such as the construction of a rijam. After the meal, the bones are simply distributed to 

canids or discarded in a nearby wadi. 

East of Azraq, in northern Jordan, it is forbidden to cause damage to the bones of 

sacrificial animals slaughtered during Eid al-Adha. The accidental cutting or scraping of bone 
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with butchering implements renders the sacrifice less beneficial to the soul of the deceased. 

Thus, during dismemberment the utmost care is employed to avoid bone modifications. 

Interestingly, bone modifications are prohibited only during the primary butchering of the 

sacrificial animal. In contrast, the tribes of western and central Jordan do not have taboos 

concerning bone surface modifications on Eid al-Adha sacrifices. 

Two Eid al-Adha sacrifice sites were identified during the course of this study, both 

situated in northeastern Jordan. Recovery of buried remains from the archaeological context may 

include the hide, if it survives, in addition to the horns, cranium, atlas vertebra, caudal vertebrae, 

carpi, tarsi, metacarpi, metatarsi and phalanges. The stone cairn offers protection from 

scavenging animals as well as the elements, producing ideal depositional conditions. Flat stones, 

in association with blood residues, may also be situated nearby. During the butchering process, 

these stones are utilized to lay out pieces of meat. 

!
6.2.7 Heirlooms 

!
 Certain possessions belonging to the deceased remain in circulation even after death, with 

access and distribution of the inheritance generally controlled by the decedent’s first born son or 

daughter. These heirlooms retain their value, “to objectify memories and histories, acting as 

mnemonics to remind the living of their link to…[the]…past” (Lillios 1999:236). Not only do 

they form part of the commemorative practices of the Bedouin, but they exhibit lateral cycling 

(Schiffer 1987:35), remaining functional as they continue to be utilized and displayed. The 

curation of durable goods such as metals, which may remain in the family’s possession for 
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multiple generations, is common amongst male agnates. These heirlooms are often lost to the 

precarious nature of a mobile pastoral lifestyle, shifting contexts to become commodities in times 

of need. In contrast, few durable goods are passed down through the female line because jewelry 

ownership amongst Bedouin women is on the decline. Instead, women primarily own and pass 

down organic textile goods such as handicrafts and clothing. These heirlooms may only be 

retained for a single generation or less because jewelry is often sold or traded, and organic goods 

are lost through donation and attrition. Unfortunately, recognizing heirlooms in an archaeological 

context is problematic due to uncertainties about the biography of an object. Lillios' (1999:252) 

schema, however, suggests that heirlooms can be identified if they predate other objects in a 

particular context. 

!
6.3 Predictive Model 

!
 An ethnoarchaeological investigation of Bedouin mortuary practices in Jordan is 

significant because it provides insight into the relationship between specific mortuary behaviours 

and their material outcomes. By focusing on the production of complimentary qualitative and 

quantitative data, this research was designed to take into account both emic and etic perspectives. 

Together, these data provide an explanatory framework to assist in the archaeological 

interpretation of Bedouin mortuary practices in the region. Such research builds upon our 

knowledge of mobile pastoralism in the Middle East from a material culture perspective, and 

provides a means of examining ancient peoples practicing this subsistence strategy.  
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 Based on observed patterns in the data, a model was generated to predict the location of 

Bedouin funerary sites. This model also outlines a suite of characteristics that can be utilized to 

distinguish the material signatures of Bedouin mortuary practices. Ultimately, this model aims to 

assist archaeologists in detecting and interpreting the material residues of mobile peoples in the 

southern Levant, thereby enhancing their archaeological visibility. 

!
1) A model of Bedouin mortuary practices would predict that cemeteries, particularly those 

dating earlier than the 1990’s, will be situated on elevated topographic features such as 

hilltops and hillsides, in arid regions outside of the urban sphere. Larger Bedouin cemeteries 

will be found in close proximity to the graves of sheikhs and fuqara, and archaeological 

landmarks, such as desert castles. The graves will be situated out of the reach of wadis, 

which may flood periodically. A well or spring may be found nearby, providing water to 

conduct the ritual washing of the corpse. Contemporary tribal cemeteries will be located on 

flat tracts of land, near urban centres. The cemetery space will be delimited by a fence. 

2) The cemetery will be loosely organized into rows, with each new grave excavated next to the 

last person interred. Once the space is full, graves may be placed in between rows. 

3) The substructure of the grave will take one of several forms; 1) A rectangular shaft, 1-1.5 m 

deep, with an additional 0.5 m wide niche on the right-hand side of the grave. The niche will 

be sealed with stone slabs set at a 45° angle; 2) A rectangular shaft, 1 m deep, featuring a 

narrower 0.5 m deep shaft at its centre. A four-sided wall may or may not be constructed 

inside the central shaft. The central shaft will be sealed with stone or cement slabs, metal 

sheets or wood planks; 3) A rectangular shaft, 1-1.5 m deep, with a short four-sided interior 
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wall that is sealed with stone slabs; 4) A rectangular shaft, 1-1.5 m deep,with stone slabs set 

at a 45° angle at the bottom of the shaft. 

4) The grave exterior will feature a ring of kerbstones or cinderblocks situated around the 

perimeter of the grave, or a layer of stones covering the grave. Mortuary architecture in 

northeastern Jordan will be ovular in shape and built from stones to a height of 

approximately 1 m. The centre of the structure will be filled with sand and topped with 

stones. Women’s graves will be distinguished by a low circular perimeter wall, and men’s by 

the presence of features such as nugra, simeel at the foot of the grave, and a rijam, flanked 

by a mithra, at the head of the grave. 

5) Male graves will be adorned with a grave marker at both the head and foot. Female graves 

will also be marked with both a head and footstone, or a single marker placed at the head of 

the grave. 

6) Gravestones will primarily be left blank, although some men’s markers will be inscribed 

with a wasm. The decedent’s name, teknonym, date of death and al-fatiha (the opening 

verses of the Quran) may be included in the epitaph of both men and women. 

7) The stone materials utilized to construct the graves will be procured in close proximity to the 

cemetery. They will comprise undressed field stones of boulder and cobble size. Alternately, 

graves will be constructed from cinderblocks and cement, which are collected from nearby 

towns, or kept on site at larger cemeteries. 

8) The orientation of the grave will generally adhere to the qibla direction, although east-west 

orientations are also possible in older graves. 
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9) The body will be configured in an extended position, leaning on its right side with hands 

placed at its side. The head will be situated at the west with the face directed towards Mecca, 

and the feet placed at the east. A pillow of mud or stone will be positioned beneath the head. 

10) The assemblage of material culture deposited inside the grave might include the kafan and 

bindings, jewelry, small charms or beads, coins, and karanfil (clove) necklaces. 

11) The assemblage of material culture discarded at the grave might include the decedent’s 

clothing, keffiyeh, ’agal, bedding, coffee paraphernalia, smoking paraphernalia, shaving kit, 

shepherd’s cane, medication, coins, bullets, makeup, perfume, mirrors and spindle whorls. 

Incense may also be found at the graves of fuqara, and blue beads at the graves of the 

sheikhs. 

12) The graves of those with the special status of al-faqir (healer) and sheikh (tribal leader) are 

differentiated from others through the installation of white and green flags at the grave. 

White paint may also be sprayed on the stones of al-faqir’s grave. Additional features 

include a desert mosque or prayer spot. A high degree of variability is exhibited in the grave 

architecture, but these will be more monumental than average Bedouin graves. 

13) Low utility portions of animals sacrificed to the dead for Eid al-Adha in northeastern Jordan 

will be buried beneath a rijam and marked with a wasm. These sites will be situated in arid 

desert regions and may be located within a half kilometre of an abandoned Bedouin 

habitation site. 

!
!
!
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6.4 Conclusion 

!
 In this chapter, it was demonstrated that while some Bedouin mortuary practices remain 

inaccessible to the archaeologist, others are highly tangible, leaving a visible mark on the 

landscape. Through the comparison of two data sets, derived from ethnographic interviews and 

observations made at Bedouin cemeteries, identified patterns in the material culture were 

explained in relation to the behaviours that produced them. These patterns were utilized to 

generate a predictive model that may assist in the detection and archaeological interpretation of 

Bedouin mortuary sites. This type of predictive model may have wider spatio-temporal 

applicability, offering insight into the mortuary practices of southern Levantine mobile 

pastoralists, and helping to build our archaeological knowledge of such peoples.  

!
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

!
7.1 Study Rationale 

!
 Historically, mobile pastoralism has been an important subsistence strategy in the Middle 

East. Archaeologically, however, it has often been overlooked because a mobile lifestyle tends to 

produce fewer material residues of activities across a landscape. For the archaeologist then, the 

concern is how to combat the ephemerality of mobile pastoralists and build our archaeological 

knowledge of these peoples. To address this matter in a southern Levantine context, a research 

initiative was designed to answer one broad question: What are the material signatures of 

Jordanian Bedouin mortuary practices? By viewing the tangible traces of behaviours that utilize 

fixed places on the landscape through an ethnoarchaeological lens (e.g. cemeteries), it was 

believed that insight could be gained into the processes that produced particular archaeological 

patterns. Understanding these patterns can inform archaeological interpretations and enhance the 

archaeological visibility of mobile pastoralists. 

 Ethnoarchaeology developed out of a need for the archaeologist to conduct ethnographic 

research to understand the behaviours that produced and altered material culture in a living 

society (Cunningham 2003:389; Hodder 1982c:38-39; Stiles 1977:91). It has been defined in 

numerous ways, sometimes being understood as a method (e.g. van der Kooij 2002:23), research 

strategy (e.g. David and Kramer 2001; Kent 1987:38; London 2000:7; Skibo 1992:27-29; Stark 

1993:94), or theory (e.g. Gould 1980; Kalentzidou 2000:165). For the purpose of this study, 

however, David and Kramer’s (2001:2) definition was followed. Ethnoarchaeology initially 
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developed during the dawn of processual archaeology and saw changing foci with the later 

paradigmatic shift to post-processualism. Criticized for lacking a developed body of theory and 

methodology (e.g. Stiles 1977:88; Talalay 1984:181; see also Roux 2007:154), some scholars 

proposed that ethnoarchaeology should be consolidated under a single general theory, such as 

behavioural ecology (O’Connell 1995) or material culture studies (Hodder 1986; Oestigaard 

2004:22). Others argued for a more pluralistic approach (Cunningham 2003). Based on the fact 

that the dynamic processes of the ethnographic present are removed temporally from the static 

archaeological record (Alexianu 2013:215; Binford 1980:4-5; Gould 1989:8; Hodder 1982c:12; 

Watson 1980:55), reliance on analogy in making archaeological inferences was another point of 

contention (Agorsah 1990; Arthur and Weedman 2005; Ascher 1961; Binford 1967, 1972, 2001; 

Gould 1978, 1980, 1989; Gould and Watson 1982; Hodder 1982c; Kent 1987:39-43; Peregrine 

2001:2-3; Ravn 2011; Salmon 1982; Shelley 1999, 2003: 65-87; Stahl 1993; Van Reybrouck 

2013; Watson 1980; Wylie 1982, 1985, 1988). However, analogical inferences are generally 

accepted by the archaeological community as a means of interpreting the past (Agorsah 

1990:200; Ascher 1961:317; Chang 1967a:229-230, 1967b:109; Gould and Watson 1982:359; 

Hodder 1982c:11-12; Kent 1987:39; Oestigaard 2004:25; Shelley 1999:579; Stahl 1993:235). As 

such, ethnoarchaeology serves a number of important purposes, including identifying law-like 

interpretations of the archaeological record; testing the validity of archaeologically derived 

propositions; interpretive discovery; raising analogical consciousness (Cunningham 2003:391); 

and preserving knowledge (Wendrich 2013:206). As such, this research strategy was deemed to 

be an important tool for the investigation of mobile pastoralists. 
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 Mobile (nomadic) pastoralism is a subsistence strategy in which a group’s spatial 

mobility is influenced by the needs of livestock, which form the primary basis of their economy. 

It is an adaptation to semi-arid to arid environments (Bar-Yosef and Khazanov 1992:1; 

Moghadam 1996:15), although mobile pastoralists can also be found in other marginal lands, 

such as northern latitudes and high-altitude environments. Environmental fluctuations make this 

lifestyle particularly volatile (Anfinset 2010:83-84; Cribb 1991:27-34), therefore, historically, 

there has been some degree of symbiosis between mobile pastoralists and their sedentary 

neighbours (Bar-Yosef and Khazanov 1992:5; Haiman 1995; Khazanov 1984:35, 2001:1; 

Köhler-Rollefson 1992:11; Moghadam 1996:14; Porter 2012:13-14). On the spectrum of 

mobility, strategies range from “pure” mobile pastoralism, to semi-nomadic pastoralism, and 

transhumance (horizontal or vertical). 

 An important dialogue about the archaeological detection of nomadic pastoralists was 

spurred by Finkelstein and Perevolotsky (1990:68) when they claimed that mobile peoples do not 

produce a discernible archaeological signature. The scholarly community strongly refuted their 

statement, realizing that traces of mobile pastoralist activities include graves, hearths, stone tent 

linings, post holes, animal enclosures and other fixtures, dung deposits, faunal materials, and 

microbotanical remains. It is simply a matter of employing particularly sensitive archaeological 

reconnaissance techniques, borrowed from prehistoric archaeology, to yield results of high 

archaeological visibility (e.g. Cribb 1991; Rosen 1992, 1993; Rosen and Avni 1993:189; Saidel 

2002; Wendrich and Barnard 2008:1).  

 In the southern Levant, mobile pastoralism is a lifestyle with considerable antiquity, 

likely dating to the Bronze Age (Makarewicz 2013). Its emergence in the region was influenced 
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by the domestication of the dromedary camel in Arabia, which opened up a whole new niche for 

exploitation: the arid desert environment. Archaeologically, evidence to support a mobile 

pastoralist presence in Jordan is known from cemeteries of various ages (Wadi Fidan 40, Wadi 

Faynan, Wadi Madayfa’at, Wadi Abu Khasharif, Queen Alia International Airport site, Tell el-

Hesi, Tell Jemmeh, Tell Hisban), in addition to Safaitic and Hismaic graffiti, stone tent outlines 

of the Middle Ages, and Islamic era desert mosques and campsites. Early mobile pastoralists, 

such as the Shasu, Nabataeans and Saracens, are also known from ancient sources. Indeed, the 

Bedouin too appear in ancient literature as early as the 8th century C.E. 

 The Bedouin are semi-nomadic pastoralists with an estimated population of 20 million 

(Shelley 2015:156), residing throughout Arabia and North Africa. They speak their own dialect 

of Arabic, known as Bedawi, and practice the Sunni denomination of Islam. The Bedouin are 

structured into families at the smallest scale, which are segments of clans, tribes and 

confederacies. Families are patrilineal, endogamous, and polygynous. They primarily reside in 

bayt sha’ar, which are black tents made from goat hair. Their economy and diet revolve around 

pastoral production, in addition to supplementary products obtained from sedentary peoples. 

 Ethnoarchaeological research carried out to test the assumption of ephemerality amongst 

southern Levantine mobile pastoralists has consistently demonstrated that nomadic pastoralists 

leave behind a detectable archaeological signature. Many studies have focused on Bedouin tents 

and encampments, generating a wealth of data about the activities carried out inside and outside 

of the tent and their material correlates. Other research has focused on the re-use and 

modification of pre-existing architecture, in addition to foodways. Such studies have 

demonstrated that the residues of Bedouin behaviours may not be subject to rapid decay. Rather, 
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these studies have increased the archaeological visibility of nomadic pastoralists in the region. 

Ethnoarchaeology has been relatively silent, however, on the mortuary practices of mobile 

pastoralists in the southern Levant, with the exception of Lancaster and Lancaster’s (1993) 

research amongst the Ahl al-Ğabal tribe in Jordan. 

 Mortuary practices are influenced by factors such as culture, religion, cosmology, 

ideology, practical concerns, economics and identity. In fact, there is a great deal of diversity in 

the ways that humankind deals with their own mortality and the afterlife, despite the fact that 

everyone must face death at some point. From an anthropological and sociological standpoint, it 

represents a transitional state, in which social cohesion is both destroyed and regenerated 

(Radcliffe-Brown 1922:285), and the deceased moves from one social status to another (e.g. van 

Gennep 1909).  

 Since archaeological data and material culture commonly derive from funerary contexts, 

mortuary archaeology is an important area of research. Indeed, the corpse itself can provide a 

wealth of information about the life and death of the deceased, while mortuary architecture and 

the assemblage of material culture can aid social reconstructions.  

 Theoretical developments were driven by the propositions of Saxe and Binford in the 

1970’s, who based their concept of social persona on the role theory of Goodenough (1965). This 

led to a focus on social rank as a major influencer of mortuary variability. However, criticism of 

the Saxe-Binford approach in the 1980’s was levelled with the paradigmatic shift from 

processual to post-processual archaeology. Post-processualists called for the recognition of the 

ideational and symbolic dimensions of mortuary practice, and focused on human agency, 

phenomenology, belief systems, ideology, symbolic communication, and identity. 
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Methodologically, mortuary archaeology was advanced by developments in GIS-based 

geospatial tools and statistical analyses. A standardized classificatory system and nomenclature 

for mortuary analysts to record, describe and analyze the disposal of the dead has also been 

proposed (Sprague 2005), but widespread adoption remains to be seen. 

 Mortuary ethnoarchaeological studies have been few in number. Noteworthy studies, 

however, focusing on funerary monuments, have been conducted by Parker Pearson (1982) in 

Cambridge, England, and McGuire (1988) in Broome County, New York. A handful of other 

studies have had different regional foci, addressing different aspects of mortuary practices and 

their material residues. Amongst the Bedouin of Jordan, however, little ethnoarchaeological 

emphasis has been placed on the study of mortuary practices. 

!
7.2 Research Objectives 

!
 To address the lack of mortuary ethnoarchaeological research, particularly amongst 

peoples practicing a mobile pastoral subsistence strategy, an ethnoarchaeological investigation of 

funerary practices was devised. Jordan was selected as the study area, and the Bedouin, were 

chosen as the study population. While the Bedouin comprise only a small proportion of Jordan’s 

primarily urban population, many still lead a mobile lifeway in the country’s arid environments.  

 The study comprised two equally important components: qualitative (ethnographic 

interviews) and quantitative (cemetery survey). One of the primary objectives of these combined 

data was to evaluate the material residues of Bedouin mortuary practices and demonstrate that 

mobile pastoralists do leave behind a recoverable material signature. With the data produced, a 
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predictive model could be generated to locate and distinguish Bedouin funerary sites. The aim of 

such a model was to aid the detection and interpretation of the mortuary residues produced by 

mobile peoples in the southern Levant. Ultimately, the objective of this research was to increase 

the archaeological visibility of mobile pastoralists in the region. 

!
7.3 Ethnographic and Cemetery Data 

!
 Ethnographic data, documenting funerary practices, were acquired through 136 semi-

structured personal interviews conducted with an equal number of male and female informants, 

encompassing a range of ages and tribes. Data were analyzed and compared to discern trends and 

variation in the responses of informants resulting from tribal affiliation, gender, age and/or 

regional customs. Eighty-four informants were also consulted about slaughtering, skinning, 

butchering, preparing and discarding practices related to mortuary and commemorative feasts, 

using skeletal diagrams of Camelus dromedarius and Capra aegagrus hircus. 

 The results of the ethnographic component of this research, reported in aggregate, 

covered a range of topics related to the procession of Jordanian Bedouin funerary rites. Some of 

the major themes investigated included dying, death, the funeral, the grave, heirlooms, mourning, 

visiting the dead, commemoration and changing practices. The information provided by 

informants adds an emic perspective to the research, to allow insight into the cultural values and 

attitudes that are associated with both intangible and tangible aspects of mortuary practice. 

The second component of the study investigated the material consequences of Bedouin 

mortuary practices, through the collection of data from 1065 graves at 20 Jordanian Bedouin 
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cemeteries. One camel sacrifice site, associated with an Eid al-Adha feast, was also documented.  

The aim, from an etic perspective, was to investigate how Bedouin mortuary practices 

materialize on the landscape. A multi-scalar approach, at the scale of the unit (grave), site 

(cemetery), local area (subdistrict/governorate), and region (northeastern, central and 

southwestern Jordan) was employed to seek patterns and variation, discernible through intra and 

inter-site comparisons of different variables (e.g. decedent identities, cemetery spatial 

organization and location, mortuary architecture and grave markers, construction materials, 

inscriptional evidence and material culture.). 

Finally, a butchering experiment was undertaken to ascertain the types of butchering 

marks produced by the preparation of funerary meals. Three fresh and three dry Ovis aries long 

bones were cut, scraped and punctured with a Bedouin dagger (shebriyeh) to test the pattern of 

damage produced. 

!
7.4 Summary of Conclusions 

!
 The combined qualitative and quantitative data were analyzed to evaluate the 

archaeological visibility of each step in the procession of Bedouin mortuary rites in Jordan, 

providing an explanatory framework to assist archaeological interpretation. The results indicated 

that certain practices are ephemeral and may remain inaccessible to the archaeologist (e.g. 

prayers, lamentations). However, a detectable record of Bedouin mortuary behaviours remains, 

tied to fixed locations on the landscape (e.g. graves/cemeteries, and Eid al-Adha camel sacrifice 

sites). This ethnoarchaeological research has demonstrated that funerary practices represent one 
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of the most conspicuous aspects of the activities of mobile pastoralists, offering insight into 

mortuary behaviours and their material outcomes. 

 The materialization of dying and death is largely limited to the corpse itself and the 

facilities utilized to prepare the body. Whereas, the preparation of the corpse for interment is  

represented by the kafan and bindings, which may not survive archaeologically. 

 Cemeteries, which yield results of high archaeological visibility, are generally situated in 

“high places” in desert contexts, and flat tracts of land near urban settings. The development of 

these cemeteries is influenced, in some cases, by the presence of a sheikh or al-faqir’s grave. 

 Symbolically, the grave’s function is to communicate that the land beneath is occupied by 

the dead. From a functional perspective, however, Bedouin graves provide a repository for the 

corpse to protect it against scavenging animals and other external factors. Graves generally 

comprise a ring of kerbstones or cinderblocks, marked at the head and/or foot. This minimal 

investment in mortuary architecture is influenced by expedient burial, which relates to Islamic 

observances about the pace of mortuary procedures, and the time restrictions of a mobile 

lifestyle. The predominance of simplistic graves, however, is contrasted by the more monumental 

above-ground style of northeastern Jordan. This division in the spatial distribution of grave styles 

is the result of basalt pavement in northeastern Jordan, which provides an abundance of 

construction materials, but makes the ground difficult to excavate. 

 The denial of ostentation and competitive mortuary display represents egalitarian 

sentiments amongst the Bedouin. Identity, is, however, weakly expressed through inscription 

(tribe/clan/familial association); the configuration of grave markers and presence of ancillary 

features (gender, special status [sheikh, al-faqir]); and the orientation of the body (religion). It is 
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somewhat problematic, however, to infer tribal/clan/family identity based on wasum (tribal 

emblems) because very little research has been conducted to document these symbols, and 

parallel usage amongst different clans and families causes uncertainties in identification. 

Epitaphs, on the other hand, often provide the name of the deceased, a teknonym, their date of 

death, and Quranic inscriptions, emphasizing individual identity, genealogy and religion. 

 Graves are primarily constructed and marked with stone materials procured locally from 

the dominant geology of the region. Near urban centres, however, a recent shift towards the 

utilization of man-made materials is noteworthy (e.g. cinderlocks, cement). The tools utilized in 

grave construction are unlikely to be found in mortuary contexts, as they typically belong to the  

household equipment, which is not discarded until it has lost its functionality. 

 While the majority of graves adhere to the qibla direction (SSE-NNW to S-N), as 

indicated in informant testimony, variations were observed at several cemeteries in southwestern 

Jordan. Possible explanations for this variation include alternate traditions regarding the 

orientation of the grave; topographical variation; confusion about the direction of Mecca; 

reproducing the orientation of nearby non-Islamic graves; misidentification of Bedouin 

cemeteries; and equipment malfunction. 

After the grave has been sealed, the decedent’s possessions, which have been deemed to 

hold little value to the living, are discarded at the grave. These are not offerings to the dead, but 

rather, items that would impede travel if kept, by causing the unnecessary expenditure of energy.  

Textiles were the best represented category of material culture at the grave, likely resulting from 

the abandonment of clothing worn by the deceased at the time of death. In contrast, valuable 

items are retained by kin as heirlooms. Amongst men, durable items, such as metals goods, may 
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remain in the family’s possession for multiple generations. Women, however, primarily own and 

pass down organic textile goods such as handicrafts and clothing, which may only survive for a 

single generation. 

Finally, funerary, mourning and commemorative feasting plays an important role in 

Bedouin society to restore social cohesion by offering opportunities for the community to gather 

to remember the dead. However, the butchering and discard patterns of funeral and mourning 

feasts mimic those of regular household refuse. Only certain types of mortuary feasting produce 

identifiable patterns at fixed locations on the landscape. These include meals prepared and/or 

consumed at the cemetery, sacrificial offerings made to fuqara, and Eid al-Adha feasts. The latter 

is materialized by the burial of low utility portions of the camel, sheep or goat skeleton and offal 

beneath a stone cairn marked with a wasm. 

 The combined qualitative and quantitative data were utilized to generate a predictive 

model of where to locate Bedouin funerary sites, in addition to outlining the suite of 

characteristics that can be used to distinguish the material signatures of Bedouin mortuary 

practices. 

!
7.5 Contributions of Research 

!
 First and foremost, this research builds upon our knowledge of mobile pastoralism in the 

southern Levant and contributes to an understanding of Bedouin mortuary practices from an 

ethnoarchaeological perspective. By viewing the procession of mortuary rites through an 

ethnoarchaeological lens, insight is gained into how Jordanian Bedouin funerary behaviours 
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materialize at fixed points on the landscape. Furthermore, the model presented above can assist 

archaeologists in detecting Bedouin cemeteries and identifying them based on a suite of 

characteristics. From a methodological standpoint, this type of mortuary ethnoarchaeological 

study, applied elsewhere, offers a means to increase the archaeological visibility of mobile 

peoples. 

!
7.6 Prospects for Future Research 

!
 Future research, conducted within the southern Levant, should be undertaken to test the 

validity of the predictive model. Research conducted amongst sedentary Jordanian Bedouin 

peoples may also be valuable in order to draw comparisons with those still practicing a mobile 

lifeway. To gain a better understanding of the patterns and variation in mortuary practices, the 

sample should be expanded to include areas of Jordan not covered in the present study. Outside 

of Jordan, comparative data regarding the funerary practice of Bedouin peoples, collected in 

other parts of Arabia and North Africa, would be valuable to determine macro-scale variation. 

!!! !
!!!!! !
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Glossary of Arabic Terms !
Arabic Word Definition

‘Abayeh A cloak.

’Agal A circular cord utilized to secure a man’s keffiyeh (head covering).

al-Ḏarīra A fragrant powder.

al-Faqir (pl. 
fuqara)

Also known as al-fajir or al-welli in the Bedouin dialect, it translates to “poor 
man”. It refers to an individual providing spiritual healing and cleansing.

al-Fatiha The first chapter of the Quran. When the word “al-fatiha” is included in an 
epitaph, it serves to remind mourners and visitors to recite this section of the 
Quran for the deceased. 

al-Hawan A brass mortar and pestle used to pound coffee beans, and also used as a 
musical instrument.

al-Lahad An L-shaped grave substructure featuring a niche to house the inhumation.

al-Sheed White paint.

Asabah A band of fabric worn around a woman’s head covering.

‘Ashīra The tribe.

Barasti Bedouin habitations, constructed from palm fronds, utilized in coastal regions 
of the Persian Gulf.

Bayt The family or household.

Bayt sha’ar The black woven goat hair tent traditionally used by the Bedouin.

Dirah Bedouin tribal territory.

Fellahin The Bedouin use this term to reference settled agriculturalists, townspeople 
and non-Bedouin peoples.

Hajji (m)/
Hajja (f)

A title typically used to refer to an individual that has made the pilgrimage 
(hajj) to Mecca in Saudi Arabia, although it can also be used to address a 
respected elder.

Hamula/ 
Fakhdh

The clan.

Ḥarām An act that is forbidden or considered sinful.

Heeshee A type of plant smoked by the Bedouin.
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Henna A dye, derived from Lawsonia inermis, which is utilized to stain the skin and 
hair. 

Hijri A 12 month lunar calendar utilized in Islam. The calendar commenced with 
the migration of Muhammad from Mecca to Medina in the year AD 622 
(Kheirabadi 2004:110).

Imam In Sunni Islam, it refers to a religious leader who leads prayers at a mosque or 
elsewhere. 

Jinn (pl. jinnī) Supernatural beings that have existed in Arabian mythology since pre-Islamic 
times.

Kafan A length of cloth utilized as a burial shroud in Islamic tradition.

Karanfil Cloves (Syzygium aromaticum).

Keffiyeh A head covering worn by men, primarily in the Arabian Peninsula.

Laban Strained yogurt, which can be dried into balls for long-term storage, known 
as jameed.

Majlis A gathering of tribe members for the tribal sheikh to mediate complaints and 
listen to opinions.

Mansaf The national dish of Jordan. The ingredients include meat boiled in a broth 
made from rehydrated jameed (dried fermented yogurt), and served over 
shrak (flatbread) and rice. It is garnished with parsley and pine nuts, and 
smothered in yogurt broth. It is served to guests on large platters and eaten 
communally. 

Mihrab A niche to conduct prayer (Serjeant 1959:31), which is situated at the centre 
of a mosque’s qibla wall (Whelan 1986:206).

Milfa‘ A woman’s head scarf.

Mithra A semi-circular stone wall at the head of the grave, often with a rijam (stone 
cairn) at the centre.

Naga An adult female camel.

Nahia (pl. 
nawahi)

An administrative unit within a governorate of Jordan.

Nasoob Grave markers (headstone, footstone).

Nugra A symbolic hearth with a standing stone marker, situated near the grave.

Qata Woven tent walls utilized to partition the space.

Arabic Word Definition
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Qata’a A meat cleaver.

Qibla The direction, from any location in the world, towards the Kaaba in Mecca 
(Al-Ajmi 2010:2408). Muslims pray towards the Kaaba, which is the holiest 
Islamic site.

Raba’a/ 
al-Shigg

The men’s quarter of the tent.

Rijam A stone cairn, typically conical in shape. In mortuary contexts, these stone 
piles are erected at the head of the grave, and over the burials of animals 
sacrificed during the Islamic holiday, Eid al-Adha. In addition, they can be 
used to mark territory.

Sadaqa A feast on the third day after death to mark the completion of the primary 
mourning period.

Sarwal Loose pants worn by Bedouin men.

Sawan A type of stone (flint).

Shebriyeh A type of curved dagger utilized by the Bedouin.

Sheikh The title given to a tribal leader, although his main role is mediation and 
negotiation (Lancaster 1997:87).

Shieh White wormwood (Artemisia herba-alba).

Shrak Unleavened wheat bread cooked over a domed metal griddle.

Simeel A small stone cairn situated a short distance from the foot of a man’s grave.

Siniyeh A stone ring found near the grave, typically with three cobbles at the centre to 
support large rounded food trays.

Thōb A traditional Arabian ankle-length garment with long sleeves.

Udhiyyah A female camel sacrifice slaughtered during the Islamic holiday, Eid al-Adha.

Wadi In arid regions of the Arabian Peninsula, it is a natural watercourse in which 
water runs only intermittently (Sen 2008:10, 13).

Wanasa A feast on the third day after death to mark the completion of the primary 
mourning period.

Wasm (pl. 
wasum)

An insignia of tribal, clan or familial affiliation amongst the Bedouin. It is 
used to mark territory, graves and property, such as animals.

Zinko A sheet of metal.

Arabic Word Definition
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Appendix A: Sample Interview Questions !
1) What is your age? 
2) What is your marital status? 
3) What is your tribe/clan and wasm (tribal symbol)? 
4) Please explain the differences in the funerary arrangements and graves based on an 

individual’s gender and status. Is the funeral of a Bedouin woman different from that of a 
man or child? How does it differ between a sheikh and a man of lesser status? How does 
it differ between al-faqir and a man of lesser status? 

5) How do Bedouin people mourn when an individual has passed away? 
6) Approximately how long is the mourning period? (For men, for women?) 
7) Please explain the funerary ritual from the moment of death to the placement of the body 

in the grave. 
8) How/where are grave locations selected? (Is a location selected near a landmark to serve 

as a memory device for future visitation?) 
9) Who is assigned the task of grave construction? 
10) Is the grave typically constructed before or after an individual has passed away? Why? 
11) What forms of burial are used? (e.g. dolmen, subterranean burial, cremation, etc.)  
12) How is the grave constructed? (Approximate length, width, and depth?) 
13) What raw materials are used in the construction of the grave? How are Bedouin graves 

generally marked? Is the wasm placed on or near the grave? 
14) How is the body arranged in the grave? (orientation of the body?) 
15) Is the grave of the deceased visited after the funeral at any time (anniversaries, etc.)? If 

so, how is the gravesite recognized? If the gravesite is not generally visited, please 
explain why. 

16) What items are generally buried with the deceased? (e.g. clothing, jewelry, personal 
belongings) 

17) What items are generally left on or near the grave? (e.g. clothing, jewelry, personal 
belongings) 

18) Which of the decedent’s possessions are generally kept as heirlooms? (men vs. women) 
19) How are these possessions distributed? Are they passed down through the generations? 
20) If an individual died unexpectedly during the group’s travels through the desert (in past 

times), would the body be transported to the next destination for burial, or buried in 
another location. Please explain your answer. 

21) Please tell me about Bedouin mobility patterns. Have these changed and why? (e.g. 
increasing governmental restrictions on a nomadic lifestyle, land ownership, political 
borders?) Explain how these restrictions have affected mortuary decisions? 

22) How do the Bedouin perceive the dead? How does this affect mortuary decisions? (Are 
the dead to be feared? Are they respected?) 

23) In Bedouin material culture, how do people celebrate or commemorate the life of an 
individual that has passed away? (Is there a feast? A commemorative item 
commissioned?) 
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24) If mortuary feasting is practiced, what type of food is cooked? When is it served and 
where (e.g. at grave, at tent)? How many animals are typically slaughtered? What animals 
are selected for sacrifice? How are they selected for sacrifice? What is the typical age and 
gender of animals selected for sacrifice? How is the animal butchered? Where is the 
animal butchered? Where is the refuse of the mortuary feast discarded (e.g. near the tent, 
buried)? How does the refuse of mortuary feasting differ from regular household refuse? ! !
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Appendix B: Skeletal Diagrams !!

!  !
(After Goldfinger 2004:168) !

-  !
(After Barone 1976:71)  
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Appendix C: Grave Measurements and Notes !
Grave #_______________________________________________________________________ 
Length: _______________________________________________________________________ 
Width: ________________________________________________________________________ 
Height: _______________________________________________________________________ 
Features: ______________________________________________________________________ 
Other Measurements: ____________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Notes: ________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ !
Grave #_______________________________________________________________________ 
Length: _______________________________________________________________________ 
Width: ________________________________________________________________________ 
Height: _______________________________________________________________________ 
Features: ______________________________________________________________________ 
Other Measurements: ____________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Notes: ________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ !
Grave #_______________________________________________________________________ 
Length: _______________________________________________________________________ 
Width: ________________________________________________________________________ 
Height: _______________________________________________________________________ 
Features: ______________________________________________________________________ 
Other Measurements: ____________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Notes: ________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ !
Grave #_______________________________________________________________________ 
Length: _______________________________________________________________________ 
Width: ________________________________________________________________________ 
Height: _______________________________________________________________________ 
Features: ______________________________________________________________________ 
Other Measurements: ____________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Notes: ________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 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Appendix D: Grave Orientations !
Cemetery: ___________________________ 

 

Grave _________                                 Grave _________                                    Grave _________ !
 

Grave _________                                 Grave _________                                    Grave _________ !
 

Grave _________                                 Grave _________                                    Grave _________ !
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Appendix E: The Slaughter, Butchering and Discard of Sacrificial Animals 

!
 Mortuary meals are typically prepared from one of the three faunal species that form the 

prime constituents of each herd, including Camelus dromedarius (dromedary camel), Ovis aries 

(sheep) or Capra hircus (goat). 

!
Camelus dromedarius 

!
 It is the task of men to carry out all duties related to the slaughter and primary butchering 

of the udhiyyah (female camel sacrifice). The Bedouin butcher camels using relatively 

standardized methods, although two regional patterns are evident in relation to the Eid al-Adha 

sacrifice. In northern Jordan, it is forbidden to cause damage to the bones of sacrificial animals 

slaughtered during Eid al-Adha. The accidental cutting or scraping of bone with butchering 

implements renders the sacrifice less beneficial to the deceased in his or her attempt to gain the 

mercy of Allah. In this region, camels are carefully disarticulated with a shebriyeh (curved 

dagger). In contrast, tribes elsewhere in Jordan are free from taboos concerning bone surface 

modifications and the camel may be butchered with a shebriyeh and meat cleaver to chop 

through bones. 

 In preparation for slaughter, the camel is led to a site distant from the tent and a ditch is 

excavated to collect offal. A number of flat stones are set out on which the meat is placed during 

processing. The camel is faced towards Mecca for halal slaughter and immobilized by hobbling 

the forelimbs, with the upper and lower limbs tied together at the knee. Using a harness, the head 
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is pulled back toward the hump so the camel cannot see the shebriyeh and attempt to escape. It is 

announced, “In the name of Allah, the most gracious, the most merciful, this animal is being 

slaughtered for the soul of ____”. It is believed that this allows the sacrifice to “reach” the 

person’s soul in order to receive Allah’s mercy. The shebriyeh is then plunged into the sternal 

region and twisted, thereby piercing the heart, severing arteries and killing the camel.  

 After the animal bleeds out, the head is disarticulated from the body by cutting the neck 

musculature and separating the atlas and axis vertebrae. Additionally, the neck is detached at the 

sixth or seventh cervical vertebra. The neck hide is sliced along the dorsal and ventral margins 

and peeled off. Subsequently, the neck is butchered into smaller pieces by cutting in between 

vertebrae. The lower limbs are disarticulated at the joints, between the distal radii-ulnae and 

carpi, as well as the distal tibiae-fibulae and tarsi. Since the lower limbs contain little meat, they 

are considered to be of low utility and discarded. 

 To facilitate the removal of the rest of the hide, it is slit along both the dorsal and ventral 

margins. Due to the large size of the animal, camel carcasses must be skinned and butchered one 

side at a time. The hide is removed by thrusting the hand between the muscle and the hide and 

then peeling it back. Occasionally an air pump is also used to force the separation of the hide and 

flesh. Once the hide has been removed from one side, the tail is cut off at the junction between 

the sacrum and the caudal vertebrae and both hide and tail are discarded. This is followed by the 

detachment of the hump by slicing above the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae. Since the hump is 

comprised primarily of fatty tissue, it is not generally cooked during commemorative feasts. 

Instead, it is either disposed of along with the rest of the butchering waste, or cubed and boiled to 

produce cooking oil. The soft tissue surrounding the insertion point of the shebriyeh is also 
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removed and discarded, perhaps in relation to the high percentage of fat and callosities 

surrounding the sternum (Kadim, Mahgoub, and Purchas 2008:563).  

 Evisceration begins by slitting open the abdomen parallel to the ventral margin. This 

facilitates the removal of the intestines, bladder, stomach, spleen and liver. The bladder and 

stomach are generally discarded immediately, while the spleen, liver and intestines may be kept 

and washed with water. The slit is then lengthened to include the thorax, after which the 

gallbladder is removed and discarded. Finally, the kidneys, heart and lungs are removed and 

washed. Soft tissue preferences are variable, even amongst families, but most cook the heart, 

kidneys, lungs and liver along with the rest of the meat.  

 The carcass is then ready for primary butchering, which begins by slicing the muscles 

and tendons of the limbs in order to disarticulate the radii-ulnae from the humeri, and the tibiae-

fibulae from the femora, respectively. The humeri are then removed at the articulation of the 

scapulae, and the femora are separated from the innominate. The shoulder region is cut away 

from the ribs, and the flank, which contains no bone, is also removed. This is followed by the 

disarticulation of the innominate from the lumbar vertebrae, after which the ribs and spine are 

segmented.  

 At the sacrifice site, a large conical stone cairn (rijam) is erected overtop of the head, 

lower limbs, hide, tail, stomach and blood. Furthermore, one stone is inscribed with the 

decedent’s wasm and subsequently placed with the rijam. This signals to passersby that an Eid 

al-Adha camel sacrifice was made at that spot in honour of someone belonging to a particular 

tribe.  

 Sometimes, the recipients of the meat donation were in attendance of the sacrifice. In this 
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case, seven hearths were set up to allow different groups to prepare the meal of their choosing. 

Typically the meat was barbecued on the bone, although other hearths could be used to boil or 

fry the meat. The refuse of this commemorative feast was haphazardly discarded at the periphery 

of the sacrifice site. The practice of setting up seven hearths was noted amongst the Ahl’ al-Jabal 

(al-Shurofat tribe) and Beni Sakhr tribe of northern Jordan (Mafraq and Zarqa governorates). The 

number seven is recurrent in many aspects of Islam and its cosmology, and may explain why 

there are seven hearths as opposed to six or eight.  

 The remainder of the meat is transported back to the tent, where a portion was kept by the 

family to cook a meal known as mansaf. Since camel bones are too large for most cooking pots, 

women deflesh larger butchering units in order to boil the meat. Secondary processing is not 

subject to the same bone modification prohibitions as primary butchering, and cuts or scrapes 

were acceptable. Generally, a considerable amount of meat is leftover after the Eid al-Adha feast. 

This meat is salted, divided into equal portions, and given away to neighbours and the poor. The 

refuse is typically thrown to the dogs or discarded in a location distant from the tent, such as a 

wadi. 

 The slaughter of camels during Eid al-Adha is now declining throughout Jordan, along 

with the ownership of camels. Instead, there has been a shift towards the slaughter of sheep and 

goats for this occasion. Camel slaughter was prevalent amongst all tribes and governorates 

studied, with the exception of al-Huwaytat residing in the Wadi Musa and Ayi subdistricts of the 

Ma’an governorate. Here, members of al-Huwaytat are primarily sheep and goat pastoralists 

because the mountainous terrain is not ideal for camel herding. Conversely, the al-Udmaniyeh 

clan of al-Huwaytat, residing in the eastern desert of the Ma’an subdistrict of the Ma’an 
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governorate, did raise camels and slaughtered udhiyyah during Eid al-Adha. 

!
Ovis aries and Capra hircus 

!
 Of lesser symbolic value relative to the camel are Ovis aries (sheep) and Capra hircus 

(goats). These two taxa are physiologically comparable and will therefore be discussed together. 

Typically, ovicaprids are selected at their optimal size and age in order to provide a higher 

amount of quality meat for the commemorative feast. The animal is first inspected, much like the 

camel, to ensure that it is healthy with no physical deformities or injuries. Sheep may be 

slaughtered after the age of six months, but goats should be over one year of age since they have 

a slower rate of growth. The age of the animal is determined by applying traditional knowledge 

of tooth eruption and wear patterns. 

 After an animal has been selected for slaughter, it is led far from the tent and a ditch is 

excavated to collect the blood and butchering waste. According to the halal method of slaughter, 

the head is directed towards Mecca and a swift cut is delivered to the neck with a shebriyeh. This 

severs the carotids, jugular, esophagus and trachea, without cutting any of the cervical vertebrae 

(Riaz and Chaudry 2004:63). After the animal is exsanguinated, the head and neck are 

disarticulated at approximately the fifth or sixth cervical vertebra. The head is then separated 

between the occipital condyles and atlas vertebra and the neck is skinned. Generally, the head is 

set aside to be boiled with the rest of the meat, but the keratinous horns are thought to give the 

meat an undesirable flavour. Therefore, the horns are severed from the frontal bone with a swift 

chop using a qata’a (meat cleaver). However, the heads of animals slaughtered for Eid al-Adha 
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are discarded, rather than consumed, as in other commemorative feasts. 

 Since the lower limbs have little nutritional value, they are disarticulated at the joints 

between the distal radii-ulnae and carpi, as well as the distal tibiae-fibulae and tarsi, after which 

they are discarded. The hide is then slit along the ventral margin and peeled away by forcing the 

hand, or an air pump, in between the hide and flesh. After this procedure, the abdominal and 

thoracic cavities are slit open along the ventral margin and viscera are removed. There is very 

little wastage, as the heart, kidneys, liver, and often the lungs, intestines, stomach and spleen are 

cooked for the commemorative feast. These must first be rinsed with water due to the Islamic 

prohibition on the consumption of blood (Regenstein, Chaudry, and Regenstein 2003:111). Any 

remaining organs are discarded into the excavated ditch. 

 To produce manageable units of meat, the carcass is split in half along the medial margin. 

This is followed by the disarticulation of the forelimbs at the joint between the distal humeri and 

proximal radii-ulnae. The proximal humeri are then detached from the scapulae, allowing the 

shoulder region to be sliced away. The proximal tibiae-fibulae are then separated from the distal 

femora, and the femora are detached from the acetabula. This leaves only the innominate, which 

is disarticulated from the caudal vertebrae. The ribs and vertebrae are then segmented into groups 

of two or three. Furthermore, ribs may be chopped in half with the qata’a at approximately the 

mid-body. Where possible, the meat is removed from the bone.  

 It should be noted that cuts and scrapes to the bone are acceptable for all types of 

mortuary feasts, with the exception of those prepared for Eid al-Adha. For this occasion, Ahl’ al-

Jabal and al-Ghayath members residing in the governorates of Mafraq and Zarqa are prohibited 

from inflicting damage to the bone. These groups believe that damaging the bone prevents the 
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sacrifice from “reaching” the soul of the deceased. To the contrary, tribes elsewhere in Jordan 

believe that the bones of the sacrificed animal may be modified without consequence. 

 All blood and butchering waste is discarded into the ditch and covered with earth to mask 

the odour of decomposition and prevent scavenging animals and insects from being attracted to 

the area. In northern Jordan (Mafraq, Zarqa and Amman governorates), the Ahl’ al-Jabal 

confederacy, al-Ghayath and al-Mehmudeen tribes erect a rijam overtop of the head, lower 

limbs, stomach and blood of the sheep or goat sacrifice. An additional stone is inscribed with the 

decedent’s wasm and placed with the rijam. This rijam signals to the viewer that the site contains 

the remains of an Eid al-Adha sacrifice dedicated by a particular tribe. Such rijams were not 

reported in the Aqaba or Ma’an governorates. 

 The meat is transported back to the tent, where women boil it to prepare mansaf. After 

guests have finished their meals, refuse is thrown to the dogs or discarded at a distance from the 

tent. 

!
Experimental Bone Modification 

!
 In order to observe the surface bone modifications resulting from slaughtering and 

butchering animals with a shebriyeh, an experiment was undertaken to document cut and 

puncture marks. Both green and dry bones were employed in the experiment, which comprised 

long bones and ribs from Ovis aries.  Each bone was stabbed to replicate the slaughter of an 

animal, and sliced to replicate butchering marks.  

 Green bones exhibited relative plasticity, and the resultant triangular puncture marks 
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(caused by the tip of the shebriyeh), were less than 1 mm in diameter. Dry bone was somewhat 

easier to puncture due to the loss of trabecular bone, leaving eye-shaped puncture marks that 

were approximately 2 mm in length. In cross section, cutmarks made to the bones exhibit a 

relatively uniform “V” shape. However, due to the curvature of the shebriyeh’s blade, grooves 

are cut deeper towards the centre and become increasingly shallow towards the ends of the 

cutmark. The same pattern was witnessed on both green and dry bone, although cutmarks were 

generally shallower on green bone due to the strength of the cortical bone. 

 

-  

!
Modifications made to the bone surface with a shebriyeh: a) puncture mark on green bone using 

stabbing motion; b) puncture mark on dry bone using stabbing motion; c) cutmark on green 

bone; d) cutmark on dry bone.  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Appendix F: Grave Descriptions !
* Please note that raw materials are listed in order of prevalence. !

Abu Sweweiyneh Cemetery !
Grave 01: length (331 cm), width (244 cm), height (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (175º), gender (female), tribe (al-Ghayath), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (The grave is ovular in shape with basalt markers placed at the 
head and foot. It is delimited by a ring of basalt boulders, encircled by basaltic cobbles 
and enclosed by an exterior wall of basalt boulders.), artifacts (a C battery is situated at 
the head of grave; tan coloured garments are situated to the left of the head of the grave; a 
glass jar is placed on top of the left side of the grave; a plastic thermos, plastic pieces, and 
a metal can are situated to the left of the grave). The deceased was the granddaughter of 
the individual buried in grave 03. She died at age 17 as the result of a lightning strike. 
Grave 01 is connected to grave 02. !
Grave 02: length (412 cm), width (338 cm), height (139 cm), rijam height (199 cm), wall 
length (950 cm), wall height (199 cm), distance from grave to nugra 1 (440 cm), nugra 1 
length (138 cm), nugra 1 width (111 cm), nugra 1 height (49 cm), distance from grave to 
nugra 2 (502 cm), nugra 2 length (117 cm), nugra 2 width (331 cm), nugra 2 height (64 
cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (175º), gender (male), tribe (al-
Ghayath), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture (The grave is delimited by a ring 
of basalt boulders, encircled by basalt cobbles and enclosed by an exterior wall of basalt 
boulders. A rijam and wall constructed of basalt boulders mark the head of the grave. 
Basalt markers are also placed at the head and foot. Two basalt nugras are situated at a 
distance from the foot of the grave.), artifacts (a large piece of wood is situated on the 
grave; light blue garments and a C battery are situated at the foot of the grave; a plastic 
coffee carafe and broken white ceramic coffee cup are situated to right of the rijam). Two 
basalt boulders used to construct the grave’s superstructure feature Safaitic inscription. 
The deceased was married to the individual buried in grave 03 after her first husband 
passed away. Grave 02 is connected to graves 01 and 03. !
Grave 03: length (466 cm), width (359 cm), height (104 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (al-Ghayath), raw materials (basalt, 
limestone), mortuary architecture (The grave is ovular in shape, delimited by a ring of 
basalt boulders, encircled by basaltic cobbles and enclosed by an exterior wall of basalt 
boulders. A basalt marker is placed at the head, and basalt and limestone markers are 
placed at the foot.), artifacts (a pink and white blanket is situated on top of the grave; tan 
and white garments are situated at the head of the grave). The limestone boulder located 
at the foot of the grave is inscribed with the individual’s name and a wasm, featuring the 
symbol - . Five basalt boulders used to construct the grave’s superstructure feature 
Safaitic inscription. The deceased was the grandmother of the individual buried in grave 
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01 and married the individual buried in grave 02 after her first husband passed away. 
Grave 03 is connected to grave 02.  !

Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 1 !
Grave 04: length (607 cm), width (399 cm), height (124 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (al-Ghayath), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave.), artifacts 
(none). This individual died approximately 1981-1982. !

Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 2 !
Grave 05: length (468 cm), width (258 cm), height (134 cm), rijam length (223 cm), 
rijam width (119 cm), rijam height (174 cm), wall length (1830 cm), wall height (134 
cm), distance from grave to nugra (232 cm), nugra length (179 cm), nugra width (123 
cm), nugra height (34 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (175º), gender 
(male), tribe (al-Ghayath), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders 
are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt stones mark both the head and foot. At the head 
of the grave, a rijam and wall constructed of basalt boulders are shared with graves 06 
and 07. A basalt nugra marked with a basalt stone is found a short distance from the foot 
of the grave.), artifacts (glass and white ceramic sherds are situated at the foot of the 
grave; glass sherds are situated in the centre of the nugra; glass sherds are situated to the 
right of the nugra; a copper coffee carafe is situated to the left of the nugra). The 
individual’s name and wasm are inscribed on the stone marking the nugra, featuring the 
symbol - . The deceased is one of two brothers that died in 1983 after being hit by a car. 
Grave 05 is connected to grave 06. !
Grave 06: length (495 cm), width (307 cm), height (134 cm), rijam length (223 cm), 
rijam width (119 cm), rijam height (174 cm), wall length (1830 cm), wall height (134 
cm), distance from grave to nugra (245 cm), nugra length (176 cm), nugra width (114 
cm), nugra height (69 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (173º), gender 
(male), tribe (al-Ghayath), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture (Many rows of 
basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave in an ovular arrangement. A basalt 
rijam marks the head and a basalt marker is placed at the foot. A basalt nugra, marked 
with a basalt stone, is situated a short distance from the foot.), artifacts (shattered glass, 
sherds of a white ceramic coffee cup and an unidentified metal object are situated at the 
foot; a plastic coffee carafe lid and sherds of a white ceramic coffee cup are situated to 
the left of the foot of the grave; a plastic lid is situated at the head of the nugra; shattered 
glass is situated at the centre of the nugra; a plastic coffee carafe lid is situated to the 
right of nugra; a metal coffee carafe and plastic lid are situated to the left of the nugra; 
and a metal coffee carafe is situated at the foot of the nugra). The deceased is one of two 
brothers that died in 1983 after being hit by a car. The individual’s name and wasm are 
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inscribed on the stone marking the nugra, featuring the symbol - . Grave 06 is 
connected to grave 05 and 07. !
Grave 07: length (557 cm), width (323 cm), height (128 cm), distance from grave to 
nugra (662 cm), nugra length (270 cm), nugra width (132 cm), nugra height (34 cm), 
orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (175º), gender (male), tribe (al-Ghayath), 
raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture (Many rows of basalt boulders are built up 
and encircle the grave in an ovular arrangement. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot of the grave. A basalt nugra is situated a short distance from the foot, 
marked with a basalt stone.), artifacts (the rim sherd of a white coffee cup is situated on 
the left side; three metal coffee carafes are situated at the foot of the nugra). The 
deceased is the father of the individuals buried in graves 06 and 07, and the brother of the 
individual buried in grave 02. This individual died in 1986. Grave 07 is connected to 
grave 06. !
Grave 08: length (361 cm), width (307 cm), height (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (175º), gender (female), tribe (al-Ghayath), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Many rows of basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave in 
an ovular arrangement.), artifacts (none). This deceased was the second wife of the 
individual buried in grave 07 and died in 1988. !

Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 3 !
Grave 09: length (439 cm), width (266 cm), height (116 cm), rijam length (88 cm), rijam 
width (266 cm), rijam height (125 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees 
(170º), gender (male), tribe (al-Ghayath), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture 
(Many rows of basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A basalt rijam marks the head of the grave.), artifacts (a metal bowl is 
situated near the head of the grave). An informant stated that the deceased had no 
children. The grave is simple compared to other male graves because it is the task of the 
decedent’s male children to build a nugra. !
Grave 10: length (388 cm), width (172 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (172º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A basalt marker is 
placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 11: length (222 cm), width (151 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(180º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture 
(Basalt boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts (none). !

Ejlaidiyeh Udhiyyah !
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Site 1: length (225 cm), width (155 cm), height (40 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate 
degrees (180º), gender (female Camelus dromedarius), raw materials (basalt), structure 
(A basalt rijam is constructed over the burial of partial camel remains. Basalt boulders are 
strewn across the area in the immediate vicinity of the rijam.), artifacts (none). An 
informant indicated that the rijam was once 100-150 cm in height. !

Khdairey Cemetery 1 !
Grave 12: length (388 cm), width (319 cm), height (147 cm), rijam length (164 cm), 
rijam width (319 cm), rijam height (134 cm), wall length (750 cm), wall width (66 cm), 
wall height (68 cm), distance from grave to nugra (950 cm), nugra length (36 cm), nugra 
width (72 cm), nugra height (92 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees 
(172º), gender (male), tribe (Ahl al-Jabal, al-Masaid), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Many rows of basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave in an 
ovular arrangement. A basalt rijam marks the head of the grave. Basalt markers are 
placed at both the head and foot of the grave. A basalt nugra is situated a short distance 
from the foot of the grave.), artifacts (a glass salt shaker and glass sherds are situated at 
the centre of the grave; red, brown, blue and white garments are situated to the left of the 
grave). A basalt stone to the northwest of the grave is inscribed with the name of the 
deceased. The nugra is inscribed with the name of a another man belonging to the al-
Masaid clan, however and informant stated that this individual is not buried at the site. 
The decedent passed away in 1989.  !
Grave 13: length (473 cm), width (362 cm), height (128 cm), rijam length (81 cm), rijam 
width (113 cm), rijam height (177 cm), wall length (1330 cm), wall width (34 cm), wall 
height (128 cm), distance from grave to nugra (675 cm), nugra length (176 cm), nugra 
width (138 cm), nugra height (116 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees 
(170º), gender (male), tribe (al-Ghayath), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture 
(Many rows of basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A basalt rijam marks the head of the grave. Basalt markers are placed at 
both the head and foot. A basalt nugra is situated a short distance from the foot of the 
grave.), artifacts (white garments are situated to the left of the nugra). A stone at the foot 
of the nugra is inscribed with the name of the deceased and a wasm, featuring the symbol 
- . Two basalt stones to the left of the grave are inscribed with men’s names (graffiti). 
This individual died in 1984 of cancer. An informant stated that it took 2 hours for 
approximately 30 men to construct this grave. !

Khdairey Cemetery 2 !
Grave 14: length (485 cm), width (387 cm), height (88 cm), rijam length (79 cm), rijam 
width (129 cm), rijam height (145 cm), wall length (2554 cm), wall width (182 cm), wall 
height (156 cm), distance from grave to nugra (590 cm), nugra length (105 cm), nugra 
width (114 cm), nugra height (66 cm), distance from grave to siniyeh (531 cm), siniyeh 
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length (120 cm), siniyeh width (114 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees 
(177º), gender (male), tribe (al- Ghayath), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture 
(Many rows of basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A basalt rijam marks the head and a basalt wall, featuring stones piled high 
in the centre, arcs around the head of the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot. A nugra is situated a short distance from the foot and features a square 
perimeter of basalt boulders marked at the head with a basalt stone and a pile of basalt 
boulders at the foot. To the left of the nugra is a siniyeh; a ring of basalt boulders with 
several basalt cobbles at the centre.), artifacts (a rusted metal coffee skillet and a piece of 
purple fabric are situated at the centre of the grave; a plastic soda bottle is situated at the 
centre of the wall). A basalt stone at the end of the right wall is inscribed with graffiti, 
featuring “1988”, a man’s first name, the year “1988” again, and a woman’s first name. A 
second basalt stone at the end of the right wall is inscribed with graffiti, featuring a man’s 
name and the date “1981”. A third basalt stone at the end of the right wall features 
Safaitic inscription. A fourth basalt stone at the end of the right wall is inscribed with two 
flowers and a poem stating, “All your looks” followed by a man’s name, “remind me to 
mention the torture”. A fifth basalt stone, which forms part of the body of the right wall is 
inscribed with “In memory of”, followed by the name of a man (not the deceased), 
“November 1, 2002”. Underneath is the inscription of a bird. A sandstone boulder 
forming part of the right wall is also inscribed, but illegible. A basalt stone included in the 
nugra is inscribed with “81”; “In the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most 
Merciful, bless”, followed by the name of the deceased. A second basalt stone belonging 
to the nugra is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - .  !
Grave 15: length (199 cm), width (184 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (172º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Ghayath), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Basalt markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The basalt headstone is inscribed 
with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . The basalt footstone is inscribed with a wasm, 
featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 16: length (473 cm), width (336 cm), height (73 cm), rijam length (95 cm), rijam 
width (187 cm), rijam height (106 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees 
(175º), gender (male), tribe (al-Ghayath), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture 
(Rows of basalt boulders are built up and cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A 
basalt rijam is situated at the head and basalt markers are placed at both the head and 
foot. The grave is encircled by basalt boulders, although the right side is absent of 
stones.), artifacts (none). A basalt stone at the foot of the grave is inscribed with the name 
of a man. A basalt stone to the right of the foot of the grave is inscribed with “In memory 
of” followed by the name of a man, and dated Nov. 1/2002. It should be noted that the 
two inscribed names belong to different individuals. The deceased was married to the 
individual buried in grave 17 and died in 1976. 
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Grave 17: length (360 cm), width (227 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (176º), gender (female), tribe (al-Ghayath), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at the both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (a white garment is situated on top of the grave). The deceased 
was married to the individual buried in grave 16 and died during Eid, 1988. !

Safawi Cemetery 1 !
Grave 18: length (291 cm), width (209 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders and cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter 
around the grave. An additional basalt arc is situated on the left side of the grave. Basalt 
markers have been placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 19: length (305 cm), width (145 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave. A 
vertically positioned cinderblock and a pile of basalt stones are placed at the head, and a 
basalt marker is situated at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 20: length (110 cm), width (82 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt marker is placed at the head.), 
artifacts (a rusted metal wire is standing at the head of the grave). !
Grave 21: length (405 cm), width (169 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, 
encircled by several rows of basalt boulders. A vertically positioned cinderblock marker 
is placed at the head, and two vertically positioned cinderblock markers are situated at the 
foot.), artifacts (a blue garment is situated in front of the headstone; a blue garment is 
situated to the right of the foot of the grave). !
Grave 22: length (139 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A vertically positioned 
cinderblock marker is placed at the head, and a basalt stone marks the foot.), artifacts (a 
red floral print swaddling blanket is situated at the head of the grave). !
Grave 23: length (121 cm), width (83 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders and a piece of cinderblock encircle the grave. A 
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vertically positioned cinderblock marker is placed at the head, and a basalt stone marks 
the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 24: length (331 cm), width (154 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave. Two 
horizontal cinderblocks and a vertically positioned cinderblock are placed at the head and 
a vertically positioned cinderblock marks the foot. Two leftover cinderblocks lie near the 
foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 25: length (357 cm), width (229 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblock, basalt, 
limestone), mortuary architecture (Basaltic cobbles encircle the interior of the grave, 
enclosed by a perimeter of cinderblocks and basaltic boulders. Manufactured limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone 
is inscribed with “al-fatiha” and the individual’s name (illegible). !
Grave 26: length (352 cm), width (197 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Ajaj), raw materials 
(basalt, limestone), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. 
Manufactured rectangular limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot. A long 
rectangular limestone slab is laid horizontally across the head of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). The long limestone slab is inscribed and painted green, with “al-fatiha”, the 
individual’s name, and “Upon whom Allah has mercy”. !
Grave 27: inner length (440 cm), inner width (282 cm), outer length (677 cm), outer 
width (458 cm), wall length (677 cm), wall width (32 cm), wall height (44 cm), rijam 
length (121 cm), rijam width (32 cm), rijam height (65 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Hawaldi), 
raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks, limestone), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form 
a rectangular perimeter around the grave, encircled by basalt boulders. An outer wall arcs 
around the right side of the grave with a rijam constructed at the centre of the wall. A 
manufactured limestone marker is placed at the head, and a vertically positioned 
cinderblock marks the foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed and 
was painted green, although the paint has faded. The inscription states that “the grave 
belongs to hajji”, followed by the name of the deceased, “Upon whom Allah has mercy”, 
age at death (80 years old), and year of death (1989). !
Grave 28: length (294 cm), width (144 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Ghamath), raw 
materials (cinderblocks, cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular 
perimeter around the grave. Two vertically positioned cinderblocks and a horizontally 
positioned cinderblock are placed at the head. The horizontal cinderblock is covered with 
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cement.), artifacts (none). The cement is inscribed “In the name of Allah, the most 
Gracious, the most Merciful”, the individual’s name and the date of death (8/2/1988).  !
Grave 29: length (276 cm), width (209 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave. 
Vertically positioned cinderblock markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(a white garment is situated to the left of the grave). !
Grave 30: length (351 cm), width (214 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the 
grave, encircled by basalt boulders. A vertically positioned cinderblock is placed at the 
head and cement laid at the foot overlies the cinderblocks.), artifacts (none). The cement 
is inscribed with the individual’s name and date of death (20/8/198?). A section of the 
cement has disintegrated, making the year of death partially illegible. !
Grave 31: length (331 cm), width (214 cm), rijam length (42 cm), rijam width (172 cm), 
rijam height (88 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (170º), gender 
(male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt), mortuary architecture 
(Cinderblocks and basalt boulders form an ovular perimeter around the grave. Numerous 
vertically positioned cinderblocks and basalt stones were used to construct a rijam at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (a long branch topped with a white piece of fabric stands at 
the head of the grave; a green garment, and a black and white keffiyeh sit atop the rijam; 
two white garments are situated along the left side of the grave). The deceased was al-
faqir. His wife came to visit the grave and removed a pile of clothing that had 
accumulated at the grave. !
Grave 32: length (170 cm), width (143 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, concrete, 
cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders, pieces of concrete and 
cinderblocks encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 33: length (414 cm), width (360 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (al-Athamat), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave, enclosed by a 
relatively square perimeter of cinderblocks sealed with cement. A vertically positioned 
cinderblock and a square cement slab are placed at the head of the grave. A vertically 
positioned cinderblock marks the foot.), artifacts (none). The cement slab is inscribed 
with “al-fatiha”, the individual’s name, age at death (83), date of death (30/8/2000), and 
time of death (Sunday, early morning). !
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Grave 34: length (433 cm), width (240 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, 
encircled by basalt boulders. Vertically positioned cinderblocks mark both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 35: length (232 cm), width (170 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt stone marks the head.), artifacts 
(a number of white, black, red, blue, purple and brown garments are situated to the left of 
the grave). !
Grave 36: length (395 cm), width (212 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, 
encircled by sporadic basalt boulders. Vertically positioned cinderblocks mark both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 37: length (369 cm), width (287 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form an ovular perimeter around the grave, 
encircled by basalt boulders. A vertically positioned cinderblock and cement slab marks 
the head.), artifacts (a white garment is situated to the right of the grave). The cement slab 
is inscribed with the individual’s name. !
Grave 38: length (306 cm), width (200 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A pair of basalt stone markers are placed 
at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 39: length (373 cm), width (229 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt, 
cement), mortuary architecture (The centre of the grave is covered by a rectangular slab 
of cement, enclosed by cinderblocks forming a rectangular perimeter and encircled by 
basalt boulders. A vertically positioned cinderblock at the head and a horizontally 
positioned cinderblock mark the foot.), artifacts (a blue garment and purple garment are 
situated to the right of the grave). The cement is inscribed with the individual’s name and 
the year of death (198?). The year of death is partially covered with gravel. !
Grave 40: length (248 cm), width (179 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A broken horizontally 
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positioned cinderblock and basalt marker are placed at the head, and a basalt marker is 
placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 41: length (391 cm), width (207 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders and cobbles encircle the grave. A pile of basaltic boulders 
mark the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 42: length (353 cm), width (199 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, encircled by 
several rows of basalt boulders. Basalt markers are placed at the head and foot.), artifacts 
(a makeup brush with a wooden handle is situated in the centre of the grave). !
Grave 43: length (353 cm), width (207 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cement, 
cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Several rows of basalt boulders encircle an ovular 
slab of cement. Vertically positioned cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 44: length (366 cm), width (230 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt marker is placed at the head.), 
artifacts (black prayer beads are placed around the headstone; a piece of purple fabric is 
situated to the right of the grave). !
Grave 45: length (296 cm), width (142 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 46: length (187 cm), width (96 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left 
side is absent of stones. A vertically positioned cinderblock is placed at the head and a 
basalt marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 47: length (346 cm), width (214 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cement, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (A rectangular cement slab with rectangular cement head and foot 
markers is encircled by basalt boulders. Basalt boulders are also piled behind the 
headstone.), artifacts (red and white garments are situated between the headstone and the 
pile of basalt boulders). !
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Grave 48: length (463 cm), width (256 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 49: length (494 cm), width (274 cm), rijam length (76 cm), rijam width (274 cm), 
rijam height (61 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (170º), gender 
(unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), mortuary architecture 
(Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, encircled by several rows 
of basalt boulders. The head of the grave is marked by two stacked cinderblocks standing 
vertically, flanked by horizontally positioned cinderblocks. A rijam constructed of basalt 
stones also marks the head. The foot is marked by a broken vertically positioned 
cinderblock.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 50: length (348 cm), width (207 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders covered in crushed cinderblocks encircle 
the grave. A rectangular cement slab and vertically positioned cinderblock mark the head, 
and a vertically positioned cinderblock marks the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 51: length (367 cm), width (211 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders covered with a soil and straw mix encircle the grave. A 
basalt marker is placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 52: length (439 cm), width (237 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Several rows of basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 53: length (460 cm), width (295 cm), height (108 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Several rows of basalt boulders are built up and encircle the 
grave.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 54: length (268 cm), width (172 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Several rows of basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The basalt headstone is inscribed with 
a wasm, featuring the symbol - . Grave 54 is connected to grave 55.  !
Grave 55: length (136 cm), width (113 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
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architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Stacked basalt stones mark the head.), 
artifacts (none). Grave 55 is connected to grave 54. !
Grave 56: length (367 cm), width (286 cm), height (75 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders and cement pieces are stacked and 
encircle the grave. Cement pieces mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 57: length (185 cm), width (132 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle and cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. 
Basalt markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 58: length (292 cm), width (187 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 59: length (257 cm), width (213 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle and cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. 
Basalt markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 60: length (316 cm), width (178 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the 
grave. Two horizontally positioned cement-covered cinderblocks and two basalt stones 
mark the head.), artifacts (none). The first cement-covered cinderblock is inscribed with 
“Upon whom Allah has mercy”, the individual’s name and date of death (2/5/2007). The 
second cement-covered cinderblock is inscribed with the individual’s name. !
Grave 61: length (326 cm), width (188 cm), rijam length (160 cm), rijam width (197 
cm), rijam height (51 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (170º), gender 
(unknown), tribe (al-Ghayath), clan/family (al-Zeed), raw materials (cinderblocks, 
basalt), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the 
grave. A rijam constructed of basalt boulders marks the head. Vertically positioned 
cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). One of the basalt stones of 
the rijam is inscribed with a wasm featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 62: length (315 cm), width (198 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Hitam), raw materials 
(cinderblocks, basalt, cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks and basalt boulders 
form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, encircled by basalt boulders. Vertically 
positioned cinderblocks mark both the head and foot. Two horizontally positioned 
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cinderblocks at the head of the grave support a square cement slab.), artifacts (none). The 
cement slab has been whitewashed and painted with “al-fatiha for his soul”, the 
individual’s name, “the date 2/8/2000”, and “the day of Friday”. The deceased is the son 
of the individual buried in grave 63. !
Grave 63: length (351 cm), width (163 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Hitam), raw materials 
(cinderblocks, cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form an ovular perimeter 
around the grave. Vertically positioned cinderblocks mark both the head and foot. Two 
horizontally positioned cinderblocks at the head of the grave support a square cement 
slab.), artifacts (a blue garment is tied around the cinderblock at the head of the grave). 
The cement slab has been whitewashed and painted with “al-fatiha for his soul”, the 
individual’s name, “the date of 18/6/2004” “the day of Friday”. The deceased is the father 
of the individual buried in grave 62. !
Grave 64: length (111 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees 
(170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Horizontally positioned 
cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 65: length (280 cm), width (115 cm), height (55 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cement), 
mortuary architecture (The grave features three tiers made of cement. The bottom tier is 
rectangular in shape, followed by a smaller rectangular middle tier and an ovular top tier. 
Rectangular cement markers rise from both the head and foot of the top tier. The marker 
at the foot of the grave is smaller than the marker at the head.), artifacts (none). The 
marker at the head of the grave is inscribed with “In the name of Allah, the most 
Gracious, the most Merciful”, the individual’s name and date of death (illegible). !
Grave 66: length (164 cm), width (103 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave. 
Vertically positioned cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (a white 
garment is situated to the left of the grave). !
Grave 67: length (517 cm), width (379 cm), height (108 cm), rijam length (69 cm), rijam 
width (190 cm), rijam height (158 cm), distance from grave to nugra (662 cm), nugra 
length (45 cm), nugra width (61 cm), nugra height (40 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (al-Ghayath), clan/family (al-Zeed), raw 
materials (basalt), mortuary architecture (Many rows of basalt boulders are built up and 
encircle the grave in an ovular arrangement. The centre of the grave is filled with basalt 
gravel. The head of the grave is marked with a basalt rijam. Basalt stones mark both the 
head and foot and a basalt nugra is situated a shirt distance from the foot.), artifacts 
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(none). A basalt boulder that forms part of the nugra is inscribed with a wasm, featuring 
the symbol - . !
Grave 68: length (166 cm), width (165 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. The centre of the grave is filled with 
basalt gravel. Basalt stones mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 69: length (260 cm), width (173 cm), distance from grave to nugra (210 cm), 
nugra length (54 cm), nugra width (66 cm), nugra height (72 cm), orientation (SSE-
NNW), approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Ghayath), clan/family 
(al-Zeed), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders 
encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the head and foot. A basalt and 
cinderblock nugra is situated a short distance from the foot.), artifacts (none). A basalt 
boulder that forms part of the nugra is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 70: length (310 cm), width (170 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, cement), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form an ovular perimeter around the grave. A 
vertically positioned cement-covered cinderblock marks the head.), artifacts (none). The 
cement-covered cinderblock is inscribed with the individual’s name and date of death 
(12/4/2007).  !
Grave 71: length (398 cm), width (310 cm), height (73 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Many rows of basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave in 
an ovular arrangement. The centre of the grave is filled with basalt gravel. Basalt stones 
mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 72: length (440 cm), width (280 cm), rijam length (88 cm), rijam width (125 cm), 
rijam height (55 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (170º), gender 
(female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks, cement), mortuary 
architecture (Several rows of basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt rijam and 
horizontally positioned cinderblock mark the head and a basalt marker is placed at the 
foot. A circular plaque of cement has been applied to a basalt boulder at the head.), 
artifacts (a plastic bottle is situated between two stones at the head of the grave). The 
cement plaque is inscribed with the individual’s name. !
Grave 73: length (370 cm), width (187 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cement), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. The centre of the grave is 
covered with cement. Basalt markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). The cement is inscribed with the individual’s name. 
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Grave 74: length (210 cm), width (115 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Raytieh), raw materials 
(cinderblocks, cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter 
around the grave. A cement marker is placed at the head and a vertically positioned 
cinderblock at the foot.), artifacts (none). The cement marker is painted blue with the 
individual’s name. !
Grave 75: length (184 cm), width (157 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Vertically positioned 
cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 76: length (177 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 77: length (364 cm), width (212 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, cement), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form rectangular inner and outer perimeters around 
the grave. The centre of the grave is filled with cement. Horizontally positioned 
cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The cement is inscribed with 
the individual’s name and date of death (8/11/1982). !
Grave 78: length (140 cm), width (114 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblock), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A vertically positioned 
cinderblock marks the head and a basalt marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (a small 
wooden handle is situated on top of the grave; a blue garment and piece of wood are 
situated to the right of the grave). !
Grave 79: length (200 cm), width (167 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt stones mark both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (a blue garment is situated to the right of the grave). !
Grave 80: length (275 cm), width (115 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, 
cement), mortuary architecture (A rectangular stone base is constructed from 
cinderblocks and covered in cement. A smaller rectangular form composed of 
cinderblocks sits atop the base, marked by vertically positioned cinderblocks at the head 
and foot.), artifacts (none). 
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Grave 81: length (246 cm), width (160 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, 
encircled by basalt boulders. Vertically positioned cinderblocks mark both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (a purple garment and tan garment are situated at the head of the grave). !
Grave 82: length (409 cm), width (335 cm), height (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. A basalt stone 
marks the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 83: length (467 cm), width (380 cm), height (93 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 84: length (428 cm), width (295 cm), height (105 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (175º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (a plastic bottle is situated at the centre of 
the grave). !
Grave 85: length (204 cm), width (140 cm), height (42 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (175º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 86: length (230 cm), width (132 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 87: length (242 cm), width (171 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt stones mark both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 88: length (132 cm), width (114 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 89: length (158 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 90: length (159 cm), width (120 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 91: length (215 cm), width (165 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cement), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A piece of cement marks the 
head and a basalt marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 92: length (184 cm), width (126 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 93: length (216 cm), width (138 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 94: length (400 cm), width (271 cm), height (104 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (168º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (a small square piece of a mirror is 
situated at the head of the grave). !
Grave 95: length (345 cm), width (210 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the 
grave. Basalt boulders and a horizontally positioned cement-covered cinderblock mark 
the head, and a vertically positioned cinderblock marks the foot.), artifacts (none). The 
cement-covered cinderblock is inscribed with the individual’s name and date of death 
(7/6). !
Grave 96: length (216 cm), width (138 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt stones mark both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). 
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Grave 97: length (216 cm), width (138 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt stones mark both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 98: length (216 cm), width (138 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Two pieces of cinderblock and 
a basalt marker are placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 99: length (216 cm), width (138 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 100: length (180 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Boulders encircle the grave. A basalt marker is placed at the head.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 101: length (170 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 102: length (170 cm), width (135 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 103: length (120 cm), width (85 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 104: length (150 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 105: length (140 cm), width (96 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). 
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Grave 106: length (148 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 107: length (270 cm), width (160 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 108: length (170 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 109: length (272 cm), width (169 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 110: length (191 cm), width (138 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left side is 
absent of stones. Basalt markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 111: length (168 cm), width (117 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 112: length (200 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 113: length (138 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 114: length (236 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). 
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Grave 115: length (172 cm), width (148 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 116: length (209 cm), width (119 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 117: length (137 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 118: length (165 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 119: length (189 cm), width (161 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 120: length (133 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 121: length (155 cm), width (99 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 122: length (322 cm), width (232 cm), height (67 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 123: length (182 cm), width (132 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
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architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 124: length (185 cm), width (122 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 125: length (255 cm), width (182 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 126: length (186 cm), width (149 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 127: length (275 cm), width (156 cm), height (61 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. A basalt stone 
marks the head.), artifacts (none). The headstone is inscribed but illegible. !
Grave 128: length (156 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 129: length (119 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (a rubber shoe is situated at the 
head of the grave). !
Grave 130: length (182 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 131: length (210 cm), width (131 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A basalt stone 
marks the head.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 132: length (153 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic basalt slabs encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 133: length (228 cm), width (179 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 134: length (168 cm), width (120 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Squared [hewn] basalt boulders form a rectangular perimeter around the 
grave, encircled by unworked basalt boulders. Basalt markers are placed at both the head 
and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 135: length (124 cm), width (79 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 136: length (144 cm), width (96 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 137: length (169 cm), width (106 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 138: length (173 cm), width (133 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 139: length (152 cm), width (89 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 140: length (198 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
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architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 141: length (301 cm), width (206 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 142: length (144 cm), width (104 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 143: length (80 cm), width (62 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 144: length (132 cm), width (121 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !

Safawi Cemetery 2 !
Grave 145: inner length (263 cm), inner width (81 cm), inner height (97 cm), height of 
marker at head (197 cm), height of markers at foot (118 cm), outer length (400 cm), outer 
width (228 cm), outer height (134 cm), entrance width (59 cm), length of stairs (54 cm), 
width of stairs (41cm), height of stairs (29 cm), distance from grave to mosque (740 cm), 
mosque length (564 cm), mosque width (672 cm), mosque height (58 cm), orientation 
(SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (Ahl al-Jabal, al-
Shurofat), raw materials (cinderblocks, cement, basalt, wood, metal, limestone), mortuary 
architecture (The cement grave is rectangular in shape and comprises two tiers. The 
cement marker at the head presents a five-stepped design and the foot features a row of 
cinderblocks covered with cement. A manufactured limestone marker is placed at the 
foot. Two cement stairs on the left side lead up to the grave. A square cinderblock and 
cement wall encloses the grave, topped with a row of cinderblocks set up at oblique 
angles. The wall features an entrance situated at the foot, flanked by five slots to function 
as windows. One slot on the left hand side and three on the right hand side are blocked 
with cinderblocks. At the entrance, a wooden door that opens to the inside is attached 
with metal door hinges. A rectangular pathway of basalt cobbles is situated in front of the 
entrance. Across the width of the foot wall, sporadic cinderblocks form a rectangular 
perimeter, filled with crushed limestone. A basalt mosque is located to the right of the 
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head of the grave.), artifacts (four sherds of a white teacup are situated at the foot of the 
nugra; a plastic water bottle is situated at the right corner of the foot wall; vertically 
positioned branches with two pieces of green fabric are situated at the right corner of the 
head wall; a line with numerous garments is draped across the longitudinal axis of the 
grave; the lid of a metal barrel is situated at the left corner of the foot wall). Each corner 
of the outer wall is painted green, and the row of cinderblocks that top this wall are 
painted with a pattern of green, white and yellow. The limestone footstone is inscribed 
with “al-fatiha for the soul of the sheikh”, followed by the name of the deceased, and 
“the year of death is 1985”. Many of the cinderblocks topping the outer wall are covered 
with the graffiti. A green cinderblock is inscribed with the name “Hamza”, twice. A 
yellow cinderblock is inscribed with the name of a male from al-Shurofat, followed by a 
telephone number and the date “11/2/2012”. A green cinderblock is inscribed with the 
date “8/7/2011”, “In memory of” followed by the name of a male belonging to al-Qarmi. 
A green cinderblock is inscribed with the name of a male belonging to al-Shurofat. A 
yellow cinderblock is inscribed with the name of a male belonging to al-Shurofat, 
11/2/2012, and the names “Samar, Hammam, Abdullah, Rania, Saud, Haya, Hayal, 
Thieban, Feniyeh, Nayal, Yasser, Safah, Jolan”. A green cinderblock is inscribed with “al-
Shurofat”. A green cinderblock is inscribed with the date “8/7/2011”, followed by the 
name of a male belonging to al-Shurofat.  A green cinderblock is inscribed with the name 
“Sayal”, “In memory of” followed by a woman’s name, a man’s name, and the date 
“8/7/2011”. A white cinderblock is inscribed with the name “Hammad”. A yellow 
cinderblock is inscribed with the name “Mohammad” and the date “30/5/2008”. A white 
cinderblock is inscribed but illegible. A green cinderblock is inscribed “With best 
regards” followed by the name of a male belonging to al-Shurofat, “8/7/2011”, and “Be 
careful”. A yellow cinderblock is inscribed with the name of a male belonging to al-
Shurofat. A green cinderblock is inscribed with the name of a male belonging to al-
Shurofat, “8/7/2011”. A yellow cinderblock is inscribed with the names of three males, 
belonging to al-Qarmi, al-Noasir and al-Shurofat. A white cinderblock is inscribed with a 
rectangular drawing, however the rest is illegible. A green cinderblock is inscribed with 
“In memory of” followed by the name of a male belonging to al-Shurofat. A yellow 
cinderblock is inscribed with the name of a male, “23/11/2007”, and the name of a male 
belonging to al-Shurofat. A green cinderblock is inscribed with the name of a male 
belonging to al-Shurofat, followed by the year “2011”. A yellow cinderblock is inscribed 
with the name of a male belonging to al-Shurofat, and the date “23/11/2007”. A green 
cinderblock is inscribed but illegible. A yellow cinderblock is inscribed “In memory of 
Hariyh, 15/2/2011”. Four brown handprints are situated on the left side of the outer foot 
wall. Several informants indicated that the deceased was al-faqir. !
Grave 146: inner length (286 cm), inner width (172 cm), inner height (64 cm), outer 
length (467 cm), outer width (398 cm), outer height (145 cm), width of entrance (140 
cm), distance from grave to bathing platform (453 cm), bathing platform length (168 cm), 
bathing platform width (84 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (170º), 
gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, cement, basalt), mortuary 
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architecture (The grave comprises three tiers of cinderblocks. The first tier consists of 
two rows of cinderblocks covered with cement. The second and third tiers are narrower, 
comprising one row of cinderblocks covered with cement. Vertically positioned 
cinderblocks mark both the head and foot. A square wall encloses the grave, featuring 
five rows of horizontally positioned cinderblocks topped with a row of cinderblocks set 
up at oblique angles. The wall includes an entrance situated at the foot. A basalt bathing 
platform is laid out in a rectangular arrangement a short distance from the foot.), artifacts 
(a blue garment is tied around the marker at the head of the grave). !
Grave 147: length (120 cm), width (73 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (168º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks topped with basalt boulders form a rectangular 
perimeter around the grave. A horizontally positioned cinderblock and basalt marker are 
placed at the head.), artifacts (a blue piece of fabric is situated to the right of the grave; a 
red garment is held down by several boulders at the foot of the grave). !
Grave 148: length (330 cm), width (230 cm), height (117 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (168º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 149: length (405 cm), width (230 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, 
encircled by basalt boulders. The head is marked with a horizontally positioned 
cinderblock stacked on top of a vertically positioned cinderblock. The foot is marked 
with a vertically positioned cinderblock.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 150: length (240 cm), width (145 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (The grave is marked with basalt boulders at the head and two 
horizontally positioned cinderblocks at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 151: length (363 cm), width (197 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (172º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Quraeh), raw materials 
(cinderblocks, basalt, cement), mortuary architecture (Cement-covered cinderblocks form 
a rectangular perimeter around the grave, encircled by basalt boulders. The head is 
marked with two vertically stacked, cement-covered cinderblocks and five horizontally 
positioned cinderblocks. The foot of the grave is marked with a vertically positioned 
cement-covered cinderblock.), artifacts (none). A cement-covered cinderblock at the head 
of the grave is inscribed with the individual’s name and date of death (25/01). !
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Grave 152: length (340 cm), width (196 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (172º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, 
encircled by basalt boulders. The head is marked with two stacked horizontal 
cinderblocks and a pile of basalt boulders. The foot is marked with a vertically positioned 
cinderblock.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 153: length (150 cm), width (152 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). An informant indicated that members of this individual’s 
tribe used to come to maintain the graves when they were in the area.  !
Grave 154: length (162 cm), width (153 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (172º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle and cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. 
Basalt markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 155: length of outer tier (397 cm), width of outer tier (234 cm), length of centre 
tier (345 cm), width of centre tier (166 cm), length of inner tier (284 cm), width of inner 
tier (85 cm), grave height (107 cm), pillar height (197 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (172º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cement), 
mortuary architecture (The three-tiered rectangular grave is constructed from cement. The 
head of the grave is marked with a round pillar and both the head and foot feature square 
cement markers.), artifacts (none). On the head of the inner tier “al-fatiha” is painted in 
black. The deceased was al-faqir.  !
Grave 156: length (396 cm), width (284 cm), height (104 cm), rijam length (54 cm), 
rijam width (138 cm), rijam height (136 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (177º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave, which is filled with sand and an 
ovular perimeter wall constructed of basalt boulders. The grave is marked with a basalt 
rijam at the head and a vertically positioned cinderblock at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 157: length (134 cm), width (89 cm), distance from grave to mosque (135 cm), 
length of mosque (700 cm), width of mosque (317 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt cobbles encircle the grave. Two stacked basalt boulders 
mark the head. The grave is situated a short distance from a desert mosque.), artifacts 
(none).  !
Grave 158: length (189 cm), width (138 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (175º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
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architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (pieces of blue and brown 
garments are situated on the right side of the grave). !

Safawi Cemetery 3 !
Grave 159: inner length (203 cm), inner width (66 cm), outer length (400 cm), outer 
width (295 cm), height (239 cm), length of pathway and prayer spot (516 cm), width of 
pathway and prayer spot (89 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (168º), 
gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, cement, metal, basalt, 
limestone), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the 
grave. The head is marked with five cinderblocks positioned in a pyramidal arrangement. 
The foot is marked with a vertically positioned cinderblock. A rectangular building 
structure constructed from cinderblocks and cement shelters the grave. The structure 
features low walls and two window openings on each side. An inscribed basalt slab is 
built into the wall at the head of the grave. The building is entered from the northern end, 
towards the foot of the grave. The roof is flat except for a large short pillar with a conical 
top located on the left side. A metal meat hook and metal frame protrude from the roof on 
the left side of the building. A rectangular patio area constructed from cinderblocks and 
filled with crushed limestone is situated outside of the entrance. To the left of the patio is 
a prayer spot featuring a basalt cobble pathway filled in with crushed limestone, leading 
to a semi-circular wall constructed from basalt boulders.), artifacts (a shepherd’s cane, 
glass Coca Cola bottle, and rusted metal can are situated at the head of the grave; grey 
and green garments and an ’agal are tied around the head of the grave). The basalt slab at 
the head of the grave is inscribed, “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful; Allah bears witness that none has the right to be worshipped but He, and the 
angels, and those having knowledge also give this witness; He always maintains His 
creation in Justice. None has the right to be worshipped but He, the All-Mighty, the All-
Wise.” “Truly, the religion in the sight of Allah is Islam. Those who were given the 
Scripture did not differ except, out of mutual jealousy, after knowledge had come to 
them. And whoever disbelieves in the verses of Allah, then indeed, Allah is swift in 
calling to account”. “So if they argue with you, say, ‘I have submitted myself to Allah and 
so have those who follow me.’ And say to those who were given the Scripture and to 
those who are illiterate, ‘Have you submitted yourselves?’ And if they submit, they are 
rightly guided; but if they turn away, your duty is only to convey the message and Allah, 
and Allah is All-Seeing of His Servants.” The deceased was al-faqir.  !
Grave 160: length (115 cm), width (92 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks, 
limestone), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. The head is marked 
with a vertically positioned cinderblock and a limestone slab. The foot is marked with a 
basalt boulder.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 161: length (108 cm), width (91 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 162: length (430 cm), width (200 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Aoajieh), raw materials 
(basalt, cinderblocks, limestone), mortuary architecture (Sporadic basalt boulders encircle 
the grave. The head is marked with a vertically positioned cinderblock, limestone slab 
and a basalt boulder. The foot is marked with a horizontally positioned cinderblock.), 
artifacts (a rusted strip of metal is situated in the centre of the grave). The basalt marker 
at the head of the grave is inscribed with the individual’s name.  !
Grave 163: length (384 cm), width (169 cm), distance from grave to prayer spot (54 cm), 
length of prayer spot (103 cm), width of prayer spot (184 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, 
cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around 
the grave, enclosed by a row of basalt gravel and several rows of basalt boulders. Six 
cinderblocks arc around the head of the grave, which is marked by two stacked basalt 
stones. A prayer spot is situated a short distance from the head of the grave. It is 
constructed from basalt cobbles in a rectangular arrangement, and a layer of basalt gravel 
covering the centre. The prayer spot is marked with basalt stones on both the left and 
right sides.), artifacts (none). One basalt marker on the right side of the prayer spot is 
inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - , and a second basalt stone is inscribed 
with “Allah”. This deceased was al-faqir. !
Grave 164: length (444 cm), width (194 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form an ovular perimeter around the grave, encircled 
by basalt gravel and several rows of basalt boulders. The head is marked with six 
horizontally laid cinderblocks forming an arc, a vertically positioned cinderblock and 
stacked basalt boulders.), artifacts (none). Five basalt boulders at the head of the grave 
are inscribed. The first is inscribed, “There is no God But Allah”. The second is inscribed, 
“Allah”. The third is inscribed, “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful”, “The deceased”, followed by the individual’s name and date of death 
(26/1/1999). The fourth is inscribed, “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful”, “All praises and thanks are due to Allah, the Lord of the worlds”, “The most 
Gracious, the most Merciful”, “The only owner (and the only ruling judge) of the Day of 
Recompense”, “You alone we worship and You alone we ask for help”, “Guide us to the 
straight path”, “The path of those upon whom You have bestowed favour, not of those 
who have evoked Your anger or of those who went astray”. The fifth is inscribed, with 
the individual’s first name and date of death (26/1/99). !
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Grave 165: length (223 cm), width (147 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cement), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic basalt boulders encircle the grave. The head is marked with two 
basalt stones, one covered with cement. The foot is marked with two basalt stones.), 
artifacts (none). The cement-covered basalt marker at the head of the grave is inscribed 
but illegible. One basalt footstone is inscribed with the individual’s name, and the second 
footstone is illegible. !
Grave 166: length (297 cm), width (180 cm), height (46 cm), rijam length (74 cm), rijam 
width (180 cm), rijam height (67 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees 
(170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture 
(Several rows of basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. The head of the grave 
is marked with a basalt rijam.), artifacts (a piece of white garment is situated at the foot 
of the grave). !
Grave 167: length (104 cm), width (70 cm), height (33 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 168: length (180 cm), width (146 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, limestone, 
cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders and crushed limestone encircle the 
grave. The head of the grave is marked with two horizontally positioned cinderblocks, a 
basalt stone and a piece of limestone. The foot of the grave is marked with a basalt 
stone.), artifacts (none). The limestone is inscribed with the individual’s name. !
Grave 169: length (195 cm), width (185 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, limestone, 
cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders and crushed limestone encircle the 
grave. The head of the grave is marked with a horizontally positioned cinderblock, a 
natural basalt boulder and a rectangular cut basalt stone.), artifacts (none). The worked 
basalt marker is inscribed “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most Merciful”. !
Grave 170: length (128 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 171: length (187 cm), width (147 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 172a: inner length (431 cm), inner width (322 cm), inner height (108 cm), rijam 
length (37 cm), rijam width (216 cm), rijam height (124 cm), outer length (998 cm), 
outer width (975 cm), outer height (48 cm), width of entrance (69 cm), orientation (SSE-
NNW), approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials 
(basalt), mortuary architecture (Several rows of basalt boulders are built up, encircling 
and covering the grave. The head is marked with a basalt rijam. A circular basalt wall 
encloses the grave, with the entrance located to the left of the foot. A basalt marker is 
situated at the foot of the perimeter wall.), artifacts (a wooden stake and pink, green and 
white garments are situated on top of the grave). The basalt marker at the foot of the 
perimeter wall is inscribed with “makiadeh” (unknown what this means). Grave 172b is 
found within the confines of grave 172a, in between the left foot and the entrance. !
Grave 172b: length (90 cm), width (67 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). Grave 172b is found within the confines of grave 172a. !
Grave 173: length (464 cm), width (305 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Saham), raw materials 
(basalt, limestone), mortuary architecture (Crushed limestone covers the grave in a 
rectangular arrangement, encircled with basalt gravel and several rows of basalt boulders. 
A basalt marker and manufactured limestone mark the head and a basalt stone marks the 
foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed and painted black with “al-
fatiha”, “the grave of”, the individual’s name, “upon whom Allah has mercy”. “The date 
of death is Friday, 24/2/2012”. “From dust to dust”.  !
Grave 174: length (146 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, 
encircled by basalt cobbles. A vertically positioned cinderblock marks the head and a 
basalt marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 175: length (420 cm), width (233 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 176: inner length (454 cm), inner width (321 cm), outer length (628 cm), outer 
width (750 cm), height (62 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (170º), 
gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture (Basalt 
boulders are built up and encircle the grave, which is also encircled by a second basalt 
perimeter wall. Stacked basalt boulders mark the head of the grave.), artifacts (a blue 
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garment is situated at the head of the grave). The two basalt boulders at the head of the 
grave are inscribed with the individual’s name. !
Grave 177: length (203 cm), width (151 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Basalt markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 178: length (221 cm), width (201 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Basalt markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 179: length (92 cm), width (84 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 180: length (440 cm), width (286 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Many rows of basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed 
at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 181: length (137 cm), width (93 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 182: length (198 cm), width (155 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt marker is placed at the head.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 183: length (295 cm), width (201 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). A basalt stone at the head of the grave is inscribed with 
the individual’s name. !
Grave 184: length (269 cm), width (128 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). 
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!
Grave 185: length (170 cm), width (126 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 186: length (292 cm), width (194 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Shimriy), raw materials 
(basalt), mortuary architecture (Several rows of basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The basalt headstone is 
inscribed with the individual’s name and year of death (1983). !
Grave 187: length (212 cm), width (128 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Two stacked basalt stones mark the head 
of the grave.), artifacts (none). Grave 187 is connected to grave 188 and 189. !
Grave 188: length (177 cm), width (198 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, 
encircled by basalt boulders. A basalt marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). 
Grave 188 is connected to grave 187 and 189. !
Grave 189: length (182 cm), width (112 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). Grave 189 is connected to grave 187 and 188. !
Grave 190: length (421 cm), width (252 cm), height (125 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). Grave 190 is connected to grave 
191. !
Grave 191: length (299 cm), width (172 cm), height (125 cm), rijam length (98 cm), 
rijam width (172 cm), rijam height (165 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. A basalt rijam marks the 
head and a basalt stone marks the foot.), artifacts (none). Grave 191 is connected to grave 
190. !
Grave 192: length (437 cm), width (267 cm), height (74 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
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mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Stacked basalt 
stones mark the head of the grave and a basalt stone marks the foot.), artifacts (a black 
and white ’agal and green plastic bottle are situated on top of the grave). The basalt 
footstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 193: length (147 cm), width (124 cm), height (58 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 194: length (461 cm), width (338 cm), height (98 cm), distance to nugra (570 
cm), nugra length (76 cm), nugra width (52 cm), nugra height (40 cm), orientation (SSE-
NNW), approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (Ahl al-Jabal, al-Shurofat), 
raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the 
grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the head and foot. A nugra is situated a short 
distance from the foot.), artifacts (none). A basalt stone used to construct the nugra is 
inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 195: length (433 cm), width (317 cm), height (95 cm), rijam length (141 cm), 
rijam width (119 cm), rijam height (153 cm), wall length (940 cm), wall width (40 cm), 
wall height (97 cm), distance from grave to nugra (146 cm), nugra length (125 cm), 
nugra width (96 cm), nugra height (77 cm), distance from grave to siniyeh (218 cm), 
siniyeh length (85 cm), siniyeh width (83 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. The head is marked with 
a basalt rijam and a wall that arcs around the grave. Basalt markers are placed at both the 
head and foot. A nugra is situated at a distance from the foot and features a square 
perimeter of basalt boulders marked at the foot, as well as a pile of basalt boulders. To the 
left of the nugra is a siniyeh; a ring of basalt boulders with several basalt cobbles at the 
centre.), artifacts (a rusted metal can is situated at the head of the grave). A basalt stone 

forming part of the nugra is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - .  !
Grave 196: inner length (481 cm), inner width (283 cm), inner height (126 cm), outer 
length (1187 cm), outer width (852 cm), outer height (58 cm), width of entrance (82 cm), 
distance from grave to nugra 1 (229 cm), nugra 1 length (89 cm), nugra 1 width (78 cm), 
nugra 1 height (54 cm), distance from grave to nugra 2 (204 cm), nugra 2 length (94 
cm), nugra 2 width (71 cm), nugra 2 height (41 cm), distance from grave to siniyeh (128 
cm), siniyeh length (91 cm), siniyeh width (85 cm), distance from grave to bathing 
platform (383 cm), bathing platform length (193 cm), bathing platform width (78 cm), 
distance from grave to mosque (515 cm), mosque length (218 cm), mosque width (136 
cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe 
(unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and 
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encircle the grave. A circular basalt wall encloses the grave, with the entrance located at 
the foot. A nugra is situated a short distance from the foot and features a square perimeter 
of basalt boulders marked at the foot with a pile of basalt boulders. To the left of the 
nugra is a siniyeh; a ring of basalt boulders with several basalt cobbles at the centre. To 
the left of the siniyeh is a second nugra, featuring a square perimeter of basalt boulders 
marked at the foot with a pile of basalt boulders. A rectangular bathing platform of basalt 
boulders, utilized to wash the corpse, is situated behind nugra 1 and the siniyeh. Basalt 
boulders outline a mosque, complete with mihrab, located behind the bathing platform.), 
artifacts (a metal coffee carafe, plastic coffee carafe lid, white, green and red painted 
ceramic coffee cup, brown, red and white painted ceramic coffee cup, wooden stake with 
blue garment attached, white garment, and unidentified flat metal object are situated at 
the head of the grave; a rusted green and white metal bowl is situated at the foot of the 
grave).  !
Grave 197: length (250 cm), width (166 cm), height (56 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (a black rubber tube is situated to the left 
of the head of the grave). Grave 197 is connected to grave 198. !
Grave 198: length (269 cm), width (204 cm), height (59 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). Grave 198 is connected to grave 
197. !
Grave 199: length (476 cm), width (332 cm), height (74 cm), rijam length (55 cm), rijam 
width (84 cm), rijam height (103 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees 
(170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture 
(Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. A basalt rijam is situated at the head 
and basalt markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 200: length (223 cm), width (159 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic basalt boulders encircle and cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. Basalt markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (a white 
garment is situated at the head of the grave). !
Grave 201: length (227 cm), width (141 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A basalt marker is 
placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 202: length (179 cm), width (120 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, cement, 
basalt), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the 
grave, encircled by cement. Basalt markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 203: length (177 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 204: length (193 cm), width (142 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders and cinderblocks encircle the grave. Basalt 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 205: length (323 cm), width (160 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Shimriy), raw materials 
(cinderblocks, limestone, basalt), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular 
perimeter around the grave. The head of the grave is marked with three horizontally 
stacked cinderblocks, a manufactured limestone headstone and basalt stones.), artifacts 
(none). The limestone headstone is inscribed and painted black with “al-fatiha”, the 
individual’s name and date of death (21/7/1989). !
Grave 206: length (336 cm), width (185 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Shimriy), raw materials 
(basalt, marble), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A 
manufactured marble headstone marks the head and basalt stones are situated at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). The marble headstone is inscribed with “al fatiha”, the 
individual’s name and date of death (24/1/2012). !
Grave 207: length (384 cm), width (152 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Shimriy), raw materials 
(basalt, cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Two 
inscribed basalt stones and a vertically positioned cinderblock mark the head and a 
vertically positioned cinderblock marks the foot.), artifacts (none). The basalt headstones 
are inscribed with the individual’s name. !
Grave 208: length (389 cm), width (222 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt stones and two 
vertically positioned cinderblocks [one with an ovular cement plaque attached] mark the 
head.), artifacts (none). Stones embedded in the cement spell the word “mother”. One of 
the basalt headstones is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . 
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Grave 209: length (361 cm), width (162 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (172º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Shimriy), raw materials 
(basalt, limestone), mortuary architecture (Sporadic basalt boulders encircle the grave. 
Basalt stones and a manufactured limestone marker are situated at the head and a basalt 
stone marks the foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed and painted 
black with “al-fatiha”, “Upon whom Allah has mercy”, the individual’s name, “the date 
of death is 15/8/2008”, and “Allah’s mercy on him”. !
Grave 210: length (142 cm), width (111 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt stone marks the head.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 211: length (132 cm), width (82 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Vertically positioned 
cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 212: length (321 cm), width (209 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A basalt stone 
marks the head.), artifacts (brown unslipped and white slipped pottery sherds are situated 
along the left side of the grave). !
Grave 213: length (166 cm), width (106 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt stone marks the head.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 214: length (151 cm), width (105 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt stones mark both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 215: length (193 cm), width (139 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt stone marks the head.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 216: length (193 cm), width (139 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). 
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Grave 217: length (193 cm), width (139 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt stones mark both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 218: length (193 cm), width (139 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cement, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cement covers the grave in a rectangular arrangement, encircled 
by basalt boulders. Basalt stones mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The 
cement is inscribed with “al-fatiha” and the individual’s name. !
Grave 219: length (193 cm), width (139 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt stone marks the head.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 220: length (193 cm), width (139 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (Ahl al-Jabal, al-Shurofat), raw materials (basalt, 
limestone), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A manufactured 
limestone marker and basalt stone are placed at the head and a manufactured limestone 
marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed and 
painted black with “al-fatiha”, the individual’s name and date of death (Friday, 
28/5/2010). !
Grave 221: length (373 cm), width (249 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (Ahl al-Jabal, al-Shurofat), raw materials (basalt, 
limestone), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Manufactured 
limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (palm fronds are 
situated on top of the grave). The limestone headstone is inscribed and painted black with 
“al-fatiha”, the individual’s name and date of death (Sunday, 20/5/2007). !
Grave 222: length (341 cm), width (219 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (Abu Shayir), raw materials 
(basalt, limestone, cement), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A 
manufactured limestone headstone and cement marker are situated at the head and a 
basalt stone marks the foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed and 
painted black with “al-fatiha”, the individual’s name, date of death (29/4/2010) and age 
at death (16). !
Grave 223: length (351 cm), width (267 cm), height (112 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
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mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt stones 
mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 224: length (349 cm), width (197 cm), height (119 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt stones 
mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 225: inner length (154 cm), inner width (81 cm), inner height (57 cm), outer 
length (611 cm), outer width (527 cm), outer height (64 cm), width of entrance (76 cm), 
orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe 
(unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and 
cover the grave in a rectangular arrangement. A circular wall of basalt boulders encloses 
the grave, with an entrance at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 226: length (205 cm), width (197 cm), height (119 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, 
encircled by basalt boulders. Basalt markers are placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 227: length (399 cm), width (309 cm), height (85 cm), rijam length (48 cm), rijam 
width (309 cm), rijam height (101 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees 
(170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture 
(Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. A basalt rijam marks the head and 
basalt stones mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 228: length (125 cm), width (123 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 229: length (226 cm), width (184 cm), height (47 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt stones 
mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 230: length (431 cm), width (281 cm), height (86 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt stones 
mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 231: length (289 cm), width (297 cm), height (104 cm), nugra length (72 cm), 
nugra width (76 cm), nugra height (43 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
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architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. Basalt markers are 
placed at both the head and foot. A basalt nugra is situated a short distance from the 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 232: length (157 cm), width (155 cm), height (41 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 233: length (438 cm), width (261 cm), height (43 cm), distance from grave to 
nugra (61 cm), nugra length (72 cm), nugra width (76 cm), nugra height (43 cm), 
distance from grave to prayer spot (11 cm), length of prayer spot (219 cm), width of 
prayer spot (122 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (170º), gender 
(male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), mortuary architecture 
(Many rows of basalt boulders are built up around the grave in a rectangular arrangement. 
The centre of the grave is covered with basalt gravel. A rijam is situated at the head and 
vertically positioned cinderblocks are placed at both the head and foot. A prayer spot, 
featuring a base of basalt gravel enclosed by a rectangular perimeter of basalt boulders, is 
situated near the head of the grave. It is marked on the left side by a basalt boulder and a 
horizontally positioned cinderblock on the right side. A nugra is situated to the left of the 
foot and features a square perimeter of basalt boulders marked at the foot with a pile of 
basalt boulders.), artifacts (a black ’agal is situated at the centre of the grave). A basalt 
stone forming part of the nugra is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 234: length (417 cm), width (246 cm), height (64 cm), rijam length (129 cm), 
rijam width (246 cm), rijam height (125 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (Ahl al-Jabal, al-Shurofat), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. The head is 
marked with a basalt rijam and basalt stones mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (a 
white ’agal is situated at the head of the grave). A basalt stone used to construct the rijam 
is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 235: length (297 cm), width (199 cm), height (cm), rijam length (42 cm), rijam 
width (96 cm), rijam height (cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (170º), 
gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture (Basalt 
boulders are built up and encircle the grave. The head is marked with a rijam and basalt 
stones mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (a blue garment and three yellow plastic 
buttons are situated on top of the grave). !
Grave 236: length (429 cm), width (324 cm), height (88 cm), rijam length (85 cm), rijam 
width (298 cm), rijam height (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees 
(170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture 
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(Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave. A basalt rijam marks the head and a 
basalt stone marks the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 237: length (167 cm), width (118 cm), height (38 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders are built up and encircle the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 238: length (214 cm), width (144 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, cement, 
basalt, limestone), mortuary architecture (Cement moulded into a cylindrical shape 
covers the grave. A vertically positioned cement-covered cinderblock marks the head and 
a vertically positioned cinderblock is placed at the foot. Cinderblocks and basalt boulders 
form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, filled with crushed limestone.), artifacts 
(none). The cement-covered cinderblock head marker is inscribed with the individual’s 
name, “Upon whom Allah has mercy”, and the date of death (4/6/1988). !
Grave 239: length (192 cm), width (132 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cement, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cement moulded into a rectangular shape covers the grave, 
encircled by basalt boulders. Vertically positioned cement-covered cinderblocks are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The cement-covered cinderblock head 
marker is inscribed but illegible. !
Grave 240: length (248 cm), width (204 cm), distance from grave to mosque (116 cm), 
mosque length (327 cm), mosque width (393 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (Ahl al-Jabal, al-Shurofat), clan/family (al-Rashaid), 
raw materials (basalt, limestone), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the 
grave. A manufactured limestone marker is placed at the head. Basalt boulders outline a 
mosque, complete with mihrab, at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). The limestone 
headstone is inscribed and painted black with “al-fatiha”, “This is a baby”, the 
individual’s name, and date of death (Wednesday, 18/9/2008, 17 Ramadan 1429). !
Grave 241: length (394 cm), width (235 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (Ahl al-Jabal, al-Shurofat), clan/family (al-
Rashaid), raw materials (basalt, marble), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle 
the grave. A manufactured marble headstone and basalt stone mark the head.), artifacts 
(none). The marble headstone is inscribed and painted black with “The deceased; Upon 
whom Allah has mercy; hajja” followed by the individual’s name, “Umm Mesbah”, “al-
Rashaid”, “She died on Friday; on the date 13 Shaban 1430, 21/8/2009 AD”; “Surely we 
belong to Allah and to Him shall we return”. !
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Grave 242: length (427 cm), width (234 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A vertically positioned 
cinderblock marks the head and a basalt stone marks the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 243: length (510 cm), width (239 cm), height (105 cm), rijam length (114 cm), 
rijam width (215 cm), rijam height (148 cm), wall length (2250 cm), wall width (38 cm), 
wall height (36 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (172º), gender 
(unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary architecture (Basalt 
boulders are built up and encircle the grave. A basalt rijam, flanked by a curved basalt 
wall, marks the head.), artifacts (a glass perfume bottle is situated at the end of the wall 
on the left hand side). !
Grave 244: length (219 cm), width (159 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt stones mark both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 245: length (173 cm), width (147 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt stone marks the head.), artifacts 
(a piece of blue fabric is situated on the right side of the grave). !
Grave 246: length (324 cm), width (202 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Mashiy/al-Hataab), raw 
materials (basalt, limestone, cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders 
encircle the grave. The head of the grave is marked with a manufactured limestone and a 
vertically positioned cinderblock. A pile of basalt boulders and three horizontally 
positioned cinderblocks are stacked to the right of the head.), artifacts (none). The 
limestone headstone is inscribed with “al-fatiha”, “Upon whom Allah has mercy”, the 
individual’s name, “Umm Nawaf”, “the date of death is 6/21/2010”. This individual died 
in a car accident together with the individual buried in grave 247.  !
Grave 247: length (317 cm), width (206 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Hataab), raw materials 
(basalt, limestone, cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the 
grave. The head of the grave is marked with a manufactured limestone and a vertically 
positioned cinderblock.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with “al-
fatiha”, “Upon whom Allah has mercy”, the individual’s name, “Umm Ahmed”, “the date 
of death is 6/21/2010”. This individual died in a car accident together with the individual 
buried in grave 246. !
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Grave 248: length (319 cm), width (217 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Vertically positioned 
cinderblocks and basalt markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 249: length (402 cm), width (210 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A horizontally positioned 
cinderblock marks the head and a vertically positioned cinderblock marks the foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 250: length (327 cm), width (225 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (160º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt stone and vertically positioned 
cinderblock mark the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 251: length (332 cm), width (185 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt marker is placed at the head.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 252: length (292 cm), width (204 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A piece of cinderblock marks 
the head and a basalt marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 253: length (465 cm), width (315 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Many rows of basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt 
marker and horizontally positioned cinderblock, both covered with cement, are placed at 
the head. The foot is marked with a vertically positioned cinderblock.), artifacts (none). 
The cement-covered basalt stone and cinderblock at the head of the grave are inscribed 
“In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most Merciful”, “Upon whom Allah has 
mercy”, the individual’s name and the date of death (3/22/2005). !
Grave 254: length (436 cm), width (255 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Samaran), raw 
materials (basalt, limestone, cement), mortuary architecture (Many rows of basalt 
boulders encircle the grave. A manufactured limestone marker at the head is embedded in 
a cement slab.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed and painted black 
with “al-fatiha”, “Upon whom Allah has mercy, hajja”, the individual’s name, “Umm 
Khalil”, and “the date of death is 01/27/2007”. !
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Grave 255: length (472 cm), width (264 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Qethwan/al-Qasab), raw 
materials (basalt, limestone, cement), mortuary architecture (Many rows of basalt 
boulders encircle the grave. A manufactured limestone and basalt stone embedded in a 
cement slab mark the head, and a manufactured limestone and basalt stone mark the 
foot.), artifacts (a broken white tea cup is situated on top of the grave near the foot). The 
limestone headstone is inscribed with “al-fatiha”, “Upon whom Allah has mercy, hajji”, 
the individual’s name, “Abu Mohammad, the date of death is 2/12/2006”. The basalt 
headstone is inscribed with “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most Merciful”, 
“Upon whom Allah has mercy”, the individual’s name, and date of death (2/12/2006). 
The cement slab is embedded with stones to spell out words, however they are illegible. 
Grave 255 is connected to grave 255. !
Grave 256: length (438 cm), width (239 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (172º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Qethwan), raw materials 
(basalt, limestone, cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Many rows of basalt boulders 
encircle the grave. A manufactured limestone marker embedded in a cement slab marks 
the head and three cinderblock pieces mark the foot.), artifacts (a spent bullet casing is 
situated on top of the grave near the foot). The limestone headstone is inscribed and 
painted black with “al-fatiha”, “Upon whom Allah has mercy”, the individual’s name, 
and “the date of death is 22/9/1995”. It also states, “We are from God, and we’ll go back 
to him”. Stones embedded in the cement spell the name “Mohammad”. Grave 256 is 
connected to grave 255. !
Grave 257: length (101 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 258: length (456 cm), width (213 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Hataab), raw materials 
(cinderblocks, basalt, limestone, cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a 
rectangular perimeter around the grave, encircled by sporadic basalt boulders. The head is 
marked with a basalt stone and two horizontally positioned cinderblocks covered with 
cement. A limestone marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (a makeup brush with a 
wooden handle is situated on top of the grave near the head). One of the cement-covered 
cinderblocks marking the head is inscribed, “Upon whom Allah has mercy”, the 
individual’s name, and the date of death (30/9/1996). The basalt stone at the head is 
inscribed, “Upon whom Allah has mercy”, the individual’s name, “Abu Fahad”, and the 
date of death (30/9/1996). !
Grave 259: length (448 cm), width (197 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the 
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grave. The head is marked with a basalt stone embedded in cement and a vertically 
positioned cinderblock. The foot is marked with basalt boulders laid out in a rectangular 
arrangement.), artifacts (none). The basalt headstone is inscribed, “Allah bears witness 
that none have the right to be worshipped but He, and the angels, and those having 
knowledge.” “The deceased”, followed by the individual’s name, “Umm Ghassem, died 
4/20/2005”. The cement, in which the basalt headstone is embedded, is inscribed but 
illegible.  !
Grave 260: length (399 cm), width (229 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (172º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Hataab), raw materials 
(basalt, limestone, cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular 
perimeter around the grave, encircled by sporadic basalt boulders. A manufactured 
limestone marker embedded in a cement slab marks the head and a vertically positioned 
cinderblock marks the foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with 
“al-fatiha”, “Upon whom Allah has mercy”, the individual’s name, “the date of death is 
6/8/1995”, and “Allah’s mercy on him”. !
Grave 261: length (386 cm), width (197 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (175º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. The head is marked 
with a cement-covered basalt stone and cement-covered vertically positioned 
cinderblock. The foot is marked with a vertically positioned cinderblock.), artifacts (a 
makeup brush with black plastic handle is situated on top of the grave near the foot). The 
cement-covered basalt stone and cinderblock are inscribed but illegible. !
Grave 262: length (308 cm), width (233 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the 
grave. A cement slab marks the head.), artifacts (none). The cement slab is inscribed with 
the date “1991”, however the rest is illegible.  !
Grave 263: length (150 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Hataab), raw materials 
(basalt), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Two basalt markers 
are placed at the head and a basalt marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). A basalt 
headstone is inscribed with the name of the deceased and the date of death (11/12/2000). !
Grave 264: length (329 cm), width (182 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (Ahl al-Jabal, al-Masaid), clan/family (al-Abdoun), 
raw materials (cinderblocks, limestone, basalt), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form 
a rectangular perimeter around the grave. The head is marked with a manufactured 
limestone marker, basalt stones and a horizontally positioned cinderblock. The foot is 
marked with a horizontally positioned cinderblock.), artifacts (none). The limestone 
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headstone is inscribed with “al-fatiha”, “Upon whom Allah has mercy”, the individual’s 
name, “Umm Shahdah”, and “She died on 2/8/2006”. !
Grave 265: length (372 cm), width (226 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Hataab), raw materials 
(cinderblocks, cement, limestone, basalt), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a 
rectangular perimeter around the grave, filled with cement at the centre. Three 
horizontally positioned cinderblocks and a basalt stone embedded in cement prop up a 
manufactured limestone marker at the head. A vertically positioned cinderblock 
embedded in cement is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is 
inscribed with “al-fatiha”, “Upon whom Allah has mercy”, the individual’s name, “Abu 
Shahdah”, and “He died on 30/10/1992”. The basalt headstone is inscribed with “In the 
name of Allah, the most gracious, the most merciful”, followed by the individual’s first 
name “upon whom Allah has mercy”, “He died in October 1992 AD”. The cement centre 
is inscribed but illegible because it is partially covered with gravel. !
Grave 266: length (336 cm), width (197 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Hataab), raw materials 
(cinderblocks, basalt, cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular 
perimeter around the grave. The head is marked with a basalt stone embedded in cement 
and a cement-covered vertically positioned cinderblock. The foot of the grave is marked 
with a cement-covered vertically positioned cinderblock.), artifacts (none). The basalt 
headstone is inscribed with “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most Merciful”, 
“Upon whom Allah has mercy”, the individual’s name, and “Abu Hesham”. The cement 
in which the basalt headstone is embedded is inscribed but illegible. !
Grave 267: length (126 cm), width (117 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A cinderblock piece marks the 
head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 268: length (131 cm), width (73 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Cinderblock pieces mark both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 269: length (116 cm), width (89 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt stones and vertically 
positioned cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 270: length (167 cm), width (135 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
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mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Vertically positioned 
cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 271: length (159 cm), width (149 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Zaben), raw materials 
(basalt, cement), mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Cement-
covered cinderblock pieces mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The cement-
covered cinderblock marking the head of the grave is inscribed with the individual’s 
name and date of death (28/3/1991). !
Grave 272: length (444 cm), width (279 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the 
grave, encircled by basalt boulders. A cement-covered vertically positioned cinderblock 
marks the head and a vertically positioned cinderblock marks the foot.), artifacts (three 
glass sherds are situated on top of the grave, near the head). The cement-covered 
cinderblock is inscribed but illegible. !
Grave 273: length (459 cm), width (312 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the 
grave, encircled by rows of basalt boulders. Vertically positioned cinderblocks mark both 
the head and foot. Cement covers the right front corner of the grave.), artifacts (none). 
The cement is inscribed with the individual’s first name, however the rest of the 
inscription is illegible.  !
Grave 274: length (108 cm), width (65 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Vertically positioned 
cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 275: length (405 cm), width (208 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, 
encircled by several rows of basalt boulders. Vertically positioned cinderblocks mark 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (the proximal half of an ovicaprid tibia is situated to the 
right of the head; a white garment is situated at the foot). !
Grave 276: length (473 cm), width (294 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Hataab), raw materials 
(basalt, cinderblocks, cement), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular 
perimeter around the grave, encircled by several rows of basalt boulders. A pile of basalt 
boulders and a cement marker are placed at the head. A vertically positioned cinderblock 
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is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). The cement marker at the head of the grave is 
inscribed with the individual’s name and date of death (10/5/1994). !
Grave 277: length (402 cm), width (207 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Many rows of basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt stone marks both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The basalt headstone is inscribed with “The 
deceased” followed by the individual’s name and “22/3/2001”. !
Grave 278: length (158 cm), width (94 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A basalt stone marks the head.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 279: length (185 cm), width (117 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic basalt boulders encircle the grave. Vertically positioned 
cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 280: length (419 cm), width (229 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Zaghaleel), raw materials 
(cinderblocks, basalt), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter 
around the grave, encircled by sporadic basalt boulders. The head is marked with four 
horizontally positioned cinderblocks and a vertically positioned cinderblock topped with 
a basalt boulder. A vertically positioned cinderblock marks the foot.), artifacts (none). 
The basalt headstone is inscribed with “The deceased” followed by the individual’s name. !
Grave 281: length (259 cm), width (143 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, basalt), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave, 
encircled by basalt boulders. A basalt stone marks both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 282: length (158 cm), width (115 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Vertically positioned 
cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 283: length (148 cm), width (108 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A vertically positioned 
cinderblock marks the head.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 284: length (142 cm), width (113 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. A vertically positioned 
cinderblock marks the head and a horizontally positioned cinderblock marks the foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 285: length (349 cm), width (157 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave. Two 
vertically positioned cinderblocks mark the head and a vertically positioned cinderblock 
marks the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 286: length (329 cm), width (165 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks, cement, 
basalt), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the 
grave. The head is marked with a basalt boulder covered and embedded in cement. It is 
flanked on each side by a cinderblock resting at an oblique angle. Three stacked vertically 
positioned cinderblocks mark the foot.), artifacts (a white and yellow rim sherd from a 
coffee cup is situated on top of the grave). Basalt pebbles were used to spell out the 
individual’s first name, which is embedded in cement.  !
Grave 287: length (137 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Basalt markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 288: length (198 cm), width (103 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks form a rectangular perimeter around the grave. 
Vertically positioned cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 289: length (212 cm), width (151 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Vertically positioned 
cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 290: length (156 cm), width (99 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (160º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt, cinderblocks), 
mortuary architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Vertically positioned 
cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 291: length (124 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (160º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 292: length (315 cm), width (173 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (basalt), mortuary 
architecture (Basalt boulders encircle the grave. Basalt stones mark both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !

Wadi Rajil Cemetery 1 !
Grave 293: length (228 cm), width (166 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle and cover the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 294: length (329 cm), width (228 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left side is 
absent of stones. The centre of the grave has partially collapsed.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 295: length (245 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (160º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert cobbles cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement and limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 296: length (358 cm), width (198 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (168º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the left side is absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 297: length (239 cm), width (136 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (175º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave and a limestone 
marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with 
a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 298: length (123 cm), width (75 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement and limestone markers are placed at the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 299: length (110 cm), width (112 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. The centre of the grave has partially 
collapsed.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 300: length (280 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (168º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 301: length (147 cm), width (84 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 302: length (234 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the right side is absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the head and 
a chert marker at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 303: length (290 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 304: length (310 cm), width (137 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular  
arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 305: length (244 cm), width (133 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the right side is absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 306: length (260 cm), width (123 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the right side is absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 307: length (209 cm), width (137 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the right side is 
absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot. The centre of 
the grave has partially collapsed.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 308: length (276 cm), width (196 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (160º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 309: length (217 cm), width (117 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. A limestone 
marker is placed at the head and a chert marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 310: length (315 cm), width (157 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. The centre of the 
grave has partially collapsed.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 311: length (111 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A limestone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 312: length (146 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 313: length (149 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A limestone marker is placed at the head and a chert marker at the foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 314: length (148 cm), width (103 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an linear 
arrangement. Chert markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 315: length (259 cm), width (103 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (A limestone marker is placed at the head and foot of the grave. The centre of 
the grave has partially collapsed.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 316: length (310 cm), width (137 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (A limestone marker is placed at the head and a chert marker at the 
foot of the grave. The centre of the grave has collapsed, exposing limestone slabs used to 
build the subterranean structure.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 317: length (291 cm), width (159 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert), mortuary 
architecture (A chert marker is placed at the head of the grave. The centre of the grave 
has collapsed.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 318: length (322 cm), width (180 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (A limestone marker is placed at the head of the grave. The centre of the 
grave has collapsed.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 319: length (285 cm), width (205 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave, although the right side is 
absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the head. The centre of the grave has 
partially collapsed.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 320: length (220 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 321: length (110 cm), width (93 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 322: length (157 cm), width (190 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. A chert marker is placed at 
the head and a limestone marker at the foot.), artifacts (none). !

Wadi Rajil Cemetery 2 
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Grave 323: length (414 cm), width (202 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the foot is absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the head. The 
centre of the grave has partially collapsed.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is 
inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 324: length (247 cm), width (158 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 325: length (185 cm), width (128 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 326: length (186 cm), width (115 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (160º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 327: length (207 cm), width (134 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (168º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 328: length (228 cm), width (174 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in a linear 
arrangement. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 329: length (192 cm), width (112 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 330: length (296 cm), width (195 cm), distance from grave to bathing platform 
(19 cm), length of bathing platform (115 cm), width of bathing platform (70 cm), 
orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate degrees (168º), gender (unknown), tribe 
(unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert 
boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A bathing platform has been 
constructed of flat limestone and chert cobbles at the foot of the grave. A small triangular 
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outline constructed from chert cobbles is situated in front of the bathing platform.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 331: length (204 cm), width (103 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. Chert markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 332: length (143 cm), width (124 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Chert markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 333: length (130 cm), width (119 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 334: length (137 cm), width (83 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (163º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 335: length (193 cm), width (112 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave. The 
centre of the grave has partially collapsed.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 336: length (185 cm), width (137 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (163º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. A limestone 
marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 337: length (241 cm), width (157 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although the foot is absent of stones. 
A limestone marker is placed at the head. The centre of the grave has collapsed.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 338: length (197 cm), width (87 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Chert markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). 
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!
Bayir Cemetery 1 !

Grave 339: inner length (307 cm), inner width (132 cm), inner height (76 cm), outer 
length (1100 cm), outer width (681 cm), outer height (365 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (168º), gender (male), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (cinder 
blocks, cement), mortuary architecture (The cinderblock and cement building is 
rectangular in shape with a two room layout. Each room features a separate entrance and 
a window on the back wall. Cinderblock steps lead into the smaller room housing the 
grave. The grave is constructed of concrete, capped with green painted cinderblocks. Two 
cinderblock steps lead onto a cement porch in front of the second room, used to seat 
cemetery visitors.), artifacts (broken cinderblocks are found throughout the unit; a plastic 
soda bottle and cap are situated near the steps to the seating room). The interior and 
exterior walls are covered in graffiti. The deceased was a sheikh or al-faqir.  !
Grave 340: length (242 cm), width (154 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (cinderblock fragments from grave 339 are 
found at the head of the grave; a broken glass bottle is found at the foot of the grave). The 
limestone footstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 341: length (276 cm), width (152 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone cobbles cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts (a 
blue garment is situated on the left side of the grave).  !
Grave 342: length (240 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (A light scatter of limestone cobbles cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A limestone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (a sheepskin is situated 
at the centre of the grave). !
Grave 343: length (231 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (A limestone marker is placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (sheep wool is situated adjacent to the headstone and to the right of the 
footstone). !
Grave 344: length (153 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts 
(sheep wool and a branch are found on the left side of the grave). 
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Grave 345: length (188 cm), width (124 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at the 
head, centre and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 346: length (370 cm), width (176 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (A light scatter of limestone cobbles encircle the grave.  A limestone marker 
is placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 347: length (200 cm), width (139 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, 
sandstone), mortuary architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. A sandstone 
marker is placed at the head and a limestone marker at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 348: length (132 cm), width (99 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders and cobbles encircle the grave. Limestone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 349: length (219 cm), width (132 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders demarcate the left side of the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 350: length (98 cm), width (71 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 351: length (243 cm), width (162 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (A light scatter of limestone cobbles encircle the grave.), artifacts (sheep 
wool is situated at the head of the grave). !
Grave 352: length (166 cm), width (104 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 353: length (249 cm), width (144 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are 
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placed at both the head and foot. It appears that several boulders were removed, leaving 
indentations in the sand.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 354: length (172 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (sheep wool is situated at the centre of the grave). !
Grave 355: length (135 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (sheep wool is situated on the right side of the grave). !
Grave 356: length (150 cm), width (106 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although the right side is absent of 
stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 357: length (218 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 358: length (180 cm), width (117 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 359: length (233 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders and cobbles encircle the grave. A limestone 
marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 360: length (198 cm), width (112 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders and cobbles encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (sheep wool is situated at the right 
side of the grave). !
Grave 361: length (223 cm), width (96 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders and cobbles encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). 
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Grave 362: length (306 cm), width (158 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (sheep 
wool is situated on the left side of the grave). The limestone headstone is inscribed with a 

wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 363: length (268 cm), width (138 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 364: length (262 cm), width (116 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders and cobbles encircle the grave. Limestone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 365: length (239 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. Limestone 
markers are placed at the head, foot, and sides.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 366: length (207 cm), width (123 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders and cobbles encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 367: length (205 cm), width (131 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (left of the headstone is the horn of Ovis aries overtop a 
white painted ceramic sherd). !
Grave 368: length (286 cm), width (162 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders and cobbles encircle the grave, although a section of the 
right side is absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 369: length (299 cm), width (156 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders and cobbles encircle and cover the grave. A limestone 
marker is located at the foot at the grave.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 370: length (229 cm), width (133 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. A limestone marker is situated at the 
head.), artifacts (a piece of a blue garment is situated to the left of the headstones). !
Grave 371: length (229 cm), width (211 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (a plastic plate and sheep 
wool are situated on the left side of the grave; a knotted piece of a white garment and a 
long bone fragment are situated at the head of the grave). !
Grave 372: length (255 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. A limestone marker is 
situated at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 373: length (176 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders and cobbles encircle the grave, although a section of the 
left side is absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (a rusted metal can is situated at the head of the grave). !
Grave 374: length (282 cm), width (166 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone boulders and cobbles encircle the grave. A limestone 
marker is placed at the head and a chert marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (half a 
plastic bottle is situated at the foot of the grave). !
Grave 375: length (216 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert, 
cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. 
Horizontally positioned cinderblocks mark both the head and foot.), artifacts (a metal can 
is situated at the foot of the grave; sheep wool and a branch are located on the right side 
of the grave). !
Grave 376: length (326 cm), width (176 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
left side is absent of stones. A chert marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 377: length (285 cm), width (158 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
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mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle and cover the grave.  A 
limestone marker is situated at the head.), artifacts (sheep wool is situated in the centre 
and right side of the grave; a piece of red garment is situated to the right of the 
headstone). The limestone headstone is inscribed with a wasm featuring the symbol - , 
and the individual’s first name. !
Grave 378: length (277 cm), width (166 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a portion of the 
left side is absent of stones. A limestone marker is situated at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 379: length (260 cm), width (157 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 380: length (214 cm), width (158 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. A limestone 
marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (a brown slipped ceramic body sherd is situated 
near the headstone; an unslipped orange ceramic body sherd is situated at the left side of 
the grave). The limestone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 381: length (367 cm), width (211 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle and partially cover the grave. A limestone 
marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with 
a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 382: length (282 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Two limestone markers are placed at the head and two limestone markers 
are placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (a red unslipped ceramic body sherd and an 
Ovis aries horn are situated to the left of the headstones). !
Grave 383: length (254 cm), width (176 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left and 
right sides are absent of stones.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 384: length (404 cm), width (207 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (A limestone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none).  
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Grave 385: length (286 cm), width (186 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (168º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert cobbles cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 386: length (290 cm), width (170 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
head and foot are absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts 
(none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with two wasum, featuring the symbols 
-  and ^.  !
Grave 387: length (344 cm), width (210 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert, 
cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders, as well as 
cinderblocks encircle the grave, although a section of the foot is absent of stones. A 
limestone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is 
inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 388: length (350 cm), width (197 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left and 
right sides are absent of stones.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 389: length (300 cm), width (173 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although the right side is 
absent of stones. A chert marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 390: length (186 cm), width (146 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. A limestone marker is 
placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, 
featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 391: length (169 cm), width (106 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave.), 
artifacts (none).  !
Grave 392: length (270 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
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architecture (A limestone marker is placed at both the head and the foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (two unslipped brown ceramic body sherds are situated near the headstone).  !
Grave 393: length (235 cm), width (158 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of stones is 
missing from the head of the grave. A limestone marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts 
(sheep wool is situated at the foot of the grave).  !
Grave 394: length (233 cm), width (180 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders are situated at the head, foot and sides of the grave.), 
artifacts (none).  !
Grave 395: length (307 cm), width (190 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left 
and right side are absent of stones.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 396: length (260 cm), width (106 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone cobbles encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 397: length (240 cm), width (180 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert cobbles encircle the grave, although 
a section of the left and right sides are absent of stones.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 398: length (344 cm), width (195 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the right side is 
absent of stones.), artifacts (sheep wool is situated at the centre of the grave).  !
Grave 399: length (227 cm), width (133 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 400: length (191 cm), width (179 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left 
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side is absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none).  !
Grave 401: length (291 cm), width (183 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. A limestone marker is placed at the 
head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 402: length (218 cm), width (132 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in a linear 
arrangement. A limestone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 403: length (240 cm), width (174 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. A limestone marker is 
placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 404: length (327 cm), width (197 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although the foot is absent of 
stones.), artifacts (sheep wool is situated at the head of the grave). !
Grave 405: length (276 cm), width (133 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 406: length (281 cm), width (139 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone cobbles cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 407: length (188 cm), width (112 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 408: length (157 cm), width (133 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 409: length (234 cm), width (169 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 410: length (257 cm), width (156 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 411: length (260 cm), width (175 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with a 
wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 412: length (136 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 413: length (161 cm), width (131 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 414: length (170 cm), width (97 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (sheep wool and branches are strewn across the right side of the grave). !
Grave 415: length (227 cm), width (115 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (sheep 
wool is situated to the right of the footstone). !
Grave 416: length (161 cm), width (131 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert boulders form an ovular perimeter 
around the grave, although a portion of the left and right sides are absent of stones. 
Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (sheep wool is situated 
at the foot of the grave). 
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Grave 417: length (199 cm), width (137 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 418: length (365 cm), width (220 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (sheep wool and the left metatarsal of an ovicaprid are 
situated at the foot of the grave). !
Grave 419: length (350 cm), width (185 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in a ovular 
arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 420: length (168 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 421: length (226 cm), width (156 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders arc around the foot of the grave. The front half of the 
grave is absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 422: length (378 cm), width (188 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left 
and right sides are absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (a strip of black leather is situated to the right of the head of the grave). !
Grave 423: length (264 cm), width (153 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (sheep wool is situated at the foot 
of the grave). !
Grave 424: length (186 cm), width (79 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (a spent bullet casing is situated on the right side of the grave). !
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Grave 425: length (188 cm), width (97 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although the head and foot are 
absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 426: length (160 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. 
Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 427: length (110 cm), width (71 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 428: length (246 cm), width (146 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 429: length (195 cm), width (126 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. 
Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (sheep wool is situated 
in the centre of the grave). !
Grave 430: length (295 cm), width (146 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of stones is absent from the right side. Limestone markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (a flattened metal can is situated on the right side of the grave). !
Grave 431: length (195 cm), width (126 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at the head, foot and sides of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 432: length (194 cm), width (154 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 433: length (200 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders cover the grave in an linear arrangement. 
Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (an Ovis aries horn is 
situated approximately two feet in front of the headstone). !
Grave 434: length (318 cm), width (200 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although 
a section of the head is absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 435: length (210 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although 
a section of the left and right sides are absent of stones.), artifacts (sheep wool is situated 
at the right side of the grave). !
Grave 436: length (240 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. A limestone 
marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 437: length (140 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. A limestone 
marker is placed at the head and a chert marker at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 438: length (233 cm), width (124 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 439: length (180 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section 
of the foot and right side are absent of stones. Chert markers are placed at both the head 
and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 440: length (177 cm), width (125 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert boulders encircle and partially cover 
the grave. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 441: length (220 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the right side is absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 442: length (280 cm), width (144 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 443: length (150 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section 
of the head is absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the head and a chert 
marker at the foot.), artifacts (a tan coloured sweater is situated to the left of the foot of 
the grave). !
Grave 444: length (214 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at the head, foot and left side of the grave.), 
artifacts (sheep wool is situated to the left of the headstone). The limestone marker on the 
left side of the grave is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 445: length (194 cm), width (160 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although 
a section of the head and foot are absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 446: length (259 cm), width (113 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A limestone marker is placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (a rusted 
circular piece of metal is situated at the head of the grave; sheep wool is situated on the 
left side of the grave). !
Grave 447: length (180 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the head is 
absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 448: length (240 cm), width (93 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
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mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. 
Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 449: length (250 cm), width (184 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 450: length (307 cm), width (160 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 451: length (170 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the head and foot are absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 452: length (300 cm), width (180 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders and cobbles encircle the grave. A limestone 
marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 453: length (280 cm), width (170 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle grave. Limestone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (sheep wool is situated to the left of the headstone). !
Grave 454: length (250 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (A chert marker is placed at the head and a limestone marker at the 
foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 455: length (293 cm), width (200 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed 
with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 456: length (292 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left 
and right side are absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). 
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Grave 457: length (277 cm), width (170 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (the left femur of Ovis aries and sheep wool are situated at the head of the 
grave). !
Grave 458: length (250 cm), width (160 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
head and left side are absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 459: length (143 cm), width (70 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 460: length (150 cm), width (72 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left 
and right side are absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 461: length (282 cm), width (147 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
foot and right side are absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 462: length (343 cm), width (200 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the head and 
left side are absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 463: length (218 cm), width (139 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 464: length (220 cm), width (126 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left 
side is absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 465: length (330 cm), width (177 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the head and 
foot are absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 466: length (220 cm), width (134 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 467: length (210 cm), width (111 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although 
a section of the left and right side are absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (a piece of tire rubber is situated at the head of the 
grave; sheep wool is situated to the left of the grave). !
Grave 468: length (363 cm), width (268 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Etwan), raw materials 
(limestone, chert), mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert slabs encircle the grave. 
Two limestone markers are placed at the head and a limestone marker is placed at the 
foot.), artifacts (none). The first limestone headstone is inscribed “Say (O Mohammed): 
He is Allah, the One, Allah the self-sufficient Master, He begets not, nor was He 
begotten, and there is none co-equal or comparable unto Him.” “The deceased”, followed 
by the individual’s name and date of death (5/2/1997). The second limestone headstone is 
inscribed with the individual’s name and “1997”, as well as a wasm, featuring the symbol 
- . !
Grave 469: length (331 cm), width (161 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (cinderblocks, 
limestone), mortuary architecture (Cinderblocks and limestone boulders encircle the 
grave. Two limestone markers are placed at the head and a vertically positioned 
cinderblock and limestone marker are placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). One of the 
limestone headstones is inscribed with the individual’s name and date of death 
(18/2/1996), as well as a wasm, featuring the symbol - .  !
Grave 470: length (140 cm), width (86 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone 
is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
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Grave 471: length (290 cm), width (180 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at the 
head, foot and right side.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with a 
wasm, featuring the symbol - . A second wasm is located on a stone at the right side of 

the grave, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 472: length (120 cm), width (96 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 473: length (135 cm), width (102 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 474: length (156 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone and 
chert cobbles cover the centre. A limestone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 475: length (130 cm), width (92 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. A limestone 
marker is placed at the head and a chert marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). 
The limestone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 476: length (132 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A limestone marker is placed at the head and a chert marker is placed at the 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 477: length (324 cm), width (164 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert cobbles encircle the grave. A 
limestone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 478: length (338 cm), width (170 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
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architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 479: length (165 cm), width (105 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the right side is absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 480: length (205 cm), width (121 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the right side is absent of stones. A chert marker is placed at the head and a 
limestone marker is placed at the foot. The centre of the grave has partially collapsed.), 
artifacts (none). The cortex of the chert headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the 
symbol - .  !
Grave 481: length (170 cm), width (123 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the left side is absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the head 
and foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring 
the symbol - . !
Grave 482: length (304 cm), width (200 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone 
is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 483: length (207 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone cobbles cover the centre of the grave, encircled by limestone 
boulders. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none).  !
Grave 484: length (300 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone and 
chert cobbles cover the centre. A limestone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts 
(none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
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Grave 485: length (350 cm), width (176 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the right side is absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 486: length (200 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. A limestone marker is placed at the 
head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 487: length (297 cm), width (220 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle and cover the grave. A 
limestone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 488: length (165 cm), width (85 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 489: length (205 cm), width (73 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. A limestone 
marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 490: length (275 cm), width (190 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. A limestone marker is placed at the 
head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 491: length (193 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 492: length (193 cm), width (87 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone gravel 
covers the centre. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 493: length (130 cm), width (70 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
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mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone and 
chert cobbles cover the centre.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 494: length (132 cm), width (85 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the foot of the grave is absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the 
head.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the 
symbol - . !
Grave 495: length (190 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A limestone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 496: length (187 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A limestone marker is placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 497: length (95 cm), width (65 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the left and right side of the grave are absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 498: length (180 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in a linear 
arrangement. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). 
The limestone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 499: length (267 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 500: length (286 cm), width (185 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (al-Huwaytat), clan/family (al-Ethban), raw materials 
(limestone, chert), mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the 
grave. Two limestone markers are placed at the head, one at the foot and one at the right 
side.), artifacts (none). The first limestone headstone is inscribed with the individual’s 
name and “May/1975”. A second limestone headstone is inscribed with “The deceased” 
followed by the individual’s name. The limestone marker at the right side of the grave is 
inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - .  
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Grave 501: length (197 cm), width (142 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 502: length (178 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone 
is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 503: length (290 cm), width (163 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic limestone boulders encircle the grave. A limestone marker is 
placed at the head. The centre of the grave has partially collapsed.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 504: length (183 cm), width (106 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although 
a section of the head and left side are absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 505: length (254 cm), width (147 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A limestone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The limestone 
headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 506: length (260 cm), width (170 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave, although the right side is absent of 
stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 507: length (160 cm), width (107 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the head is absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 508: length (127 cm), width (60 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
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architecture (Limestone boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 509: length (278 cm), width (177 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the foot and left side are absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the 
head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 510: length (190 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (160º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (A limestone marker is placed at the head and a chert marker is 
placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 511: length (191 cm), width (83 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 512: length (200 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders form an ovular perimeter around the 
grave. A limestone marker is placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 513: length (196 cm), width (107 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The headstone is inscribed 
with a wasm, featuring the symbol - .  !
Grave 514: length (150 cm), width (105 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement, although a section of the right side is absent of stones. Limestone markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 515: length (170 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A chert marker is placed at the head and a limestone marker at the foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
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Grave 516: length (172 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Chert markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 517: length (130 cm), width (97 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although the foot 
is absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 518: length (133 cm), width (105 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 519: length (256 cm), width (151 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone boulders form an ovular perimeter around the grave. A 
limestone marker is placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (a branch is situated 
across the centre of the grave). !
Grave 520: length (190 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Boulders form an ovular perimeter around the grave. A stone 
marks both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 521: length (250 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with a 
wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 522: length (152 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone 
is inscribed with the individual’s name.  !
Grave 523: length (310 cm), width (190 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (168º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Semehan), raw 
materials (limestone), mortuary architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. Two 
limestone markers are placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). The first 
limestone headstone is inscribed with “The deceased” followed by the individual’s name 
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and date of death (1/1993). A second limestone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, 
featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 524: length (187 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave, although a 
section of the right side is absent of stones. Limestone markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 525: length (178 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. Chert markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 526: length (164 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave. The 
grave has partially collapsed at the foot.), artifacts (a plastic water bottle is situated to the 
left of the grave). !
Grave 527: length (283 cm), width (114 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone boulders encircle the grave. A limestone marker is placed at the 
head of the grave.), artifacts (four water bottles are situated at the right side of the grave; 
a tan garment is situated at the foot of the grave). !
Grave 528: length (171 cm), width (92 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. 
Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone 
headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 529: length (156 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol 
- . !

Bayir Cemetery 2 !
Grave 530: length (170 cm), width (99 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (173º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert), mortuary 
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architecture (Chert markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave. The grave 
has partially collapsed in the centre.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 531: length (266 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. 
Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 532: length (252 cm), width (153 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (An ovular pit has collapsed along with the limestone and chert 
boulders that marked the perimeter of the grave. A limestone marker is placed at the 
foot.), artifacts (a plastic water bottle is situated at the head of the grave). !
Grave 533: length (307 cm), width (186 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (The centre of the grave has been disturbed, possibly by looters, leaving a 
rectangular pit. Limestone boulders form a rectangular perimeter around the pit. 
Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The limestone 
headstone is inscribed with the individual’s name. !
Grave 534: length (255 cm), width (141 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic chert boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. 
Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 535: length (277 cm), width (145 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Amamreh), raw materials 
(limestone, chert), mortuary architecture (A limestone marker is placed at the head and a 
chert marker at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is 
inscribed with the individual’s name and date of death (22/2/2002). !
Grave 536: length (110 cm), width (107 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic chert boulders encircle the grave, although a section of 
the left side is absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 537: length (243 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
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Grave 538: length (269 cm), width (147 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. 
Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 539: length (133 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic chert boulders encircle the grave. Limestone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 540: length (179 cm), width (103 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic chert boulders encircle the grave, although a section of 
the left side is absent of stone. Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 541: length (232 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 542: length (199 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic chert boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 543: length (228 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert), mortuary 
architecture (A chert marker is placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 544: length (303 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed with the individual’s name and date 
of death (2/22/2002). !
Grave 545: length (270 cm), width (145 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (A chert marker is placed at the head and a limestone marker at the 
foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 546: length (247 cm), width (112 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (160º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
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mortuary architecture (Chert and limestone boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A limestone marker is placed at the head and a chert marker at the foot.), 
artifacts (none). 

  
Grave 547: length (201 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic chert boulders encircle the grave. Chert markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 548: length (234 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic chert boulders encircle the grave. A limestone marker is 
placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 549: length (247 cm), width (114 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 550: length (196 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (Limestone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 551: length (186 cm), width (126 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (168º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic chert boulders encircle the grave, although a section of 
the left side is absent of stones. A limestone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 552: length (160 cm), width (86 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (A chert marker is placed at the head and an unusually shaped 
limestone marker is placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 553: length (164 cm), width (114 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic chert boulders encircle the grave, although a section of 
the right side is absent of stones. A chert marker is placed at the head and a limestone 
marker at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 554: length (132 cm), width (74 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert), mortuary 
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architecture (Chert markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 555: length (163 cm), width (93 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert), mortuary 
architecture (Chert markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 556: length (127 cm), width (94 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (A chert marker is placed at the head and a limestone marker at the 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 557: length (99 cm), width (74 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic chert boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. 
A chert marker is placed at the head and a limestone marker at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 558: length (86 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone, 
fossil), mortuary architecture (Chert and limestone boulders encircle the grave. A large 
fossil centrum [vertebra]) marks the head and a limestone marker is placed at the foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 559: length (147 cm), width (105 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Limestone and chert boulders encircle the grave. A chert marker is 
placed at the head and a limestone marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 560: length (146 cm), width (71 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert), mortuary 
architecture (Chert boulders encircle the grave. Chert markers are placed at both the head 
and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 561: length (230 cm), width (96 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (A limestone marker is placed at the head and a chert marker at the 
foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 562: length (209 cm), width (81 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (A limestone marker is placed at the head and a chert marker at the 
foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). 
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!
Grave 563: length (150 cm), width (84 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (168º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert), mortuary 
architecture (Chert boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. Chert markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 564: length (180 cm), width (70 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone, chert), 
mortuary architecture (A chert marker is placed at the head and a limestone marker at the 
foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 565: length (170 cm), width (86 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert, limestone), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic chert boulders encircle the grave. A limestone marker is 
placed at the head and a limestone marker at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 566: length (165 cm), width (94 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (chert), mortuary 
architecture (Chert markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 567: length (181 cm), width (105 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (limestone), mortuary 
architecture (A limestone marker is placed at the head of the grave. The grave has 
partially collapsed in the centre.), artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed 
with the individual’s first name. !

Bir Madhkur Cemetery !
Grave 568: length (251 cm), width (162 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (88º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Sandstone, dolomite, and rhyolite boulders 
cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 569: length (279 cm), width (188 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (70º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
rhyolite, dolomite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Sandstone, rhyolite, 
dolomite, and metamorphic schist boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 570: length (299 cm), width (228 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (rhyolite, sandstone, 
dolomite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Rhyolite, sandstone, dolomite and 
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metamorphic schist cobbles cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Weathered 
sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 571: length (263 cm), width (156 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Sandstone, dolomite 
rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A 
weathered sandstone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 572: length (252 cm), width (203 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (78º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Sandstone, dolomite, and 
metamorphic schist boulders encircle the grave. Weathered sandstone markers are placed 
at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 573: length (277 cm), width (153 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (78º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist, siltstone), mortuary architecture (Sandstone, 
dolomite, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders encircle and cover the grave in an 
ovular arrangement. A weathered sandstone marker is placed at the head and a siltstone 
marker at the foot.), artifacts (a rusted metal can is situated at the foot of the grave). !
Grave 574: length (246 cm), width (121 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (87º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone 
[weathered]), mortuary architecture (Two weathered sandstone markers are placed at the 
head and one weathered sandstone marker is placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 575: length (333 cm), width (177 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (87º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, dolomite and rhyolite 
boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Weathered sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 576: length (262 cm), width (161 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(92º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, 
dolomite, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders encircle the grave. A dolomite marker 
is placed at the head.), artifacts (a round metal object is situated on top of the grave). !
Grave 577: length (324 cm), width (207 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (86º), gender (female), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolomite, sandstone 
[weathered], sandstone, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, dolomite 
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and rhyolite boulders encircle the grave. Dolomite and rhyolite markers are placed at the 
head and weathered sandstone and rhyolite markers are placed at the foot.), artifacts 
(none). An informant indicated that this individual died in 2009 and was buried next to 
her father (grave 578). !
Grave 578: length (334 cm), width (205 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (87º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolomite, sandstone 
[weathered], rhyolite, sandstone), mortuary architecture (Dolomite, weathered sandstone, 
rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders and cobbles cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A dolomite marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). An informant 
indicated that this individual’s daughter (grave 577) died in 2009 and was buried next to 
her father. !
Grave 579: length (238 cm), width (152 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(90º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, 
dolomite, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders and cobbles encircle the grave. A 
weathered sandstone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 580: length (291 cm), width (149 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (82º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
rhyolite, dolomite), mortuary architecture (Sporadic weathered sandstone, rhyolite and 
dolomite boulders encircle the grave, although the left side is absent of stones. Weathered 
sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 581: length (244 cm), width (143 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(94º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
rhyolite, dolomite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, rhyolite and dolomite 
boulders and gravel cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Weathered sandstone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 582: length (304 cm), width (152 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(94º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (rhyolite, sandstone 
[weathered]), mortuary architecture (Rhyolite and sandstone gravel encircles the grave. A 
weathered sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 583: length (195 cm), width (141 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (rhyolite, dolomite, 
sandstone [weathered], metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Rhyolite, dolomite 
weathered sandstone, and metamorphic schist boulders and gravel cover the grave in an 
ovular arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 584: length (169 cm), width (124 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (86º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolomite, sandstone 
[weathered], rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Dolomite, weathered 
sandstone, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders and gravel cover the grave in an 
ovular arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 585: length (239 cm), width (182 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (84º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, 
dolomite, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A weathered sandstone marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 586: length (268 cm), width (179 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (88º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolomite, sandstone 
[weathered], rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Dolomite, weathered sandstone and 
rhyolite boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Weathered sandstone markers 
are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 587: length (254 cm), width (151 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, dolomite and rhyolite 
boulders and gravel cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Weathered sandstone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (a white garment is situated to the 
left of the foot of the grave). !
Grave 588: length (333 cm), width (188 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(92º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolomite, sandstone 
[weathered], rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Dolomite, weathered sandstone and 
rhyolite boulders and gravel cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A weathered 
sandstone marker is placed at the head and sandstone and rhyolite markers at the foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 589: length (354 cm), width (178 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(93º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, 
dolomite, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders and gravel cover the grave in an 
ovular arrangement. A weathered sandstone marker is placed at the head and a rhyolite 
marker at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 590: length (288 cm), width (132 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(90º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolomite, sandstone 
[weathered], rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Dolomite, weathered sandstone, and 
rhyolite boulders and gravel cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Dolomite and 
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weathered sandstone markers are placed at the head and a weathered sandstone marker at 
the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 591: length (251 cm), width (144 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (84º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, 
dolomite, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders and gravel cover the grave in an 
ovular arrangement. Weathered sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 592: length (292 cm), width (153 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(64º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
rhyolite, dolomite), mortuary architecture (Sandstone, rhyolite and dolomite boulders and 
gravel cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Weathered sandstone markers are placed 
at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 593: length (325 cm), width (158 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (86º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, 
dolomite, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders and gravel cover the grave in an 
ovular arrangement. A weathered sandstone marker is placed at the head and a dolomite 
marker at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 594: length (268 cm), width (171 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (87º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, 
dolomite, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A weathered sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 595: length (205 cm), width (134 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(90º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone and dolomite boulders cover the 
grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 596: length (230 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(94º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered]), 
mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot 
of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 597: length (239 cm), width (145 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
rhyolite, dolomite), mortuary architecture (Sporadic weathered sandstone, metamorphic 
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schist, and rhyolite boulders encircle the grave. A weathered sandstone marker is placed 
at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 598: length (250 cm), width (148 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (88º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, dolomite 
and rhyolite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 599: length (249 cm), width (207 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (87º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolomite, sandstone 
[weathered]), mortuary architecture (Sporadic dolomite and weathered sandstone cobbles 
encircle the grave. A dolomite marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 600: length (361 cm), width (159 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone,  
dolomite, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders and cobbles cover the grave in an 
ovular arrangement. A dolomite marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 601: length (308 cm), width (177 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (87º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone and dolomite boulders encircle 
the grave. A weathered sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (an 
orange tarp is situated on top of the grave). !
Grave 602: length (311 cm), width (166 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (83º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, dolomite and rhyolite 
boulders and cobbles cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A weathered sandstone 
marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 603: length (300 cm), width (138 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (81º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, 
dolomite, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A dolomite marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 604: length (137 cm), width (121 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, dolomite 
and metamorphic schist boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts 
(none). 
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Grave 605: length (233 cm), width (160 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, dolomite,  
and metamorphic schist boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 606: length (160 cm), width (133 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (86º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, 
dolomite, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. Weathered sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the 
grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 607: length (300 cm), width (137 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(92º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, dolomite and rhyolite 
boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Dolomite markers are placed at both 
the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 608: length (248 cm), width (120 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (87º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered],  
dolomite, metamorphic schist, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, 
dolomite, metamorphic schist and rhyolite boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A weathered sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 609: length (254 cm), width (139 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, dolomite and rhyolite 
boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 610: length (278 cm), width (165 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(90º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered]), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic weathered sandstone boulders encircle the grave.), 
artifacts (a pipe shaped ceramic object with pink fabric is situated to the left of the head 
of the grave). !
Grave 611: length (344 cm), width (186 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (81º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, dolomite and rhyolite 
boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts (a metal oil can is situated 
at the head of the grave; an empty package of Winston brand cigarettes is situated at the 
foot of the grave). 
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Grave 612: length (298 cm), width (167 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (82º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, dolomite and rhyolite 
boulders and cobbles encircle the grave.), artifacts (two chert flakes are situated on top of 
the grave). !
Grave 613: length (297 cm), width (127 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (82º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, dolomite, and rhyolite 
boulders and cobbles cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts (a chert flake is 
situated on top of the grave). !
Grave 614: length (160 cm), width (127 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (87º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite, metamorphic schist), mortuary architecture (Sporadic weathered 
sandstone, dolomite, rhyolite and metamorphic schist boulders encircle the grave. A 
weathered sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 615: length (146 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone and dolomite cobbles cover the 
grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts (a chert flake is situated on top of the grave). !
Grave 616: length (131 cm), width (89 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (82º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone and dolomite boulders cover the 
grave in an ovular arrangement. Weathered sandstone markers are placed at both the head 
and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 617: length (181 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Sporadic weathered sandstone, dolomite and 
rhyolite boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts (two chert flakes 
are situated on top of the grave). !
Grave 618: length (169 cm), width (92 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
dolomite, rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone and dolomite cobbles 
encircle the grave. Rhyolite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
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Grave 619: length (200 cm), width (127 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (83º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
rhyolite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone boulders encircle the grave. A 
rhyolite marker is placed at the head and a weathered sandstone marker at the foot of the 
grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 620: length (276 cm), width (195 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (88º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone [weathered], 
rhyolite, dolomite), mortuary architecture (Weathered sandstone, rhyolite and dolomite 
boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Rhyolite markers are placed at both 
the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !

Disa Cemetery 1 !
Grave 621: length (239 cm), width (162 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pile of sandstones marks the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 622: length (224 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 623: length (262 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pile of sandstones marks the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 624: length (229 cm), width (144 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A 
sandstone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is 
inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . Two sandstones adjacent to the head of 

the grave are inscribed with wasum, featuring the symbols -  and - . !
Grave 625: length (170 cm), width (88 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A sandstone 
marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 626: length (182 cm), width (120 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts 
(none). 
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Grave 627: length (100 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 628: length (112 cm), width (88 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 629: length (236 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 630: length (180 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 631: length (272 cm), width (160 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The 

sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 632: length (302 cm), width (193 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (160º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone, rhyolite), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Rhyolite and sandstone 
markers are placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed 

with a wasm, featuring the symbols -  and - . !
Grave 633: length (148 cm), width (92 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. A sandstone marker is placed at the 
head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 634: length (171 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 635: length (272 cm), width (120 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). 
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Grave 636: length (140 cm), width (113 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 637: length (199 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. A sandstone marker is placed at the 
head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 638: length (139 cm), width (113 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone, rhyolite), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic sandstone and rhyolite boulders encircle the grave, 
although the right side is absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head 
and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 639: length (168 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pile of sandstones mark the head and a sandstone marker is placed at 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 640: length (110 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pile of sandstones marks the head and a sandstone marker is placed at 
foot.), artifacts (a brown and white painted ceramic base sherd from a tea cup is situated 
at the head of the grave). !
Grave 641: length (286 cm), width (160 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although the left side is 
absent of stones. A sandstone marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (a white garment is 
situated at the head of the grave). A sandstone marker on the right side of the grave is 
inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 642: length (229 cm), width (171 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 643: length (317 cm), width (168 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pile of sandstones mark the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 644: length (325 cm), width (138 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pile of sandstones mark both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (a 
white and blue painted ceramic body sherd is situated at the head of the grave). The 
sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . 

  
Grave 645: length (358 cm), width (143 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the 
grave.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed with wasum, featuring the 
symbols -  and - . !
Grave 646: length (319 cm), width (125 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pile of sandstones mark the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). The 
largest sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 647: length (207 cm), width (128 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 648: length (317 cm), width (127 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. 
Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). A sandstone 
marker on the right side of the grave is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . 

  
Grave 649: length (279 cm), width (99 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pile of sandstones mark the head and a sandstone marker is placed at 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 650: length (296 cm), width (128 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (A pile of sandstones mark the head and a sandstone marker is 
placed at foot.), artifacts (none). The primary sandstone headstone is inscribed with a 
wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 651: length (124 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). 
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Grave 652: length (258 cm), width (125 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (A pile of sandstones mark both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). One of the sandstone headstones is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the 
symbol - . A second sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol 
- .  !
Grave 653: length (253 cm), width (123 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 654: length (201 cm), width (106 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 655: length (326 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstones boulders encircle the grave. A sandstone marker is 
placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, 
featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 656: length (260 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 657: length (328 cm), width (114 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pile of sandstones mark the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 658: length (283 cm), width (101 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 659: length (505 cm), width (350 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Matalkeh), raw materials 
(sandstone), mortuary architecture (Sandstone boulders cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement. A sandstone marker is situated on the left side.), artifacts (the grave is 
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covered with branches and bundles of plant material). The sandstone marker is inscribed 
with the individual’s name. An informant stated that the deceased was al-faqir.  !
Grave 660: length (199 cm), width (93 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. A sandstone marker is placed at the 
head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 661: length (179 cm), width (105 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 662: length (281 cm), width (141 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (175º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed 
with wasum, featuring the symbols -  and - . !
Grave 663: length (106 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. Sandstone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 664: length (113 cm), width (85 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pile of sandstones mark the head and a sandstone marker is placed at the 
foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 665: length (216 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 666: length (313 cm), width (131 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 667: length (143 cm), width (113 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. A sandstone marker is 
placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, 
featuring the symbol - . 
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Grave 668: length (244 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 669: length (266 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs are exposed and the grave has partially collapsed, exposing 
the burial chamber.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 670: length (343 cm), width (154 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone slabs are exposed and cover the grave in a linear 
arrangement. A sandstone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The sandstone 
headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 671: length (320 cm), width (169 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone, branches), 
mortuary architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the head and a branch is 
positioned vertically at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 672: length (272 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs are exposed and cover the grave in a linear arrangement. 
Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 673: length (288 cm), width (155 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Piles of sandstones are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). 
The sandstone headstone is inscribed but illegible. !
Grave 674: length (329 cm), width (184 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Ghayath), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed, 
“The deceased belongs to al-Ghayath.” !
Grave 675: length (291 cm), width (139 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone, cinderblocks, 
cement), mortuary architecture (Sandstone boulders, cinderblocks and cement encircle 
the grave. A sandstone marker is placed at the head and a vertically positioned 
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cinderblock is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed 
with the individual’s name. !
Grave 676: length (300 cm), width (120 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs cover the grave in a linear arrangement. The grave has 
partially collapsed at the centre, exposing the skull of the deceased. A sandstone marker is 
placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 677: length (251 cm), width (131 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pile of sandstones mark the head and a sandstone marker is placed at the 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 678: length (150 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (A pile of sandstones mark both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). One of the sandstones at the head of the grave inscribed with a wasm, 
featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 679: length (232 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 680: length (229 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs are exposed and cover the grave in a linear arrangement.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 681: length (266 cm), width (149 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left and 
right sides are absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol 
- . !
Grave 682: length (292 cm), width (152 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs are partially exposed and cover the grave in a linear 
arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 683: length (248 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
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architecture (Sandstone slabs cover the grave in a linear arrangement. A sandstone marker 
is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 684: length (205 cm), width (105 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs cover the grave in a linear arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 685: length (222 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 686: length (239 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 687: length (230 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (The grave has partially collapsed, exposing a number of sandstone slabs.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 688: length (249 cm), width (134 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (A pile of sandstones mark the head and a sandstone marker is 
placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). A sandstone headstone is inscribed with 
a wasm, featuring the symbol - .  !
Grave 689: length (130 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pile of sandstones mark both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 690: length (210 cm), width (99 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone slabs cover the grave in a linear arrangement.), artifacts 
(none). A sandstone slab at the centre of the grave is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the 
symbol - . !
Grave 691: length (132 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs cover the grave in a linear arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 692: length (228 cm), width (126 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone slabs cover the grave in a linear arrangement. The grave 
has partially collapsed. A sandstone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The 
sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 693: length (175 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 694: length (120 cm), width (87 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 695: length (229 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (A pile of sandstones mark the head and a sandstone marker is 
placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). One of the sandstone headstones is 
inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . The sandstone footstone is inscribed 

with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 696: length (209 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 697: length (306 cm), width (167 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone, 
cinderblocks), mortuary architecture (Sandstone boulders and cinderblocks encircle the 
grave, although the left side is absent of stones. A sandstone marker is placed at the 
head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 698: length (232 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 699: length (252 cm), width (108 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
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architecture (A pile of sandstones marks both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 700: length (224 cm), width (126 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 701: length (269 cm), width (182 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 702: length (253 cm), width (152 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (a broken base piece from a glass jar is situated to the left of the foot of the 
grave). !
Grave 703: length (168 cm), width (132 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed 
with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 704: length (220 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !

Disa Cemetery 2 !
Grave 705: length (212 cm), width (134 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (175º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Displaced sandstone boulders encircle the grave in a somewhat ovular 
arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 706: length (248 cm), width (138 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although stones from the left side 
have been displaced to the foot of the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 707: length (230 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 708: length (230 cm), width (105 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Displaced sandstone boulders encircle the grave in a somewhat ovular 
arrangement. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 709: length (326 cm), width (220 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone, rhyolite), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone and rhyolite boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 710: length (377 cm), width (247 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 711: length (188 cm), width (128 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Sandstone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 712: length (230 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (175º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !

Petra Cemetery !
Grave 713: length (294 cm), width (117 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 714: length (163 cm), width (156 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 715: length (133 cm), width (121 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although the foot is absent 
of stones. A sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 716: length (135 cm), width (64 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at the head and sides of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 717: length (80 cm), width (54 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 718: length (202 cm), width (219 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although stones on the right side 
have been displaced further to the right. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head 
and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 719: length (134 cm), width (84 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
left and right side are absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 720: length (218 cm), width (103 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 721: length (224 cm), width (191 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left and 
right side are absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 722: length (228 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 723: length (298 cm), width (205 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although the head is absent of stones. 
Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 724: length (126 cm), width (59 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 725: length (118 cm), width (123 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
right side is absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 726: length (353 cm), width (162 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (172º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 727: length (268 cm), width (134 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 728: length (333 cm), width (290 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 729: length (283 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 730: length (200 cm), width (125 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although the right side is absent of 
stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 731: length (206 cm), width (175 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (172º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
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architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 732: length (297 cm), width (165 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
right side is absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 733: length (164 cm), width (155 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
left and right sides are absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head 
and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 734: length (264 cm), width (149 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 735: length (254 cm), width (67 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 736: length (186 cm), width (60 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 737: length (82 cm), width (67 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 738: length (235 cm), width (136 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
left and right sides are absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head 
and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 739: length (224 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
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architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
left and right sides are absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head 
and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 740: length (222 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 741: length (199 cm), width (60 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 742: length (164 cm), width (93 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 743: length (220 cm), width (126 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 744: length (127 cm), width (86 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A sandstone 
marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 745: length (82 cm), width (65 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 746: length (325 cm), width (155 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 747: length (285 cm), width (154 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the head and 
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foot are absent of stones. Stones on the right side of the grave have been displaced further 
to the right. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 748: length (139 cm), width (137 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 749: length (309 cm), width (158 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left and 
right sides are absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 750: length (127 cm), width (114 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 751: length (282 cm), width (158 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left and 
right sides are absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 752: length (158 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 753: length (192 cm), width (120 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
right side is absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 754: length (241 cm), width (142 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 755: length (267 cm), width (227 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
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architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although the head is absent 
of stones. A sandstone marker is placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 756: length (253 cm), width (131 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the right side is 
absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot. A carved 
Nabataean sandstone is situated along the right side of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 757: length (209 cm), width (108 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (162º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 758: length (119 cm), width (97 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 759: length (128 cm), width (85 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 760: length (113 cm), width (78 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 761: length (130 cm), width (61 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (the right humerus of an ovicaprid is situated adjacent to the headstone). !
Grave 762: length (92 cm), width (91 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 763: length (115 cm), width (120 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). 
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Grave 764: length (110 cm), width (106 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at the head, foot and sides of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 765: length (169 cm), width (103 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 766: length (146 cm), width (123 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the right side is 
absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 767: length (101 cm), width (36 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 768: length (142 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 769: length (148 cm), width (69 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 770: length (173 cm), width (121 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the head is 
absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 771: length (142 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left side is 
absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). 
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Grave 772: length (217 cm), width (142 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 773: length (169 cm), width (156 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 774: length (177 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the right side 
has been displaced further to the right.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 775: length (266 cm), width (133 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 776: length (208 cm), width (134 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 777: length (134 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 778: length (128 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 779: length (189 cm), width (160 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 780: length (124 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
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architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 781: length (309 cm), width (168 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at the head, foot and sides of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 782: length (186 cm), width (96 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 783: length (154 cm), width (82 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 784: length (168 cm), width (79 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 785: length (157 cm), width (115 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 786: length (230 cm), width (108 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pair of sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the 
grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 787: length (111 cm), width (102 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. 
Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 788: length (153 cm), width (65 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
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Grave 789: length (163 cm), width (73 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 790: length (105 cm), width (79 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 791: length (128 cm), width (77 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 792: length (107 cm), width (52 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 793: length (171 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (167º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 794: length (197 cm), width (143 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (a rusted metal oil can is situated on top of the grave). !
Grave 795: length (143 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. Sandstone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 796: length (150 cm), width (127 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 797: length (168 cm), width (64 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
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architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 798: length (142 cm), width (87 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 799: length (210 cm), width (120 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A pair of sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the 
grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 800: length (226 cm), width (113 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 801: length (180 cm), width (145 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although the right side is absent of 
stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 802: length (189 cm), width (123 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 803: length (100 cm), width (56 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 804: length (202 cm), width (93 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 805: length (197 cm), width (56 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
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Grave 806: length (180 cm), width (108 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the head is 
absent of stones. A sandstone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 807: length (155 cm), width (112 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 808: length (109 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (165º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 809: length (181 cm), width (109 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although the right side is absent of 
stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 810: length (230 cm), width (142 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 811: length (149 cm), width (85 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 812: length (157 cm), width (137 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 813: length (183 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although the left side is absent of 
stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 814: length (92 cm), width (85 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
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architecture (Sandstone boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. Sandstone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 815: length (113 cm), width (62 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 816: length (123 cm), width (61 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 817: length (174 cm), width (112 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 818: length (118 cm), width (66 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 819: length (146 cm), width (87 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left and 
right side are absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 820: length (166 cm), width (45 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 821: length (120 cm), width (79 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 822: length (184 cm), width (60 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
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Grave 823: length (106 cm), width (75 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 824: length (155 cm), width (84 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 825: length (152 cm), width (66 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 826: length (267 cm), width (189 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 827: length (156 cm), width (102 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
place at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 828: length (183 cm), width (111 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 829: length (198 cm), width (148 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the right side is 
absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 830: length (267 cm), width (63 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 831: length (140 cm), width (69 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 832: length (210 cm), width (177 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. A sandstone marker is placed at the 
head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 833: length (211 cm), width (117 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. A sandstone marker is placed at the 
head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 834: length (249 cm), width (170 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the right side 
and foot are absent of stones. A sandstone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 835: length (214 cm), width (73 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 836: length (113 cm), width (120 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 837: length (158 cm), width (152 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 838: length (229 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 839: length (138 cm), width (106 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left side is 
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absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 840: length (134 cm), width (72 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 841: length (180 cm), width (136 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 842: length (205 cm), width (146 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 843: length (253 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), approximate 
degrees (170º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). 

 
Taybeh Cemetery !

Grave 844: inner length (259 cm), inner width (96 cm), outer length (757 cm), outer 
width (754 cm), outer height (122), width of entrance (55 cm), orientation (SSE-NNW), 
approximate degrees (160º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Alfaqir/al-
Seerah), raw materials (sandstone, limestone), mortuary architecture (Sandstone boulders 
cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A sandstone marker is placed at the head and a 
second marker is situated to the right of the head. A square wall constructed from 
sandstone boulders and spolia (sandstone and limestone column drums) encloses the 
grave. The entrance, capped with a sandstone slab, is situated at the centre of the wall on 
the left hand side.), artifacts (three branches tied with white garments are situated along 
the head wall, three along the left wall, and one along the foot wall; a glass jar with metal 
lid is situated on the left wall). The left corner stone of the footwall is painted white, 
however the words are illegible. A stone situated to the left of the entrance is painted 
white with a man’s name. Many of the stones covering the grave show evidence of being 
burned. The deceased was al-faqir. !

Wadi Abu Sekekeen Cemetery !
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Grave 845: length (87 cm), width (44 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (70º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 846: length (151 cm), width (97 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite slabs cover the grave, which is partially concealed by a mound of 
gravel.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 847: length (147 cm), width (75 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (68º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 848: length (388 cm), width (251 cm), height (128 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), 
approximate degrees (68º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), 
mortuary architecture (Dolerite boulders are built up and cover the grave in an ovular 
arrangement.), artifacts (four branches are placed across the grave perpendicular to the 
longitudinal axis). !
Grave 849: length (188 cm), width (182 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 850: length (104 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (75º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 851: length (129 cm), width (56 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 852: length (100 cm), width (111 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (120º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Dolerite cobbles encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed 
at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 853: length (186 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (68º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the head and a dolerite marker at the foot of 
the grave.), artifacts (none). 
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Grave 854: length (289 cm), width (267 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 855: length (200 cm), width (160 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(110º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Three dolerite markers are placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 856: length (264 cm), width (156 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(100º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (A dolerite marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 857: length (314 cm), width (170 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(A dolerite marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 858: length (310 cm), width (200 cm), orientation (NNE-SSW), approximate 
degrees (35º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. A sandstone marker is placed 
at the head.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, 
featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 859: length (144 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (68º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 860: length (256 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(90º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 861: length (181 cm), width (138 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Dolerite and sandstone markers are placed at the head and a 
dolerite marker is placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). The sandstone 
headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 862: length (228 cm), width (107 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (82º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
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Grave 863: length (347 cm), width (157 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sporadic dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers 
are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 864: length (272 cm), width (157 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(90º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed row of dolerite slabs.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 865: length (297 cm), width (153 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 866: length (168 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 867: length (217 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(90º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed and collapsing row of dolerite slabs. 
Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 868: length (284 cm), width (166 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 869: length (258 cm), width (115 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed and collapsing row of dolerite slabs. A 
sandstone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 870: length (242 cm), width (147 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed row of dolerite slabs. Dolerite markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 871: length (227 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed row of dolerite slabs.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 872: length (160 cm), width (84 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (120º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite slabs cover the grave in a linear arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 873: length (229 cm), width (87 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite slabs cover the grave in a linear arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 874: length (132 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed row of dolerite slabs. Dolerite markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 875: length (170 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed row of dolerite slabs.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 876: length (175 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(50º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. A dolerite marker is placed at the head of the 
grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 877: length (195 cm), width (99 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 878: length (200 cm), width (114 cm), height (42 cm), orientation (NE-SW), 
approximate degrees (50º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, 
sandstone), mortuary architecture (A dolerite wall is built up on the left side of the grave. 
Two sandstone markers are placed at the head and a sandstone marker is placed at the 
foot.), artifacts (none). One of the sandstone headstones is inscribed with a wasm, 
featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 879: length (230 cm), width (149 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(100º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 880: length (207 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(65º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(A dolerite slab is exposed from beneath a mound of gravel.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 881: length (130 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(50º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed row of dolerite slabs.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 882: length (246 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (68º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Dolerite 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 883: length (254 cm), width (165 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(60º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 884: length (203 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (NNE-SSW), approximate 
degrees (40º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left side is 
absent of stones.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 885: length (286 cm), width (180 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(50º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. A dolerite marker is placed at the head.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 886: length (221 cm), width (151 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(65º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed and partially collapsed row of dolerite 
slabs.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 887: length (217 cm), width (160 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (75º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 888: length (200 cm), width (116 cm), orientation (NNE-SSW), approximate 
degrees (42º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 889: length (220 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
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Grave 890: length (90 cm), width (48 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees (95º), 
gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 891: length (207 cm), width (197 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 892: length (185 cm), width (170 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left side is 
absent of stones. Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 893: length (200 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
right side is absent of stones. Dolerite and sandstone markers are placed at the head.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 894: length (170 cm), width (145 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 895: length (250 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(50º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 896: length (92 cm), width (66 cm), orientation (NNE-SSW), approximate 
degrees (40º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 897: length (123 cm), width (96 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed 
at both the head and foot. A sandstone marker is situated on the left side.), artifacts 
(none). The sandstone marker is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 898: length (208 cm), width (154 cm), orientation (NNE-SSW), approximate 
degrees (40º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (A dolerite marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 899: length (115 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(92º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed row of dolerite slabs. Dolerite markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 900: length (209 cm), width (151 cm), orientation (NNE-SSW), approximate 
degrees (40º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (A dolerite marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 901: length (243 cm), width (172 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(50º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 902: length (297 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (68º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite cobbles encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 903: length (246 cm), width (153 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(65º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders and cobbles encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 904: length (128 cm), width (119 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(55º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. A sandstone marker is placed at the 
head.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the 
symbol - .  !
Grave 905: length (144 cm), width (82 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(50º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 906: length (79 cm), width (82 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(50º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 907: length (132 cm), width (120 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(55º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. Dolerite markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 908: length (238 cm), width (129 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (115º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the right side is 
absent of stones. Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 909: length (226 cm), width (125 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (70º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 910: length (100 cm), width (88 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (115º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 911: length (211 cm), width (123 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(A dolerite marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 912: length (213 cm), width (102 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (120º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 913: length (121 cm), width (66 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 914: length (278 cm), width (261 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (115º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, branches), 
mortuary architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. A mound of gravel covers a 
partially exposed and collapsing row of branches and dolerite slabs.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 915: length (282 cm), width (169 cm), orientation (SE-NW), approximate degrees 
(135º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, branches), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. The grave has 
collapsed, exposing a row of dolerite slabs and branches. Dolerite markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 916: length (112 cm), width (81 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (130º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (A dolerite marker is placed at the head and a sandstone marker is 
placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). 
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Grave 917: length (194 cm), width (111 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(90º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed row 
of dolerite slabs.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 918: length (234 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (115º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. A sandstone marker is placed 
at the head.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, 
featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 919: length (216 cm), width (158 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (115º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite cobbles encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 920: length (209 cm), width (109 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(100º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 921: length (220 cm), width (97 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed row of dolerite 
slabs. A sandstone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The sandstone 
headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 922: length (221 cm), width (124 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (88º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 923: length (214 cm), width (85 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(105º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 924: length (149 cm), width (112 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed row 
of dolerite slabs.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 925: length (208 cm), width (91 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(100º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A mound of gravel covers a partially exposed row of dolerite slabs. A 
sandstone marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is 
inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 926: length (210 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (SE-NW), approximate degrees 
(135º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 927: length (131 cm), width (64 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(90º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 928: length (201 cm), width (77 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 929: length (173 cm), width (76 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (75º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 930: length (153 cm), width (75 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(55º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 931: length (157 cm), width (125 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(60º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. A sandstone 
marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed with 
a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 932: length (95 cm), width (82 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(65º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 933: length (113 cm), width (79 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
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architecture (Dolerite boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. A dolerite marker 
is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 934: length (149 cm), width (131 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(90º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Dolerite markers are placed 
at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 935: length (129 cm), width (115 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(110º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic dolerite boulders encircle the grave and dolerite cobbles cover the 
centre of the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 936: length (128 cm), width (84 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(110º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 937: length (112 cm), width (125 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(105º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 938: length (183 cm), width (87 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and 
foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 939: length (246 cm), width (190 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(60º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. The centre of the grave has partially 
collapsed. A sandstone marker is placed at the head and a dolerite marker is placed at the 
foot.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the 
symbol - . !
Grave 940: length (300 cm), width (122 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(60º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. The centre of the grave has partially 
collapsed. A pair of sandstone markers are placed at the head and a dolerite marker is 
placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstones are inscribed with wasum, 
one featuring the symbol - , and the other featuring the symbol - . !
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Grave 941: length (282 cm), width (220 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(62º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. The centre has collapsed. Sandstone 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). Both sandstone markers 
are inscribed with wasum, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 942: length (223 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (75º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 943: length (223 cm), width (101 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 944: length (172 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(100º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 945: length (177 cm), width (91 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite slabs cover the grave in a linear arrangement.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 946: length (181 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(100º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 947: length (238 cm), width (115 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(100º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Three dolerite markers are placed at the head of the grave. The centre has 
partially collapsed.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 948: length (144 cm), width (99 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(92º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. A dolerite marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (a 
brown slipped ceramic rim and a brown slipped ceramic body sherd are situated at the 
foot of the grave). !
Grave 949: length (185 cm), width (58 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(100º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). 
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Grave 950: length (183 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (115º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 951: length (185 cm), width (67 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(100º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 952: length (164 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the head and a dolerite marker is placed at 
the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 953: length (220 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (118º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 954: length (110 cm), width (111 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. Dolerite markers are placed 
at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 955: length (244 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(100º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave, although the left side is absent of 
stones. A dolerite marker is placed at the head.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 956: length (217 cm), width (127 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (115º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 957: length (141 cm), width (113 cm), orientation (ESE-WNW), approximate 
degrees (115º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Dolerite and sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite 
markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 958: length (176 cm), width (157 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (70º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
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architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the right side is 
absent of stones. Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 959: length (177 cm), width (161 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(100º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. Dolerite markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 960: length (111 cm), width (81 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 961: length (107 cm), width (70 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(110º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 962: length (225 cm), width (77 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (88º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 963: length (322 cm), width (100 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(98º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 964: length (190 cm), width (145 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (85º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 965: length (145 cm), width (117 cm), orientation (ENE-WSW), approximate 
degrees (80º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 966: length (192 cm), width (87 cm), orientation (NE-SW), approximate degrees 
(65º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite boulders encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 967: length (199 cm), width (93 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
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(Dolerite boulders cover the grave in a linear arrangement. Dolerite markers are placed at 
both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 968: length (175 cm), width (125 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the head and a dolerite marker is placed at 
the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 969: length (180 cm), width (150 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(95º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary architecture 
(Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 970: length (229 cm), width (119 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(110º), gender (unknown), tribe (al-Huwaytat), raw materials (dolerite, sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave. A sandstone marker is placed 
at the head and a dolerite marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). The sandstone 
headstone is inscribed with a wasm, featuring the symbol - . !
Grave 971: length (144 cm), width (122 cm), orientation (E-W), approximate degrees 
(100º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (dolerite), mortuary 
architecture (Dolerite boulders encircle the grave, although the right side is absent of 
stones. Dolerite markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !

Wadi Sabra Cemetery !
Grave 972: length (310 cm), width (121 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(195º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 973: length (120 cm), width (71 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs encircle the grave, although a section of the right side is 
absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts 
(none). !
Grave 974: length (143 cm), width (137 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders and slabs cover the grave in an ovular arrangement. 
Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 975: length (278 cm), width (106 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
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architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 976: length (110 cm), width (63 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 977: length (120 cm), width (99 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although the right side is absent of 
stones. A sandstone marker is placed at the head of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 978: length (186 cm), width (110 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs and boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 979: length (287 cm), width (189 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 980: length (91 cm), width (61 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (a blue garment is situated on top of the grave). !
Grave 981: length (124 cm), width (109 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (a white garment is situated near the footstone). !
Grave 982: length (113 cm), width (66 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 983: length (387 cm), width (193 cm), height (cm), orientation (S-N), 
approximate degrees (190º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone boulders are built up in a rectangular arrangement 
around the grave. The entrance, capped with a sandstone slab, is situated on the left side 
near the foot. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (a black 
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plastic bottle, glass sherds and a glass jar with black plastic lid are situated at the foot of 
the grave). The sandstone cornerstone to the left of the entrance is inscribed with “Upon 
whom Allah has mercy”, the individual’s name, “The date 1832”. The sandstone 
cornerstone to the right of the entrance is inscribed with the individual’s name. !
Grave 984: length (236 cm), width (97 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 985: length (115 cm), width (106 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 986: length (259 cm), width (153 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 987: length (242 cm), width (79 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 988: length (231 cm), width (81 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 989: length (76 cm), width (28 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 990: length (123 cm), width (50 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 991: length (345 cm), width (222 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(195º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary architecture 
(Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. A pair of sandstone markers are placed at the 
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head and a sandstone marker is placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). One of the sandstone 
headstones is inscribed with the individual’s first name.  !
Grave 992: length (120 cm), width (58 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 993: length (216 cm), width (102 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 994: length (230 cm), width (101 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 995: length (176 cm), width (118 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 996: length (146 cm), width (95 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 997: length (253 cm), width (177 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Two sandstone markers are placed at the head of the grave. A pile of 
sandstones and five sandstone markers are placed at the foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 998: length (132 cm), width (93 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 999: length (264 cm), width (139 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
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Grave 1000: length (274 cm), width (97 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1001: length (133 cm), width (119 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1002: length (117 cm), width (62 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 1003: length (288 cm), width (80 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1004: length (179 cm), width (108 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1005: length (205 cm), width (97 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1006: length (164 cm), width (102 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 1007: length (120 cm), width (79 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1008: length (248 cm), width (102 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (mudstone), mortuary 
architecture (Mudstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). 
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Grave 1009: length (172 cm), width (162 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 1010: length (253 cm), width (93 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1011: length (259 cm), width (133 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 1012: length (311 cm), width (141 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 1013: length (256 cm), width (119 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1014: length (355 cm), width (140 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1015: length (360 cm), width (130 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Mosah), raw materials (sandstone, 
limestone), mortuary architecture (Sandstones surrounding a manufactured limestone 
marker are situated at the head and a sandstone marker is placed at the foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). The limestone headstone is inscribed and painted black with “In the 
name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most Merciful” “It will be said to the pious 
believers of Islamic monotheism: ‘O you, the one in complete rest and satisfaction, return 
to your Lord well-pleased and pleasing unto Him. Enter among My (honoured) servants, 
and enter My Paradise’”, “Great truth of God”, “al-fatiha”, “This grave belongs to the 
deceased” followed by the individual’s name, “Who passed away to the mercy of Allah 
on Saturday, 5/11/1984”. “Allah have mercy on him, to Allah we all belong and to him 
we shall all return”. 
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Grave 1016: length (309 cm), width (165 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the left and 
right sides are absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1017: length (302 cm), width (156 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone boulders encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both 
the head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 1018: length (326 cm), width (127 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (mudstone), mortuary 
architecture (Mudstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1019: length (249 cm), width (136 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), clan/family (al-Tosah), raw materials (sandstone), 
mortuary architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the 
grave.), artifacts (none). The sandstone headstone is inscribed with “al-fatiha”, “This 
grave belongs to the deceased” followed by the individual’s name”, “from the Tosah 
tribe”. “He passed away by will of Allah during the 1866 hijri date, AD 1941”. !
Grave 1020: length (176 cm), width (65 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1021: length (268 cm), width (158 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1022: length (213 cm), width (83 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1023: length (170 cm), width (67 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). 
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Grave 1024: length (158 cm), width (69 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1025: length (226 cm), width (193 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
left side is absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (an orange and white garment is situated at the foot of the grave). !
Grave 1026: length (133 cm), width (86 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1027: length (122 cm), width (60 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1028: length (102 cm), width (67 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (a white garment is situated near the headstone). !
Grave 1029: length (63 cm), width (40 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1030: length (179 cm), width (59 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1031: length (129 cm), width (73 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
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Grave 1032: length (206 cm), width (133 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircle the grave, although a section of the 
right side is absent of stones. Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1033: length (240 cm), width (137 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1034: length (188 cm), width (132 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs encircle the grave.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 1035: length (159 cm), width (93 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1036: length (126 cm), width (77 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1037: length (281 cm), width (125 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sporadic sandstone boulders encircled the grave. Sandstone markers are 
placed at both the head and foot.), artifacts (a white garment and piece of blue fabric are 
situated to the left of the head; a rusted can is situated adjacent to the footstone). !
Grave 1038: length (250 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1039: length (283 cm), width (89 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1040: length (267 cm), width (117 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
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architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1041: length (294 cm), width (106 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1042: length (257 cm), width (98 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1043: length (145 cm), width (92 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1044: length (251 cm), width (93 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(185º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1045: length (144 cm), width (86 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1046: length (178 cm), width (74 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (male), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary architecture 
(Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). 
The sandstone footstone is inscribed with the individual’s name. !
Grave 1047: length (123 cm), width (85 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1048: length (147 cm), width (115 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (A sandstone marker is placed at the foot of the grave.), artifacts (none). !
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Grave 1049: length (131 cm), width (107 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone slabs encircle the grave. Sandstone markers are placed at both the 
head and foot.), artifacts (none). !
Grave 1050: length (235 cm), width (117 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1051: length (207 cm), width (96 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1052: length (258 cm), width (134 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1053: length (294 cm), width (88 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1054: length (176 cm), width (72 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(188º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1055: length (146 cm), width (65 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1056: length (166 cm), width (66 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1057: length (288 cm), width (86 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
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architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1058: length (123 cm), width (54 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1059: length (285 cm), width (119 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1060: length (196 cm), width (89 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(185º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1061: length (185 cm), width (96 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1062: length (95 cm), width (74 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1063: length (79 cm), width (53 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
Grave 1064: length (112 cm), width (90 cm), orientation (S-N), approximate degrees 
(190º), gender (unknown), tribe (unknown), raw materials (sandstone), mortuary 
architecture (Sandstone markers are placed at both the head and foot of the grave.), 
artifacts (none). !
! !
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Appendix G: Abu Sweweiyneh Cemetery Data !

!  !
Figure 5.4 Aerial view of the Abu Sweweiyneh cemetery (Google Earth 2013) 

Grave Category Artifact Location

1 Textile black and blue garment head of the grave

1 Textile pink and white blanket on top of the grave

1 Textile blue piece of fabric foot of the grave

2 Wood large piece of wood on top of the grave

2 Metal C battery foot of the grave

2 Textile light blue garment foot of the grave

2 Ceramic broken white coffee cup rijam

2 Plastic coffee carafe rijam

3 Metal C battery head of the grave

3 Textile tan coloured garment head of the grave

3 Glass jar on top of the grave

3 Metal can left side of the grave
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Table 5.1 Assemblage of material culture at Abu Sweweiyneh Cemetery 

!

3 Plastic unidentified plastic pieces left side of the grave

3 Textile tan garment left side of the grave

3 Plastic thermos left side of the grave

3 Plastic bottle left side of the grave

Grave Category Artifact Location
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Appendix H: Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 1 Data !

!  !
Figure 5.6 Aerial view of Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 1 (Google Earth 2013) !
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Appendix I: Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 2 Data !

-  !
Figure 5.8 Aerial view of Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 2 (Google Earth 2013) !

Grave Category Artifact Location

5 Ceramic white coffee cup sherds foot of the grave

5 Glass tea cup sherds foot of the grave

5 Glass tea cup sherds nugra

5 Glass tea cup sherds nugra

5 Metal copper coffee carafe nugra

6 Ceramic white coffee cup sherds foot of the grave

6 Ceramic white coffee cup sherds foot of the grave

6 Glass tea cup sherds foot of the grave

6 Metal unidentified object foot of the grave

6 Plastic coffee carafe lid foot of the grave

6 Plastic coffee carafe lid nugra
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Table 5.2 Assemblage of material culture at Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 2  

6 Plastic coffee carafe lid nugra

6 Plastic coffee carafe lid nugra

6 Glass tea cup sherds nugra

6 Metal coffee carafe nugra

6 Metal coffee carafe nugra

7 Ceramic rim sherd of white coffee cup left side of the grave

7 Metal coffee carafe nugra

7 Metal coffee carafe nugra

7 Metal coffee carafe nugra

Grave Category Artifact Location
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Appendix J: Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 3 Data !

-  !
Figure 5.10 Aerial view of Ejlaidiyeh Cemetery 3 (Google Earth 2013)  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Appendix K: Ejlaidiyeh Udhiyyah Site Data !

-  !
Figure 5.12 Aerial view of the Ejlaidiyeh udhiyyah site (Google Earth 2013)  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Appendix L: Khdairey Cemetery 1 Data !

!  !
Figure 5.14 Aerial view of Khdairey Cemetery 1 (Google Earth 2016) !

Grave Category Artifact Location

12 Glass salt shaker on top of the grave

12 Glass sherds on top of the grave

12 Textile red garment left side of the grave

12 Textile brown garment left side of the grave

12 Textile blue garment left side of the grave

12 Textile white garment left side of the grave

12 Textile white garment nugra
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Table 5.3 Assemblage of material culture at Khdairey Cemetery 1  

12 Textile piece of mattress nugra

13 Textile white garments left side of the grave

Grave Category Artifact Location
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Appendix M: Khdairey Cemetery 2 Data !

-  !
Figure 5.16 Aerial view of Khdairey Cemetery 2 (Google Earth 2013) !

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

14 “1988”; a man’s name; “1988”; a woman’s name basalt right side of 
the mithra

14 A man’s name; the date “1981” basalt right side of 
the mithra

14 Two flower pictographs; a poem stating, “All your looks” 
followed by a man’s name, “remind me to mention the 
torture”

basalt right side of 
the mithra

14 “In memory of”, followed by a man’s name; “November 
1, 2002”; a pictograph of a bird

basalt right side of 
the mithra

14 Illegible sandstone right side of 
the mithra

14 Safaitic writing basalt right side of 
the mithra
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Table 5.4 Inscriptional evidence at Khdairey Cemetery 2 !

!
Table 5.5 Assemblage of material culture at Khdairey Cemetery 2  

14 “81”; “In the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most 
Merciful, bless”; the name of the deceased

basalt nugra

14 basalt nugra

15 basalt headstone

15 basalt footstone

16 A man’s name basalt footstone

16 “In memory of” followed by the name of a man; 
“November 1, 2002”

basalt footstone

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

Wasm, featuring the symbol -

Wasm, featuring the symbol -

Wasm, featuring the symbol -

Grave Category Artifact Location

14 Metal coffee skillet on top of the grave

14 Plastic bottle on top of the grave

14 Textile piece of purple fabric on top of the grave

17 Textile white garment on top of the grave
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Appendix N: Safawi Cemetery 1 Data !

-  !
Figure 5.18 Aerial View of Safawi Cemetery 1 (Google Earth 2013) !

Material 1 Head Foot Material 2 Head Foot %

Basalt X X 55

Basalt X 6

Basalt X 1

Basalt X Cement X X 1

Basalt X Cement-covered 
cinderblock

X 1

Basalt X Cement-covered 
cinderblock

X 1

Basalt X X Cinderblock X X 1

Basalt X X Cinderblock X 2

Basalt X Cinderblock X X 2

Basalt X Cinderblock X 4
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Table 5.6 Grave marker materials and locations at Safawi Cemetery 1 !

Basalt + cement-covered 
cinderblock

X Cinderblock X 1

Cement X X 2

Cement X Cinderblock X X 1

Cement X Cinderblock X 2

Cement-covered cinderblock X Cement X 1

Cinderblock X X 11

Cinderblock X X Cement X 2

Cinderblock X X Cement X 1

Cinderblock X Cement X 2

Limestone (hewn) X X 2

Limestone (hewn) X Cinderblock X 1

Material 1 Head Foot Material 2 Head Foot %

Material Material  
Type (%)

Clast Size(s) Clast  
Size (%)

Basalt 72 boulders 
boulders/cobbles 
boulders/gravel 
slabs

95 
1 
3 
1

Cement 1 poured 100

Cinderblocks 7 whole 100

Basalt + Cement 3 boulders, poured 
boulders, pieces

75 
25

Basalt + Cinderblocks 11 boulders, whole 
boulders, broken 
boulders/cobbles, whole

79 
14 
7

Cement + Cinderblocks 2 poured 
whole

100
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Table 5.7 Grave construction materials utilized at Safawi Cemetery 1 !

Basalt + Cement + Cinderblocks 3 boulders, poured, whole 
boulders, poured, crushed

75 
25

Basalt + Cinderblocks + Concrete 1 boulders 
whole 
pieces

100

Material Material  
Type (%)

Clast Size(s) Clast  
Size (%)

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

25 “al-fatiha”; the individual’s name (partially illegible) limestone headstone

26 “al-fatiha”; the individual’s name; “Upon whom Allah has 
mercy”

limestone headstone

27 “The grave belongs to hajji”; the name of the deceased; 
“Upon whom Allah has mercy”; age at death (80 years 
old); year of death (1989)

limestone headstone

28 “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful”; the individual’s name; date of death (8/2/1988)

cement head o f 
the grave

30 The individual’s name and date of death (20/8/198?) cement f o o t o f 
the grave

33 “al-fatiha”; the individual’s name; age at death (83); date 
of death (30/8/2000); time of death (Sunday, early 
morning)

cement head o f 
the grave

37 The individual’s name cement head o f 
the grave

39 The individual’s name; year of death (198?) cement centre of 
the grave

54 basalt headstone

60 “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the individual’s name and 
date of death  (2/5/2007)

c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
cinderblock

head o f 
the grave

A wasm, featuring the  symbol -
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!
Table 5.8 Inscriptional evidence at Safawi Cemetery 1 !

60 The individual’s name c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
cinderblock

head o f 
the grave

61 basalt rijam

62 “al-fatiha for his soul”; the individual’s name; “the date 
2/8/2000”; “the day of Friday”

cement head o f 
the grave

63 “al-fatiha for his soul”; the individual’s name; “the date 
18/6/2004”; “the day of Friday”

cement head o f 
the grave

65

“In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful”; the individual’s name and date of death 
(illegible)

cement head o f 
the grave

67 basalt nugra

69 basalt nugra

70

The individual’s name and date of death (12/4/2007) c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
cinderblock

head o f 
the grave

72
The individual’s name cement head o f 

the grave

73
The individual’s name cement centre of 

the grave

74
The individual’s name cement head o f 

the grave

77
The individual’s name and date of death (8/11/1982) cement centre of 

the grave

95

The individual’s name and date of death (7/6) c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
cinderblock

head o f 
the grave

127 Illegible basalt headstone

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

A wasm, featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm, featuring the symbol -
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Grave Category Artifact Location

20 Metal rusted wire head of the grave

21 Textile blue garment head of the grave

21 Textile blue garment foot of the grave

22 Textile red floral print swaddling blanket head of the grave

29 Textile white garment left side of the grave

31 Textile/Wood branch topped with a white piece of fabric head of the grave

31 Textile green garment rijam

31 Textile black and white keffiyeh rijam

31 Textile white garment left side of the grave

31 Textile white garment left side of the grave

35 Textile white garment left side of the grave

35 Textile black garment left side of the grave

35 Textile red garment left side of the grave

35 Textile blue garment left side of the grave

35 Textile  purple garment left side of the grave

35 Textile brown garment left side of the grave

37 Textile a white garment right side of the grave

39 Textile blue garment right side of the grave

39 Textile purple garment right side of the grave

42 Wood shaving brush handle on top of the grave

44 Plastic black prayer beads head of the grave

44 Textile piece of purple fabric right side of the grave

47 Textile red and white garments head of the grave

63 Textile blue garment head of the grave

66 Textile white garment left side of the grave

72 Plastic bottle head of the grave
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Table 5.9 Assemblage of material culture at Safawi Cemetery 1 !!

78 Wood shaving brush handle on top of the grave

78 Textile blue garment right side of the grave

78 Wood piece of wood right side of the grave

79 Textile blue garment right side of the grave

81 Textile purple garment head of the grave

81 Textile tan garment head of the grave

84 Plastic bottle on top of the grave

94 Glass small square piece of a mirror head of the grave

129 Rubber shoe head of the grave

Grave Category Artifact Location
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Appendix O: Safawi Cemetery 2 Data !

� 	!
Figure 5.20 Aerial view of Safawi Cemetery 2 (Google Earth 2013) !

Material 1 H F Material 2 H F Material 3 H F %

Basalt X X 15

Basalt X 7

Basalt X Cinderblock X X 7

Basalt X Cinderblock X 7

Basalt X Cinderblock X 14

Cement X X 7

Cement X Cement-covered 
cinderblock

X Limestone X 7

Cement-covered 
cinderblock

X Cinderblock X 7

Cinderblock X X 15

None 14
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!
Table 5.10 Grave marker materials and locations at Safawi Cemetery 2 (H= head, F= foot) !

!
Table 5.11 Grave construction materials utilized at Safawi Cemetery 2 !

Material Material  
Type (%)

Clast Size(s) Clast  
Size (%)

Basalt 46 boulders 
cobbles

83 
17

Basalt + Cinderblocks 23 boulders, whole 100

Cement 8 poured 100

Cement + Cinderblocks 15 poured, whole 100

Cement + Cinderblocks + Basalt 8 poured, whole, boulders 100

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

145 “al-fatiha for the soul of the sheikh”; the name of the 
deceased; “the year of death is 1985”

limestone footstone

145 Four brown handprints cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The name of a man belonging to al-Shurofat cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The name of a man belonging to al-Shurofat; 
11/2/2012; “Samar, Hammam, Abdullah, Rania, Saud, 
Haya, Hayal, Thieban, Feniyeh, Nayal, Yasser, Safah, 
Jolan”

cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The name “Hamza” twice cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The name of a man from al-Shurofat; a telephone 
number; the date “11/2/2012”

cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The date “8/7/2011”; “In memory of” followed by the 
name of a man belonging to al-Qarmi

cinderblock perimeter wall

145 “al-Shurofat” cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The date “8/7/2011”; the name of a man belonging to 
al-Shurofat

cinderblock perimeter wall
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!
Table 5.12 Inscriptional evidence at Safawi Cemetery 2 !

145 The name “Sayal”; “In memory of” followed by a 
woman’s name, a man’s name; the date “8/7/2011”

cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The name “Hammad” cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The name “Mohammad”; the date “30/5/2008” cinderblock perimeter wall

145 Illegible cinderblock perimeter wall

145 “With best regards”; the name of a man belonging to 
al-Shurofat; “8/7/2011”; “Be careful”

cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The name of a man belonging to al-Shurofat cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The name of a man belonging to al-Shurofat; 
“8/7/2011”

cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The names of three men belonging to al-Qarmi, al-
Noasir and al-Shurofat

cinderblock perimeter wall

145 A rectangular drawing; illegible cinderblock perimeter wall

145 “In memory of” followed by the name of a man 
belonging to al-Shurofat

cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The name of a male; “23/11/2007”; the name of a man 
belonging to al-Shurofat

cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The name of a man belonging to al-Shurofat; “2011” cinderblock perimeter wall

145 The name of a male belonging to al-Shurofat; the date 
“23/11/2007”

cinderblock perimeter wall

145 Illegible cinderblock perimeter wall

145 “In memory of Hariyh”; “15/2/2011” cinderblock perimeter wall

151 The individual’s name and date of death (25/01) c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
cinderblock

h e a d o f t h e  
grave

155 “al-fatiha” cement h e a d o f t h e  
grave

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location
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Table 5.13 Assemblage of material culture at Safawi Cemetery 2  

Grave 
#

Category Artifact Location

145 Ceramic four white coffee cup sherds nugra

145 Metal lid of a barrel wall

145 Plastic bottle wall

145 Textile blue garment head of the grave

145 Textile line strung with numerous garments of 
various colours 

on top of the grave

145 Textile/Wood two pieces of green fabric tied to branches wall

146 Ceramic white coffee cup sherd (scatter) right side of the grave

147 Textile blue piece of fabric right side of the grave

147 Textile red garment foot of the grave

158 Textile pieces of blue garment right side of the grave

158 Textile pieces of brown garment right side of the grave
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Appendix P: Safawi Cemetery 3 Data !

-  !
Figure 5.22 Aerial view of Safawi Cemetery 3 (Google Earth 2013) !

Material 1 H F Material 2 H F Material 3 H F %

Basalt X X 30

Basalt X 11

Basalt X 2

Basalt X X Cement X 1

Basalt X X Cement X Cinderblock X 1

Basalt X Cement X Cinderblock X X 1

Basalt X Cement X Cinderblock X 1

Basalt X Cement X Cinderblock X 1

Basalt X Cement X Limestone X 1

Basalt X X Cinderblock X X 1

Basalt X Cinderblock X X 2
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!

Basalt X Cinderblock X 3

Basalt X Cinderblock X 2

Basalt X X Cinderblock X Limestone X 2

Basalt X Cinderblock X X Limestone X 1

Basalt X Cinderblock X Limestone X 1

Basalt X Cinderblock/Cement X X 1

Basalt X Cinderblock/Cement X Cinderblock X 1

Basalt X Cinderblock/Cement X Limestone X 1

Basalt X X Marble X 1

Basalt X Marble X 1

Basalt X X Limestone X 1

Basalt X Limestone X X 1

Basalt X Limestone X X 1

Basalt/Cement X Cinderblock X X Limestone X 1

Cement X 1

Cement X Cinderblocks X Limestone X 1

Cement X Limestone X 1

Cinderblock X X 10

Cinderblock X 1

Cinderblock X X Cement X 1

Cinderblock X Limestone X 1

Cinderblock/Cement X X 1

Cinderblock/Cement X Cinderblock X 1

Limestone X X 1

Limestone X 1

None 10

Material 1 H F Material 2 H F Material 3 H F %
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Table 5.14 Grave marker materials and locations at Safawi Cemetery 3 (H= head, F= foot) !

!
Table 5.15 Grave construction materials utilized at Safawi Cemetery 3 !

Material Material  
Type (%)

Clast Size(s) Clast  
Size (%)

Basalt 78 boulders 
boulders + gravel

99 
1

Basalt + Cement 1 boulders, poured 100

Basalt + Cinderblock 11 boulders, whole 
boulders/gravel, whole 
cobbles, whole

86 
7 
7

Basalt + Limestone 2 boulders, crushed 
boulders/gravel, crushed

67 
33

Cinderblock 6 whole 100

Cinderblock + Cement 1 whole, poured 100

Cinderblock + Cement + Basalt + 
Limestone

1 whole, poured, boulders, crushed 100

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

159 “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most Merciful; 
Allah bears witness that none has the right to be worshipped 
but He, and the angels, and those having knowledge also give 
this witness; He always maintains His creation in Justice. 
None has the right to be worshipped but He, the All-Mighty, 
the All-Wise”; “Truly, the religion in the sight of Allah is 
Islam. Those who were given the Scripture did not differ 
except, out of mutual jealousy, after knowledge had come to 
them. And whoever disbelieves in the verses of Allah, then 
indeed, Allah is swift in calling to account”; “So if they argue 
with you, say, ‘I have submitted myself to Allah and so have 
those who follow me.’ And say to those who were given the 
Scripture and to those who are illiterate, ‘Have you submitted 
yourselves?’ And if they submit, they are rightly guided; but 
if they turn away, your duty is only to convey the message 
and Allah, and Allah is All-Seeing of His Servants.”

basalt headstone

162 The individual’s name basalt h e a d o f 
the  grave
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163 basalt p r a y e r 
spot

163 “Allah” basalt p r a y e r 
spot

164 “There is no God But Allah” basalt headstone

164 “Allah” basalt headstone

164 “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful”; “The deceased”, followed by the individual’s 
name and date of death (26/1/1999)

basalt headstone

164 “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful”; “All praises and thanks are due to Allah, the 
Lord of the worlds”; “The most Gracious, the most 
Merciful”; “The only owner (and the only ruling judge) of 
the Day of Recompense”; “You alone we worship and You 
alone we ask for help”; “Guide us to the straight path”; 
“The path of those upon whom You have bestowed favour, 
not of those who have evoked Your anger or of those who 
went astray”

basalt headstone

164 The individual’s first name and date of death (26/1/99) basalt headstone

165 Illegible c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
basalt

h e a d o f 
the  grave

165 The individual’s name basalt footstone

165 Illegible basalt footstone

168 The individual’s name limestone headstone

169 “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful”

b a s a l t 
(hewn)

headstone

172a “makiadeh” (unknown what this means). basalt wall

173 “al-fatiha”; “the grave of”; the individual’s name; “upon 
whom Allah has mercy”; “the date of death is Friday, 
24/2/2012”; “From dust to dust”

limestone headstone

176 The individual’s name basalt headstone

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

A wasm featuring the symbol -
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176 The individual’s name basalt headstone

183 The individual’s name basalt headstone

186 The individual’s name and year of death (1983) basalt headstone

192 basalt footstone

194 basalt nugra

195 basalt nugra

205 “al-fatiha”; the individual’s name and date of death 
(21/7/1989)

limestone headstone

206 “al-fatiha”; the individual’s name and date of death 
(24/1/2012)

marble headstone

207 The individual’s name basalt headstone

208 “Mother” basalt stones 
in cement

h e a d o f 
the  grave

208 basalt headstone

209 “al-fatiha”; “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the 
individual’s name; “the date of death is 15/8/2008”; 
“Allah’s mercy on him”

limestone headstone

218 “al-fatiha”; the individual’s name cement on top of 
the grave

220 “al-fatiha”; the individual’s name and date of death 
(Friday, 28/5/2010)

limestone headstone

221 “al-fatiha”; the individual’s name and date of death 
(Sunday, 20/5/2007)

limestone headstone

222 “al-fatiha”; the individual’s name and date of death 
(29/4/2010); age at death (16)

limestone headstone

233 basalt nugra

234 basalt rijam

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -
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238 The individual’s name; “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; 
date of death (4/6/1988).

c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
cinderblock

h e a d o f 
the  grave

239 Illegible c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
cinderblock

h e a d o f 
the  grave

240 “al-fatiha”; “This is a baby”; the individual’s name and  
date of death (Wednesday, 18/9/2008, 17 Ramadan 1429)

limestone headstone

241 “The deceased; Upon whom Allah has mercy; hajja”; the 
individual’s name; “Umm Mesbah”; “al-Rashaid”; “She 
died on Friday; on the date 13 Shaban 1430, 21/8/2009 
AD”; “Surely we belong to Allah and to Him shall we 
return”

marble headstone

246 “al-fatiha”; “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the 
individual’s name; “Umm Nawaf”; “the date of death is 
6/21/2010”

limestone headstone

247 “al-fatiha”; “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the 
individual’s name; “Umm Ahmed”; “the date of death is 
6/21/2010”

limestone headstone

253 “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful”; “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the individual’s 
name and date of death (3/22/2005)

c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
b a s a l t /
cinderblock

h e a d o f 
the  grave

254 “al-fatiha”; “Upon whom Allah has mercy, hajja”; the 
individual’s name; “Umm Khalil”; “the date of death is 
01/27/2007”

limestone headstone

255 “al-fatiha”; “Upon whom Allah has mercy, hajji”; the 
individual’s name; “Abu Mohammad, the date of death is 
2/12/2006”

limestone headstone

255 “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful”; “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the individual’s 
name and date of death (2/12/2006)

basalt headstone

255 Illegible basalt stones 
in cement

h e a d o f 
the  grave

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location
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256 “al-fatiha”; “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the 
individual’s name; “the date of death is 22/9/1995”; “We 
are from God, and we’ll go back to him”

limestone headstone

256 “Mohammad” basalt stones 
in cement

f o o t o f 
the  grave

258 “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the individual’s name and 
date of death (30/9/1996)

c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
cinderblock

h e a d o f 
the  grave

258 “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the individual’s name; 
“Abu Fahad”; date of death (30/9/1996)

basalt headstone

259 “Allah bears witness that none have the right to be 
worshipped but He, and the angels, and those having 
knowledge”; “The deceased” followed by the individual’s 
name; “Umm Ghassem, died 4/20/2005”

basalt headstone

259 Illegible cement h e a d o f 
the  grave

260 “al-fatiha”; “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the 
individual’s name; “the date of death is 6/8/1995”; “Allah’s 
mercy on him”

limestone headstone

261 Illegible c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
b a s a l t /
cinderblock

h e a d o f 
the  grave

262 “1991”; illegible cement h e a d o f 
the  grave

263 The name of the deceased and date of death (11/12/2000) basalt headstone

264 “al-fatiha”; “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the 
individual’s name; “Umm Shahdah”; “She died on 
2/8/2006”

limestone headstone

265 “al-fatiha”; “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the 
individual’s name; “Abu Shahdah”; “He died on 
30/10/1992”

limestone headstone

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location
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!
Table 5.16 Inscriptional evidence at Safawi Cemetery 3 !

265 “In the name of Allah, the most gracious, the most 
merciful”, followed by the individual’s name; “Upon 
whom Allah has mercy”; “He died in October 1992 AD”

basalt headstone

265 Illegible cement on top of 
the grave

266 “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful”; “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the individual’s 
name; “Abu Hesham”

basalt headstone

266 Illegible cement h e a d o f 
the  grave

271 The individual’s name and date of death (28/3/1991) c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
cinderblock

h e a d o f 
the  grave

272 Illegible c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
cinderblock

h e a d o f 
the  grave

273 The individual’s name; illegible c e m e n t -
c o v e r e d 
cinderblock

h e a d o f 
the  grave

276 The individual’s name and date of death (10/5/1994) cement h e a d o f 
the  grave

277 “The deceased”, followed by the individual’s name; 
“22/3/2001”.

basalt headstone

280 “The deceased”, followed by the individual’s name basalt headstone

286 The individual’s name basalt stones 
in cement

h e a d o f 
the  grave

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

Grave 
#

Category Artifact Location

159 Glass Coca Cola bottle head of the grave

159 Metal rusted can head of the grave
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159 Metal meat hook wall

159 Wood shepherd’s cane head of the grave

159 Textile grey garment head of the grave

159 Textile green garment head of the grave

159 Textile ’agal head of the grave

162 Metal rusted strip of metal on top of the grave

166 Textile piece of white garment foot of the grave

   172a Textile pink garments on top of the grave

   172a Textile green garments on top of the grave

   172a Textile white garments on top of the grave

   172a Wood stake on top of the grave

176 Textile blue garment head of the grave

192 Plastic green bottle on top of the grave

192 Textile black and white ’agal on top of the grave

195 Metal rusted can head of the grave

196 Ceramic white, green and red painted coffee cup head of the grave

196 Ceramic brown, red and white painted coffee cup head of the grave

196 Metal coffee carafe head of the grave

196 Metal unidentified flat metal object head of the grave

196 Metal rusted green and white bowl foot of the grave

196 Plastic coffee carafe lid head of the grave

196 Textile white garment head of the grave

196 Textile/Wood wooden stake with blue garment attached head of the grave

197 Rubber black tube left side of the grave

200 Textile white garment head of the grave

212 Ceramic brown unslipped and white slipped sherds left side of the grave

Grave 
#

Category Artifact Location
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!
Table 5.17 Assemblage of material culture at Safawi Cemetery 3 !

221 Ecofact palm fronds on top of the grave

233 Textile black ’agal on top of the grave

234 Textile white ’agal head of the grave

235 Plastic yellow buttons on top of the grave

235 Textile blue garment on top of the grave

243 Glass perfume bottle wall

245 Textile piece of blue fabric right side of the grave

255 Ceramic broken white coffee cup on top of the grave

256 Metal spent bullet casing on top of the grave

258 Wood shaving brush handle on top of the grave

261 Plastic shaving brush with black handle on top of the grave

272 Glass three sherds on top of the grave

275 Bone/Horn proximal half of ovicaprid tibia right side of the grave

275 Textile white garment foot of the grave

286 Ceramic white and yellow rim sherd of coffee cup on top of the grave

Grave 
#

Category Artifact Location
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!!
Appendix Q: Wadi Rajil Cemetery 1 Data !

-  !
Figure 5.24 Aerial view of Wadi Rajil Cemetery 1 (Google Earth 2013) !

!
Table 5.18 Grave marker materials and locations at Wadi Rajil Cemetery 1 !

Material 1 Head Foot Material 2 Head Foot %

Limestone X X 37

Limestone X 14

Limestone X Chert X 10

Limestone X Chert X 3

Chert X X 3

Chert X 3

None 30
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Appendix R: Wadi Rajil Cemetery 2 Data !

-  !
Figure 5.26 Aerial view of Wadi Rajil Cemetery 2 (Google Earth 2013) !

!
Table 5.19 Grave marker materials and locations at Wadi Rajil Cemetery 2 !!

Material Head Foot %

Limestone X X 54

Limestone X 23

Chert X X 23
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Appendix S: Bayir Cemetery 1 Data !

-  !
Figure 5.28 Aerial view of Bayir Cemetery 1 (Google Earth 2013) !

Material 1 Head Foot Side Material 2 Head Foot Side %

Limestone X X X 3

Limestone X X 46

Limestone X 15

Limestone X 5

Limestone X Chert X 3

Limestone X Chert X 2

Limestone X X Cinderblock X 1

Chert X X 2

Chert X 1

Cinderblock X X 1

Sandstone X Limestone X 1
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!
Table 5.20 Grave marker materials and locations at Bayir Cemetery 1 !

!
Table 5.21 Grave construction materials utilized at Bayir Cemetery 1 !

None 20

Material 1 Head Foot Side Material 2 Head Foot Side %

Material Material 
Type (%)

Clast Size(s) Clast 
Size (%)

Limestone 61 boulders 
boulders/cobbles 
cobbles

82 
12 
6

Limestone + Chert 36 boulders, nodules 
boulders/cobbles, boulders/nodules 
boulders/gravel, nodules 
cobbles, cobbles 
slabs, slabs

88 
5 
2 
3 
2

Limestone + Chert + 
Cinderblocks

1 boulders, nodules, whole 100

Limestone + Cinderblocks 1 boulders, whole 100

Cinderblocks + Cement 1 whole, poured 100

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

339 Graffiti cinderblock walls

340 limestone footstone

362 limestone headstone

377 limestone headstone

380 limestone headstone

381 limestone headstone

386 limestone headstone

387 limestone headstone

A wasm featuring the symbol - ; the individual’s name

Two wasum featuring the symbols -  and  ^

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -
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390 limestone headstone

411 limestone headstone

444 limestone left side of 
the grave

455 limestone headstone

468 “Say (O Mohammed): He is Allah, the One, Allah the 
self-sufficient Master, He begets not, nor was He 
begotten, and there is none co-equal or comparable unto 
Him.”; “The deceased”, followed by the individual’s 
name and date of death (5/2/1997)

limestone headstone

468 limestone headstone

469 limestone headstone

470 limestone headstone

471 limestone headstone

471 limestone right side of 
the grave

475 limestone headstone

480 chert headstone

481 limestone headstone

482 limestone headstone

484 limestone headstone

494 limestone headstone

498 limestone headstone

500 The individual’s name; “May/1975” limestone headstone

500 “The deceased” followed by the individual’s name limestone headstone

500 limestone right side of 
the grave

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

A wasm featuring the symbol -

The individual’s name and date of death (18/2/1996); a 
wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

The individual’s name; “1997”; a wasm featuring the 
symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -
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!
Table 5.22 Inscriptional evidence found at Bayir Cemetery 1 !

502 limestone headstone

505 limestone headstone

513 limestone headstone

521 limestone headstone

522 The individual’s name limestone headstone

523 “The deceased” followed by the individual’s name and 
date of death (1/1993)

limestone headstone

523 limestone headstone

528 limestone headstone

529 limestone headstone

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

Grave
#

Category Artifact Location

339 Plastic bottle steps to seating room

339 Plastic bottle cap steps to seating room

340 Glass broken bottle foot of the grave

341 Textile blue garment left side of the grave

342 Ecofact sheepskin on top of the grave

343 Ecofact sheep wool head/foot of the grave

344 Ecofact sheep wool left side of the grave

344 Wood branch left side of the grave

351 Ecofact sheep wool head of the grave

354 Ecofact sheep wool on top of the grave

355 Ecofact sheep wool right side of the grave

360 Ecofact sheep wool right side of the grave
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362 Ecofact sheep wool left side of the grave

367 Bone/Horn Ovis aries horn head of the grave

367 Ceramic white painted sherd head of the grave

370 Textile a piece of a blue garment head of the grave

371 Textile knotted piece of white garment head of the grave

371 Bone/Horn long bone fragment head of the grave

371 Plastic plate left side of the grave

371 Ecofact sheep wool left side of the grave

373 Metal rusted can head of the grave

374 Plastic half a bottle foot of the grave

375 Metal can foot of the grave

375 Ecofact sheep wool right side of the grave

375 Wood branch right side of the grave

377
Ecofact sheep wool on top of the grave, 

right side of the grave

377 Textile piece of red garment head of the grave

380 Ceramic brown slipped body sherd head of the grave

380 Ceramic unslipped orange body sherd left side of the grave

382 Ceramic red unslipped body sherd head of the grave

382 Bone/Horn Ovis aries horn head of the grave

392 Ceramic unslipped brown body sherd head of the grave

392 Ceramic unslipped brown ceramic body sherd head of the grave

393 Ecofact sheep wool foot of the grave

398 Ecofact sheep wool on top of the grave

404 Ecofact sheep wool head of the grave

414 Ecofact sheep wool right side of the grave

414 Wood branches right side of the grave

Grave
#

Category Artifact Location
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!

415 Ecofact sheep wool foot of the grave

416 Ecofact sheep wool foot of the grave

418 Ecofact sheep wool foot of the grave

418 Bone/Horn left metatarsal of an ovicaprid foot of the grave

422 Leather strip of black leather head of the grave

423 Ecofact sheep wool foot of the grave

424 Metal spent bullet casing right side of the grave

429 Ecofact sheep wool on top of the grave

430 Metal flattened can right side of the grave

433 Bone/Horn Ovis aries horn head of the grave

435 Ecofact sheep wool right side of the grave

443 Textile tan coloured sweater foot of the grave

444 Ecofact sheep wool head of the grave

446 Metal rusted circular piece of metal head of the grave

446 Ecofact sheep wool left side of the grave

453 Ecofact sheep wool head of the grave

457 Bone/Horn left femur of Ovis aries head of the grave

457 Ecofact sheep wool head of the grave

467 Rubber piece of tire head of the grave

467 Ecofact sheep wool left side of the grave

519 Wood branch on top of the grave

526 Plastic bottle left side of the grave

527 Plastic bottle right side of the grave

527 Plastic bottle right side of the grave

527 Plastic bottle right side of the grave

527 Plastic bottle right side of the grave

Grave
#

Category Artifact Location
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Table 5.23 Assemblage of material culture at Bayir Cemetery 1 !
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Appendix T: Bayir Cemetery 2 Data !

-  !
Figure 5.30 Aerial view of Bayir Cemetery 2 (Google Earth 2013) !

!
Table 5.24 Grave marker materials and locations at Bayir Cemetery 2 !

Material 1 Head Foot Material 2 Head Foot %

Chert X X 18

Chert X Limestone X 18

Chert X Limestone X 11

Fossil X Limestone X 3

Limestone X X 31

Limestone X 11

Limestone X 3

None 5
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!
Table 5.25 Construction materials utilized at Bayir Cemetery 2 !

!
Table 5.26 Inscriptional evidence found at Bayir Cemetery 2 !!

Material Material Type 
(%)

Clast Size(s) Clast Size (%)

Limestone 9 boulders 100

Limestone + Chert 18 boulders, nodules 100

Chert 73 nodules 100

Grave # Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

533 The individual’s name limestone headstone

535 The individual’s name and date of death (22/2/2002) limestone headstone

544 The individual’s name and date of death (2/22/2002) limestone headstone

567 The individual’s first name limestone headstone
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Appendix U: Bir Madhkur Cemetery Data !

-  !
Figure 5.32 Aerial view of Bir Madhkur Cemetery (Google Earth 2013) !
Material 1 Head Foot Material 2 Head Foot Material 3 Head Foot %

Dolomite X 9

Dolomite X Metamorphic Schist X Sandstone X 2

Rhyolite X X 5

Rhyolite X Sandstone X 2

Sandstone X X 28

Sandstone X X Dolomite X 4

Sandstone X X Metamorphic Schist X X 2

Sandstone X X Rhyolite X 2

Sandstone X 13

Sandstone X Dolomite X 2

Sandstone X Rhyolite X 4
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!
Table 5.27 Grave marker materials and locations at Bir Madhkur !

!
Table 5.28 Grave construction materials utilized at Bir Madhkur !

Sandstone X Siltstone X 2

Sandstone X 2

None 23

Material 1 Head Foot Material 2 Head Foot Material 3 Head Foot %

Material Material 
Type (%)

Clast Size(s) Clast Size 
(%)

Dolomite + Sandstone 10 boulders 
boulders/cobbles

80 
20

Dolomite + Metamorphic Schist + Sandstone 12 boulders 
boulders/cobbles

67 
33

Dolomite + Rhyolite + Sandstone 8 boulders 
boulders/cobbles

25 
75

Dolomite + Metamorphic Schist + Rhyolite + 
Sandstone 

60 boulders 
boulders/cobbles 
cobbles

43 
50 
7

Metamorphic Schist + Sandstone 2 boulders 100

Metamorphic Schist + Rhyolite + Sandstone 4 boulders 
boulders/cobbles

50 
50

Sandstone 4 boulders 100

Grave # Category Artifact Location

573 Metal rusted can foot of the grave

576 Metal unidentified rounded object on top of the grave

587 Textile white garment foot of the grave

601 Plastic orange tarp on top of the grave

610 Ceramic pipe shaped ceramic object with pink fabric head of the grave

611 Metal oil can head of the grave
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!
Table 5.29 Assemblage of material culture at Bir Madhkur Cemetery !!

611 Paper empty package of Winston brand cigarettes foot of the grave

612 Stone chert flake (gunflint) on top of the grave

612 Stone chert flake (gunflint) on top of the grave

613 Stone chert flake (gunflint) on top of the grave

615 Stone chert flake (gunflint) on top of the grave

617 Stone chert flake (gunflint) on top of the grave

617 Stone chert flake (gunflint) on top of the grave

Grave # Category Artifact Location
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Appendix V: Disa Cemetery 1 Data !

-  !
Figure 5.34 Aerial view of Disa Cemetery 1 (Google Earth 2013) !

!
Table 5.30 Grave marker materials and locations at Disa Cemetery 1 !

Material 1 Head Foot Side Material 2 Head Foot Side %

Sandstone X X 56

Sandstone X 25

Sandstone X 3

Sandstone X 1

Sandstone X Branch X 1

Sandstone X Cinderblock X 1

Sandstone X Rhyolite X 1

None 12
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!
Table 5.31 Grave construction materials utilized at Disa Cemetery 1 !

Material Material 
Type (%)

Clast Size(s) Clast Size 
(%)

Sandstone 91 boulders 
slabs

67 
33

Sandstone + Cinderblocks 3 boulders, whole 100

Sandstone + Rhyolite 3 boulders 100

Sandstone + Cement + Cinderblocks 3 boulders, whole, slabs 100

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

624 sandstone headstone

624 sandstone head of the grave

624 sandstone head of the grave

631 sandstone headstone

632 sandstone headstone

641 sandstone right side of the grave

644 sandstone headstone

645 sandstone headstone

646 sandstone headstone

648 sandstone right side of the grave

650 sandstone headstone

652 sandstone headstone

652 sandstone headstone

655 sandstone headstone

659 The individual’s name sandstone left side of the grave

662 sandstone headstone

Wasum featuring the symbols -  and -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

Wasum featuring the symbols -  and -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

Wasum featuring the symbols -  and -  
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!
Table 5.32 Inscriptional evidence found at Disa Cemetery 1 !

!
Table 5.33 Assemblage of material culture at Disa Cemetery 1 !

667 sandstone headstone

668 sandstone headstone

670 sandstone headstone

673 Illegible sandstone headstone

674 “The deceased belongs to al-Ghayath” sandstone headstone

675 The individual’s name sandstone headstone

678 sandstone headstone

681 sandstone headstone

688 sandstone headstone

690 sandstone centre of the grave

692 sandstone headstone

695 sandstone headstone

695 sandstone footstone

703 sandstone headstone

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

A wasm featuring the symbol -  

Grave 
#

Category Artifact Location

640 Ceramic brown and white painted base sherd of coffee cup head of the grave

641 Textile white garment head of the grave

644 Ceramic white and blue painted body sherd head of the grave

659 Ecofact branches and bundles of plant material on top of the grave

702 Glass broken base piece of glass jar foot of the grave
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Appendix W: Disa Cemetery 2 Data !

-  !
Figure 5.36 Aerial view of Disa Cemetery 2 (Google Earth 2013) !!
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Appendix X: Petra Cemetery Data !

-  !
Figure 5.38 Aerial view of the Petra Cemetery (Google Earth 2013) !

!
Table 5.34 Grave marker materials and locations at Petra Cemetery !

Material Head Foot Side(s) %

Sandstone X X 88

Sandstone X X X 2

Sandstone X X 1

Sandstone X 6

Sandstone X 1

None 2

Grave # Category Artifact Location

761 Bone/Horn right humerus of an ovicaprid head of the grave

791 Metal can head of the grave
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!
Table 5.35 Assemblage of material culture at Petra Cemetery !!

794 Metal rusted oil can on top of the grave

Grave # Category Artifact Location
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Appendix Y: Taybeh Cemetery Data !

-  !
Figure 5.40 Aerial view of the Taybeh Cemetery (Google Earth 2013) !

!

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

N/A “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful, No doubt! Verily, the Auliya' of Allah (those 
who believe in the Oneness of Allah and fear Allah much 
[abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds which He 
has forbidden], and love Allah much [perform all kinds of 
good deeds which He has ordained]), no fear shall come 
upon them nor shall they grieve”; “The family cemetery 
of al-Alfaqir, family of al-Seerah”

Metal c e m e t e r y 
entrance

844 Illegible sandstone footwall

844 A man’s name sandstone g r a v e 
entrance

844 A wasm featuring the symbol ||^ sandstone right side of 
the grave
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Table 5.36 Inscriptional evidence found at Taybeh Cemetery !

!
Table 5.37 Assemblage of material culture at Taybeh Cemetery !

Grave # Category Artifact Location

844 Glass/Metal glass jar with metal lid left wall

844 Textile/Wood white fabric flag tied to a branch head wall

844 Textile/Wood white fabric flag tied to a branch head wall

844 Textile/Wood white fabric flag tied to a branch head wall

844 Textile/Wood white fabric flag tied to a branch left wall

844 Textile/Wood white fabric flag tied to a branch left wall

844 Textile/Wood white fabric flag tied to a branch left wall

844 Textile/Wood white fabric flag tied to a branch footwall
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Appendix Z: Wadi Abu Sekekeen Cemetery Data !

'  !
Figure 5.42 Aerial view of the Wadi Abu Sekekeen Cemetery (Google Earth 2013) !

!
Table 5.38 Grave orientations at the Wadi Abu Sekekeen Cemetery !

Direction Proportion (%)

NNE-SSW 5

NE-SW 17

ENE-WSW 29

E-W 38

ESE-WNW 10

SE-NW 1

Material 1 Head Foot Side Material 2 Head Foot Side %

Dolorite X X 54

Dolorite X 8
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!
Table 5.39 Grave marker materials and locations at the Wadi Abu Sekekeen Cemetery !

!
Table 5.40 Grave construction materials utilized at the Wadi Abu Sekekeen Cemetery !

Dolorite X X Sandstone X 1

Dolorite X X Sandstone X 1

Dolorite X Sandstone X 1

Dolorite X Sandstone X 1

Sandstone X 5

Sandstone X Dolorite X 5

None 24

Material 1 Head Foot Side Material 2 Head Foot Side %

Material Material Type 
(%)

Clast Size(s) Clast Size (%)

Dolorite 97 boulders 
boulders/cobbles 
boulders/slabs 
cobbles 
slabs

71 
2 
2 
4 
21

Dolorite + Sandstone 2 boulders 100

Dolorite + Wood 1 boulders, branches 100

Grave # Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

858 sandstone headstone

861 sandstone headstone

878 sandstone headstone

897 sandstone left side of the grave 

904 sandstone headstone

918 sandstone headstone

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -
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!
Table 5.41 Inscriptional evidence found at Wadi Abu Sekekeen Cemetery !

!
Table 5.42 Assemblage of material culture at Wadi Abu Sekekeen Cemetery !

921 sandstone headstone

925 sandstone headstone

931 sandstone headstone

939 sandstone headstone

940 sandstone headstone

940 sandstone headstone

941 sandstone headstone

941 sandstone footstone

970 sandstone headstone

Grave # Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

A wasm featuring the symbol -

Grave # Category Artifact Location

848 Wood four branches are placed across the grave, 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis

on top of the grave

948 Ceramic brown slipped rim foot of the grave

948 Ceramic brown slipped body sherd foot of the grave
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Appendix AA: Wadi Sabra Cemetery Data !

-  !
Figure 5.44 Aerial view of Wadi Sabra Cemetery (Google Earth 2013) !

!
Table 5.43 Grave marker materials and locations at the Wadi Sabra Cemetery !

Material 1 Head Foot Material 2 Head Foot %

Sandstone X X 93

Sandstone X 1

Sandstone X 2

Sandstone X X Limestone X 1

Mudstone X X 2

None 1

Material Material Type (%) Clast Size(s) Clast Size (%)

Sandstone 100 boulders 
boulders/slabs 
slabs

57 
14 
29
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!
Table 5.44 Construction materials utilized at the Wadi Sabra Cemetery !

!
Table 5.45 Inscriptional evidence found at Wadi Sabra Cemetery !

Grave 
#

Inscription Material 
Inscribed

Location

983 “Upon whom Allah has mercy”; the individual’s name; 
“The date 1832”.

sandstone entrance to 
the grave

983 The individual’s name sandstone entrance to 
the grave

991 The individual’s name sandstone headstone

1015 “In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most 
Merciful”; “It will be said to the pious believers of Islamic 
monotheism: ‘O you, the one in complete rest and 
satisfaction, return to your Lord well-pleased and pleasing 
unto Him. Enter among My (honoured) servants, and enter 
My Paradise’’; “Great truth of God”; “al-fatiha”; “This 
grave belongs to the deceased” followed by the individual’s 
name; “Who passed away to the mercy of Allah on 
Saturday, 5/11/1984”; “Allah have mercy on him, to Allah 
we all belong and to him we shall all return”

limestone headstone

1019 “al-fatiha”; “This grave belongs to the deceased” followed 
by the individual’s name”; “from the Tosah tribe”; “He 
passed away by will of Allah during the 1866 hijri date, AD 
date 1941”

sandstone headstone

1046 The individual’s name sandstone footstone

Grave # Category Artifact Location

980 Textile blue garment on top of the grave

981 Textile white garment foot of the grave

983 Glass sherds foot of the grave

983 Glass jar foot of the grave

983 Plastic black lid foot of the grave

983 Plastic black bottle foot of the grave
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!
Table 5.46 Assemblage of material culture at Wadi Sabra Cemetery  

1025 Textile orange and white garment foot of the grave

1028 Textile white garment head of the grave

1037 Metal rusted can foot of the grave

1037 Textile white garment left side of the grave

1037 Textile piece of blue fabric left side of the grave

Grave # Category Artifact Location
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Appendix BB: Cemetery Data Analysis !

!
Table 5.47 Overall proportion of grave types !

Mortuary Architecture %

Encircled 49

Nasoob only 25

Covered 14

Superstructure of stacked stones 5

Encircled rectangular 2

Rectangular 2

Covered and encircled 1

Special form 1

Undetermined (due to damage) 1

Category %

Bone/horn 3

Ceramic 9

Ecofact 11

Glass 7

Glass/metal 1

Leather 1

Metal 13

Paper 1

Plastic 12

Rubber 1

Stone 2

Textile 30

Textile/wood 4
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!
Table 5.48 Assemblage of material culture !

!
Table 5.49 Context of material culture !

!
Table 5.50 Overall proportion of inscribed materials !

Wood 5

Category %

Location %

Head 26

Side 26

On grave 21

Foot 15

Nugra 6

Wall 4

Rijam 2

Inscribed Material %

Basalt 25

Basalt/cement 3

Cement 8

Cement-covered cinderblocks 4

Chert 1

Cinderblocks 9

Limestone 26

Marble 1

Metal 1

Sandstone 22
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!
Table 5.51 Inscription locations  

Location %

Head 64

Wall 12

Foot 6

Nugra 4

Side 4

Superstructure 3

On grave 2

Simeel 2

Rijam 1

Prayer spot 1

Cemetery entrance 1
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